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The author of the present publication, Chrysanthos of Madytos (ca. 1770 - 
ca. 1840), according to Professor Dimitri Conomos, was an “uncommonly 
well-educated and highly cultured hierarch,” and a “composer and educa-
tor,” among many other types of knowledge that he possessed.

Almost 200 years later, in the United States, another "uncommonly well-
educated and highly cultured" member of the clergy touched our hearts 
with his musicianship and compositions using the new notation of Chry-
santhos of Madytos. The Very Reverend Peter N. Kyriakos (1925-2006) 
shall be remembered for his reverence and faithfulness; friendship and 
love; his inspirational liturgies and angelic voice; his sense of humor and 
personality radiating kindness, gentleness, integrity, and humility.

It is for these qualities that we respectfully dedicate this book to Father Pe-
ter's memory.

May it be eternal.
The Axion Estin Foundation Board of Directors 

January 15, 2010

“You satisfy me more than the richest feast.
I will praise you with songs of joy”.
                                                        Psalm 63:5

Fr. Peter N. Kyriakos (1925-2006)





greek orthodox  
archdiocese of america
Office of the archbishop

Dear Dr. Lampousis and Members of the Axion Estin 
Foundation,

It is with particular joy that I greet you as you assem-
ble in the CUNY Graduate Center Ethnomusicology 
Department to announce the publishing of the leading 
theoretical work of Chrysanthos of Madyte (ca 1770-46) 
who along with Gregory the Protopsaltes, and Chour-
mouzios the Archivist were instrumental in the reform of 
the notation of Greek ecclesiastical music.

I offer my congratulations for your efforts to bring 
to light the important work of this reformer, to promote 
the study of Byzantine music, and to create opportunities 
for further understanding and appreciating this music as 
it has survived through the centuries.

May this project supported by the Very Reverend Pe-
ter Kyriakou Endowment Fund pay honorable tribute to 
the blessed memory of the exemplary priest of the Greek 
Orthodox Archdiocese of America, The very Reverend 
Peter N. Kyriakos (1925-2006), who in word and deed, 
in worship and ministry, ceaselessly gave praise to God 
and glorified His holy name.

With my heartfelt thanks to Presvytera Kay Kyriak-
ou and the members of the Very Reverend Peter Kyriakou 
Endowment Fund who supported this worthy initiative 
whose fruition we celebrate today, I remain 

With paternal love in Christ,

+ DEMETRIOS
Archbishop of America

January 15, 2010
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Translator’s Foreword
The English translation of Chrysanthos from Madytos Great Theory of 
Music was submitted as a prerequisite for the degree Master of Music 
to the School of Music, Indiana University in Bloomington in 1974.

This was an annotated translation, aiming at locating the sources 
of the work, in order to prove that the main purpose of the writer was 
to immerse its readers into the ideology of the Enlightenment and the 
conscience of an ancient Greek heritage. 

Writing the work, I realised that my wish to track down the sourc-
es of this most patchy work was an utopia, especially since most of the 
possible sources have also been written in the same patchy manner. 

Sometime ago, I was informed by Angelos Lampousis that my the-
sis circulates in the Internet, and that he would like to try and publish 
the work. 

His proposal I accepted with joy. 
Recently I was able to realize the augmented interest of foreign 

scholars on Chrysanthos’ work and concurrently a number of misin-
terpretations of his significance, most often resulting from ignorance 
of his cultural environment. 

In the new form presented here, various mistakes have been cor-
rected, the ambition of annotating the translation has been abandoned 
and the concept of rendering musical terms has been changed. Most 
terms are not translated but transliterated, in order to show Chrysan-
thos’ application of ancient Greek in his intention to show the conti-
nuity of Greek culture.

I am convinced that the importance of the book is demonstrated 
in this plain translation and the information contained in the intro-
duction.

        
Katy Romanou

        
November 13, 2009
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Introduction

The New Method

The music notation used today in Greek churches was formulated in 
Constantinople by the so called Three Teachers, Chrysanthos from 
Madytos, the author of this book, Gregorios Protopsaltes and Chour-
mouzios Chartophylax. Their New Method, officially adopted by the 
Great Church in 1814, permitted for the first time in history the print-
ing of Byzantine1 notation. Music printing – invented in the West little 
after the Fall of Byzantium – enabled the uniform interpretation of 
music over the vastly dispersed Greek Orthodox communities during 
the last two centuries. Thus ended the extraordinary diversity of inter-
pretations given to neumes through the four centuries of the Ottoman 
occupation.

Through printing, Byzantine music lives up to our own times, as a 
functional, contemporary music, side by side with Western and other 
‘art’ musics, while preserving its difference, its uniqueness and the char-
acteristics of its deep history. 

The New Method was preceded by various attempts to reform the 
notation, including proposals to introduce staff notation. Main causes 
of their failure were their technical defects as well as politics. The lat-
ter was especially involved in cases where Western influence was much 
pronounced. 

The New Method adhered to basic aspects of the traditional sys-
tem to a sufficient degree, while the elements of Western notation (a 
notation developed for instrumental music) absorbed, were disguised 
in Greek clothing and were not brought out by its promoters, in con-
trast to previous attempts. 

Byzantine notation developed during long centuries to symbol-
ise music that remained exclusively vocal, always “supporting” a text. 
In fact, the cohesion of the notational system collapsed when, in the 
14th century, music lost its secondary role (of supporting logos), and 

1 Greeks apply the adjective “Byzantine” for all manifestations of the tradition inherited from 
Byzantium.
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was upgraded to an autonomous art; the text – both meaningful and 
meaningless – was then used as a vehicle to pure musical imagination 
and vocal virtuosity, for the manifestation of which the notation was 
enriched with a great number of neumes indicating subtle differences 
in voice production, timbre varieties and virtuosic ornaments. 

The New Method preserved the earlier distinction between quan-
titative (delineating the tune) and qualitative (indicative of vocal pro-
nunciation or ornamentation) neumes. The former – reduced from 
eleven to six – remained diastematic; they do not indicate frequency 
but the difference of two frequencies; not the pitch, but the interval, 
the exact size of which is determined by the use of the martyriæ of the 
echoi, that act as key signatures.

The principle by which the diastematic neumes operated was also 
preserved. Only those neumes indicating the interval of the ascending 
and descending second, the descending fourth and the ison (which in-
dicates repetition) may stand by themselves as they denote both quan-
tity and quality. All the other neumes signify quantity only and have 
to be combined with those indicating a second (the number of which 
exceeds all the others) in order to obtain their quality. 

With regard to the qualitative neumes, whose number had reached 
40, the reformers appeared to be more radical, preserving eleven only 
in their method. This severe reduction is reasoned with the presump-
tion that starting from the 17th century, the neumes symbolising me-
lismatic formulas had been gradually and successively “explained”, i.e. 
analysed, and that the notation as applied by Chrysanthos’ teacher, 
Petros Byzantios, had reached a state that differs little from the New 
Method. 

This theory expounded for the first time in the book under trans-
lation and much supported and disseminated by Constantinos Psa-
chos,2 presents the New Method as the outcome of a gradual process; 
not a reform, but the sealing of a long tradition. Among the qualitative 
neumes applied, a number is used for the expression of rhythmical sub-
divisions, corresponding to those in staff notation; thus the poetic con-
cept of rhythm was replaced by a musical concept of it. Bar lines were 

2 C. Psachos, Η Παρασημαντική της Βυζαντινής Μουσικής, 2d ed., Athens: Dionysos, 1978
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also introduced but their application has not been vastly adopted.
What Chrysanthos’ students and admirers single out as a very ef-

ficient innovation is the replacement of the polysyllables by monosyl-
lables3 for the instruction of the melodies (i.e., the solfège). The pA 
Bou Ga Di kE Zo nĒ being euphonious syllables out of the first seven 
letters of the Greek alphabet. 

It is very interesting the fact that this inept identification of neumes 
that denote intervals with names that denote pitch has not produced 
neither problems in teaching during the past two centuries, nor polem-
ics by adversaries!

Chrysanthos from Madytos

Chrysanthos was born in Madytos, a town opposite the Dardanels on 
the Chersonesos of Thrace, belonging to the Metropolis of Heraclea. 
The age of his birth in not known, but most writers give c. 1770.4 His 
only teacher known to us is Petros Byzantios, by whom he was instruct-
ed Byzantine music. He also had a good command of staff notation 
and played both the Arab and the European flutes. He had a reading 
knowledge of Ancient Greek, Latin, Turkish and French. 

Chrysanthos has been recognised as an uncommonly cultured 
man (the truth of which relies on the state of education in his times).

Theodoros Aristocles in his biography of Constantios I (patriarch 
of Constantinople in 1830-1834)5 gives the information that Chry-
santhos was around 1811 active in the metochion of Mount Sinai at 
the district of Palatas, where Constantios resided every winter, having 
transformed it into a cultural centre of progressive trends, a museum, so 
to say, and an academy for Constantinople’s intellectuals. One would 
see there always gathered patriarchs and archpriests and political lead-
ers of every nationality and every party, and the most eminent intel-

3 Terms used as nouns in Byzantine theories.
4 Georgios Constantinou, judging mainly from Chrysanthos’ ecclesiastical ranks during his early 

life, proposes the years around 1780. See, G. Constantinou, Θεωρητικόν Μέγα της Μουσικής 
Χρυσάνθου του εκ Μαδύτων. Το ανέκδοτο αυτόγραφο του 1816. Το έντυπο του 1832, Great Vatopae-
dion Monastery, 2007: p.25, fn. 20.

5 Th. Aristocles, Κωνσταντίου Α΄του από Σιναίου Αοιδίμου Πατριάρχου Κωνσταντινουπόλεως του 
Βυζαντίου Βιογραφία, Constantinople, Proodos, 1866.
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lectuals and teachers and clericals.6
Aristocles mentions Chrysanthos as one of Constantios’ main col-

laborators and says that Chrysanthos wrote his Great Theory of Music 
“under the guidance of the ever-memorable Constantios”.7 

In two letters on the New Method written in 1815 by patriarch 
Cyril VI, and widely publicised, it is said that Chrysanthos was helped 
in his theoretical studies by “European music teachers”.8 G. Papado-
poulos says in both his biographical (1890) and historic (1904) works 
that Chrysanthos “visited various libraries”.9  It is not clear when the 
information that Chrysanthos travelled to Western Europe for his re-
search appears for the first time, but it does not seem well founded.10 

In Greece there existed some very good libraries around 1800. The 
public library of Chios had 30.000 volumes, while Guilford was im-
pressed of some private libraries in Corfú.11 

Another obscure incident in Chrysanthos’ life is his alleged exile 
to Madytos sometime before 1814. 

This event, is only mentioned by more recent authors; it is not 
mentioned either by Panagiotes Pelopides in his “Introduction” to 
the Great Theory of Music, or in Chrysanthos’ short biography therein 
(II/§.63 & fn.) or in Theodoros Aristocles’ biography of Constantios. 
The first to mention Chrysanthos’ exile because of his teaching is Geor-
gios Papadopoulos. The most interesting part of it is the description 
of Chrysanthos’ vindication, because it demonstrates the secular and 
popular character of the orthodox church music, and consequently, the 
great importance of the New Method. Papadopoulos states that young 
masons in Constantinople sung hymns impressively well, while work-
ing on the scaffold. The owner of the house, metropolitan of Heraclea 

 6 Ibidem, p. 6.
 7 Ibidem, p. 61.
 8 “Liberal arts”, in: Ερμής ο Λόγιος (1816), p. 10.
 9 G. Papadopoulos, Συμβολαί εις την ιστορίαν της παρ’ ημίν εκκλησιαστικής μουσικής, Athens, Kou-

soulinos & Athanasiades, 1890, p. 333. Id., Ιστορική Επισκόπησις της βυζαντινής εκκλησιαστικής 
μουσικής, Athens, no ed., 1904, p. 200. 

10 Constantinou considers “Chrysanthos staying in Western Europe (possibly France)” a “cer-
tainty” (ibidem, p. 24). But if that were the case, Fétis, who gives so much information on the 
New Method, would had certainly mentioned it. 

11 Ερμής ο Λόγιος , IX, 1819, pp. 604-08 & H. Angelomati-Tsoungaraki, Η Ιόνιος Ακαδημία. Το 
χρονικό της ίδρυσης του πρώτου ελληνικού πανεπιστημίου (1811-19914), Athens, Ho M. Romios, 
1997, p. 31.
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Meletios, asked the masons how such young men could sing such dif-
ficult chants so perfectly. He was told that they were taught them by 
Chrysanthos in his new method. Meletios then convinced the patri-
arch of Chrysanthos’ efficacy and Chrysanthos was called back from 
exile.12 

By Chrysanthos’ time, the most important part of Greek nation-
als was outside the borders of today’s Greece. Constantinople was to 
them a cultural metropolis, not an ecclesiastical centre only. Besides, 
the antithesis between ecclesiastical and secular music was a concept 
not yet disseminated in this area. The secular and popular character of 
the Orthodox Church was marked; its music was sung at banquets, at 
work as well as in church. For their popularity, hymn tunes were used, 
at school to teach geography, rules of the grammar and arithmetic, or 
to tease friends and foes.

During the first two decades of the 19th century, so crucial for the 
future of Greece, the political orientation of Constantinople’s patri-
archs was determining the clergy’s relations with the Enlightenment, 
its fractions and their representatives, its attitude to the Greek Revolu-
tion and to the philhellenes that assisted it.

The clergymen that helped Chrysanthos with his research were 
Constantios, in whose environment Chrysanthos initiated his work 
(in 1811), Cyrillos VI, during whose patriarchate (1813-1818) the 
New Method was officially recognized and taught, and the metropoli-
tan of Heracleia, Meletios, who is credited with having convinced the 
Church officials of Chrysanthos’ importance. All three were progres-
sive personalities connected to Greeks and Europeans living or travel-
ling to the West.

Cyrillos and Meletios were admirers of Adamantios Coraes, the 
man who worked in order to establish the identity of the new Greek 
state on the heredity of ancient Greece, an idea that certain church 
circles fought as undermining the ties of the Greek nation to the Or-
thodox Church. The two men had signed a number of documents fa-
vourable for Chrysanthos and other young Greeks influenced by the 
Enlightenment. Very telling of their political beliefs is an invitation, 

12 G. Papadopoulos, ibidem. 
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signed by both, to Koumas, a young scholar, to teach in Constantino-
ple. In the invitation it is noted that they are calling young people “who 
have a more essential knowledge, more diverse, based on reason” and 
who, therefore, “will be able to fulfil the nation’s desires concerning 
education”.13 This, as well as other documents and letters by Cyrillos 
and Meletios have been published in the periodical Hermes ho Logios, 
that promoted Coraes’ ideology and politics, as well as Chrysanthos’ 
reform. 

Reading carefully through the pages of this periodical, one realizes 
that there existed a close friendship and collaboration between those 
two clergymen, Coraes, Anthimos Gazes (the editor of the periodical 
up to 1815 and thereafter an active supporter of the Greek Revolution), 
Constantinos Nicolopoulos and the Englishman Frederick North, 5th 
Earl of Guilford (called simply Guilford by Greeks).14 

Constantinos Nicolopoulos was the Greek librarian at the Insti-
tut de France who helped with the Parisian editions of Chrysanthos’ 
works; he was a student and collaborator of F.-J. Fétis. While in Paris, 
he acquired an important library, which he donated to Andritsena, a 
city in Arcadia, wherefrom he originated.15 

Guilford was the English nobleman Frederick North, 5th Earl 
of Guilford (1766-1827) (simplified to ‘Guilford’ in Greece) who 
founded, in 1824 in Corfu, the Ionian Academy, the first Greek Uni-
versity after the Fall of Constantinople. Desiring to create a genuinely 
Greek institution, Guilford travelled to all the places that were known 
for their Greek schools and teachers and managed to get feedback on 
every successful Greek school (in Chios, Constantinople, Ioannina, 
Athens, Trieste, etc.). He also visited European cities with prosperous 
Greek communities (Paris, various Italian, Austrian, as well as Russian 

13 Ερμής ο Λόγιος, γ΄, 1813: 306-308. Koumas taught in Constantinople in 1814-1815. See, 
Tr. Euangelides, Η παιδεία επί τουρκοκρατίας ... Α΄, Athens, A.P. Chalkiopoulos, 1936, p. 18. 
1936: 18.

14 Guilford was in Constantinople in 1811. See, H. Angelomati-Tsoungaraki, ibidem, pp. 3, 9.
15 F.-J. Fétis gives the information that Nicolopoulos left unfinished a tranlsation of Aristoxenos’ 

Harmonic Elements. It is interesting to note that the first French translation of this work, 
written by Charles-Emile Ruelle, was published thirty years after Nicolopoulos’ death (Paris: 
Pottier de la Laine, 1871). See, F.-J. Fétis, “Nicolopoulo (Constantin-Agathophron)”, in: Bi-
ographie universelle des musiciens et bibliographie générale de la musique, Paris, 1872/ Brux-
elles, Culture et Civilisation, 1972.
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and Balkan cities). He chose promising youngsters to teach at the acad-
emy, which he sent to study in Europe at his own expense. 

Hilarion Sinaites, the Cretan, was among the opponents of Co-
raes. Earlier, however he had been Constantios’ close collaborator. In 
1818 he was assigned by Robert (?) Pinkerton, the English Biblical 
Society’s representative in Constantinople, to translate the Bible into 
modern Greek, which he did, under the inspection of Constantios.16 
In 1819 Hilarion became supervisor of the patriarchal printing house 
in Constantinople. He would publish offensive comments on Guilford 
and Nicolopoulos17 and invite Greek writers to publish their works in 
Constantinople and not abroad.18 

One year earlier Cyrilos VI had been succeeded by Gregorios V, 
who “returned to the throne from his exile on Mount Athos full of zeal 
for the defence of the faith. The patriarch and the synod implemented 
a series of pastoral measures in an attempt to stem the tide of ideologi-
cal change.”19 

The dissemination of the New Method

In 1819 Chrysanthos’ young student and admirer, A. Thamyris,20 ar-
rived in Paris in order to supervise the construction of typesetting for 
printing music in the New Method.21 This work was done by M. Léger, 
collaborator of the famous publishers family Didot. Then, Thamyris, 
with the help of Nicolopoulos published Chrysanthos’ Introduction to 
the theory and practice of Music written for the use of those who study it in 
the New Method, a manual for the instruction of the notation, which, 
in his words, was “necessary to students” and then, Petros Peloponne-

16 See, Th. Aristocles, ibidem, pp. 6-7. Hilarion’s translation was published by the English Bib-
lical Society in London, in 1828 (See, G. Bokos, Τα πρώτα ελληνικά τυπογραφεία, Athens, 
Helleniko Logotechniko kai historiko Archeio, 1998, p. 237). It did not circulate in Con-
stantinople, because of serious reactions of the Church. Through the same society, transla-
tions of the Bible were also written in Corfu. Cyrillos VI certified their fidelity to the origi-
nal and they “were disseminated in Epeiros, Thessaly and Albania”. See, P. Chiotes, Ιστορικά 
απομνημονεύματα Επτανήσου, vol. 6, Zante, Phoskolos, 1887, p. 239. 

17 See, Ερμής ο Λόγιος, IX (1819), pp. 811-820.
18 Ibidem, p. 271.
19 P. Kitromilides, “Orthodoxy and the West. Reformation to Enlightenment” in Eastern Chris-

tianity, edited by M. Anglod, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2006, p.209.
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sios’ Doxastika transcribed into the reformed notation by Gregorios 
Lampadarios.22 Both books appeared in 1821. Both were introduced 
to the readers with a foreword written by Thamyris.23 In the former he 
spoke in youthful enthusiasm of the Enlightenment ideas Chrysanthos 
had inspired him with;24 in the latter, he expresses his disillusionment 
on his teacher’s sudden change and declares that he will not obey their 
incomprehensible demand to return to Constantinople.25 

A first stock of the Introduction containing Thamyris’ preface was 
fast recalled and the book circulated again without it and without 
mentioning its editor. The preface was published by Giorgos Ladas in 
1978 from a manuscript copy preserved.26 The text is a fervent praise 
for the Enlightenment of which the New Method is a representative 
outcome, since it has reduced the thirty years previously required for 
the study of music to three, “leaving thus time for studies more advan-
tageous to social life”. It has frequent reference to Coraes, Rousseau and 
ancient Greek philosophers. It has a quotation from a text by Rousseau 
on rhythm (as, indeed, rhythmical divisions, bar-lines and the use of 
the metronome for the measurement of tempo were among the most 
obvious loans from Western notation). Thamyris uses harsh, ironic 
and disrespectful expressions against the old music teachers, whom he 
calls “completely ignorant teachers” who have “tortured the children 
of Greece”. He concludes advising his fellow students: “Do not confine 
yourself to our music; study European as well, if you wish ours to reach 

20 Thamyris’ first name is mentioned by Fétis. In his Biographie (1873) he calls him Anastase 
in the articles “Lampadarius” and “Chrysante de Madyte”, while in his Histoire général de la 
musique depuis les temps les plus anciens jusqu’ à nos jours, vol. IV, Paris, 1874, he calls him once 
Anastase (p. 29) and twice Αthanase (p. 48, fn. 2 and p. 53).

21 J.-F. Fétis, ibidem, p. 29.
22 Thamyris ambition to publish Petros Peloponnesios’ Anastasimatarion was forestalled by Pet-

ros Manuel Ephesios, who published the book in Bucharest in 1920. Antagonism between 
the French and the Rumanian printers favoured the speed, the quantity and the quality of the 
first publications in the New Method. See, G. Ladas, Τα πρώτα τυπωμένα βιβλία Βυζαντινής 
Μουσικής, Athens, Cultura, 1978, p. 27. 

23 J.-F. “Chrysanthe de Madyte” Biographie (1873) and G. Ladas, ibidem, pp. 19-26. 
24 G. Ladas, ibidem, pp. 20-30.
25 Πελοποννήσιος 1821: η΄. Thamyris died in 1828, in Paris. His death is mentioned by Fétis 

(1873: “Chrysanthe de Madyte” and “Lampadarius”). Giorgos Constantinou believes that 
Thamyris was called back by his teachers because they were disatisfied with the typesets

26 Γεώργιος Λαδάς, Τα πρώτα τυπωμένα βιβλία Βυζαντινής Μουσικής [The first published books 
of Byzantine Music] (Athens, 1978), p. 27.
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its high level”.
So, Thamyris’ foreword connects Chrysanthos to the Enlighten-

ment, while its retraction shows the effort to conceal this connection. 
But Chrysanthos’ second publication, the Great Theory of Music gives 
full evidence of its author’s active involvement in the Enlightenment of 
the Greeks. This book is not a second, enlarged edition of the Introduc-
tion, as it has been considered by various writers,27misled especially by 
its much delayed publication. The titles of the two books are eloquent 
of their difference. So is the introduction of the Great Theory of Music 
by Chrysanthos’ student Panagiotes Pelopides, who after speaking of 
the great benefit the New Method offered to Greek music, he presents 
the writing of the Great Theory of Music as a second great contribution 
of Chrysanthos alone to the progress of the nation, saying: “But besides 
this superb benefaction of the Three Teachers, Mister Chrysanthos in 
particular beneficed the nation still more, writing, with philosophical 
thought this didactic and philological treatise on musical science.”

With his contribution to the invention of the New Method and 
the writing of the Great Theory of Music, Chrysanthos fulfilled many 
aims of the Enlightenment: New educational methods were employed, 
schools were founded, simple teaching treatises were published, young 
people were sent abroad to study, the number of music teachers aug-
mented, the heredity of ancient Greek culture was pronounced, and 
the study of Western civilisation encouraged. 

The Great Theory of Music

For modern Greek culture, Chrysanthos’ publication is significant. Of 
the two parts it contains, the first deals systematically with the theory 
of ancient Greek, Byzantine, Ottoman and European music, giving 
comparisons of their intervals, modes and rhythms. The second part 
is the first Greek general history of music in modern times. Therein, 
Byzantine and post Byzantine musicians take their place in history af-
ter ancient Greek musicians and those mentioned in the Bible, and in 

27 See for example, Melpo Merlier, “Un manuel de musique byzantine, le ‘Théoreticon’ de 
Chrysanthe”,in: Revue des études grecques xxxix, 1926, pp. 241-6. 
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parallel with the great Western musicians.
Since the 14th century when Manuel Bryennios and few other 

Byzantine writers showed the Greek heritage of Byzantine music, 
prompted by the political choice to build the ties of the ailing empire 
on national identity, the flow of Greek music was invisible. Chrysan-
thos highlighted it again, after five centuries.

Chrysanthos covers the subject of ancient Greek music in a broad 
and comprehensive manner. Aristoxenos, Pseudo-Euclid, Nicomachus 
of Gerasa, Gaudentius, Baccheios the Old, Aristides Quintilianus, 
all writers published by Marcus Meibom (Amsterdam 1652), are 
frequently quoted or referred to, as well as Plato, Aristotle, Plutarch, 
Athenaeus and a lot more. A special chapter is devoted to Manuel Bry-
ennios’ Harmonics, as this is the first treatise to relate ancient Greek 
modes to Byzantine echoi.

The Great Theory of Music was already written in 1816. In that year 
Chrysanthos made a copy (called hereafter Ms.)28 of his original au-
tograph for his student, Gregorios, deacon of Chios, who was invited 
in that year to serve as a protopsaltes at Iaşi’s cathedral and as a music 
teacher at the school founded in that city for the instruction of the 
New Method.29 The original autograph, was most probably given to 
Panagiotes G. Pelopides, in 1820 and has not been located.30

Chrysanthos aimed to introduce Western music science to Greek 
musicians. Thamyris must have echoed his teacher when he wrote “Do 
not confine yourself to our music; study European as well, if you wish 
ours to reach its high level” The Great Theory contains a large number 
of subjects, as well as passages and quotations, of 18th century litera-
ture on music, many of which, it should be noted, show the immense 

28 Photocopies of the entire Ms. I was kindly provided by Manolis Chatzeyakoumis, who had 
found it and had published its description and his view on its importance (M. Chatzeya-
koumis, “Αυτόγραφο (1816) του ‘Μεγάλου Θεωρητικού’ του Χρυσανθου”, in Eranistes, 11 
(1974), pp. 311-322. Georgios Constantinou has recently published this Ms., presenting it in 
parallel with the first edition of the Great Theory of Music; this edition is accompanied with a 
digital copy of the Ms. See, G. Constantinou, ibidem.

29 See, G. Papadopoulos, Συμβολαί εις την ιστορίαν της παρ’ ημίν εκκλησιαστικής μουσικής, Athens, 
Kousoulinos & Athanasiades, 1890, p. 328-329. A letter addressed by Chrysanthos to this 
Gregorios, written on February 1, 1817, and a statement by Peter Ephesios, dating April 1, 
1819, that Gregorios helped him to find a printer in Bucharest, were published in the periodi-
cal Ερμής ο Λόγιος (Ερμής ο Λόγιος. ζ΄. 1817: 225-226 and θ΄. 1819: 610-613).

30 As he states in his prologue to the edition. 
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influence ancient Greek studies had on Western culture.
Borrowings, coming obviously from Western sources are chap-

ters dealing with Western music. They are, in part I: Chapter IV “On 
musical instruments” (I/§.432-37), chapter V “The dispositions of 
the auditors of Music” (I/§.438-44), chapter VI “The use of music” 
(I/§.445-51), chapter VII “On harmony” (I/§.452-62), and in part II 
(which consists of a history of music from biblical times and Greek 
antiquity to the present, and a chapter entitled “How music should be 
approached”31), a few passages that have to do with Western music.

Of the above chapters of part I, none exists in Chrysanthos’ Ms. (I 
stress the fact that what is called Ms. here, is a copy of the autograph, 
which was given to Pelopides and has not been located). Comparing 
two points in the Ms. where Chrysanthos has taken a note on what he 
left out in his copying,32 it becomes clear that chapters IV-VII of Book 
Five did not exist in the autograph when its copy (the Ms.) was written 
(1816), but were added either in 1816-1820 by Chrysanthos, or after 
1820 by the editor (or at his consent). Even if the latter is the case, it 
is still probable that the material published derives from Chrysantos’ 
notes. The possibility that part of the edition derives from Chrysan-
thos’ notes worked out by the editor, is supported by the use of the 
third person when referring to Chrysanthos, whereas in the Ms. the 
first person is used. For instance, on p. xxxvi of the Ms., Petros Byzan-
tios is referred to as: “our professor, called also the fugitive”. The cor-
responding passage in the published work (II/§.62) is: “teacher of the 

31 An investigation of Western influences on Chrysanthos’ work, shown mainly on this chapter, 
was published by John Plemmenos in an article entitled “The active listener: Greek attitudes 
towards music listening in the Age of Enlightenment”, in: British journal of ethnomusicology, 6 
(1997), pp. 51-63.

32 In p. 122 of the Ms. one reads: “Following comes the chapter on melopoeia, which was not 
written here”. The chapter “On melopoeia” is chapter I of the Fifth Book (p.174) in the pub-
lication, which includes also, as chapters IV-VII, the chapters mentioned above. (Chapters II 
and III of the Fifth Book are “How psalmodies were chanted” and “Today’s mode of chant-
ing”).

In another instance where chapters were not copied out in the Ms. (p. 112), Chrysanthos 
gives the titles of all the chapters missing and not only the first of a series: “There follow chap-
ter V: On Rhythm, chapter VI: On Chronoi, chapter VII: On the Genera of the Feet, chapter 
VIII: On Rhythms, Chapter IX: List of Ottoman Rhythms, chapter X: Rhythmic Agogics, 
chapter XI: On Rhythms’ Metabole, chapter XII: On Rhythm Poetics, chapter XIII: On 
Cheironomia. These chapters have not been written in this book, complying with its holder’s 
request”.
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teachers Gregorios Lampadarios and Chrysanthos the Archimandrite, 
called also the fugitive”. In the third person is also the short biography 
of Chrysanthos (II/§.63, fn.), missing in the Ms.

One among the least worked-out and strangest points in the 
edition is an extract, quoted in French as footnote (in II/§.50). This 
footnote that does not exist in the corresponding point of the Ms. (p. 
xxviii), is from Guillaume André Villoteau’s De l’ état actuel de l’ art 
musical en Égypte, ou relation historique et descriptive des recherches et 
observations faites sur la musique en ce pays; there, it is the first footnote 
of Part Two, chapter four, dealing with Greek music. Chrysanthos’ bib-
liographic reference reads “p. 786, De l’état actuel de l’art musical en 
Egypte par m. Villoteau”. 

French, the only modern foreign language that Chrysanthos pos-
sessed,33 is the only language, besides Greek, used in his work – to clar-
ify terms34 and for bibliographic reference.35 

That his main sources were in French, is obvious from the trans-
literation of names into Greek: Guido [d’Arezzo] becomes Γούϊ 
(I/§.21, fn.), from the French Guy [Aretin], Boethius becomes Βοέσιος 
(II/§.49), from the French Boëce, and, in one extreme case, Γαληνός is 
written Γάλιος, with the French as explanation in parenthesis: (Galien) 
(I/§.447, fn.).36

A comparison of the two quotations below offers some more ob-
servations on the transliteration of foreign names, but also on Chry-
santhos’ sources. The first is from The Great Theory (II/§.49) and the 
second, from the article “Musique” in Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s Diction-
naire de Musique:37 

33 As stated in early biographies. See, Th. Aristocles, ibidem, p. 61; G. Papadopoulos, ibidem, 
1890, pp. 332-335, especially: 333; Idem, ibidem, 1904, pp. 200-202, especially: 200.

34 For instance: «Flûte traversière» (§.436), «Violon» (§.437) «Accompagnement» (§.459) 
«Faux-bourdons» (§.462).

35 All three are from a footnote to §.447: «Histoire de l’Ac. roy. des sciences. ann. 1707. p.7», 
«Histoire de la Musique» Chap.11j, pag.48», «affectu Musique § 314». The latter is trans-
lated from Latin. 

36 In Latin, in English and in German, the name is transliterated (from its Greek original) with-
out the i after the l (Galenus, Galen).

37 Dictionnaire de musique, Paris, Veuve Duchesne, 1768. The quotation is from the edition 
of 1824 (P. Dupont, 1824) (R: Art et Culture, Paris, 1977). As its is well known, Rousseau 
wrote his music dictionary, using his articles on music published in L’Encyclopédie (1751-72), 
of which he was dissatisfied.
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Από δε τους Λατίνους και τους λοιπούς Ευρωπαίους επί μεν 
Θεοδωρίχου συνέγραψαν Βοέσιος, Κασσιόδωρος, Μαρτινιανός, 
και Αυγουστίνος. νεωστί δε, Ζαρλίνος, Σαλινάς, Ναγούλιος, 
Βικέντιος, Γαλιλαίος, Δόνις, Κιρχέρος, Βανχιέρις, Μαρσένος, 
Παρράς, Περώλτος, Βαλλής, Δεσκάρτης, Ὁλδέρος, Μανγόλις, 
Μαλκόμος, Βουρέττος, Ραμώ, Δ’Αλαμβέρτος, Ρουσσώ, και 
Ὁρόν. 

Parmi les Latins, Boëce a écrit du temps de Théodoric; et non 
loin du même temps, Martianus, Cassiodore, et saint Augus-
tin. Les modernes sont en grand nombre; les plus connus 
sont Zarlin, Salinas, Valgulio, Galilée, Mei, Doni, Kircher, 
Mersenne, Parran, Perrault, Wallis, Descartes, Holder, Men-
goli, Malcolm, Burette, Valloti; enfin, M. Tartini [...] et M. 
Rameau [...] M. d’Alembert [...].

The names of the “moderns” in the above quotation have the fol-
lowing correspondence:38 Ζαρλίνος is Gioseffo Zarlino (1517-1590); 
Σαλινάς is Francisco de Salinas (1513-1590); Ναγούλιος is Carlo Val-
gulio (1440-1498); Βικέντιος and Γαλιλαίος are Vincenzo Galilei (little 
before 1530-1591); Δόνις is Giovanni Battista Doni (1595-1647); 
Κιρχέρος, is Athanasius Kircher (1601-1680); Βανχιέρις is Adriano 
Banchieri (1568-1634); Μαρσένος is Marin Mersenne (1588-1648); 
Παρράς is Antoine Parran (1587-1650); Περρώλτος is either Claude Per-
rault (1613-1688) or his brother Charles Perrault (1628-1703); Βαλλής 
is John Wallis (1616-1703); Δεσκάρτης is René Descartes (1596-1650); 
Oλδέρος is William Holder (1616-1696); Μανγόλις is Pietro Men-
goli (1626-1686); Μαλκόμος, is Alexander Malcolm, (1685-1763); 
Βουρέττος is Pierre-Jean Burette (1665-1747); Ραμώ is Jean-Philippe 
Rameau, (1683-1764); Δ’Αλαμβέρτος is Jean le Rond D’Alembert 
(1717-1783); Ρουσσώ is Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778) and Oρόν 

38 On the identity of the early writers there is no doubt; they are Anicius Manlius Torquatus 
Severinus Boethius, Magnus Aurelius Cassiodorus, Martianus Capella and Aurelius Augusti-
nus (Saint Augustine). On the importance of the persons cited, as well as other detailed infor-
mation on Chrysanthos’ Western influences, see Katy Romanou, “Pitch Symbols for Interval-
lic Neumes: Decoding Western Influences in Chrysanthos’ Work.”, Acta Musicae Byzantinae, 
vol. X (forthcoming).
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is Alexandre Etienne Choron (1771-1834), the only writer in the list, 
contemporary to Chrysanthos.

Effetti, effets and effects

In the chapter entitled “The Use of Music” Chrysanthos treats a favor-
ite subject of 18th century writers: the effects of music on men and 
animals, explained on the basis of the nature of sound, the physiology 
and psychology of hearing. This is a tradition, handed down by Greek 
writers and revived during the great flowering of positivism in science 
in the 17th and the 18th centuries. It was mainly through the work of 
Marin Mersenne, that events showing the effects of music, reported in 
mythology and history, were investigated scientifically, backed by the 
advancements in mechanics, physics, medicine and acoustics. 

The subject is amply discussed in 18th century musical and medi-
cal bibliography.39 Important music histories, music dictionaries and 
monographs40 spend many pages on related phenomena described by 
Chrysanthos. They are incidents from ancient Greek mythology and 
history (about Timotheus, Alexander the Great, Amphion, Achilles 
etc.) and observations of phenomena related to the sound’s sympathetic 
resonance and harmonics, the healing by music of insanity, depression 
and other ailments, including the poisoning from tarantula’s bite. Also, 
incidents showing the powerful effect of music or sound on animals. 

And nearly all the names and the bibliographic references existing 
in those studies are to be found in Chrysanthos’ work.41 

39 In the same tradition belongs the treatise by Giovanni Francesco Zulatti (1762-1805), a doc-
tor from Cefalonia, Della Forza della Musica. Nelle Passioni, nei Costumi, e nelle Malattie, e 
del’uso Medico del’ballo, Venezia: Lorenzo Baseggio, 1787. 

40 Such as Giambatista Martini in his Storia della musica (1781), Charles Burney in A General 
History of Music, from the Earliest Ages to the Present Period, to which is prefixed a Dissertation 
of the Music of the Ancients (1776), John Hawkins in his General History of the Science and 
Practice of Music (1776) , J. Bonnet, in Histoire de la Musique et de ses effets depuis son origine 
jusq’ à present (1715), Pietro Gianelli in his Dizionario della musica sacra e profana “Effetti 
della Musica” (1801) etc.

41 Most distinguished writers are the English Dr. Mead (Μεάδ, I/§.447, fn.,§.448), Baglivi 
(Βαγλιβί, I/§.448), Wilhelm Albrecht (Βιλχιάμ Αλβρέχτ, §.447, fn.), Bonnet (Βοννέτος, p. 
§.447, fn.), Bourdelot (Βουρδελότ, §.447, fn. & §.448, fn.). 
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Pa-ra-ga and pa-re-bo

The Western writers mentioned above, and a lot more, deal also with 
the issue of the solfeggio. In France (where the syllables applied today 
were vastly used in the 18th century)42 and much more so in Italy, 
where as Martini states, “this French method has a certain distaste 
among Italians”,43 numerous systems were invented to facilitate singing 
instruction. 

Under the term “solfier”, Rousseau presents in his dictionary sylla-
bles proposed by Sauveur (pa, ra, ga, da, so, bo, lo, do) and by Boisgelou 
(ut, de, re, ma, mi, fa, fi, sol, be, la, sa, si.). Well known is also at the time 
the system proposed in 1746 by the marquis Flavio Chigi Zondadari 
(using the syllables Ut pa Re bo Mi Fa tu Sol de La no Si), which accord-
ing to Charles Burney was well known beyond Italy,44 while according 
to Fétis, it was still in use, at the end of the 19th century, in Italy.45

The fact that in the 18th century the solfeggio issue was much dis-
cussed, must have influenced Chrysanthos in the adoption of a similar 
system, albeit it hardly conforms with the concept behind the Greek 
notational system. However, this awkward adaptation (giving names 
that indicate pitches to signs indicating intervals) was a most essen-
tial element of his reform, because it permitted him to relate the New 
Method to ancient Greek and Western music theory. He was able to 
introduce musical (instead of poetical) meter and to measure scientifi-
cally on strings the size of intervals. He was able to take advantage of 
developments in instrumental music and use them to music that was 
preserved exclusively vocal through the centuries. 

It is natural that most subjects discussed in Great Theory of Mu-

42 The fact that Chrysanthos demonstrates French solfeggio with those syllables, including the 
si (§.73, plate) is one more indication that his Western sources were French.

43 A. Schnoebelen, Padre Martini’s Collection of letters, New York, Pendragon, 1979, letter no. 
4219.

44 Ch. Burney, ibidem, pp. 102-103.
45 F.-J. Fétis, “Euchero”, in: ibidem, 1873.
46 J. Sauveur, Principes d’acoustique et de musique, ou systême general des intervalles des sons, et 

de son application à tous les instruments de musique, Paris, 1709 / R: Geneva, Minkoff, 1973, 
p.31

47 Capitolo 2 “Delle laudi della Musica»”. Capitolo 3 “A che fine la Musica si debba imparare”. 
Capitolo 4 “Dell’ utile, che si hà della Musica, et dello studio, che vi dovemo porre, et in qual 
modo usarla”. See, Zarlino 1558: 4-7, 8, 8-10.
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sic, including most information on ancient Greek music, derive from 
Western music literature. To those might be included some whose deri-
vation is not that obvious, as is the case with the discussion on Arab 
music. Indeed, Sauveur, speaking on Arab intervals calls the tones Ta-
nini και Baqya,46 for which Chrysanthos uses the corresponding or-
thography: «τανίνι», «βάκυα» (§.66, fn.).

To detect Chrysanthos’ sources is an utopic task; it would require 
research in numerous fields and periods. Possible sources, by West-
ern authors, are written in the syllectic mode that Chrysanthos him-
self wrote his own treatise. So are also most among the ancient Greek 
works that initiated this long tradition. Similarities exist all over the 
net of this tradition that extends deep in time and broad in geographic 
areas. To this, the problem of historiography’s change of focus in suc-
cessive periods should be added, hiding from our knowledge a great 
number of works, or aspects of well known works. For instance, in the 
second half of the 20th century, when music theory became an autono-
mous field, Zarlino’s Le istitutioni harmoniche was studied only for its 
third and fourth part, dealing with modes and counterpoint. But in 
the 18th century, much discussed was the first part, which is on music 
in general, including –in chapters 2-4– the subjects discussed by Chry-
santhos in the chapter “The Use of Music”.47 

Further historical investigation on Chrysanthos’ Western connec-
tions and the persons that might have assisted his or his editor’s work, 
providing books and information, is an intriguing task. Chrysanthos 
was creative during a period crucial for the future of Greece as a nation 
and of the Great Church as an ecumenical institution. By many those 
two goals were conceived as conflicting. When all reverberation of this 
concept will be completely effaced, then scientific research on Chry-
santhos might be more successful.

      Katy Romanou
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PROLOGUE TO THE FIRST EDITION
At last, look dearest compatriots! A didactic book of musical science 
appears as well. The nation would probably be deprived for long of this 
valuable treatise, if in our times did not live this man of wide learning 
and superb musicianship, the reverent, a saint I may say, of Dirrachion 
Mr. Chrysanthos.

If every scientific treatise is likely to grant mankind with more or 
less profit, the present work – dealing with a science, which accord-
ing to the testimonies of the philosophers, contributes to the praise of 
God, the dignity of our holy Church and the ennoblement of human-
ity – will certainly be beneficial.

The said Mr. Chrysanthos – a lover of his nation– and his collabo-
rators Mess’rs Gregory and Chourmouzios – the former, protopsaltes, 
the latter, chartophylax of the Great Church – met little before the 
Revolution and, exchanging their philosophical and scientific ideas, 
discovered time in music and defined in many different ways its mea-
surement and divisions, because without time, nothing is achieved in 
music. They defined the intervals of the seven tones in all the genera, 
through systematic scales; the intervals of the phthoræ, by which the 
transposition and alteration of one echos to another, a genus to an-
other and a scale to another are done. They transformed the musical 
characters from symbols into letters. In an admirable way, in short, 
they submitted to rules our music, that was up to then unruly, but very 
varied melodically.

Who will deny this when seeing that those who command this 
method are able to sing with absolute precision foreign mele, they have 
never heard before, seeing them notated in our musical neumes, and 
to write down in like manner those mele, just by hearing them? No 
one certainly. Deservedly therefore, these respectable men should be 
named BENEFACTORS OF THE NATION! 1

But besides this superb benefaction of the Three Teachers, Mis-
ter Chrysanthos in particular beneficed the nation still more, writing, 
with philosophical thought this didactic and philological treatise on 
musical science.

Accept it now my most musical friends and satisfy the strong desire 
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you had for such a didactic work of your art. Learn from now on what 
is Rhythm, what is foot and meter2 in music. Learn what is rhythmic 
emphasis and stop wondering on the meaning of such words. Learn 
the art of melopœia and the way to compose melodies with scientific 
thought, in order to be able to produce to your listeners joy, sadness, 
languidness and every other feeling among the passions of the soul, 
priding thus that your are perfect musicians, who know music well.

Many among our musicians consider themselves perfect musicians 
just because they achieved to master the measurement of time and the 
intervals of all the phthoræ (and indeed, he is to be praised any musi-
cian who achieves to master those two). This has not its cause to ob-
stinate stubbornness or conceit, but to poor knowledge. Theses men, 
deprived of a didactic book on their art, are unable to progress beyond 
the point they reached through oral tradition. 

The author divides his work in two parts, the didactic and the his-
toric. In the didactic he speaks with great wisdom about musical theory 
and practice and gives undeniable and scientific evidence of all nec-
essary knowledge on the subject. Speaking extensively on harmony in 
the last chapter, he closes the didactic part with an example notated in 
European notes and transcribed by him in our musical characters. He 
thus gives an exact idea to Greek musicians how harmony is written, of 
which the name only is left to us, whereas the thing itself is preserved 
by the Europeans.

In the historic part he enumerates the musicians that existed be-
fore and after the Flood and up to our days, mentioning many among 
the European musicians also. He divides them in three periods. In the 
first period he mentions all those that lived before the Flood and up to 
the time of the wise Solomon. In the second period, he mentions the 
Greek musicians, and introducing them with Apollo as the first inven-
tor of music among the gods, and Amphion as its first inventor among 
humans, he reaches the Christian era mentioning in chronological or-
der their story and whatever they invented or wrote in relation to mu-
sic. In the third period he mentions the prominent church musicians. 
Beginning with St. Ioannes of Damascus, the earliest teacher and the 
originator of our ecclesiastical music, he reaches our age and names in 
chronological and alphabetical order all the teachers and inventors of 
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psalmodies distinguished by time.
In both the didactic and the historical parts, he introduces by way 

of extensive foot-notes, some standard literal treatises, of great value to 
every one –musician or not– and especially to many among our schol-
ars, who still today ignore the very origins of our ecclesiastical music 
and consequently its continuation up to this time, a thing not little 
strange to them and to the Holy Society. At this point he ends the his-
torical part with a short appendix, where he wisely advises musicians 
how to pursue their profession and what are the indispensable natural 
gifts they should possess.

I got this treatise twelve years ago, while studying in Constanti-
nople, from its learned author and my respected teacher. Desiring since 
then its circulation to the public, by the author himself or by anyone 
else, and having failed with this greatest among my aims, I was able in 
the present year only to realize this work of public profit, with no little 
personal financial expenses and toil. The printer, speaking a foreign lan-
guage and being unaccustomed in the editing of such a wearisome and 
complex book –owing to the variety of neumes in our music– needed 
daily, continuous and in many ways tiresome supervision. My efforts 
were not similar to other editors. In spite of all that, I did not take this 
into consideration, because I did not wish such a profitable and valu-
able treatise to remain hidden any longer, especially at this moment 
that our beloved MOTHERLAND resuscitates.

So, accept dearest compatriots the humble proofs of my willingness 
to serve the common interest. Be grateful to the author (who wishes, 
through me to see his efforts to bear fruit of equal value, in order that 
he might take pride at having been the first to cause the rivalry among 
those who, from now on, will decide to write on music with broader 
ideas) because he fulfilled his duty to the nation, and love favourably 
your friend, the editor.

Trieste 6 April 1832.
PANAGIOTES G. PELOPIDES
PELOPONNESIOS
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1 When these three Teachers appeared as the inventors of the New Method in 1814, they had not 
such ranks. Mr. Chrysanthos was archimandrite and Mr. Gregorios was Lampadarios. In 1819 
Chrysanthos reached the rank of the archbishop and Gregorios, conforming with the order 
of the Great Church, succeeded the late Manolakes the Protopsaltes and became protopsaltes 
himslef. Mr Chourmouzios was given the rank of Chartophylax.

These men having submitted music to rules, reported subsequently to the Kœnon of the 
Great Church. And a Holy Synod was specially held under the patriarch Cyril VII from Andri-
anople, assembling the most distinguished men of the nation, to whom this new invention was 
exposed.  The Synod being absolutely convinced with the strong logic and definite evidence of 
the art’s regulation by the three teachers (because it was suspected at first that the teachers were 
trying to innovate holy psalmody), decided that Gregorios Lampadarios and Chourmouzios 
Chartopfylax deliver the practice of ecclesiastical music, and the archimandrite Chrysanthos, 
its theory.

A school was founded to that end, in which many among the poor students were given 
free residence. Superintendents were appointed and the teachers’ salaries determined. Cir-
cular letters were sent by the patriarch to high priests in every district calling anyone who 
wished to study the New Method free of charge, to go to Constantinople, where he would 
learn the method after two years’ studies. Indeed, students of every class and age rushed from 
everywhere. Those that were sufficiently successful, went to different cities each, where they 
founded special schools and communicated with fidelity the gift they were bestowed.

Passing their examinations, the students that mastered the Method, were given a certifi-
cate signed by the three Teachers and the school’s superintendents, which reads as follows:

“The undersigned teachers of this general school of music in Constantinople, announce 
to whom it may concern, that Panagiotes Pelopides, Peloponnesian, studying by us, was suf-
ficiently successful and is able, wherever he goes, to teach and deliver both the practice of the 
new and regulated method of music taught by us, and of the methodical requirements for 
the introduction of its theory. Therefore, as a certificate and proof of the above the present 
document is edited by us the teachers, confirmed by the superintendents of this music school, 
as is the custom.”

Constantinople 28 September 1818
There follow the signatures of the teachers and the superintendents.
The school operated until 1820. That year Mr Chrysanthos went to the district of Dirra-

chion to pasture the flock consigned to him. Mr Gregorios passed away and was succeeded 
by Mr. Costes Byzantios. Mr. Chourmouzios, left alone, turned to other useful occupations. 
Through his efforts, a music printing house was established in the Patriarchate, which pub-
lished a good amount of mele, those absolutely necessary to the chanters, releasing many per-
sons from the tiresome task of copying. Another graduate of the same school, Mr. Petros the 
Ephesian, a proficient musician residing now in Bucharest, offered a similar service.

2 The extremely clear and exact exposition of rhythm, the chronoi, the feet and the meters given 
by such a learned musician, will, no doubt, be of special avail to the students of the poetic works 
of our ancestors.
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THE THEORY AND 
PRACTICE OF MUSIC

FIRST BOOK

CHAPTER I

How Music is Defined and Subdivided

§.1.

Music is a science of melos and of things related to me-
los.1

§.2. Melos is a series of notes succeeding each other, pleasant to 
hearing.2

§.3.  Note is the musical attack of voice on one tension, that is, note 
is the production of sound either by a human mouth or by a pipe or by 
a string, that has one tension. Because a sound emitted by a string while 
it is stretched, is not called a note, because it occurs on many tensions. 
The sound attack, moreover, must be productive of melos since one 
single sound emitted by a string with no respect to melos is not called 

1 This is how Aristides defines music. Plato gives this definition: “Music is the imitation of the 
behaviour of virtuous or evil men”. Nicephoros Blemmydes defines music thus: Music is knowl-
edge of quantity defined in analogies. Hermes gives this definition “Music is the order of all 
things.”

In early times the nature, the subject, the latitude and the parts of music were greatly debated 
upon; because to this name they gave a meaning much broader than we do. By the name of 
Music they did not only mean the song, the poetry, the dance, but also, the study of all sci-
ences.; the Athenians, therefore according to Hesychios, gave to all the arts the name of Music. 
This is why philomuses are called simply the philologers. The followers of Pythagoras and Plato 
said that everything in the world is music. The philosophers also say: Divine music, Cosmic 
music, Celestial music, Human music, Energetic music, Mental music, Representative music, 
Instrumental music, Vocal music, etc.

2 According to Baccheios, melos is looseness and tension produced by musical notes.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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note, but sounds emitted in vain. Notes are the subject or matter of 
music. Regardless of whether they are emitted by the human mouth, by 
wind, by string or percussive instruments, it is possible for good musi-
cians to distinguish them precisely and discern them unfailingly. This 
is why Aristides said that music is a science.3 

§.4. Melos is distinguished into what is called perfect and into im-
perfect or melody. Melody is a rhythmless interweaving of notes dif-
fering in height and lowness. Perfect melos though consists of melody, 
rhythm and text.4 Sacred melos is called psalmody.5 

§.5. We are aware of the two constituents of melos: the quantity 
and the quality. The neumes therefore used to notate the melos are ex-
amined in two ways in order to include all their aspects.

§.6. Melizein is to invent melos and to adapt it to the words of a 
troparion or a verse etc. writing it with music characters.

§.7. One sings or chants unartistically when, although ignoring the 
rules of music, he utters many notes succeeding each other and pleases 
the listeners.6 One chants artistically when, knowing the rules of mu-

3 This is how Euclides defines the note. Baccheios defines it thus: “Note is an attack of sound on 
one musical tension”.

4 Aristides, Book I, p. 28.
5 The name psalmody covers all ecclesiastcal mele, the asma, the ode, the kontakion, the tropar-

ion, the apolytikion, the hypakoe, the oikos, the sticheron, the ænoi, the makarismoi, the 
kœnonikon, the cheroubikon etc.

6 When we reflect on the satisfaction caused by music to one of the senses, namely to hearing, we 
see that it seldom happens an unartistically chanting person to be better liked than an artisti-
cally chanting one. It is though possible to find the same melos pleasing to some and to others 
not. This is especially true with listeners of different countries whose hearing is not accustomed 
to similar mele. Because indeed, every place has its own music, no matter whether abundant 
or not, which is liked by its natives only. Therefore, the more a musician is occupied with the 
knowledge and serious study of these diverse musical practices, the abler will he become to find 
varied and efficacious mele, since the music of every nation is rich in some efficacy, depending 
on the natural national inclinations. The actual French dances, for example, are graceful and 
light and instil the appetite for dancing with so much vitality as is sufficient to give rise to 
joy, but not to fatigue. The British dances, on the other hand, are exciting, being somewhat 
impetuous and instigate the dancer to running and dancing until he gets tired. As for the Polish 
dances, they are modest and serious. It is indeed more charming to walk like the Polish do than 
to dance like them.

7 Baccheios says: “A musician is one who knows about the concurrences of melodies.”
In early times the musician had to be a philosopher, a poet and one among the first-order 

men, because music had to be able to move the soul of the listeners to such passions as required 
by the necessity of the times. This means that it should be able to “mould and modulate the 
souls of the youths towards perfection.” Plut.
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sic, articulates the melos designated by the neumes, as taught to do. 
Only the perfect musician, however, chants scientifically.7

§.8. Perfect is called the musician who is able to chant giving rise 
to pleasure or grief, enthusiasm or languor, or impetus, or courage or 
fear or anything else that has the power to move the soul to any pas-
sion. Moreover, he is able to compose, knowing precisely everything 
connected to melos; that is everything observed theoretically related 
to melos: notes, intervals, tones, echoi, systems rhythms, harmony, text 
etc. 

§.9. Music is divided into theory and practice. Theory is the knowl-
edge of the matter of music; i.e., to know the relation between low and 
high (by which the quantity of melos is learned), the relation between 
fast and slow plus the modes of generating the notes (by which the 
quality of melos is learned) and the knowledge of the power bestowed 
upon the neumes to write the melos.8

§.10. Practice is the faculty that puts into application the princi-
ples of theory; the ability, that is, to chant and notate music with the 
neumes, using the matter taught.

8 Porphyrios left us another division of music, saying that it is divided into rhythmics, for dance 
movements; metrics, for the conclusions and the number; instrumentation, for the application 
of instruments; poetics, for the harmony and meter of the verses; acting for the settings of the 
mimes; and harmonics, for singing.

One could also divide music into natural and imitative. Natural confines itself to the nature 
of notes alone and does not take into consideration the meanings nor does it produce any 
impressions on the soul; it only gives more or less agreeable feelings. Such is the music of the 
psalmody, that is of the asmata, the odes and of all those which are nothing more than con-
junctions of melodious notes; in general, all melodious music. But imitative music, with vivid 
and intense twisting, or better said, with twisting that speaks, exposes all passions, paints all 
pictures, gives all the subjects, teaches the entire nature with its wise imitations and brings into 
the human heart feelings capable to stir it.

Aristides divides the entire of music into theory and practice. He then subdivides theory into 
natural and artificial. He shows that there are two parts in the natural: the arithmetic and the 
one that is synonymous to each of the genera; and three parts in the artificial: the harmonic, 
the rhythmic and the metric. Practice, on the other hand, is separated into the application of 
the above mentioned and into their presentation. Parts of the application are Melopœia, rhyth-
mopœia and poetry; parts of the presentation are instrument playing, singing and acting.

The Europeans use to divide music into melody and harmony. They call melody the melos 
sung by one person only, whereas harmony, the melos sung by many persons, who do not all 
hold the same ison [tenor] but one holds the deepest, the other holds the higher and another, 
one still higher. As for rhythm, it is considered by them a limited study, which forms a special 
branch of music.
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§.11. Theory is subdivided into the knowledge of note relation-
ships and interval sizes, including the practice of the neumes by which 
these are notated, and in the comprehension of time flowing in the me-
los, including the corresponding practice. The Ancient Greeks named 
the first subdivision harmonics, because it teaches what harmony 
consists of, excavating up its foundations and discovering the ways in 
which the notes dispose the ear pleasingly. The second, they named 
rhythmic because it considers the notes in relation to time and includes 
the exposition of feet and rhythmic species, clearly stating which are 
the long and short, the slow and fast parts of time.

§.12. Practice is subdivided into melopœia –which does not only 
refer to the application of the various mele, but also to the making of 
one’s own mele pleasing to the listeners– and rhythmopœia, which 
gives the application of those rules that govern the adjustment of the 
meter of beats and the rhythms to the notes of the melody, in order to 
bring into completion the perfect melos.

§.13. The Ancient Greeks handed over to us three genera: the 
diatonic, the chromatic and the enharmonic. The diatonic is the most 
natural of the three, the oldest and the easiest. The chromatic is more 
artful, more recent and more difficult.9 They also handed over to us 
three systems, the diapason, the trochos and the triphony.

9 “Every melos occurring in the hermosmenon is either diatonic, chromatic or enharmonic. First 
and earliest should be considered the diatonic, because it is the one human nature meets first. 
Second is the chromatic. Third and most recent is the enharmonic because this is the last that 
hearing gets used to, indeed, after much effort.” Aristoxenos, Harmonic Elements, I.

“The most natural of the three genera is the diatonic because it may be sung by everybody, 
even by the uneducated. Most artful is the chromatic because it is sung by the educated only. 
Most precise is the enharmonic because it may only be transmitted among the most distin-
guished in music and is impossible to the many.” Aristides, 19.
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CHAPTER II

On the Quantity of Melos

§.14.

The quantity observed in melos is ascent, descent and equal-
ity. In the diapason system of the diatonic genus, ascent is a series of 
notes, chanted with the following syllables in this order:

pa, bou, ga, di, ke zo, ne Pa.

§.15. Descent is a series of notes, chanted in the contrary to the 
ascent’s order, thus:

Pa, ne, zo, ke, di, ga, bou, pa

§.16. Ascent is called also rising and stretching and sharpness; de-
scent is also called descending and relaxing and gravity; this series of 
notes is called a scale.

§.17. Equality is called a series of notes, chanted on the same syl-
lable, neither sharpened or deepened, as,

papapa, or dididi, or zozozo

§.18. In order to sketch an example, in the form of a scale, the series 
of notes, sharpened and deepened, here is a diagram; we chant on it, 
starting by saying pa; after that we come to bou; from bou we go to ga; 
from ga, to di; from di, to ke; from ke, to zo; from zo to ne; and from 
ne to Pa. And then from Pa we return to ne: and from ne to zo; and so 
on until we reach the initial pa.

The diatonic scale on the Diapason system, where beginners learn 
the quantity of melody.
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§.19. In order that a beginner chants this scale correctly, he must be 
taught by a Greek musician, because the musician of a different nation 
pronounces the notes differently, due to his native language’s pronun-
ciation patterns, and is not using the intervals of the tonoi as we do.

§.20. The letter a of the syllable pa means that pa is the first note 
of the scale; the letter b of the syllable bou mean that bou is the second 
note of the scale; and the rest correspondingly.

§.21. The Europeans represent their scale, that they also call Gam-
ma, with the following syllables:

la, si, ut, re, mi, fa, sol, La ;

and start chanting it from ut, pronouncing some notes like we do and 
some differently.1 If it is supposed that pa corresponds to la, then bou 
will correspond to si and so on respectively; If it is supposed that pa 
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corresponds to re, then bou will correspond to mi and the rest will 
correspond to the respective rest. The first supposition seems more 
convincing considering the instruments and what is more common in 
practice.

§.22. When it is required to ascend over the seven notes, then we 
chant more ascending notes, represented though with the same sylla-
bles, naming the eighth note Pa, the ninth Bou, and the rest as follows, 
Ga, Di, Ke...

§.23. When it is required to descend below the seven notes, then 
we chant more descending notes represented though with the same syl-
lables, naming the eighth lower note pa, the ninth ne and the rest as 
follows, zo, ke, di, ga, bou, pa.

§.24. The ascent and the descent are called continuous when the 
series of notes is constructed by notes that succeed each other directly, 
as pabou gadi; or panezoke.

§.25. Overstepping are called the ascent and the descent when the 
series of notes is constructed from notes that succeed each other indi-
rectly and the in-between notes are silenced, as pa di ne, or di bou zo.

§.26. Overstepping ascent and descent are diverse, but continuous 
are unique. That means that when two notes are continuous the quan-
tity of their distance is 1; but when two notes are overstepping, the 
quantity of their distance might be 2 or 3 or 4 etc. So, the quantity of 
the overstepping ascent and descent is calculated in the following way: 
when two notes, pa and di, are given and the quantity of their distance 
is asked for, we look how many notes pa is away from di, on the scale, 
and we find three: pa, bou ga di; therefore the quantity pa di is three. 
Similarly, the quantity of pa zo is five; and the rest is examined corre-
spondingly; only the note from which the other notes are counted is 
not included in the calculation.

1 The differences of notes we elucidate in the third Book. The seven syllables of the notes were 
found by Gui from the acrostic of a hymn to St. John the Baptist. He used it in music the year 
1024 A.D., that is 268 years after Ioannes Damascenos. It is however said that Gui used the six 
syllables only and the seventh was added later. This was accepted by all musicians in Europe, 
and with various additions made for the better, it is used up to our days.
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CHAPTER III

On the Neumes of the Notes

§.27. 

The neumes that represent the notes of the melos writ-
ten, that is the neumes by which the quantity of melody is written, are 
ten; they are written and named as follows:

  Ison   0       
  Oligon   1    
  Petaste   1
  Kentemata  1
  Kentema  2
  Hypsele   4
  Apostrophos  1
  Hyporrhoe  II
  Elaphron  2
  Chamele  4

§.28. They are divided into ascending, descending and neutral. 
There is only one neutral, the Ison. There are five ascending, the Oli-
gon, the Petaste, the Kentemata, the Kentema and the Hypsele. The 
four remaining are descending, the Apostrophos, the Hyporrhoe, the 
Elaphron and the Chamele.

§.29. The neumes themselves indicate the notes indefinitely, as 
each neume might stand for every note; from the preceding note, how-
ever, they indicate it definitely as will become clear in the following

§.30. The Ison shows neither ascent nor descent, but equality; this 
is what the zero standing after it denotes. It announces the previous 
note.

§.31. The Oligon, the Petaste and the Kentemata reveal the first 
note ascending from the previous. The Apostrophos shows the first 

}
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note descending from the previous; and this what number one stand-
ing after them denotes. 

§.32. The Hyporrhoe shows two continuous notes descending 
from the previous; this is what number two standing after them de-
notes.

§.33. The Kentema shows the second note ascending from the pre-
vious by overstepping; the Elaphron shows the second note descending 
from the previous by overstepping; this is what number two standing 
after them denotes.

§.34. The Hypsele shows the fourth note ascending by overstep-
ping; the Chamele shows the fourth note descending by overstepping; 
this is what number four standing after them denotes.

§.35. So, when writing a melody, for every equality we use the 
Ison; for every continuous ascent, the Oligon, the Kentemata and the 
Petaste; for every continuous descent, the Apostrophos and the Hyp-
orrhoe.

§.36. Overstepping ascent and descent because they are done in 
many ways, are written with those same neumes, yet, not simple but 
composite; because composition, applied in a specific way, has the 
power to augment the quantity of the neumes.
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CHAPTER IV

On Composition of Neumes

§.37. 

Composition of neumes is to interweave them befitting-
ly, in order that they represent exactly the various quantities of the 
notes (§.26.). As the grammarians compose letters in varied ways to 
make syllables, similarly, the musicians connect the neumes between 
them in varied but definite ways, making up the compositions, by 
which the written melos is perfectly notated. 

§.38. Certain among the ten neumes may be written uncomposed, 
that is by their own, and some cannot. Uncomposed may stand the 
Ison, the Oligon, the Petaste and the Chamele. The remaining neumes 
cannot be written alone; composed with others, they augment their 
quantity, according to the position they happen to get. 

For example, the Kentema, composed with the Oligon, if it is after 
it, thus , it shows the second overstepping ascending note; if 
its is thus , the third. 

§.39. The Oligon and the Petaste are subordinated by all the 
neumes, except the Kentemata; a subordinated neume loses its quan-
tity and the quantity considered is that of the subordinating neume ; 

for example, when the Hypsele is put on the Oligon, thus , the 

quantity of the Oligon is lost and it is the quantity of the Hypsele that 
counts.

§.40. When the Elaphron subordinates the Apostrophos, thus
, the two notes are pronounced continuously, and it is assumed 

that a Gorgon is over the first; it thus loses its power to descend by 
overstepping.

§.41. The Oligon and the Petaste are subordinated by the Kentema
and the Hypsele in this position:

2             2            4            4
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They are subordinated by the Ison and the descending neumes, 
when put over them, thus:

§.42. Here is a table, showing how composition augments the 
quantity of the neumes from one up to fifteen. You should know that 
the Arabic numbers denote overstepping and the Latin, continuity.

0          0          1          1           II          II          2         2       4         4
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  0          0           0  1         1 1            II           II            2            2 

2 1             3            4          4 1           5           5 1          6          6 1

   7             8           9           10          11          12           13           14 

  15

   0          0         1          2          3           4           5          6               7

    8           9         10         11         12         13         14        15

1      II     II     2          II         1 1       2 1        II 1       II II        3

    3            3          III      III      4         IV        0 IV         5           6

 7        8         9          10      11       12       13         14        15
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CHAPTER V

On the Parallage of the Diatonic Genus 

§.43. 

Parallage is to apply the syllables of the notes on the 
neumes engraved, in such a way that when we see the neumes com-
posed, to chant the notes; indeed, as much do the polysyllable notes 
diverge from the melos, that much do the monosyllable ones approach 
it; because when one learns to pronounce the musical work correctly 
in parallage, it suffices to change the syllables of the notes with the syl-
lables of the words and he will be chanting it as melos.

§.44. For the act of the parallage you should know that before ev-
erything else in every melos stands a martyria, that shows what is the 
initial note in order to determine the subsequent notes of the melody, 
represented by the neumes. After the martyria stand the neumes of the 
notes, that indicate equality, or sharpness or gravity, those two, either 
continuous or overstepping. Whatever they denote, you should ob-
serve the quantity that the neumes have by themselves or by composi-
tion, and say the appropriate note. Lets show this in practice, first in 
continuity.2 

§.45. In the parallage of the diatonic genus stands the martyria , 
that shows that the note pa is the beginning; and since the by standing 
neume shows equality, pronounce the note pa on the Ison. Then on the 
two Apostrophoi, apply the two descending notes ne and zo; after that, 
on the three oliga, apply the three ascending notes ne pa bou; then 
again on the two Apostrophoi, the two descending notes pa ne; and so 
on do accordingly, until you reach the last note, pa.

The Parallage of the diatonic genus in continuity.

2 Below, we make a more extensive reference on the martyriæ.
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§.46. Now, in overstepping. After saying the ison pa, say ga for the 
kentema, and bou for the apostrophos; for the kentema again, say di, 
and for the apostrophos, ga, etc according to the quantities that match, 
which you observe and obey to the end.

The Parallage of the diatonic genus by overstepping

      pa    ne   zo    ne         pa       bou   pa   ne       pa      bou      ga  bou

pa   bou     ga        di           ga bou    ga       di             ke      di    ga  bou

    ga       di       ke        zo      ke  di   ga     di          ke       zo       ne     zo

ke   di      ke       zo           ne       pa      ne  zo      ke   di      ke         zo

    ne      zo  ke  di        ga     bou     pa     bou          ga     di     ga     bou

    ga       di       ke       di     ga bou pa    bou          ga        di       ga  bou

pa   ne   pa      bou       ga    bou pa ne   zo      ne       pa
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§.47. So, if the composition of neumes shows the second, the third, 
or the fourth etc. note, you should find the corresponding natural note 
and pronounce this alone by overstepping. In the pronunciation of the 
overstepping notes great attention and enough practice is required, be-
cause the student has to acquire the facility of the following two: to 
recognize the fourth, the fifth etc. notes from the one given and to be 
able to easily pronounce the note found. Both are acquired by continu-
ous exercise and long training.

§.48. Teachers train students in the parallage by writing under 
the neumes the syllables of the notes. Since this is done for facilita-

      pa       ga     bou   di  ga    ke      di    zo    ke    ne   zo    pa      pa

      zo     ne      ke     zo     di      ke     ga      di    bou    ga    pa       pa

        di     bou     ke        ga      zo       di      ne        ke         pa         pa

        ke     zo      ga      di     pa        pa           ke     bou         zo         ga

   ne       di        pa        pa            di         ne       ga       zo     bou    ke

  pa      pa              zo     bou       ne      ga      pa        pa                     ga

    ne     bou      zo      pa     pa              ne     bou      pa      pa        bou
 

    ne        pa       pa            pa       pa        pa
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tion rather perfection of learning, they should erase the syllables of the 
notes and leave the neumes alone in order for the students to get used 
to seeing the neumes and pronouncing the notes.

§.49. Every melos given to a student to study, should be first learned 
to be chanted in parallage with certitude and then, instead of the syl-
lables of the notes, to say the syllables of the melos’ words.
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CHAPTER VI

On Intervals

§.50.

Interval is that which is contained between two notes 
dissimilar in sharpness and gravity;3 meaning, that in the 
notes di ke, there is sharpness when chanted di ke, but gravity, when 
chanted ke di. These may be seen empirically as different lengths of a 
string. Because the string segment pressed on the pandouris4 in order 
to give note di is longer that that pressed in order to give ke. There-
fore, if you imagine that you subtract from the longer segment, the one 
emitting ke, the shorter segment, the one emitting di, the remainder 
will be the interval of the two notes di ke.

§.51. In the continuous series of the eight notes of the diatonic 
scale

pa bou ga di ke zo ne Pa,

the musicians distinguish seven intervals: pa bou, bou ga, ga di, di 
ke, ke zo, zo ne, ne Pa; we name all these intervals tones; the ancient 
Greeks named five tones and two, the zo ne, bou ga, leimmata. Europe-
ans name two, the ke zo, bou ga, semitones and the rest, tones.

§.52. Tone signifies two things: the position on the string that 
emits the note, and one of the seven intervals of the diatonic scale; 
regarding its first meaning it is defined by Euclid thus: tonos is a non 

3 This definition is by Euclid. Aristoxenos defines the interval thus: “Interval is that which is 
bounded by two notes that have not the same tension.” Aristides, thus: “Interval is magnitude 
of sound circumscribed by two notes.” Gaudentios the philosopher, thus: “Interval is what is 
contained between two notes.”

4 Among the melodic instruments the one that seems the most convenient in teaching and is 
considered the most suitable for a clear understanding of the tones, the semitones, and sim-
ply, of all the intervals, is the pandouris. It is also called pandoura and phandouros, and by us, 
tambura or tambur. It has two parts, the body and the neck. On the neck may be fretted the 
tones and semitones. Its is three stringed and the first string gives the bombus [buzzing] of di; 
the second string gives ga below it; and the third, pa below that. The strings are over the neck 
without touching it and are stretched and loosened by the pegs. Pressed by the fingers of the 
left hand on the frets of the tones, and plucked by the right hand with a plectrum, they emit all 
the notes.
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dimensional position of sound, susceptible to a system; regarding the 
second meaning it is distinguished in three kinds: major tone, minor 
tone and minimum tone.

§.53. The major tone’s ratio to the minor tone is as 12 to 9; its ratio 
to the minimum tone is as 12 to 7. Therefore, the minor tone’s ratio to 
the major is as 9 to 12; its ratio to the minimum tone, as 9 to 7; and 
consequently, the minimum tone’s ratio to the major tone is as 7 to 12 
and to the minor tone, as 7 to 9. So, if we suppose that the interval of 
the major tone equals 12 lines, the interval of the minor tone will be 
found equal to 9 lines and that of the minimum tone will be found 
equal to 7 lines.

§.54. Among the intervals of the diatonic scale

pa bou ga di ke zo ne Pa,

the interval pa bou is a minor tone; the interval bou ga is a minimum 
tone; the ga di is a major tone; the di ke is a major tone; the ke zo is a 
minor tone; the zo ne is a minimum tone; and the ne Pa, a major tone. 
So, major tones are three: ga di, di ke, ne Pa; minor tones are two: pa 
bou, ke zo; and minimum tones are two: bou ga and zo ne.
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CHAPTER VII

On Symphony 

§.55. 

Symphony according to Euclid, is the simultaneous attack and 
blending of two notes that differ in sharpness and gravity. This means 
that symphony is when two notes fall at the same time, and although 
one is sharper than the other, they form a unity; that is, when they at-
tack the sense of hearing, although they are distinguished from each 
other, they produce a feeling that is satisfactory in itself and pleasant, 
that is, a consonance.

§.56. The musicians, observing the effect of two notes that fall 
simultaneously, distinguish their combinations in four kinds:5 Ho-
mophonous, Symphonous, Paraphonous and Diaphonous. Homoph-
onous are called two notes that do not differ to each other neither in 
sharpness nor in gravity when pronounced simultaneously, as pa pa.

Symphonous are called two notes, that are pronounced simultane-
ously and the melos of the deeper is the same with that of the sharper, 
and the melos of the sharper is the same with that of the deeper; in 
other words, when the pronunciation of two notes implies in a way 
their blending and their unity,6 as pa Pa.

Diaphonous are called two notes that are pronounced simultane-
ously and the melos of the deeper does not seem the same with that 
of the sharper, nor does the melos of the sharper seems to be the same 
with that of the deeper; when, that is, there appears no blending be-

5 One note, therefore, makes no symphony. The symphonies are according to Aristoxenos four: 
diatessaron, ne ga; diapente ne di; diapason ne Ne and every symphonous interval added to 
diapason.

6 This is what Gaudentios the philosopher says. Nicomachus the Pythagorean says: “the notes in 
order to be Symphonous, should, when played together, create for the sense of hearing short 
of one note, neither sharpness nor gravity being excessive and prominent; but appearing as if 
such a blending occurs, where not one of the elements blended prevails over the other, nor the 
power of each seems to prevail over the other, or to be lacking. Because if, when they are played, 
hearing perceives the grave note or the sharp note better, this is asymphonous.”

“In symphonies, when the strings are plucked either simultaneously or successively, the sense 
grasps the consonance pleasantly.” Plutarch
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tween them when pronounced, like pa bou.
Paraphonous are called two notes lying in between the Sympho-

nous and the Diaphonous; when played, they seem Symphonous, like 
ne bou.

§.57. From the effect of note combinations, we know today of four 
symphonies:

   the Diatrion,    bou di    19
   the Diatessaron,   ne ga    28
   the Diapente,    ne di     40
   and the Diapason,  ne Ne7   68

§.58. These four symphonies are confirmed with the following 
trial. When the thick string of some sufficiently long four-stringed in-
strument is plucked, we hear the buzzing8, its octave and more sharper 
notes in the following succession:

 1      1/2      1/3     1/4     1/5     1/6     1/7   
ga   Ga    ne    Ga    ke    Ne    bou

Those notes, distinguished on the thick and long string, exist on 
every other string, but their symphonies are slightly perceptible.

7 The Diatrion was not classified by the ancients among the symphoniæ. To the remaining sym-
phoniæ they gave the following numerical ratios, as reported by Gaudentios: “ The numerical 
ratios found for the symphoniæ and in every possible way tested, are: of the diatessaron, epitri-
tos, as 24 to 18; of the diapente, sesquialteran, as 24 to 16; of the diapason, double, as 24 to 12; 
of the diapason plus diatessaron, diplasiepidimœros, as 24 to 9; of the bisdiapason, quadruple, 
as 24 to 6. It is said that it was Pythagoras who initiated those discoveries.”

 Manuel Bryennios reports the following: All the notes that have a double and quadruple ratio, 
are generally called symphonous, but specifically, antiphonous. The notes that have a sesquial-
teran and triple ratio, are generally called symphonous, but specifically, paraphonous. The notes 
that have an epitritos and diplasiepiditritos ratio, are, both generally and specifically, called 
symphonous.

8 Buzzing, according to Suidas, is called the sound of bees; it was also called buzzing a note due to 
its gravity; a melos is also called buzzing, the one insisting on deep notes. Gerasenos Nicoma-
chus also makes up the word buzzier [bombykesteron]: “On either extreme of the bisdiapason,” 
he says, “ the voice is emitted with difficulty, appearing like hiccup at the netoeides [higher 
extreme] and like coughing at the buzzier end.” See also (§.99.)
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CHAPTER VIII

On the Diapason System

§.59. 

System according to Euclid is what is contained in more 
than one intervals. There are three systems; the Octachord, the 
Pentachord and the Tetrachord. The Octachord, called also Diapa-
son, contains seven intervals, that for us are tones, but for the ancient 
Greeks, five were tones, and two leimmata. The seven intervals are de-
limited by eight notes,

pa bou ga, di ke zo ne Pa.

§.60. When the seven intervals of the diapason are doubled, pa 
bou ga di ke zo ne Pa Bou Ga Di Ke Zo Ne Pa, the first seven intervals 
belong to the diapason system, the seven next belong to the bisdiapa-
son; similarly, when they are tripled, the third group of seven intervals 
belongs to the trisdiapason.

§.61. Pa is the end of the diapason and the beginning of the bis-
diapason, where it holds the position held by pa in diapason for the 
measurement of the interval pa bou. In the diapason, Pa is used for the 
measurement of the interval ne Pa.

§.62. Because of the symphony that the notes of the diapason form 
with the notes of the bisdiapason and the trisdiapason, and because of 
the similarity of the intervals, we represent the notes of the diapason 
and the bisdiapason and the trisdiapason with the same syllables. And 
the first note of the diapason is symphonous with the first note of the 
bisdiapason and of the trisdiapason, the second is symphonous to the 
second, and so on.

§.63. The intervals of the notes of the diapason have to each other 
the ratios exposed (§.51 and 53). Therefore, the tones of the diapason 

9 Euclid calls canon the instrument named today monochord. This was simply one chord 
stretched on a board, whose length was divided in such a way that all the intervals were easily 
shown.

Claudios Ptolemaeos and Manuel Byrennios speak extensively on the section of the canon 
and its division on the three genera and their species.
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system are fretted on the canon or on the pandouris the following 
way.9 

As the string is suspended on two bridges, one on the neck, the 
other on the body, write Di on the former and 0 on the latter, and di-
vide in nine parts the interval Di 0, and make a fret on the first part 
from Di, and write ke. 

Then divide into twelve parts the interval from ke to 0 and making 
similarly the fret, write zo.

Then divide into four the interval Di 0 and making the fret on the 
first part from Di, write ne.10 

Then divide into nine parts the interval ne 0 and making the fret 
similarly, write pa.

Then divide into twelve parts the interval pa 0, and making the 
fret write bou.

Finally, divide into two parts the interval Di 0 and after you have 
made the fret and written di, divide into eight the interval di Di, make 
the fret and write ga. This way, you have the tones of the diapason fret-
ted on the pandpouris.

§.64. The intervals of the bisdiapason’s tones are fretted on the 
canon, by taking half the intervals of the diapason’s tones. This means 
that the tone di ke of the bisdiapason requires an interval equal to half 
the tone Di ke of the diapason; accordingly the tone ke zo of the bisdia-
pason requires an interval equal to half the tone ke zo of the diapason; 
and accordingly for the remaining tones. The intervals of the trisdipa-
son’s tones are fretted by taking half the intervals of the bisdiapason 
tones; and the tetrakis-diapason, in the analogous way.

§.65. The ratios to the entire string of the various lengths of the 
string, whereupon the frets of the tones are made and where from is 
emitted every note, are expressed numerically thus:

10 It is hereby shown that the intervals di ke, ke zo, zo ne have the ratios 12, 9, 7: as di ke : ke zo :: 
1/9 :1/12, this is, 4/36 : 3/46. Consequently, 4/36 : 12 :: 3/36 : x, and 4: 12 . 36 :: 3 : 36x. Therefore, 4.36x 
= 12 .36. 3. therefore x = 9.

When it is assumed that the entire string equals 27, the fractions 27/27 which is 1, refers to 
Di; the 24/27, which is 8/9, will refer to ke; the 22/27, to zo, and the 3/4 to ne. Therefore, the 7/108 will 
refer to the interval zo-ne, because 1/4 - 5/27 =27/108 – 20/108 = 7/108. Whence, since di-ke : zo-ne :: 1/9 
: 7/108, then 1/9 : 12 :: 7/12.9 : x. Therefore 1/9x = 12.7/12.9 = 7/9 and x = 7.9/9/1 = 63/9 = 7.
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1    8/9    22/27    3/4    2/3    11/18    9/16    1/2 
Di    ke    zo    ne    pa    bou    ga    di

neck

bridge

bridge
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CHAPTER IX

On the Trochos [Wheel]

§.66. 

The pentachord, which is also called trochos, contains four inter-
vals, that to us are tones; to the ancient Greeks three were tones and 
one, leimma. These four intervals are delimited by five notes

 pa bou ga di Pa, according to us; according to the ancients 
 te ta tē to Te.
The ecclesiastical musicians represented these four interval, in as-

cent with the following four words annanes, neanes, nana, agia;11 in de-
scent, with the following, which are similar, aanes, necheanes, aneanes, 
neagie. Those eight notes are called the notes of trochos.

§.67. The ecclesiastical musicians call trochos a method, by which 
they ascend and descend diatonically the intervals of the pentachord, 
with the eight words, or polysyllables mentioned.12 

§.68. The trochos is constructed if in any circle four diameters in-
tersect each other; and on the end of one is written ; and on the 
end of the next, ; and on the end of the following,  ; and on 
the end of the fourth, , and then, on the opposite end of the first 
diameter is written  ; of the second, ; of the third, ; of the 
fourth, .

11 On the polysyllable notes we are precisely informed in the parallage of the maistor Ioannes 
Cucuzeles; on the notes te ta tē to Aristides speaks more extensively and explains the choice 
of the vowels e a ē o and the preference of t from all the consonants.

The annanes derives from ἄνα ἄνες, that is ἄναξ ἄφες [king let]; the neane, from ναὶ ἄνες; 
the nana from ἄνα ἄνα; and the agia from ἅγιε [saint]; the entire, ἄναξ ἄφες, ναὶ ἄφες ἄναξ ἄναξ 
ἅγιε, being a wish addressed to God. 

Constantinos Porphyrogennetos says that the nana means Θεέ Θεέ [God God] and the 
agia, σῷσον δή [do save]. He also makes up a word composed from those two, nanaïa.

The Arabs use as notes the following words: tanini, tanini, bakya, tanini, tanini, tanini 
bakya, that have much resemblance to our notes; so, either they derived their notes from ours, 
or we from theirs.

12 The trochos under discussion is illustrated in all the old Anastasimataria; because it was be-
fore everything else taught to beginners and they learned on it the ascent and the descent of 
notes and most mele of ecclesiastical music were composed on it, and the eight echoi of the 
church were organized on it.
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13 In the parallage we represent the monosyllable notes with one neume and one neume rep-
resents one note. But in polysyllable notes, we do not observe one sharpness or gravity, that 
each note emits, by one attack of the voice as defined (§.3.), but many. Therefore, they are 
not written with one neume, but many. For this reason, monosyllable notes were considered 
more useful than polysyllable notes for the beginners, who should be instructed them and 
learn them in such a way that they get impressed in their imagination as a firm foundation. 
And after they are sufficiently trained in them, they might thereafter be taught the polysyl-
lables, that are useful for a lot of things of which we talk later, but also in order to preserve the 
Greek pronunciation of the monosyllables, and not confuse it with the pronunciation of the 
Europeans. If the pronunciation of our monosyllables is bound with that of the polysyllables, 
it becomes more permanent.

Here is also the melos of those notes: 

nna ne na

a

ne nna

a ne

ne

13

a nes a nes

na gi a a nes che nesa A

a anes gi e A nes
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§.69. We chant those notes on the trochos, starting from  and 
pronouncing it annanes, with the melos represented by its neumes; 
then coming upon  we pronounce it neanes with its melos; then 
coming upon  we pronounce it nana with its melos; then we come 

on , and pronounce it agia with its melos; and turning to the other 

end, we find  and pronounce it aanes with its melos; then going 
to  we pronounce it necheanes with its melos; going then to  
we pronounce it aneanes with its melos; arriving on  we pronounce 
it neagie with its melos and from this point, we turn to the other end, 

and finding , we pronounce it annanes as said before.

§.70. This way, we chant four notes in ascent and four in descent. 
But if we wish to ascend more, then, coming to , we do not turn to 

, but to and advance. And if we wish to descend more, when we 

arrive to , we do not turn to , but to and go on to this direc-

tion. If we want to ascend or to descend less than four notes, wherever 
we happen to be, we turn to the opposite end.

§.71. If I wish to ascend on the trochos, from or from I go 

to , from or from I go to , and from or from I 

go to . If I wish to descend on the trochos, from or I go to

, from or I go to , from or I go to , and from

, or  I go to .
§.72. Which of those eight notes of the trochos has the priority? 

Which comes second, and is it expected to receive its onset from the 
first? Well, generally speaking, no one, because no one exists without 
an interval, which implies another note or tone; specifically though, all 
of them because every one of them may become first and second etc. 
depending on one’s needs.

§.73. So, pa in ascend is said annanes and in descent aneanes; bou, 
in ascent, neanes, in descent, necheanes; ga, in ascent, nana, in descent, 
aanes; di, in ascent, agia, in descent, neagie, etc. as seen in this plate.
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§.74. Annanes ascends a major tone; neanes, a minor tone higher 
from annanes; nana is higher from neanes a minimum tone and agia is 
higher from nana a major tone. So the tones of the trochos are fretted 
in this way on the canon or the pandpouris.

Since the string is suspended on two bridges, one on the neck, the 

other on the body, write on the former and 0 on the latter; and 
divide into nine parts the interval 0 and make the fret on the first 
part after , and write .

Then divide into twelve parts the interval 0 and making the fret 
in the same way, write .

Then divide into four parts the interval 0, that is the entire 
length of the string, and making the fret as before, write . 

Then, divide into three parts the above length, 0, and making 
the fret as before, write ; this way you have the tones of the trochos 
fretted on the pandouris.

§.75. If you wish to have the tones of the second and third penta-

chords, you substitute with , and repeat what is said above, and 
so on.

ta    fa           neanes   zo

te   mi          annanes    aneanes  ke

to    re             agia neagie  di

tē    ut             nana  aanes   ga

ta    si            neanes   necheane              bou

te    la           ananes     aneanes         pa

to   sol             agia neagie  ne

tē     fa                   aanes        zo
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§.76. The ratios to the entire string of its various lengths, delimited 
by the frets of the trochos, are expressed numerically thus:

1        8/9        22/27        3/4        2/3
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CHAPTER X

On Certain Peculiarities of the Notes of the Trochos

§.77. 

In the four intervals of the notes
   

two are considered major tones, ; one, , mi-

nor, and one, , minimum. So if it is required to descend one 

or two major tones, we chant the three notes , annanes, nea-

gie, aanes; and shows one major tone, whereas shows two major 

tones. If its required to descend two tones, one major and one mini-

mum, we chant the three notes , agia, aanes, necheanes; 

and shows the major tone, shows the minimum. If it is re-

quired to descend three tones, a major, a minimum and a minor, we 

chant the four notes , agia, aanes, necheanes, aneanes; 

and thus the problem is solved. The same, but inverted, are observed 

also in ascent.
§.78. When it is required to ascend one major tone, we chant the 

two notes agia, annanes, , and shows the major tone. When 
it is required to ascend three or four major tones successively, we chant 

as follows:

agia, annanes, annanes, annanes, annanes;

where, the first annanes is supposedly agia to the second, and so 
does the second to the third, and so on. This way, we may ascend as 
many major tones we are asked to.

§.79. When it is required to ascend from a given tone two tones, a 
major and a minor, then, supposing that the one given is agia, we chant 
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the three notes ; and gives the major tone, whereas , 
the minor. When it is required to ascend one minor tone, then, sup-
posing that the one given is annanes, we chant with its melos and 
the problem is solved. If it is required to ascend two or three successive 

minor tones, we chant , as follows:

annanes, neanes, neanes, neanes;

where, the first neanes is supposedly annanes to the second; that 
means that the syllable ne descends a major tone, a descends a major 
tone and nes a minor tone; and the second neanes is supposedly an-
nanes to the third, and so on. So we are able to ascend as many minor 
tones too it is required.

§.80. When it is required to ascend from a given tone three tones, a 

major, a minor and a minimum, we chant the four notes 

and give the solution. When one minimum tone is required, then, in 
ascent, supposing that the tone given is , we chant with its me-
los; in descent, supposing that the given tone is , we chant 
with its melos and thus the minimum tone is shown. When it is re-
quired to ascend two or three successive minimum tones, we chant

, thus: neanes, nana, nana, nana, nana; where the first nana is 
supposedly neanes to the second and so is the second to the third.

In the trochos four interval are observed (§.66.). When doubled 
or tripled, like that

the first does not represent an interval by itself from some deeper 
fore-standing note; it becomes representative of an interval for 
; but the second is the end of the first pentachord and the beginning 
of the second; it represents both an interval for itself, from the previ-
ous and, from itself, an interval for . These peculiarities of the 

second have also the third and the fourth .

§.81. Because of the diapente symphony (§.57.) and the similar-
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ity of the pentachords’ intervals we represent with the same words the 
notes of the pentachords, no matter how many they are; the first note 
of the first pentachord is symphonous to the first note of the second 
and the third and the fourth pentachords; its second note, to their 
second notes and so on. So, in the diapason system symphonous to 
the first note is the eight and the fifteenth (§.62); but in the trochos 
symphonous to the first note is the fifth and the ninth and the rest cor-
respondingly.

§.82. When is Mese, then proslambanomenos on the trochos is 
necheanes, the martyria of which is , while on the diapason, ke, the 

martyria of which is . In this case, one note receives two martyriæ, 

. These were combined to one, the , used when descending 

from , supposedly , that is as if from nana.
§.83. When mese is , then proslambanomenos on the trochos is 

aneanes, that has the martyria , on the diapason, the di, that has the 

martyria . So, these were combined into the martyria , used as the 

one above, that is, when they descend from  as if from , so that 
shows the melos of neagie.

§.84. When proslambanomenos is , then mese will be on the 
trochos nana, that has the martyria ; on the diapason, mese will be 
Ne. So, two notes, ga and Ne have the martyria ; in order to distin-
guish them, ga gets the martyria , and Ne the martyria .

§.85. When proslambanomenos is , the mese on the trochos is 
agia, and on the diapason, Pa. In order to distinuish the martyria of di 
from that of Pa, di gets the martyria and Pa, . Conclusively, all 

the martyriai of the diatonic genus amount to twelve,

         di    ke      zo       ne  pa  bou   ga    Di  Ke   Zo   Ne  Pa
§.86. When the melos descends down to and ascends up to 

and does not go beyond those limits, it makes no difference whatso-
ever whether the parallage is applied on the trochos or on the diapason 
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system. But when it descends beyond or ascends above , then dis-
tinctions should be made.

Because in the notes , if the parallage is applied 
on the trochos, the first interval is a major tone, the second minimum 
and the third, minor. But if its is applied on the diapason system, in 
which case the martyriæ are , the first interval is a 

minimum tone, the second minor and the third, major. For this reason 
the of the trochos was named barys.
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CHAPTER XI

On Triphony

§.87. 

The tetrachord, called also triphony14 contains three intervals, 
that to us are tones, but to the Ancients the two were tones and the one 
leimma. These three intervals are delimited by four notes
                              ne   pa     bou       Ne
    

§.88. Triphony was chanted in ascent thus: neagie, annanes, ne-
anes, nana, annanes, neanes, nana, annanes and so on repeating the 
same words and leaving out agia. In descent, it was chanted with these 
words of notes, nana, necheanes, aneanes, neagie, necheanes, aneanes, 
neagie and so on repeating the same notes and leaving out aanes. So, 
one note representing a major tone in trochos, is left out in triphony 
both in ascent and descent. Therefore it could be said that annanes is 
emitted in ascent and neagie is omitted in descent.

§.89. Descending triphony of is ; of , , not the 

barys; of , and of , . Ascending triphony of is , of , 

and so on.
§.90. In this system symphonous to the first note are the fourth, the 

seventh, the tenth and the thirteenth; symphonous to the second note 
are [the fifth] the eighth, the eleventh and the fourteenth; symphonous 
to the third note are the sixth, the ninth, the twelfth and the fifteenth.

§.91. When we conjoin the pentachord with the tetrachord, in 
such a way that the last note of the pentachord is the beginning of the 
tetrachord, we derive the diapason system

  

              pa   bou    ga    di,     ke    zo    ne,   Ke  Zo    Ne.

14 The octachord system is called by the Ecclesiastical musicians heptaphony; the pentachord, 
tetraphony and trochos; the tetrachord system, triphony.
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Here, the fifth note is symphonous with the eighth, the sixth with 
the ninth and the seventh with the tenth, in triphony. But since the 
notes ke zo ne are symphonous with pa bou ga in the Trochos, it fol-
lows that the Ke Zo Ne are symphonous with pa bou ga; The diapason 
therefore is constructed thus:

                  pa  bou    ga    di,    ke   zo    ne  Pa  Bou   Ga
If we apply the same in descent, we have as follows :
  

                 ke  di   ga   bou,     pa   ne   zo,    Pa  Ne  Zo.
§.92. All these were confirmed by Ioannes Plousiadenos, and be-

cause he found that they contributed to many aspects of music, he 
composed an instructive treatise that he named Trochos of Ioannes 
Plousiadenos, which is the source of the most commonly used series of 
notes, indicated with these martyriæ: 

  di    ke     zo       ne   pa   bou     ga  Di      Ke   Zo   Ne

                                   Pa    Bou    Ga    di    ke
Here, after neagie we find in descent necheanes and not aanes; be-

cause is not barys; also, after nana we find in ascent annanes and 

not agia. This entire series of notes is composed of triphony, from to

; of trochos, from to ; of triphony again, from to and of 

another trochos, from to .

§.93. In the notes of triphony, , three intervals are 
observed, a major tone, a minor tone and a minimum tone. The tones 
of thriphony are fretted on the canon or the pandpouris, in the follow-
ing way.

On the neck of the pandpouris, where is the bridge , write and 
on the body, where is the other bridge, write 0; and divided into nine 
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parts the interval  0, and make a fret on the first part from  and 
write .

Then divide into twelve parts the interval  0 and making a fret as 
before, write .

After that, divide into four parts the entire length of the string, 
from  to 0 and making the fret the same way, write ; thus you 
have the tones of the triphony fretted on the pandpouris.

§.94. If you wish to fret on the pandpouris the tones of the sec-
ond and the third tetrachord, you suppose that is and repeat the 
above.

§.95. The ratios of the string’s various lengths - where the frets of 
the tones of triphony are made - to the entire string are expressed nu-
merically thus:

1      8/9      22/27      3/4

  
§.96. It is obvious that the tones of all three systems have the 

same ratios, the reason being this: The diapason system is composed 
of triphony and trochos (§.91.) So when the diapason begins with 
triphony, the intervals of its tones are equal with the intervals of the 
latter up to the point it extends; that is

          ne pa bou ga di ke zo Ne
          ne pa bou Ne
When it begins with trochos, then the intervals of the tones of the 

two systems are equal up to the point that the trochos extents, thus:
        pa bou ga di ke zo ne Pa
        pa bou ga di Pa 
§.97. One and the same note is possible to appear both as higher 

and lower than the remaining notes, depending on its relation to them; 

thus among the notes , , , and , is lower than ,  

and ;  is lower than  and , but higher than ;  is lower 

than , but higher than  and ;  is the highest of all.

§.98. One and the same note is possible to appear as either higher 

or lower of itself, under a change of system; thus: among the notes, 
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, if we descend on the trochos, it will be found to be low 

; if we descend on the diapason system, it will be found high

, the difference being one semitone. Similarly, among the notes 

, if one ascends on the trochos, the interval  is 

found to be a major tone; if one ascends on the diapason, the interval 

 is a minor tone.
§.99. A sound emitted by the human mouth or by a string, without 

other higher tones to be predetermined, is called buzzing; it may stand 
in the place of every note in any of the systems. For example, in the tet-
rachord system, if one frets on the canon the interval of a major tone, 
then of a minor tone followed by a minimum tone, it is obvious that 

the buzzing has the place of the note , the next of  and the next 

to this, , and the last, . If the intervals fretted are a minor tone, 

a minimum and then a major, the buzzing has the place of , the next 

of , the next of  and the last of .

§.100. Among the notes, some are called melodic and some are in 
prose. Melodic are the ones used by chanters and instrumentalists. In 
prose are the ones used by orators and by us in our speech.
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CHAPTER XII

On the Martyriæ of the Diatonic Genos

§.101. 

The martyriæ, as has already become obvious in the foregoing 
(§.44, 45, 46.), stand as keys to the neumes by which melody is written, 
because each neume might stand for every note and does not indicate 
on every point one only note. Therefore, we use the martyriæ in order 
to uncover the starting point of the melody’s notes: in order to show 
which is the note we start with, and thus determine the notes of the 
quantitative neumes of the melody.

§.102. The martyriæ are placed at the beginning of every melody, 
at various places in its course, and some times at the end. At the begin-
ning of the melody, the martyria is written in order to determine with 
the note it reveals, the notes of the succeeding neumes. For example, 
at the beginning of the parallage, the  is written, indicating the note 
pa. This shows that the ison is pronounced pa, the apostrophos ne, the 
other apostrophos zo etc.

§.103. In the course of the melody the martytria is written for the 
reason mentioned but also as a confirmation of one’s accuracy. Because 
when a chanter comes across a martyria and finds that the note of the 
last neume is the same with that of the martyira, he confirms that his 
chanting is accurate and the writer correct. Otherwise, either the chant-
er has erred or the writer. In the mid of the melos “Κύριε ἐκέκραξα” of 
the first echos, for example, lies the martyria . If the chanter pro-
nounces ga on the neume before it, he is correct, if not, he is wrong. 
The same purpose has the martyria when written at the end.

§.104. Since it appears that the original mele of psalmody were 
four, the original martyriæ were also four: 

   .
All the rest derive from these, in the following way.
§.105. From are created: first, the martyria of the neagie, that in 

early times was written or , but we write it and represent only 
the note ne by it; second, the martyria of the agia, that is of the tetra-
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phony, a fifth higher, which in early times was written but we write 
and represent note di by it; then, the martyria of the ninth above it, 

that we write and represent the note Pa by it; next, the martyria of 

the twelfth above it, which we write representing Di by it; next, of 
the note a fourth below, that we write  and represent the di by it; 
and finally, of the octave below ne, written .

§.106. From  are created: first the martyria of the aneanes, that 
in older times was written  or  but we write  and represent only 
the note pa by it; next, of the annanes, or else, of the fifth above, which 

in early times was written  but we write  and represent the note 

ke by it; then, the note one octave above it, which we write  and 

represent the Pa; next, of the twelfth above it, which we write  and 

represent the ke by it; next of the note a fourth below, that we write  

and represent the ke by it; and finally, of the octave below, written  
and representing the note pa.

§.107. From  are created, first the martyria of the necheanes, 
that in early times was written  but we write  and represent 
only the note bou. Then, the one of the nechanes a fifth above it, which 
in early times was written  but we write  and represent the note 
zo by it; then of the octave above it, that we write  and represent 

Bou by it; next, of the twelfth above it, that we write  and represent 
Zo by it; then again the one of the fourth below it, that we write  
and represent the zo by it; and again the one of the octave below, that 
we write  and by which we represent the bou; finally, the martyria of 
the eleventh below it, written  and indicating the zo, because the 

 having no peculiar melos to itself, is included in the .
§.108. From  are created, first the martyria of the nana, written 

in early times , though we write , with which we represent 
only the note ga; then, of the fifth above it, that we write , by which 
we represent Ne; next, of the octave above it, that we write  and 
represent Ga; and finally, of the octave below it, written  and rep-
resenting ga.
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§.109. Within the diatonic genus itself, the different systems have 
different martyriæ. For example, the note an octave above the  is indi-
cated by the martyria  when the melos is in the diapason system, but 
when it is in the trochos, the same note is indicated by the martyria , 
because the  requires ascent of a minor tone, though the  requires 
ascent of a major tone. The same is understood for the  and the .

§.110. Within the diatonic genus itself, the phthorai too alter the 
martyriæ. When the phthora of the nana is put upon di for example, 
the martyria of this note becomes . The melos is, nonetheless, always 
indicated by one of the four original martyriæ. The consonant letters 
of the seven syllables of the diapason’s notes indicate the distance from 
the ison. For example, the  of the martyria  indicates that the me-
los is nana and  indicates that the interval is a fifth from note ne. 

§.111. A melody is called netoeides when it expands in the area 
of high notes. It is called hypatoeides when it expands in the area of 
low notes. It is called mesoeides when it expands in the area of the in 
between notes. Consequently, some of the martyriæ are said to be of 
netoeides melody, some of hypatoeides and some of mesoeides. Here 
you have two plates containing the martyriæ.

               Octaves below

               Fourths below

               Twelfths above

               Octaves above

               Fifths above   

               First

               Initial
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SECOND BOOK

CHAPTER I

On the Quality in Melody

§.112. 

If musicians were examining melody only regarding 
height and lowness, their research would be dealing with the 
quantity of melody alone.15 Since, however, they examine melody also 
as regards fast and slow, strong and weak, large and small, smooth and 
rough and many others as well (because, when a big stroke or blow falls 
in the surrounding air and hits it at many parts, a big sound results; 
when the blow or stroke is small, the sound too is small. When the 
stroke or blow falls evenly, the sound is smooth; when unevenly, it is 
rough. When it falls freely, the sound is strong; when it meets obstacles, 
it is weak),16 their observation was expanded and included the quality 
of melody as well. Quality relates to those occurrences that happen in 
the air and is perceived by us as time and the modes of generating the 
notes.

§.113. Time and the modes of generating the notes are the ele-
ments that can explain the quality of melos. When the notes repre-
sented by neumes are not linked with time-indications, they resemble 
the syllables of the grammarians, which make no sense unless employed 
in words. So, time is what links the notes together and brings them to 
the status of words. The modes of generating the notes distinguish the 
words from each other, in order that each will enunciate its particular 
significance. Because, as the “writes, come in”, “writes: coming”, “writes 
coming”, “rights come in”, “right’s coming” have all the same sound, but 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••

15 It appeared that the difference between lowness and height is a kind of quantity. Claudio 
Ptolemaeus Chap. III, 7.

16 See, Gerasenos Nicomachus, Book I, 8.
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the manner of pronunciation, due to the spelling, the punctuation or 
anything else that distinguishes them, in the same way, the modes of 
generating the notes distinguish the words of notes from each other.

§.114. Time, according to the philosophers, is measurement of an 
object’s motion. While a melos is recited, let the hand or the foot of 
the musician move up and down hitting on the knee. Measuring the 
hand’s motion, time is rendered. Time spent from one hit to the next is 
calculated as one chronos.

§.115. Each neume revealing one note, spends one chronos. The 
hyporrhoe which indicates two consecutive notes, spends two chronoi 
and each of its notes gets one chronos.
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CHAPTER II

On the Hypostaseis

§.116. 

Short note is called the one that spends one chronos; 
long note is the one that spends many chronoi. Since it often happens, 
though, one note to spend many chronoi or one chronos to require 
many notes, certain signs have been used to determine all this. These 
signs are written below or above the neumes of the notes. It is these 
signs that were named hypostaseis.

§.117. It follows that hypostasis is a soundless musical sign, which 
notates the quality of the melos and is written below the neumes of 
the notes, that is, it is subscribed to the neumes, though it might be 
also super scribed. It is, in other words, a sign used by musicians not to 
represent the notes, but in order to discern the neumes of the notes and 
perfect their composition, so that they will obtain the power to write 
the melos as the quality demands.

§.118. Among the hypostaseis, some are in-time [enchronoi] and 
some timeless [achronoi]. The timeless are modal; they write, that is, 
the modes of generating the notes. The in time are the following:

Haple
Clasma
Gorgon
Argon

§.119. The haple is written  and is worth one chronos. It becomes 
diple [double]  when two chronoi are required, triple , when 
three chronoi are required, tetraple [quadruple]  when four chro-
noi are required, pentaple [quintuple] , when five chronoi are 
required and hexaple [sextuple]  when six chronoi are required. 
To whichever note the haple is subscribed, this note spends two chro-
noi, one for its own neume and one for the haple. The haple is sub-
scribed to the hyporrhoe  and causes delay to its second note. It is 
also subscribed to the sort of apostrophos that may receive a gorgon 

 and to the antikenoma . The note of any neume 
subscribed by the diple spends three chronoi. The diple is subscribed 
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to all the neumes except to the kentemata, since they never spend more 
than one chronos. The note of any neume subscribed by the triple, the 
tetraple, the pentaple and the hexaple, spends the analogous chronoi. 
These signs are subscribed to the same neumes as the diple. When writ-
ten apart from the neumes with a bareia, the haple signifies one chro-
nos of silence, the diple, two chronoi of silence, the triple three chronoi 
of silence etc.

§.120. The clasma is written and is worth one chronos. It is put 
on all the neumes except the hyporrhoe and the kentemata, because the 
hyporrhoe receives the haple instead of the clasma, and the kentemata 
are never delaying, as said before. The note of the neumes, which bears 
the clasma, spends two chronoi and during the delay the voice waves, 
so to say.

§.121. The gorgon is written and is worth half a chronos. When 
it is required that two notes spend together one chronos, the gorgon is 
put on the second neume, thus . When it is required that three 
notes together spend one chronos, then it becomes digorgon and is put 
again on the second neume, thus . When it is required that 
four notes together spend one chronos, then it becomes trigorgon and 
is put on the second neume again, like ; and so on.

§.122. The gorgon is distinguished in a threefold manner: the half, 
the whole and the sesquialteran. In order to demonstrate this, let us 
suppose that the chronos spent by the two notes indicated by these two 
neumes , is 4. When it is required that the oligon spends 3 
and the ison 1, then the  is put on the oligon, . When it is 
required that the oligon spends 2 and the ison also 2, the  is put upon 
the oligon . When it is required that the oligon spends 1 
and the ison 3, then the  is put on the oligon . The first 

of these, the , is called hemigorgon; the second, the 

, is called gorgon and the third, the , trihemigorgon.
§.123. The digorgon is distinguished in a fourfold manner: When 

the first note spends half the chronos and the rest two notes, the other 
half (that is, the second and the third a quarter each), the digorgon is 
written . When the first note spends a quarter of the chro-
nos, the second note, half and the third note, a quarter, it is written 
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. When the first and the second notes spend a quarter each 
and the third note, half, it is written . When the three notes 
divide the chronos equally among them, each receiving one third of 
it, then, number 3 is written after the digorgon, thus . This 
means that the chronos is divided into three instead of into four.

§.124. Such distinctions do not apply on the trigorgon, since it 
is assumed that the chronos is divided into four and that each note 
spends a quarter of the chronos. As regards the tetragorgon and the 
pentagorgon, if they are ever met, their speed does not permit such 
distinctions to be made.

§.125. Conclusively, the gorgon gives to the note of the neume on 
which it is put, the value mentioned. It deprives the previous neume of 
one quarter of the chronos, when it is hemigorgon; two quarters, when 
it is gorgon; and three quarters, when it is trihemigorgon. In the case 
of the digorgon, the one written deprives the previous note of two 
quarters of the chronos, the one written or of three quarters 
and the one written of two thirds of the chronos. 

§.126. The argon is written . It is worth one chronos. It is put 
upon the kind of the oligon under which stand the kentemata 
and it requires that the oligon together with the kentemata will spend 
one chronos and the argon itself one more chronos. A gorgon is also 
implied in this case, since the two neumes together spend one chronos. 
When three chronoi are required, the argon is doubled and written . 
When four chronoi are required, it is tripled and written .

§.127. When a neume has both a gorgon and an haple, like 

, then the gorgon acts first and the haple after. That means 

that since this position requires two chronoi, it is realized in two beats. 
At the first beat comes the note of the ison, spending half the chronos 
and the note of the apostrophos spends the remaining half up to the 
second beat. At the second beat, the note of this same apostrophos is 
sustained during the second chronos required for the haple. The same 

happens when the neume has a digorgon and a diple, thus . 

During the first crhonos the three notes are spent, while during the 
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next two chronoi of the diple, the sound of the second note of the hy-
porrhoe is sustained.

§.128. No sign is required to indicate the tempo as long as it is kept 
the same in the course of a melos. When, however, it is changed from 
fast to slow it is indicated with the , which asks for double the speed. 
When it is changed from slow to fast it is indicated with the , which 
shows that the retardation is redoubled.
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CHAPTER III

On the Timeless Hypostaseis

§.129. 

The timeless hypostaseis, by which is not written time, but the 
mode of generating the notes, and are for that reason called modal, are 
seven.

     the Bareia

     the Homalon

     the Antikenoma

     the Psephiston

     the Heteron

     the Stavros

and the Endophonon

§.130. Wherever one of the seven hypostaseis is written, we dis-
tinguish the mode of recitation hereby described. The bareia calls for 
the note of the neume that lies after it to be pronounced with certain 
weight, so that the vitality of this note will be distinguished both from 
the previous and the following notes. The bareia is subscribed to all the 
neumes except the kentemata.

§.131. The homalon calls for a waving of the voice to occur in he 
larynx together with a certain heightening of the note of the neume 
to which it is subscribed. It is subscribed to all the neumes except the 
kentemata, the petaste and the hyporrhoe.

§.132. When the antikenoma is subscribed to an oligon which 
is followed by a descending neume, it calls for the sound to be pro-
nounced with a push. When under the antikenoma is put an haple 

, a diple , a triple  with a descending neume next to 
it, the sound is pronounced in a way suspended and non-separated. The 
antikenoma is put under all the neumes, except the kentemata. It is put 
before all of them except the hyporrhoe.

§.133. The psephiston calls for a certain power and vitality to be 
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given to the notes of the neumes it is subscribed. It is put under the ison 
and the ascending neumes that stand before descending ones, except 
the kentemata.

§.134 The heteron links ascending with descending neumes, an ison 
with an ison, as , an oligon with an ison, as or 

an apostrophos, an elaprhon and a chamele with an ison, as 

. The notes are pronounced in a way smoothly 
and weakly connected.

§.135. The stavros calls for the sound of the note after whose neume 
it lies, to be interrupted, so that the sound of the next neume will be 
taken with a new breath.

§.136. The endophonon calls for the note of the neumes to which 
it is subscribed, to be pronounced from the nose. When the neume hap-
pens to have a time-sign as well, the time is similarly spent. During the 

delay, that is, the sound comes out through the nose, as in .

The ancients used more timeless hypostases, which did not repre-
sent the modes of generating the notes, but a whole melody. We shall 
speak about these in connection with melopœia.
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CHAPTER IV

On the Differences in the Interpretation of the Neumes’ Notes

§.137. 

Ancient ecclesiastical musicians, observing with curious eyes 
the interpretation of notes, expanded it to include many modes. They 
considered, therefore, reasonable to represent the mele with as many 
modes of interpretation they were able to discover. Otherwise, as the 
famous writer on ecclesiastical music Gabriel Hieromonachos believed, 
the seven neumes (the ison, the oligon, the kentema, the hypsele, the 
apostrophos, the elaphron and the chamele), were sufficient to repre-
sent any quantity of melody. So, they increased the neumes in order to 
write some of the quality of melody too. Consequently, a difference 
in the rendering of the notes is observed among the neumes by which 
the quantity of melody is notated, since the note of the oligon, for ex-
ample, is rendered in one way and the note of the kentema in another.

§.138. The oligon calls for the voice to ascend disconnected. 
Whenever, therefore, continuous tone-by-tone ascent of notes which 
are susceptive of syllables is required, it is represented in the notation 
with the oligon only. When the oligon is subordinated to the ison or 
the descending neumes, its note is pronounced more vividly.

§.139. The petaste calls for a rise of the voice a little higher from the 
natural pitch of the tone at hand. It preserves this peculiarity when it is 
also subordinated by the ison and the descending neumes. The petaste 
is put by itself before a descending neume. It is put with a clasma before 
many descending neumes.

§.140. The kentemata call for the voice to be continuous and their 
note not to be disconnected from the previous or the following note. 
When written above or below the oligon, they do not correspond to 
a syllable of a meaningful word. If in this position there happens to 
be a gorgon, it is understood for the kentemata; on the beat, that is, 
is pronounced the note of the oligon and not of the kentemata, as in

. If there happens to be an argon, thus , the ken-
temata are included again in the half chronos of the previous note and 
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on the beat is pronounced the oligon, which spends two chronoi. The 
analogous is understood when there happens to be a double or triple 
argon, as well as an hemigorgon or a trihemigorgon. It should also be 
known that the kentemata are not put at the beginning nor after a pet-
aste, but between the other neumes, and that the kentemata do not 
replace the oligon, although the oligon may replace the kentemata, in 

cases that give rise to confusion, such as . Because the 

kentemata are here confused with the kentema, they give their place to 

the oligon, so that this thesis, is written . The 
same happens in other similar situations.

§.141. The apostrophos, the elaphron and the chamele call for the 
voice to descend disconnected. They all correspond to syllables. When 
the apostrophos is subordinated to the elaphron, it creates continuity 
between its two notes, on the first of which a gorgon is understood. 
The first note does not correspond to a syllable of a meaningful word, 
though the second, which is pronounced on the beat, does correspond 
to a syllable.

 §.142. The hyporrhoe calls for its two notes, as well as the pre-
vious one, to descend continuously and with one breath. It there 
happens to be a gorgon, a hemigorgon or a trihemigorgon, it is un-
derstood for its first note while on the beat of the chronos is pro-
nounced its second note. Neither the first or second note correspond 
to a syllable of a meaningful word. The hyporrhoe is analyzed thus:  

 
 
                                          
It should be known also that the hyporrhoe, like the kentemata, is not 
put at the beginning of a melos, but it comes after some previous neume. 
It may come after any neume, except the kentemata. It is moreover su-
perscribed to the oligon and the petaste, in which case, it subordinates 
them. The apostrophoi do not replace the hyporrhoe, nor does the hy-
porrhoe replaces the two apostrophoi, unless some syllable impedes. In 
such a case, the hyporrhoe is analysed into two apostrophoi, on the first 
of which is put the gorgon.
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§.143. The kentemata and the hypsele have no peculiar to them-
selves quality. Instead, they receive the quality of the oligon or the 
petaste, on which they lean, like on bodies. When it is required that the 
ison, which is pronounced in one way only, receives a different quality, 
we notate this quality with the hypostaseis.
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CHAPTER V

On rhythm

§.144. 

Rhythmics is the science of the application of all said 
about rhythms.17 A rhythm is a system composed of chronoi in 
certain order. It is characterized as fast and slow. Four elements are ob-
served in rhythm: the thesis, the arsis, the noise and stillness. Thesis 
is the impetus of a body downwards. Arsis is the impetus of a body 
upwards. Noise is the striking of the body. Stillness is the stopping of 
the body.18 

§.145. Rhythm is created with the occurrence of any motion 
which maintains a set order and with the measurement of the chronoi 
spent during it. For example, the tympanist plays rhythmically when 
his beats upon the instrument preserve a determined order of the 
chronoi. When the time spent during the beats is measured, whenever 
the rhythm is repeated with the following four: thesis, arsis, noise and 
stillness, the time of every rhythm is found to be equal and similar.19 
Rhythm is observed at tympanists, at hand-clapping and at dancers, 
since when the slow and fast arsis and thesis of the feet occurs with 
certain order or certain proportion to each other, there is rhythm. It is 
said that the hammering of the blacksmiths when they drop the ham-
mers upon the anvil with good order is also rhythmic.

§.146. Rhythm is perceived with three senses: sight, as in dancing; 
hearing, as in chanting; and touch as in when feeling the pulsations of 
the arteries. Musical rhythm however is only perceived with sight and 
hearing. In music, rhythm applies to the motions of the body, to the 
melody and to the text. There are five parts in rhythmics: one concern-
ing the chronoi, one concerning the species of the feet, one concerning 
the tempo of the rhythms, one concerning the transformations and one 
concerning rhythmopœia. Matter of rhythm are the chronoi, as matter 
of melody are the notes. We start, therefore, with the chronoi.
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17 Greeks in old times honoured rhythmics and everything concerning the instrumental dialects 
was then more varied. The Greeks are fond of learning nowadays, but then they were fond of 
rhythm. (Plutarch)

18 This definition of rhythm is encountered in Aristides. Some say that he got it from Phaedrus. 
According to Leophantos, rhythm is a composition of chronoi which are considered as re-
gards the analogy and symmetry to each other. According to Baccheios, it is the measurement 
of time of any motion that occurs. According to Aristoxenos, it is time divided by any element 
which can contribute to rhythm. According to Nicomachus, it is an orderly composition of 
chronoi. According to Didymos, it is musical order in accordance with harmony. According 
to Ioannes Alexandreus, it is time-extension, time-contraction and their symmetry. Rhythm 
is understood in three ways: the term is used for motionless objects, like when we say that a 
statue has rhythm; it is also used for everything movable, like when we say that some one is 
marching in good rhythm; it is also used for voice, like when we say that some one’s chanting 
has good rhythm. It is this latter that we are going to discuss here.

The inventors of rhythms were Archilochos, Olympos, Orpheus, and others. It is said 
that the invention of rhythmopœia was made at the same time with that of poetry. Some 
say though, that rhythmopœia preceded epic poetry, because, they say, the epic poets first 
observed the fast and slow arsis and thesis of the feet and by conveying these, they made the 
similar combinations of syllables, which we borrow for the creation of the meters. For this 
reason, these combinations were called feet. In the past, rhythm was by some called masculine 
and melody feminine, because melody is passive and formless and stands, in its relation to its 
opposite, as matter. Rhythm though, moulds the melody and moves it to set order. It stands 
as the creator to its creation.

19 Musical instruments, such as lyres, auloi, phorminges etc., are melodic because on them high 
and low notes are distinguished. The guitar, the cembalo and the like are harmonic, because 
they emit the notes harmonically. The tympana, dumbelekia, tefia and the like are rhythmic.

How is it that the sound emitted by rhythmic instruments is pleasing to hearing, while 
it neither rises or falls in pitch? Simply, it is said, because it has a perceptible and ordered 
number and moves our soul, through the sense organ, with a determined and comprehensible 
order, rhythm expands within an area that permits the mind to comprehend - through hear-
ing - the order of this rhythm.
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CHAPTER VI

On the Chronoi

§.147. 

We call minimum chronos the one we perceive as atom: 
the first to be perceived by the sense, considered indivisible. In early 
times it was also called short and was notated with the υ. Compound 
is called the chronos that is divisible. Among the compound chronoi 
one is double the minimum and was also called long and notated with 
the -, one is triple and one is quadruple. The rhythmic chronos goes up 
to quadruple only.

§.148. Some among the chronoi, the ones running faster than the 
regular, are called circular, others, the ones that use composite notes 
and delay more, are called excessive. Among all the chronoi, some are 
called rhythmic, some arrhythmic and some rhythmoid. Rhythmic are 
the ones that preserve with each other an order in some ratio. Arrhyth-
mic are the completely unordered ones. Rhythmoid are the ones that 
stand in between. This means that they possess part of the order of the 
rhythmic and part of the disorder of the arrhythmic .

§.149. The chronoi are measured with the thesis and the arsis. 
When the minimum chronos is on the thesis, it is notated with the 0, 
when it is on the arsis, it is notated with the 1. On the thesis we beat 
the right knee with the right hand and on the arsis, the left knee with 
the left hand.20 As a rhythmic exercise for the beginners, we pronounce 
the beat of the thesis doum and that of the arsis tek.21 

§.150. The minimum chronos has its sign non-dotted, like 0, 1; the 
double is dotted with the haple, like 0

∙ 
, 1

∙ 
, the triple with the diple, like 

0
∙∙

, 1
∙∙

, and the quadruple with the triple, like 0
∙∙∙

, 1
∙∙∙

. This way, the length of 
any chronos is shown.

§.151. Ratio is the relation of two dissimilar magnitudes to each 

20 One might now ask: “Since it is an arsis, why do we beat on the knee?” Indeed, in early times 
rhythms were practiced in a different way, but we, being after facility, follow the way it is done 
today.

21 Doum and tek are Ottoman words. Such syllables are pronounced until the student has prac-
ticed the rhythms well. Later, such pronunciations are given up and, instead, the syllables of 
the song are said.
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other. Among the rhythmic chronoi, we observe three ratios: the equal, 
the duple and the sesquialtera.22 One chronos compared to itself gives 
the ratio of equality, like 0 1. Here, the thesis compared to the arsis, 
shows the equality of the chronoi. Two chronoi compared to one give 
the double ratio, like 0 0 1. Here the two theses compared to the one 
arsis appear to have double the time. Three chronoi compared to two 
give the sesquialteran ratio, like 0 0 0 1 1.

§.152. Between the beats of the arsis and the thesis we observe 
noise and stillness. Noise is emitted simultaneously with the beating 
on the tympanum and lasts until a second beat occurs. The duration of 
noise should be as required by the chronos. This duration is the result 
of the stopping of the hand and it is what we call stillness. We pro-
nounce noise as said, with doum and tek. Their pronunciation during 
the chronos is equal to the predetermined duration of noise. Stillness 
is not pronounced, but it holds the hand motionless as long as noise 
requires, minus half a minimum chronos; then, the other hand starts 
to be lifted.

§.153. In order to show that with an example, let us beat this foot 0
∙  

1 0
∙ 

. The right hand beats the long chronos of the thesis 0
∙
  on the right 

knee and with the pronunciation of the doum, noise starts. Then, the 
right hand becomes still until double the chronos is spent and the noise 
of the thesis stops and the left hand is lifted when its chronos is over 
0
∙
, in order to beat right away after the ending of the double chronos 

of 0
∙
 , by falling on the left knee and to initiate the noise of the arsis 1. 

And the left hand is still, and the right hands is lifted in order to beat 
the right knee after the completion of the one chronos of 1; when the 
right falls also in order to beat the noise of the thesis 0

∙ 
,  then, there is 

stillness.
§.154. It follows that when two similar and isochronal signs are 

adjacent, as in 0
∙
  0

∙
 1
∙ 

1
∙ 

, the stillness of the first thesis is shorter than that 
of the second. Because for the first thesis it is required to lift the hand 
in order to beat the second thesis and thus cease the stillness, whereas 
the second thesis lasts during itself and the two next arses. The same 
occurs with the two arses.

22 By magnitude is here understood the time-lengths of the arsis and the thesis, whence the dis-
similarity of the equal ratio is established. The sesquitertian ratio is also added by some. This 
results when the 3 is compared to 4, like in 0

∙∙ 
1
∙∙∙

.
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CHAPTER VII

On Feet

§.155. 

A foot is part of an entire rhythm and permits us to com-
prehend rhythm’s whole. A foot is composed of neither theses or 
arses alone. Instead, the theses are interwoven with the arses – either 
one of the former with many of the latter, or many of the former with 
one of the latter – to constitute the feet. Therefore, parts of a foot are 
the thesis and the arsis. And a foot will be diseme, as the 0 1 or the 1 
0, triseme, as the 0 1 1, the 0 1

∙ 
, the 0 0 1, the 0

∙ 
1, the 1 1 0 and the 1

∙ 
0, 

tetraseme, as the 0 0 1 1 or the 0
∙
  1 1, etc. The foot 0 1

∙
 is said to be com-

posed of one thesis and a diseme arsis; the foot 1
∙∙

 0
∙∙∙

, of a triseme arsis 
and a tetraseme thesis.23 

§.156. The genera of the feet are three: the equal, the duple and the 
sesquialteran. Equal is the dactylic because its one thesis equals its two 
arses,  0

∙
  1 1. Duple is the iambic because its thesis is double its arsis, 10

∙∙
 

Sesquialteran is the pæonic because its two theses have a sesquialteran 
ratio to its arsis, 0

∙
  0 1

∙
.24 

§.157. Within the dactylic genus there are six rhythmic feet:
0 1 Simple proceleusmatic.25 
0 0 1 1 Double proceleusmatic, that also appears as 1 1 0 0.
0
∙
  1 1 Greater anapestic.26 

1 1 0
∙
   Lesser anapestic 

0
∙
  1

∙ 
 
 
Simple spondaic

0
∙∙∙

 1
∙∙∙ 

 Double spondaic27 
§.158. Within the iambic genus there are four rhythmic feet:

1 0
∙
   or 0 1 Iamb

 0
∙
  1 Trochee, which Bacchius calls Choreios

1
∙∙∙  

 0
∙∙∙∙∙∙∙

 Iamb orthios.28 
0
∙∙∙

 0
∙∙∙

 1
∙∙∙ 

Trochee semantos.29 
§.159. In the pæonic genus there are two rhythmic feet: 

0
∙
  0 1

∙  
Pæon diaguios.
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0
∙
  1

∙  
0
∙
  0

∙
  1

∙ 
Pæon epibatos.30 

§.160. A foot of equal ratio begins from the diseme, 1 0 and is filled 
out until the hekkaidekaseme [sixteen-point], because larger rhythms 
in this genus we are no able to discern. A foot of duple ratio starts from 
the triseme 1 0

∙
  and is filled out until the octokaidekaseme [eighteen-

point]. The foot in sesquialteran ratio begins from the pentaseme 0
∙
   0 

1
∙ 

and is filled out up to the pentekaieikosaseme [twenty five-point].

23 Prime is called the chronos that cannot be divided by any of the rhythmic elements. Diseme 
chronos is the one that counts twice the prime. Triseme chronos is the one that counts three 
times the prime. Tetraseme chronos is the one that counts four times the prime. Aristoxenos 
p. 280

24 “Some add the sesquitertian genus for the ratio 3 to 4. There exist more genera, which are 
called irrational not because they have no ratio, but because their ratios do not conform to 
the ones mentioned. Their relations are governed by numbers rather than by the rhythmic 
species.” Aristides.

25 Proceleusmatic is also called pyrrhic. Its reverse is the hegemon foot, 1 0.
26 Also called dactyl [finger] because the order of the syllables corresponds to the parts of a 

finger. It was called anapæst [striking back, but also: resting] either because it is the retrograde 
of the dactyl or because the voice rushes over the short syllables and poses on the long.

27 Also called greater spondaic. It is composed of a tetraseme thesis and a tetraseme arsis.
28 It is called orthios because of its solemn declamation and foundation. It is composed of a 

tetraseme arsis and an eight-point thesis.
29 It is called semantos [marked] because being composed of long chronoi it is applied on mean-

ings of consequence, as it attracts the attention with the doubling of its thesis. It is composed 
of two tetraseme theses and one tetraseme arsis.

30 The pæon is called diaguios, that is with two limbs, or bipartite, because it makes use of theses 
in two parts and one arsis, that is, a diseme thesis, a simple thesis and a diseme arsis. It is called 
epibatos because it makes use of four parts, one long thesis, one long arsis, two long theses 
and one long arsis and is composed of two arses and two different theses. To sum up, the feet 
the rhythms consist of are twelve. These rhythmic feet were also called rhythms by earlier 
writers, as we see in Bacchius and in Aristides who says: “Of rhythms, some are composite, 
some non-composite. Non-composite are those using one genus of foot, as the tetrasemes. 
Composite are those composed of two or even more genera, as the dodekasemes. Mixed are 
those analyzed sometimes into chronoi, sometimes into rhythms.”
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CHAPTER VIII

On Meters [Measures]

§.161. 

Measured is called the melos whose melodic neumes are 
separated by vertical lines that enclose melodic frag-
ments of as many chronoi as the meter contains. Meters 
are formed in the following manner.

§.162. One thesis and one arsis, that count for two chronoi, consti-
tute the meter marked with 2. For this meter we beat once on the knee 
and once in the air. This meter is identical with the proceleusmatic foot 
0 1.

§.163. One thesis and two arses, which count three chronoi, con-
stitute the meter marked with 3. For this meter we beat once on the 
knee and twice in the air, 0 1 1 or else, we beat a short beat on the 
knee and a long in the air, in which case this meter is identical with the 

iambic foot 0 1
∙ 

.
§.164. Two theses and two arses, which count for four chronoi, 

constitute the meter marked with 4. For this meter we beat twice on 
the knee and twice in the air. This meter is identical with the double 
proceleusmatic foot 0 0 1 1.

§.165. Two theses and two arses, which count for five chronoi, con-
stitute the meter marked with 5. For this meter we beat twice on the 
knee and three times in the air – to the right, to the left and upwards. 
If we beat one long thesis, another short thesis and one long arsis, this 
meter becomes identical with the foot called diaguios pæon 0

∙
  0 1

∙ 
.

§.166. Two theses and four arses, which count for six chronoi, con-
stitute the meter marked with 6. For this meter we beat twice on the 
knee and three times in the air – to the right, to the left and a long 
beat upwards. The European musicians apply still more meters which 
they call compound. We will not talk about them here, since we do not 
make use of them.

§.167. When we divide a melody - already written completely with 
its quantitative neumes and the qualitative signs - into any of the me-
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ters mentioned by drawing the vertical lines, we have to be careful with 
the following.

§.168. The neumes enclosed between the vertical lines should write 
a melody of as many chronoi as many theses and arses are contained in 
the meter. If the meter, for example, contains one thesis and two arses, 
the vertical lines will enclose neumes which notate a melody of three 
chronoi, etc.

§.169. At times, at the point where a meter should be separated 
with the vertical line, occurs a neume which is indivisible because of 
the length of its note. In such a case we leave this meter undivided and 
divide the next. As this result to a meter of eight chronoi, that is, of two 
theses and two arses, and again two theses and two arses, we write on 
the meter the number 8 to indicate it. In related cases we write 7, 6, 5, 
3 and 2.

§.170. Emphasis is when the melodic length of the syllable of a 
significant word starts and ends together with the meter. For example,   
in “Τάς ἑσπερινάς” the syllables κυ and ρι of the word Κύριε receive a 
melodic  length.

This length is worth four chronoi. If the meter in which I divide the 
entire troparion is of four chronoi as well, then I obey the emphasis; if 
not, I harm it.

§.171. The melody of the syllables κυ and ρι, having a duration of 
eight chronoi, is enclosed in two meters marked with 4. The first me-
ter, having the vertical line before the oligon, contains the oligon, the 
kentemata, the petaste and the apostrophos. The second contains the 
ison, the hyporrhoe, the oligon and the apostrophos, after which lies a 
vertical line again. The melodic length of the syllables, thus, starts and 
ceases together with the meter.

§.172. We start dividing the meters, either dichronous or tetra-
chronous, from the point where a melodic length of a syllable occurs. 
If a final note, either short or dichronous or trichronous precedes, its 
time value will be determined from the following emphasis. For ex-
ample, in the troparion mentioned, on the word εὐχὰς the syllable χας 
gets three chronoi because of the syllables κυ and ρι. 
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CHAPTER IX

On Rhythms

§.173. 

Rhythmic melos is the one the melodic notes of which 
preserve the same order to the chronoi of the rhythm. It 
is for this reason that the neumes of the melody are separated by verti-
cal lines which enclose a melos of as many chronoi as the rhythm con-
tains. Each rhythm is composed of the feet mentioned. It is composed 
either by conjunction or by period. A rhythm is in conjunction when 
it is composed of two simple and dissimilar feet. It is in period when 
composed of more and dissimilar feet.

§.174. The rhythms, therefore, in conjunction, in the dactylic ge-
nus are the following two:

 0
∙
  1

∙ 
 0 1 Greater ionic

 0 1 0
∙
  1

∙
  Lesser ionic31 

§.175. In the iambic genus they are also two, the following:
 1
∙ 

0
∙
  0

∙
  1 Iambic bacchic

 0
∙
 1 1 0

∙
  Trochaic bacchic.32 

§.176. The rhythms in period in the iambic genus are twelve, the 
following:

1 0
∙
  0

∙
  1 0

∙
  1 0

∙
  1  Iambic trochee

0
∙
  1 1 0

∙
  0

∙
  1 0

∙
  1  Bacchic trochee

0
∙
  1 0

∙
  1 1 0

∙
  0

∙
  1  Trochaic bacchic

0
∙
  1 0

∙
  1 0

∙
  1 1 0

∙
   Epitritic iamb

0
∙
  1 1 0

∙
  1 0

∙
  1 0

∙
   Trochaic iamb

1 0
∙
  0

∙
  1 1 0

∙
  1 0

∙
   Bacchic iamb

1 0
∙
  1 0

∙
  0

∙
  1 1 0

∙
   Iambic bacchic

31 It was called ionic for the vulgarity of its rhythm, because the Ions were caricatured for their 
vulgarity. The first is composed of a simple spondaic and a diseme proceleusmatic; the second 
is in the reverse order. Bacchius the Old calls this rhythm bacchic, saying that it is composed 
of an hegemon and a spondee, 0 1 0

∙  
1
∙ 

.
32 They were called bacchic because they are suitable to bacchanal mele. The first of them has an 

iamb first and then a trochee; the second is the reverse.
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1 0
∙
  1 0

∙
  1 0

∙
  0

∙
  1  Epitritic trochee

1 0
∙
  1 0

∙
  0

∙
  1 0

∙
  1  Simple iambic bacchic

0
∙
  1 0

∙
  1 1 0

∙
  1 0

∙
   Simple trochaic bacchic

0
∙
  1 1 0

∙
  1 0

∙
  0

∙
  1  Middle iamb

1 0
∙
  0

∙
  1 0

∙
  1 1 0

∙
   Middle trochee.33 

§.177. When these genera are mixed, more rhythmical species are 
produced, like:

1 0
∙
  0

∙
  0 1

∙  
First dochmiac.

1 0
∙
  0

∙
  1 1 0

∙
  1 1 1 Second dochmiac.34 

1 0
∙
  0

∙
  1    0

∙  
1
∙
  0 1

0
∙
  1 1 0

∙
   | 0∙  1∙  0 0 } Prosodiacs of two conjunctions.35 

0 1 1 0
∙
  0

∙
  1 Prosodiac of three.

0 1 1 0
∙
  0

∙
  1 1 0

∙
  Prosodiac of four.36 

1
∙
 0 0   Iamboid

1 1 0
∙
  Trochoid } Irrational choreic.37 

0
∙
  0 1

∙
  1 1 1 1

∙
  Cretan.38 

0
∙
  0 1 1

∙
  Trochaic bacchic dactyl.

0 0
∙  

1
∙
  1 Iambic bacchic dactyl.

0
∙
  0 0 1 1 1

∙
  Iamboid choreic dactyl.

0 0 0
∙  

1
∙
  1 1 Trochoid choreic dactyl.39 

0 0
∙  

1 0
∙  

 Iambic dactyl.40

33 Among the twelve rhythms in period, four are composed of an iamb and three trochees, the 
other four, of one trochee and three iambs, and the remaining four, of two iambs.

34 Bacchius the Old says that the dochmiac is composed of an iamb, an anapest and the pæon on 
the basis, 1 0

∙  
1 1 0

∙  
0
∙  

1 1 0.
The pæon is composed of one choreic and one hegemon [pyrrhic] 0

∙  
1 1 0.

The same writer displays another rhythm which he calls enoplios [martial] and is com-
posed of an iamb, an hegemon, a choreic and an iamb 1 0

∙  
1 0 0

∙  
1 1 0. Others say that the 

enoplios, called prosodiac by some, is composed of one spondee, one pyrrhic, one trochee and 
one iamb,   0

∙  
1
∙
  0 1 0

∙  
1 1 0

∙ 
.

35 These two are composed of the two bacchic and the greater ionic.
36 The first of those is composed of one pyrrhic, one iamb and one trochee, the second, of the 

same three with the addition of one iamb.
37 The iamboid is composed of one long arsis and two short theses. Considering its rhythm, it 

looks like the dactyl; but considering the number of the word’s parts, it looks like an iamb, 
because an iamb is 100, that is 10

∙ 
.

The trochoid is composed of two short arses and a long thesis.
38 It got this name from the nation.
39 The first dactyl is constructed of a trochaic thesis and an iambic arsis; the second, in the re-

verse order; the third receives one of the choreic on the thesis and the other on the arsis, and 
the third is the reverse.
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§.178. So, this is how many rhythms are preserved for us by Aris-
tides and Bacchius the Old. The Ottomans have nearly thirty-two 
rhythms, among which we enumerate twelve, the simpler and more 
handy. They apply two more signs, the 2 and the 1-. 2 indicates two 
short chronoi, a thesis and an arsis; 1- indicates four short chronoi. 
The 2 is pronounced teke, and beats first the right knee, then the left. 
1- is pronounced teek, and beats first the left knee with the left hand 
and then both knees with both hands. Thus, 2 2 equal one 1-, but 1- is 
completed in one beat, though the 2 2, in four. 

40 Aristides says that the Cretan rhythm consists of a trochaic thesis, a trochaic arsis and an 
iambic arsis. Because it seems that the text is erroneous when he says: “There exist still more 
rhythms, six in number,” while he enumerates five rhythms, Meibom corrects him and 
writes:

“The Cretan rhythm consists of a trochaic thesis and a trochaic arsis 0
∙  

0
 
1
∙
  1

 
. The iambic 

dactyl consists of an iambic thesis and an iambic arsis 0 0
∙  

1 1
∙
 .” The exposition of this rhythm 

was deduced by Meibomius from Aristides’ list.
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CHAPTER X

List of Ottoman Rhythms

§.179. 

Rhythm is called in Turkish usul and is taught above ev-
erything else to beginners. For the Turks it fulfils a double pur-
pose. One is the same as for us. The other leads them to remember the 
mele that they are taught or they teach, because the Ottomans use no 
neumes to write the mele, but keep them in memory with the rhythms. 
Here below we give a list of twelve of these rhythms, the following:

Sofyan 0
∙  

0 1 or  0
∙  

2
Duhek 0 1

∙
  1 0

∙
  1

∙
  the double of which,  0

∙  
0
∙  

1
∙
 
 
0
∙  

1
∙
 - 2 2  

Semai  0
∙  

2 0
∙  

1
∙∙

 , the fast of which, 0 1 1 0
 
1
∙
 

Cember 0
∙  

2 0
∙  

0 0 1
∙
  1

∙
  1

∙
  0

∙  
1 - 2 2 

Devri-kebir 0
∙  

0
∙  

1
∙
  0 1 2 0 1

∙
  1

∙
  1

∙
  0

∙  
0
∙  

1 - 2 2 
Bereysan  0

∙  
1
∙
  0

∙  
1
∙
  0

∙  
0
∙  

1
∙
  0

∙  
0
∙  

1 - 2 2 
Muhamez   0

∙  
2  0

∙  
1
∙
  0

∙  
0
∙  

1
∙
  2 0

∙  
1
∙
  2 0

∙  
1 - 2 2 

Remel   0
∙  

2 0
∙  

2 2 0
∙  

2 0
∙  

1
∙
  1

∙
  0

∙  
1
∙
  0

∙  
0
∙  

1 - 2 2 
Hafif  0 1 1

∙
  0 1 1

∙
  0

∙  
2 0 1 1

∙
  0

∙  
2 0 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 -  2 2

Sakil  0
∙  

2 0
∙  

2 2 0
∙  

2 0
∙  

1
∙
  1

∙
  0

∙  
 0
∙  

1
∙
  0

∙  
1
∙
  1

∙
  0

∙  
2 0 0 1

∙
  2 0

∙  
1
∙
  2 0

∙
  1 - 2 2 

Nim-sakil 0
∙  

2 0
∙  

2 2 0
∙  

2 0
∙  

1
∙
  1 - 2 2

Nim-devir  0
∙  

0
∙  

1
∙
  0

∙  
0 0 1 - 2 2

§.180. Observing the composition of Ottoman rhythms, we find 
that the sofyan is the same with the pæon, that the semai consists of a 
pæon and a spondee,  0

∙  
0 1

∙
  , 0

∙  
1
∙
  as the 0

∙  
0 1

∙
  is the same with the  0

∙  
2
∙ 
 

when played. In the same way, we might be able to analyze into feet 
all the Ottoman rhythms and to reflect that they are also governed by 
some ratio.

§.181 Nim-sakil was called a rhythm because it is part of the entire 
rhythm sakil. Accordingly is named nim-hafif and nim-devir, in other 
words, half-hafif and half-devir, parts that is of the entire rhythms hafif 
and devir. According to them, therefore, the division of a great rhythm 
constitutes a smaller rhythm. They also compose some rhythms not 
only of an entire rhythm and its half, but also of two, three, four and 

¬ ¬ ¬ ¬
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five entire rhythms.
§.182. The beginning of a rhythm coincides with the beginning of 

a melody. Sometimes though, the beginning of the rhythm comes first 
and the melody starts on the second or third rhythmical point. The 
cadence of the rhythm coincides with the cadence of the melody too. 
Sometimes, however, the rhythmical cadence comes first.
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CHAPTER XI

On Rhythmic Emphasis

§.183. 

Rhythmic emphasis is the concurrence of every sound of 
the rhythm with every note of the melody. In other words, 
there is rhythmic emphasis when each neume of the melody receives 
one sound of arsis or thesis of the rhythm. To elucidate this, let us adapt 
the melody “Θείῳ καλυφθείς” on the rhythm 0

∙  
0 0 1 1 1

∙
  , which is called 

dactyl on the iamboid choreic.
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§.184. The vertical lines enclose as many melodic neumes as the 
rhythm, on account of its chronoi, requires. Right after the line lies 
an oligon with a kentema, representing the note Di. This asks for two 
chronoi and coincides with the sound of the 0

∙ 
, which requires two 

chronoi too. Next lie the two isa representing the notes Di Di, which 
demand one chronos each and coincide with the sound of 0 0, requiring 
also one chronos each. Then lie an apostrophos and an ison, represent-
ing the notes Ga and Ga, which require one chronos each and coinicde 
with the sounds of 1 1, demanding also one chronos each. Next lies 
the oligon, representing the note Di, which requires two chronoi and 
which coincides with the sound of the 1

∙
 , demanding two chronoi. The 

rhythm is then ending.
§.185. Any neume having a gorgon, a digorgon etc. is linked to the 

preceding note and counts as one with it. This way, it coincides with 
the sound of one chronos. If the preceding note has a clasma, a diple 
etc., its note together with the note which has the gorgon or the dig-
orgon is considered as coincident with the sound of the rhythmic sign. 
We may, therefore, say that every sound coincides with every note.

§.186. If the endings of the melodies of the other verses do not 
coincide with the endings of the rhythms, the end of the melody of 
the last verse of the troparion must end together with the end of the 
rhythm. For that reason, if the first three verses contain one rhythm six 
times, that is three times each, the last two contain the same rhythm 
six times, that is three each, neither the melody or the rhythm being in 
excess of each other.

§.187. In rhythmics, the chronos that goes by without any note 
for the completion of the rhythm (something that may occur in the 
middle of a troparion, when the rhythm is in excess of the melody), is 
called an empty chronos. We mark this with the haple, or the diple or 
the triple depending on its length. If this empty chronos is the mini-
mum, it is called leimma of rhythms; if it is long, that is double the 
minimum, it is called prosthesis. 
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§.188. The following might be determined about the emphasis, 
after many years of experience and inquiry: Which melody is pecu-
liar to 0, which to 1

∙
 or to 0

∙ 
 and which to 1; which melody belongs to 

one rhythm and which to another; whether various rhythms belong to 
one melody or various melodies to one rhythm; furthermore, which 
rhythm starts together with the melody, which rhythm starts before 
the melody and which after the beginning of the melody.
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CHAPTER XII

On the Modes of the Rhythms

§.189. 

Three modes are considered in rhythmics: the systaltic, the 
diastaltic and the hesychastic. Systaltic is the rhythm by which we can 
move into grievous passions; diastaltic is the one by which we incite 
to excitement and hesychastic the one by which we drive the soul to 
peace.

§.190. Those among the simple rhythms which start with a thesis 
are of the hesychastic mode. The ones that start with an arsis have a dia-
staltic mode. This is so because the former seem as if they bring into the 
mind some kind of rest, while the latter seem like if they bring into the 
mind agitation and unrest. The hesychastic mode appears more elegant 
when it is made of rhythms ordered in equal ratio. The diastaltic mode 
appears more enthusiastic when it is made of rhythms whose ratio is 
observed to be sesquialteran. Moreover, the rhythms in slow tempo are 
hesychastic and the ones in fast tempo are fervent and vigorous.41 

§.191. Composite rhythms are in diastaltic mode because, being 
composed mostly of unequal rhythms, they are passionate and bring 
agitation and disturbance to the soul. They become even more pas-
sionate when they are composed of several rhythms of various genera, 
because the composite rhythms that remain in one genus move the soul 
less, but those that change into other genera drug the soul with force to 
every change and oblige it to follow and identify itself with variety.

§.192. Psalmody being considered of the systaltic and the hesy-
chastic modes, is more often set to rhythms of equal ratio, long and 
extended. The pyrrhic, that is the war dances, being considered of the 
diastaltic mode, are set to rhythms of sesquialteran ratios and of short, 
that is simple, chronoi. The dances that stand in the between and are 
considered of the diastaltic mode, the ones that do not lead the soul 
into passion but motivate it to move the body with pleasure, are set to 
rhythms of duple ratio but composite.
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41 The more peaceful of rhythms are those beginning with theses, which restrain the intellect at 
the outset; those beginning with a sound on the arsis are agitating. The ones having complete 
feet in periods are better formed, though the ones that have the endings only are the opposite. 
The ones that have short empty chronoi are simple and trivial, though those that have long 
empty chronoi are more majestic. The ones ordered in equal ratio are more elegant because 
of evenness. Those in super particular ratio are for the reverse reason vibrant. The ones in 
duple ratio are medial as they partake of unevenness because of the inequality and of evenness 
because of the rhythms’ integrity and the perfection of the ratio. Of rhythms in equal ratio 
the ones composed of short chronoi only are fastest and more fervent, but ordered. The ones 
composed of mixed chronoi stand in between. The ones whose feet happen to be composed of 
the longest chronoi produce a sense of even more order. Because of this we see that the short 
chronoi are useful in war dances, the mixtures in the medial dances and the longest chronoi in 
sacred hymns, which used extensions, demonstrating a fondness and single occupation with 
these and composing the heart of men by the equality and length of the chronoi into orderli-
ness, as this is the healthy condition of the soul.

Those observed in sesquialteran ratio were more enthusiastic, as afore said. Of these, the 
epibatos has more motion, agitating the soul with the double thesis, but lifting the intellect 
upwards with the size of the arsis. Of those that are in duple ratio, the simple trochees and 
iambs exhibit speed and are fervent and danceable, while the orthoi and marked trochees, 
having more long sounds, lead to dignity. So, such are the simple rhythms.

The composite ratios are certainly more passionate because most often the ratios of the 
rhythms constituting them are unequal and give a very agitating impression. Moreover, they 
do not always preserve the same order of their unordered rhythms, but they might start with 
a long and end on a short, and the reverse; and sometimes they begin from the thesis, some-
times the other way to produce the design of the period. This is even more the case with 
those ratios composed of more than two rhythms, for the unevenness in them is greater and, 
therefore, by increasing the varied motions of the body, they bring the intellect into no little 
agitation.” Aristides. Book II, 97.
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CHAPTER XIII

On the Alteration of Rhythms

§.193. 

As the soul rejoices through the eyes with the variety 
of colours, through touch with the variety of touches, through tast-
ing with the variety of food and through smelling with the variety of 
smells, in the same way the soul is variably disposed with the variety of 
sounds and rhythms, through hearing. For this reason, the musicians 
having certain aim make use of the alteration in rhythms.42

§.194. Alteration is to change either the rhythms or their tempo. 
Therefore, the faster or slower declamation of melos, if it occurs when 
moving from one rhythm to another, is called rhythmic alteration.43 
When the same rhythm is preserved, while its chronoi retard or speed 
up, it is called Alteration of tempo.

§.195. Tempo is the velocity or retardation of the chronoi. That is, 
when the ratio of the theses to the arses is preserved but the size of each 
chronos moves differently. For example, if we have the rhythm 0 0 0

∙
 1
∙
 

1 1, which is called trochoid choreic dactyl, which we meet in various 
mele, we find that while the ratio of the three theses to the three arses 
is preserved, time spent in one melos for this same rhythm is less than 
in another, in such a degree that the melos containing the rhythm ten 
times spends equal time with another containing the same rhythm five 
times. In rhythm, therefore, the ratio of the theses to the arses is prede-
termined but the tempo is undetermined.

§.196. Tempo alteration appears in all the cheroubika and the 
kœnonika that have kratemata. The alteration is notated for the 
fast and for the slow, because the cheroubika and the kœnonika are 
chanted in slow tempo but the kratemata, in fast. Nontheless, no mat-
ter if their tempo is altered or not, they preserve from beginning to end 
one and the same rhythm.

§.197. Tempo alteration is not always allowed. It is allowed in the 
cheroubika and the kœnonika because of their kratemata, as well as in 
other papadic mele like the polyeleoi, pasapnoaria, œkoi, mathemata, 
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dochæ etc. In doxologies tempo alteration to the faster is allowed in 
Ἃγιος ὁ Θεὸς etc. It is allowed to the slower in the Asmatikon. In the 
calophonic heirmoi it is allowed in those melodic theses that are indi-
cated with tempo marks.

42 “We observe that many such things occur with rhythms, as, while the ratio determined by the 
genera remains, the sizes of the feet change, because of the tempo’s power; or, while the sizes 
remain, the feet become dissimilar. And this size has the power both on the foot and on the 
conjunction. It is obvious that the differences of divisions and shapes happen on a stable size. 
To conclude, rhythmopœia moves in many movements of many kinds, although the feet by 
which we mark the rhythms have simple and always the same movements.” Aristoxenos, Book 
II, 34. 

43 Thus, the rhythms of the pestes move to semai, according to the Ottomans.
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CHAPTER XIV

On Rhythmopœia

§.198. 

Rhythmopœia is the power to create rhythms. Rhyth-
mopœia is divided into three: lepsis, chresis, mixis. Lepsis is 
to know which rhythm to make use of. Chresis is to render the correct 
arses to the theses. Mixis is to interweave the feet of the rhythms with 
each other, because perfect rhythmopeia is the one where all rhythmi-
cal shapes are included. 

§.199. If you consider the creation of a rhythm, you should display 
all the minimal chronoi and separate them in rhythmic shapes. If these 
shapes have to each other a ratio that exists in the chronoi of the feet, 
then the shape is rhythmical; if not, then reshape them again until the 
division of the number has a ratio. 

§.200. So, when there is a decade, 0000000000, you should ob-
serve that a rhythm cannot be made out of a pair and an octave, because 
rhythmically, the fourfold ratio is not good. If you divide the octave 
into a triad and a group of five, again in this mode you still have not a 
rhythmic ratio. But if you divide the five into three and two, 000, 00; 
000, 00, then each three has a sesquialteran ratio to each diseme. There-
fore, dekaseme consists of those.

§.201. Or, again, divide the decaseme into six and four 000000, 
0000, constituting a rhythmic shape of hexaseme and tetraseme, which 
have a sesquialteran ratio. Lets, finally, divide the dekaseme into two 
pentasemes 00000, 00000; those may either be both simple, having 
thus the ratio of equality, or divide them as composite into triseme and 
diseme, as said above. 

§.202. The lepsis, therefore, showed us three rhythmic formations, 
000, 00, 000, 00; 00000, 00000; 000000, 0000. The chresis will render 
the correct arses to the theses, since no foot consists of theses alone. If 
in the first rhythmic formation you make out of the three points of the 
first group of five, two theses, one long and the other short, and out 
of the other two points, a long arsis, the first group of five becomes a 
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diaguios pæon 0
∙  

0 1
∙  

; the same happens with the second group of five 
of this shape. Therefore, the entire decaseme rhythm gives two diaguios 
pæons  0

∙  
0 1

∙  
, 0

∙  
0 1

∙
; because it was divided in sesquialteran ratio, which 

governs the pæonic genus.
§.203. In the second rhythmic formation, which consists of a group 

of six and a group of four and has the sesquialteran ratio 000000, 0000 
if you make three long theses and two arses, long also, you have the 
epibatos pæon  0

∙ 
1
∙  

0
∙  

0
∙  

1
∙  

.
§.204. In the third rhythmic formation, consisting of two groups of 

five and having the ratio of equality, if you make out of the first points 
five short theses and out of the remaining five points, five short arses, 
you create the quintuple proceleusmatic. Since, however, this foot is 
not in use, you should analyze the group of five into a triad and a pair 0 
0 0, 0 0. Thus, you produce a trochee out of the triad, 0

∙  
1, and a procele-

usmatic out of the pair, 0
∙  

1. In a similar way it is possible to produce an 
iamb and a proceleusmatic, 1 0

∙  
, 0 1. out of the other group of five.

§.205. Mixis interweaves the feet that are prepared and constructs 
an entire rhythm. For example, when a pæon is interwoven with an-
other pæon, a decaseme rhythm is constructed 0

∙  
0 1

∙  
0
∙  

0 1
∙
. But when a 

pæon is interwoven with a proceleusmatic and an iamb, this decaseme 
rhythm is constructed  0

∙  
0 1

∙
 0 1 1 0

∙  
.

§.206. If a spondee is interwoven with a proceleusmatic,  0
∙ 

1
∙  

0 1 
is produced, called greater ionic. When one iamb is interwoven with 
three trochees, 1 0

∙  
 0
∙  

1  0
∙  

1  0
∙  

1 is produced.
§.207. Mixis interweaves not only feet with feet, but also rhythms 

with feet and rhythms with rhythms, to set up a body of rhythms. An 
example is the porsodiac of three, composed of a proceleusmatic foot 
and a bacchic rhythm 0 1 1 0

∙  
0
∙  

1. . This posodiac 1 0
∙  

0
∙  

1. 
 
0
∙  

1.  0 1 was 
composed of a bacchic rhythm and a greater ionic rhythm. So, that 
much we may say about rhythms, which were stated by Aristides Quin-
tilianus.
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CHAPTER XV

On the Cheironomia

§.208. 

Cheironomia according to the ecclesiastical musicians 
is motion of the hand done with the purpose to make a 
melody visible and to measure time elapsing, in accordance 
with the rules of rhythmics. As the ecclesiastical musicians say:

 The cheironomia is law handed over to us by the Holy 
Fathers. The chanter begins the cheironomia the instant his 
voice is emitted, in order to indicate, by this cheironomia, the 
melos that has started. The chanter is using the cheironomia 
as an assistant who knows the various ratios, so that he might 
sing harmonically and not carelessly.
§.209. It is said that the cheronomia was indispensable to the 

chanter, because by it he was able to see the compositions of the quan-
titative and qualitative neumes by which every melody was written. 
Therefore, whoever knew the cheironomia well, chanted harmonious-
ly, rhythmically and orderly. Today, however, it is of no other use to us 
but as information about the etymologies of some neumes which got 
their name from the cheironomia.

§.210. The ison was thus called because it keeps the sound unbend-
ing. Its cheironomia was done the way we do the sign of the Cross, 
three fingers forming the symbol of the Holy Trinity.

§.211. The oligon was called thus because with it we ascend a little, 
that is, an interval of one tone, while with the kentema we ascend two 
tones discontinuously, and with the hypsele, four tones. We compare 
the oligon with the kentema and the hypsele, because the first inven-
tors of the neumes used those three neumes only for the ascent. The 
cheironomia of the oligon was done with the gesture that symbolises 
our Lord’s holy hand when he said: “Shoot the net to starboard and 
you will make a catch.”

§.212. The petaste got its name from the cheironomia, because 
when done, the hand went up and skimmed. This gesture was done 
with the five fingers held together and appeared as if the hand was fly-
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ing the way the Lord’s hand is symbolised when he said to the paralytic: 
“Take up your bed and walk”.

§.213. Etymologically, the kentema derives its name from its cheir-
nomia, because the person who did it formed his index finger as if 
pricking. The two kentemata had the same cheironomia. Both cheir-
onomiæ were done the way divinity and humanity are symbolised. 

§.214. The hypsele was so called because no other neume rises the 
voice so high. The chamele was so called because no other neume low-
ers the voice so much; and what lies low down is called chamelon. The 
hypsele and the chamele had no cheironomia for themselves alone, as 
does the kenetema, because four neumes, the kentema, the hypsele, the 
elaphron and the chamele were called pneumata and had a common 
cheironomia with the somata, which is what all the rest neumes were, 
except for the hyporrhoe, which was neither soma nor pneuma.

§.215. The apostrophos was so called because it turns the voice 
away from high pitch towards low and is the reverse of the oligon. The 
elaphron was so called because two notes were descending with light-
ness and not the way they descend with the two apostrophoi. The hyp-
orrhoe was thus named, because, it is said, the voice flows in the larynx 
like water among small stones.

§.216. From the emphasis it seems that the cheironomia had the 
genus of a dactylic rhythm and was executed on the double proceleus-
matic foot, or else, the meter 4, which is accomplished in two these and 
two arses (§.164). Because old mele, chanted while the cheironomia 
was still practiced are found to preserve the emphasis (§.170) when 
measured with that meter.44

44 The cheironomia begun to be practiced in the church right away with the use of chanting. 
It reached its highest point under the emperor Theophilos the year 830 A.D. because it was 
indeed performed by kings too; and this emperor found it very entertaining to do the cheiro-
nomia even in joyful celebrations. After the fall of the Roman Empire, the cheironomia de-
cayed gradually but was preserved at least up to the year 1640, as at that time a certain Jacob, 
a Venetian barbarian, asked the protopsaltes Demetres Tamias from Crete, what is the reason 
for the custom of the cheironomia and the chanting of the terere in the Eastern Church. At 
the request of Demetres Tamias the answer was given by the philosopher Gerasimos, a Vlach 
and Cretan. In our days, however, the application of the cheironomia is absolutely unknown. 
“With the blessing and nodding of our most holy Archbishop, they (the four domestikoi of 
the Great Church), start the God-pleasing praise, formulated by the very lips of our most wise 
King Leon, sent from God. And together with the utterance of this and the artful motion 
of the cheironomia, all persons attending, sing and chant unanimously the sacred song, as if 
dropped from the honey-dropping lips of all the faithful subjects.” Constantinos Porphyro-
gennetos, Vol. IV, p. 429.
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THIRD BOOK

CHAPTER I

On the Genera in Music

§.217. 

Genus in music is division of a tetrachord. The genera in 
music are three, the diatonic, the chromatic and the enharmonic. Dia-
tonic genus is for us,1 the one that fills in the diapason system with 
seven tones, three major, two minor and two minimum (§.51)

§.218. Tetrachord is order of notes sung successively, whose ex-
tremes are symphonous with each other on the diatessaron system. For 
example, zo ne pa bou is called a tetrachord because it consists of four 
successive notes and because the extreme zo is symphonous with the 
extreme bou.

§.219. The ancient Greeks called diatonic genus on the diapason 
system what was also known as Pythagorean octachord, which is 

ke, zo, ne, pa, bou, ga, di, Ke.

Pythagoras discovered that this proceeds from low to high in 
the following order: leimma, tone, tone, that is zo-ne, ne-pa, pa-bou 
(which is the diatessaron system) and again, leimma, tone, tone, that is 
bou-ga, ga-di, di-ke (which is another diatessaron). Then he added at 
the beginning the proslambanomenos, Ke, at the distance of a tone.

§.220. The ratio of the interval of a tone is 9:8. The ratio of the 
interval of the leimma to that of the tone is 13:27. All the intervals of 
the Pythagorean octachord were known with these numbers, as stated 
by Aristides:

••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1 We say “for us” because our diatonic genus is different from that of the ancient Greeks and from 
the one of the Europeans, as it will become obvious in the following.
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    9216,   8192,   7776,   6912,   6144,   5832,   5184,    4608
       ke,        zo,        ne,         pa,       bou,       ga,         di,         Ke.

§.221. When these seven intervals were doubled, the bisdiapason 
system was produced, which Pythagoras divided into five tetrachords, 
from the proslambanomenos to the nete hyperbolaion: tetrachord 
hypaton, tetrachord meson, tetrachord synemmenon, tetrachord 
diezeugmenon and tetrachrod hyperbolæon.

         
tetrachords

  Nete hyperbolæon 2304 ke   
tone
  hyperbolæon diatonos 2592 di 
tone        

 hyperbolæon
  trite hyperbolæon 2916 ga
leimma
  nete diezeugmenon 3072 bou
tone        

 diezeugmenon
  syn. diat. + trite diezeug. 3888 ne
leimma 
  paramesos  4096 zo
apotome        

synemmenon
  trite synemmenon 4374 zo
leimma
  Mese   4608
tone
  meson diatonon  5184 di
tone        

 meson
  parhypate meson  5832 ga
leimma
  hypate meson  6144 bou
tone        
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  hypate diatonos  6912 pa 
tone         

 hypaton
  parhypate hypaton 7776 ne
leimma
  hypate hypaton  8192 zo
tone
  Proslamabanomenos 9216 ke
   
§.222. The hypaton tetrachord contains the strings zo, ne, pa, bou. 

The meson tetrachord contains the strings bou, ga, di, Ke. The syn-
emmenon tetrachord contains the strings ke, zo , zo, ne or zo, zo, ne 
pa. The diezeugmenon contains the strings zo, ne, pa bou and the hy-
perbolæon tetrachord contains the strings bou, ga, di ke.

§.223. Synaphe is called when there is a common note in the midst 
of two tetrachords sung successively, as zo, ne, pa, bou; bou, ga, di, ke, 
whence the term synemmenon tetrachord. Diazeuxis is called when 
there is the interval of a tone between two tetrachords sung succes-
sively, as ke, zo, ne, pa; bou, ga, di, ke, hence the term diezeugmenon 
tetrachord.

§.224. The proslambanomenos does not conduce to the formation 
of the lower string’s tetrachord. It was added for no other reason, but 
to complete the lower octave and to lead the Mese to the middle of the 
bisdiapason system, in other words, of the fifteen-chord.2 

§.225. Our scale of the diatonic genus

pa bou  ga  di,  ke  zo  ne  Pa

consists of two similar disjunct tetrachords. Their similarity re-
sults from the proportionally equal intervals of their tones, as the six 
intervals within the two tetrachords are found equal when examined 

2 The proslambanomenos, says Aristides, was called so because it is not associated with any of the 
tetrachords mentioned, but is put in additionally in order to form an octave with the mese, as 
its tonal ratio to the hypate hyapton is equal to the ratio of the mese to the paramesos. Hypate 
hypaton was called the string next to the proslambanomenos because it is the first string to be 
put in the first tetrachord and in old times the first was called hypaton. Parhypate is the one 
lying next to it.
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in pairs. For example, pa-bou is equal to ke-zo, bou-ga is equal to zo-
ne and ga-di is equal to ne-Pa. In any other way considered, they are 
unequal.

§.226. If one wants to know how the intervals of the scale of our 
diatonic genus on the diapason system are represented with numbers, 
we say that this is what we found the closer to truth possible:

                      1     8/9    22/27    3/4     2/3      11/18    9/16   1/2
                     di    ke    zo     ne    pa    bou    ga   Di.3   
It follows that we find the ratio between two tones by observing 

the relations of these fractions and by multiplying the numerator of 
the first by the denominator of the second and again the numerator of 
the second by the denominator of the first. For example, pa : bou :: 2/3 : 
11/18 = 36 : 33 = 12 : 11. And again, ke : zo :: 8/9 : 22/27 = 216 : 198 = 108 
: 99 = 12 : 11.

§.227. The European musicians, having understood that the vibra-
tions of the strings are different form their various lengths, thought 
it reasonable to define the ratios of the tonal intervals with the vibra-
tions. They say, therefore, that the numbers of the vibrations that il-
lustrate their tones are in the reverse ratio to the strings’ lengths. They 
are as following:

                   1    8/9    4/5     3/4     2/3    3/5   8/12   1/2
                   ut  re   mi    fa    sol    la    si   Ut.
§.228. When we want to find the ratio between two of their tones, 

3 The interval di-ke is larger than the ke-zo and the ke-zo is larger than the zo-ne. If it is supposed 
that di-ke is equal to 12, then, ke-zo will be equal to 9 and zo-ne equal to 7. On the string, con-
sequently, we find the ratio of di-ke to ke-zo to be equal to 1/9 : 1/12 and its ratio to zo-ne equal to 
1/9 : 7/108.

Proof
Since 12 : 9 :: 1/9 : χ, then 12χ= 9 . 1/9 and χ = 1/12. And again, since 12 : 7 :: 1/9 : χ, then 12 χ 7 . 

1/9 = 7/9 and χ = 7/9/12 = 7/9.12 = 7/108.
One could experience this truth as follows: He takes two pandourides, one of which is not 

fretted, while the other is fretted with the tones of our music as precisely as possible. He then 
makes the buzz of the unfretted padouris symphonous with the ne of the fretted one and sup-
poses that this buzz is di. He then plays on the fretted pandouris pa and searches for its sym-
phony on the unfretted pandouris. Wherever he finds it, he writes ke. He then divides this 
newly found interval di-ke into twelve sections. Then, he makes the same buzz symphonous 
to pa and plays bou; then he looks for its symphony and wherever he finds it, he writes zo. He 
then makes the same buzz again symphonous with bou, plays ga, looks for its symphony and 
wherever he finds it, he writes ne. Then he observes the newly written notes and finds out that 
ke is written on 12, bou on 9 and ga on 7.
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we do as said above (§.226). When we want to find the ratio of two 
tones, one of their kind, the other of our kind, then we represent every 
tone with two notes and two fractions and, doing as above, we find the 
ratio of each tone separately. For example, when we want to know what 
is the ratio of di to re, we do as follows: Since ga : di :: 9/16 : 1/2 = 18 : 16 
= 9 : 8 and since ut : re :: 1 : 9/9 = 9 : 8. then di is equal to re.

Here is a table where are noted down some intervals, the most nec-
essary to know:

  di : ke   9 : 8   re : mi   10 : 9
  ne : pa   9 : 8   sol: la   10 : 9
  ga : di   9 : 8   ut : re   9 : 8  __________________________
  pa : bou   12 : 11   la : si   9: 8
  ke : zo   12 : 11   mi : fa   16 : 15  __________________________
  bou : ga   88 : 81   si : ut   16 : 15
  zo : ne   88 : 81   fa : sol   9 : 8  __________________________
  pa : di   4 : 3   la  : re   27 : 20
  ke : pa   4 : 3   mi : la   4 : 3  __________________________
  di : Di     1 : 1/2   re  : Re   1 : 1/2 
  pa : Pa     1 : 1/2   la : La   1 : 1/2 
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CHAPTER II

On Semitones

§.229. 

Tones have been called the seven intervals of the dia-
tonic scale pa bou ga  di  ke  zo  ne  Pa. When any one of them 
is divided into two, but not exactly in the middle, and we consider one 
of the resulting intervals, this is called a semitone.4

§.230. When at the interval of a tone, considered ascending, the 
interval of a semitone is added so that one interval is made out of the 
two, their result is called diesis. Diesis, in other words, is the increase 
of a tone; when, that is, the tone is silenced and, instead, the semitone 
over it is pronounced. The diesis is notated with the sign . The de-
crease of the tone, that is, when the tone is silenced and, instead, the 
semitone below it is pronounced, is called hyphesis and is notated with 
the sign . Both the diesis and the hyphesis refer to the higher pitch. 
When they refer to the lower, the reverse occurs. This means that the 
increase of the tone produces an hyphesis and its decrease, a diesis.

§.231. So, I do a diesis, if for example when descending from ke, 
I omit the tonal interval of di and take instead one or two thirds of 
this tone; or else, one, two or three quarters of it. In the same way I do 
dieses to all other intervals of the diatonic scale. We are able to observe 
all this on a string only.5 

§.232. I do an hyphesis when, descending from ke, I omit the tonal 
interval of di and, adding one or two thirds, or one or two or three 
quarters, I get this interval thus composed and pronounce di. The same 
way, I do hypheses to all the other intervals of the diatonic scale.

§.233. To sum up, diesis is the note of a tone of the scale which has 
been raised by a semitone. For example, in the scale pa bou   di ke zo  

  Pa, the two dieses show that the notes ga and ne are pronounced a 
semitone higher than the natural ones. Hyphesis is the note of a tone of 
the scale lowered by a semitone. For example, in the scale pa bou   di  
ke  zo   Pa the two hypheses signify that the notes ga and ne are recited 
a semitone lower than the natural ones.
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§.234. When the diesis or hyphesis of a tone is recited, the note of 
the tone whose diesis or hyphesis we pronounce, is completely silenced, 
because our music, as well as that of the Ottomans, requires that the 
scale is filled in with seven intervals. In European melodies though, 
the tone, the diesis and the hyphesis might all be recited. When we 
wish to write such melodies, therefore, we use the ison on which we 
add the hyphesis or the diesis. For example, here is how the melody di 
di ga ga  bou pa  pa is written: 
and here is how the melody pa  pa  bou  bou  ga   ga is written: 

.

4 Semitone does not mean the tone divided exactly in two, as twelve into six and six, but indefi-
nitely, as twelve into eight and four, or nine and three etc. So, the tone ga-di is divided into two 
intervals, the higher of which is one third and the lower, two thirds etc. Therefore, the latter 
interval might be further divided. The semitones of the tones bou-ga and zo-ne, however, are 
the smallest and cannot be further divided, because they are considered as one quarter of the 
major tone each, that is as 3 : 12.

5 The signs  and  are used indefinitely for any interval greater or smaller than a tone. When 
exact inquiry into these is required, this is how they are notated, in ascent:

Increase    Decrease
the for one quarter          1/4       the         for one quarter       1/4 
the for two quarters       2/4       the         for two quarters     2/4
the for three quarters     3/4        the         for three quarters   3/4
the for one third             1/3       the         for one third           1/3
the for two thirds           2/3        the         for two thirds          2/3 
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CHAPTER III

On the Differences in Notes

§.235. 

Of what has been said, it becomes obvious that only the 
three major tones of our diatonic scale are equal with 
the ones of the Ancient Greeks, the other being unequal. The 
leimma of the Ancient Greeks or the semitone of the Europeans si-ut 
are smaller than our minimum tone bou-ga. For this reason the notes 
of our diatonic scale are recited differently, some being identical, some 
higher and some lower. Ga and di are recited on the same interval as 
the European ut and re and are in no way differing from them in height 
or lowness. Ke is slightly higher than mi, zo is a semitone higher than 
fa, ne is slightly lower from sol, pa is slightly lower too than la and bou 
is little lower than si.

§.236. Nearlly all the hypheses of the Europeans are little lower 
than our hyphesis. Although all our notes can become hypheses or die-
ses, fa and ut of the Europeans cannot become hyphesis and si and mi 
cannot become dieses.

§.237. All notes are distinguished into three kinds, as for instance: 
pa natural, pa diesis and pa hyphesis. Zo, though is distinguished into 
four kinds: zo natural obtained from the diapason system, which forms 
a minor tone in the interval zo-ke, zo barys obtained from the trochos 
and pronounced aanes, which forms a major tone in the interval zo-ne, 
zo hyphesis and zo diesis.

§.238. Notes give another impression to hearing in ascent and an-
other in descent. The ecclesiastical musicians, therefore, gave to one 
tone one name at the ascent and another at the descent. For example pa 
was pronounced annanes when related to ne, but aneanes when related 
to bou. This is what the quality of notes is about (§.73).

§.239. The diesis and the hyphesis do not change the quality of the 
notes, unless they are recited. For example, in the intervals pa  bou  ga  
di    zo, if I stay around the notes pa  bou ga  di and do the cadence on 
di, the note di has the quality of the agia (§.73). But if I touch, even for 
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a while, on the hyphesis of ke, then, di has the quality of the necheanes. 
The pronunciation contributes also to the quality of notes. Thus, the 
quality of the annanes demands a pronunciation agreeable and smooth; 
and this quality is also transmitted to the notes pa and ke. But the qual-
ity of the neanes demands a pronunciation joyful and pricking; and 
this quality is transmitted to the notes bou and zo. The quality of the 
nana is buzzing and voluminous and is transmitted to ga. The quality 
of the agia is masculine and rough and is transmitted to di.
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CHAPTER IV

On the Chromatic Genus

§.240. 

Chromatic genus is the one in the scale of which exist 
semitones derived from hypheses, or from dieses or from 
both hypheses and dieses. The scale with the hypheses is:

  ne  bou  ga,  di  zo Ne.
The one with the dieses is:
  pa  bou  di,  ke  zo Pa.
The scale with both dieses and hypheses is:
  pa  di,  ke  Pa.
In this scale we find two dieses and two hypheses.
§.241. Chroma in music is what has the power to paint the qual-

ity created by the notes of the diatonic scale and produce the quality 
of a different ethos. This is what the dieses and the hypheses can do. 
Just one hyphesis is able to paint the series of notes in a tetrachord and 
make it seem as something completely different. The change becomes 
even greater with two hypheses.6 

§.242. The chroma, Eucleides says, is sung at descent with a trisemi-
tone, a semitone and a semitone again, like ga  bou  pa ne , the in-
terval ga-bou being a trisemitone as the ga is in hyphesis and bou in 
diesis – the interval bou-ga being a semitone and the pa-ne another 
semitone. At the ascent, it is sung reversely: semitone, semitone and 
trisemitone, ne  pa bou  ga .

§.243. The chromatic genus is not confined to give one only scale, 
as is the diatonic, but it can construct two entirely chromatic scales and 
two mixed, listed here below:

ne bou ga di zo Ne
pa di ke Pa       } The entirely chromatic

pa di ke zo ne Pa
pa bou ga di ke Pa   }The mixed.7 

§.244. The chromatic scale ne  bou ga  di  zo Ne does not form 
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tetrachords, but trichords which are absolutely similar and conjunct to 
each other in this manner:

 ne     bou,   bou   ga  di,  di     zo,   zo  ne  Pa.
When this scale starts with di and its direction is towards lower 

pitch, it requires that the interval di-ga is a major tone, ga-bou a mini-
mum tone, bou-pa a major tone and pa-ne a minimum tone. When it 
is directed towards higher pitch, it demands that the interval di-ke is a 
minimum tone, ke-zo a major tone, zo-ne a minimum tone and ne-Pa a 
major tone. It follows that among the notes of the this chromatic scale, 
only bou, ga and di are identical with the notes bou, ga and di of the 
diatonic scale, though the rest are movable; because, in this chromatic 
scale the interval bou-ne comprises a major tone and a minimum tone, 
though in the diatonic scale it comprises a minor and a major tone. The 
same holds for the interval di-zo.

§.245. The chromatic scale pa di, ke Pa consists of two 
tetrachords. In each, the semitones are situated in such a way that the 
interval pa-bou is equal to ke-zo, bou-ga equal to zo-ne, ga-di equal 
to ne-Pa and the entire tetrachord pa-di is equal to the tetrachord ke-
Pa. The interval pa-bou is equal to a minimum tone, the bou-ga is a 
trisemitone and the ga-di a semitone, that is it equals 3/12.

6 The different ethos that the change of the genus causes to a melody may be experienced this 
way: On an instrument, play in the chromatic genus a melody of the diatonic genus. You will 
then realize that it is altered as much as a Greek Homeric verse is altered in verbal speech, when 
pronounced by an Arab who ignores the Greek language.

7 It is possible to generate even more entirely chromatic or mixed scales, about which we speak 
later. The ones listed here are the most commonly used and they constitute echoi.
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CHAPTER V

On the Notes of the Chromatic Genus

§.246. 

The ecclesiastical musicians handed over to us four 
notes in the cromatic genus:

   necheanes, nenanō, neanes, nenano.
Among these notes, we use the two middle ones when we ascend 

and the two extreme when we descend. For example, the tune on which 
we chant the scale A, ne  bou ga  di  zo   Ne:

applying the intervals of a minimum and a major tone as defined 
(§.244).

§.247. We chant with the same notes the scale B, pa xx   di   
ke Pa and their melody is written with the same neumes, but the 
notes preserve the intervals defined (§.245). The necheanes of the scale 
A, therefore, differs from the necheanes of the scale B as the former 
sounds with the interval of a minimum and a major tone, though the 
latter, with the interval of a minimum tone and a trisemitone. For 
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the same reason differ from each other the notes neanes, nenanō and 
nenano.

§.248. Among the eight notes of the chromatic scale B, four, the 
pa, di, ke and Pa are immovable, that means that they are the same with 
those in the diatonic scale, their pitch not differing from them in low-
ness or height. The remaining four move into hypheses and dieses. The 
martyria of each appears at the scale B.

§.249. The mixed scale having two dissimilar tetrachords, one chro-
matic, the other diatonic, requires that the chromatic is pronounced 
with the chromatic notes and the diatonic with the diatonic ones. The 
notes of the mixed scale C, pa di   ke  zo  ne  Pa are, therefore, 
chanted and written thus: .

 

§.250. The first tetrachord of the mixed scale D, pa bou  ga di  ke  
Pa, is said with the diatonic notes, but its second tetrachord is said 

with the chromatic notes. Their melody is chanted and written thus: 
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§.251. Examining the chromatic notes with regard to their quality, 
we find that the neanes and necheanes are emitted freely and brilliantly, 
the sound being pronounced with delicacy and sweetness. This quality 
prevails over the entire chromatic scale A. The nenanō and nenano are 
pronounced gravely and wildly and the voice is emitted with volume 
and a certain degree of mournfulness. This quality prevails over the 
entire chromatic scale B.8

§.252. The martyriæ of the chromatic scale A are done by adding 
the consonants of the monosyllable notes to those two signs . 
Thus, di has the martyria , ke has the martyria , etc. The mar-
tyriæ of the chromatic scale B are done by adding the above to these 
two signs . So that di has the martyria , ga has the martyria 

 etc. In mixed scales, the martyriæ of the chromatic notes are done 
as said above, and those of the diatonic notes as said in §.101.

8 Neanes and necheanes are in essence one word and indicate just one note, because the note that 
we call neanes when ascending, we call necheanes when descending. Consequently, they both 
preserve one kind of quality. Similarly, the nenanō and the nenano are just one word which 
indicates just one note. They both, therefore, have the same quality.
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CHAPTER VI

On the Parallage of the Chromatic Genus

§.253. 

If we have said that in the diatonic genus it is more use-
ful to do the parallage with the monosyllable notes, we 
did it in order to get rid of difficulties and turn to facility. In the chro-
matic genus, however, we say that the parallage must be done with the 
polysyllable notes until the sense of hearing gets satisfactorily used to 
them. Then, it will be possible to use the monosyllable notes also.9

§.254. For the praxis of the parallage, we see before the melody, 
if it is chromatic and which martyria is written. If we see the martyria 

, it becomes obvious that starting note is di, pronounced neanes; if 
it is the , it becomes obvious that starting note is ke, pronounced 
neanes; if it is the , it becomes obvious that starting note is ne, 
which is pronounced necheanes; if it is the , it becomes obvious 
that sarting note is pa, pronounced necheanes; if it is the , the start-
ing note will be ga, pronounced nenanō; if it is the , starting note 
will be di, pronounced in the same way and if it is the , starting 
note will be ga, pronounced neanes.

§.255. Lets write this parallage with the neumes used to write the 
diatonic parallage. As before the neumes is written the martyria , 
pronounce the ison necheanes, the first apostrophos, nenano and the 
second, necheanes; next, the first oligon, nenanō, the second, neanes 
and the third, nenano; then again, the first apostrophos, necheanes etc.

The parallage of the chromatic genus sung successively:

§.256. Concerning non successive singing, as well as all the neumes 

9 When teachers teach this highly melodic genus, they should pay attention that the students 
observe carefully the pronunciation of these monosyllable notes, because after been taught the 
diatonic genus, the students get used to pronounce them with the intervals of this genus and 
then, it is not easy for them - hearing the notes pronounced differently in the chromatic genus - 
to recite them on the chromatic intervals. And this is the medium through which our ancestors 
preserved up to us this genus of melody.
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of notes and the hypostases, whatever has been said about the diatonic 
genus is to be understood for the chromatic also.
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CHAPTER VII

On the Enharmonic Genus

§.257. 

Enharmonic genus is the one in the scale of which are 
semitones, actually quarters of a major tone, either as hypheses or 
dieses or as both hypheses and dieses.

As hypheses thus:
 pa  bou    di   ke   zo   ne   Pa.
As dieses thus:
 pa    ga     di   ka   zo  ne   Pa
As dieses and hypheses, thus:
 pa    ga   di   ke     ne   Pa.
§.258. Harmony is called in music the genus that has in its scale 

intervals of a quarter of the major tone. Such and interval is called en-
harmonic hyphesis or enharmonic diesis, as the interval which is half a 
major tone is called chromatic diesis. Since the minimum tone, consid-
ered equal to 7, gives when divided into 3 and 4, a quarter and a third 
of the major tone, when we get an interval bou-ga, equal to 3, we find 
the enharmonic diesis, which when we apply in the scale we perform 
the enharmonic genus. Aristides says, the enharmonic genus is charac-
terised by the dieses that are quarters of the tone.

§.259. In Euclid’s times the enharmonic genus was sung in descent 
as ditone, diesis, diesis, or else, ditone, quarter, quarter. In ascent it was 
sung reversely, diesis, diesis, ditone, or else, quarter, quarter, ditone. But 
in our days melodies of such scales are not preserved. Instead, one en-
harmonic diesis and one enharmonic hyphesis exist in two tetrachords, 
not in one.

§.260. In the scale pa  ga  di  ke  ne  Pa there are one diesis and 
one hyphesis of the enharmonic genus as the intervals bou-ga and ke-
zo have a size no greater than nearly a quarter of the major tone, while 
zo hyphesis is here lower than the one in the chromatic scale Pa    
di,  ke    ,  Pa (§243).

§.261. The two tetrachords of the same scale, pa    ga  di,  ke  
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ne Pa, are dissimilar regarding their middle intervals. For this reason, 
when the melody of the enharmonic genus starts with ga, it is zo hy-
phesis that should be symphonous with ga and not the note ne. What 
is accomplished in the diatonic and the chromatic scales with the tetra-
phony, is accomplished here with the triphony:

ne  pa    ga,   ga   di  ke   ,      ne   pa  .
Therefore, here too, conjunct similar tetrachords are constructed 

because their middle intervals are equal: ne-pa is equal to ga-di, pa-  
equal to di-ke, -ga equal to ke- etc. 

§.262. The mixed scales of diatonic and enharmonic are two as 
well:

pa  bou  ga  di,  ke    ne  Pa
pa    ga  di,  ke  zo  ne  Pa.
The mixed scales of chromatic and enharmonic are two more:
pa    ga    ke  zo  ne  Pa
pa      di  ke  zo  ne  Pa.
The intervals of the first are as follows: pa-bou is greater than 

the major tone, bou-ga is a quarter of it, ga-di is its half and di-ke is 
a trisemitone. The intervals of the second scale are: pa-bou is greater 
than the major tone, bou-ga is equal to a major tone, ga-di is a quarter 
of a major tone.
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These scales are most common in psalmody, because there exist 
still more, as it will become obvious below.

§.263. To sum up, the scales that derive from the enharmonic ge-
nus and are very much in use, amount to five, the diagrams of which 
we have drawn above. The teachers did not hand over to us notes and 
parallage peculiar to the enharmonic genus. Instead, every melody of 
the enharmonic genus was pronounced with the notes and the paral-
lage of the diatonic genus. We are, therefore, doing its parallage with 
the monosyllable notes pa bou ga  di ke zo ne Pa.

§.264. Of what has been said about the three genera, it becomes 
obvious that every melody is either diatonic or chromatic or enhar-
monic or mixed or common. Diatonic is the melody whose ascending 
and descending progression is done on the diatonic scale. Chromatic 
is the melody whose ascending and descending progression is done on 
the chromatic scale. Enharmonic is the melody whose ascending and 
descending progression is done on the enharmonic scale. Mixed is the 
melody whose ascending and descending progression is done on a scale 
which appears to have two or three common neumes, belonging, that 
is, either to the diatonic and the chromatic, or the diatonic and the 
enharmonic, or the chromatic and the enharmonic. Common is the 
melody whose ascending and descending progression is done on a scale 
consisting of the immovable notes. Next we will see which the immov-
able notes are. 
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CHAPTER VIII

On Shades [Chroæ]

§.265. 

Immovable notes are the tones which are not altered 
with the change of genus, but remain on one tension. 
Movable or transferred notes are the tones which are altered with the 
differences of the genera and do not remain on one tension, in other 
words, the notes that indicate some times minor, some times major in-
tervals in the various compositions of the tetrachords.

§.266. Shade is a special division of genus. Ancient Greeks pro-
duced the shades from the different divisions of the tetrachords, leav-
ing the extremes of the tetrachord as immovable notes, while making 
the middle notes movable. The shades known to Euclid and mentioned 
by him are six, one in the enharmonic genus, three in the chromatic 
and two in the diatonic.

§.267. The first shade is characterised by quarter-tone dieses and is 
called enharmonic. Its intervals were expressed numerically thus: 6 + 
6 + 48 = 60. diesis, diesis, ditone. The second shade is characterised by 
dieses that are the third of a tone and is called chroma malakon. It was 
expressed numerically thus: 8 + 8 + 44 = 60, diesis, diesis, trisemitone 
plus diesis. The third shade is characterised by dieses which are ses-
quialteran to the enharmonic diesis. It is called shade of sesquialteran 
chroma, 9 + 9  + 42  = 60, sesquialteran diesis, sesquialteran diesis, 
trisemitone plus diesis. Peculiar to the fourth shade is a structure of 
two disconnected semitones. It is called tonic, 12  +  12 + 36 + 60, 
semitone, semitone, trisemitone. The fifth consists of a semitone, an 
interval of three dieses and one of five. It is called malakon diatonic, 12 
+ 18 + 30 = 60.10 Finally, the sixth shade has a semitone, a tone, and 
a tone. It is called syntonic diatonic, 12 + 24 + 24 = 60, or 24 + 24 + 
12 = 60.

§.268. Because we consider the seven intervals of the diatonic scale 

10 Close to this shade is our diatonic genus.
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as tones, we are able to use six of their semitones and thus produce 
many scales which are representative of the shades. To do this, let us 
assume that the diatonic scale is the basis and let us call the scales that 
can possibly derive from it, shades.

§.269. When an alteration is done on one note of the scale, let us 
call it one-unit alteration; when on two, a two-unit, when on three, 
three-unit, when on four, a four-unit, when on five notes, a five-unit 
alteration, and when on six notes, a six-unit alteration.

§.270. Let us make the proslambanomenos and the eighth higher 
note, the Mese, the two extreme immovable notes - regardless if they 
lie on a tone or a semitone - and let us make all the in-between notes 
movable, depending on need. Although it is possible to produce out 
of one tone two dieses or two hypheses, it is impossible to put both in 
the scale of one diapason because then, the diapason will include eight 
intervals, which is inapt.11 

11 This is inapt for us and the Ottomans for the reason given (§.59). It is usual and possible for 
the Europeans because they can fill in the diapason [octave] with up to twelve intervals.
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CHAPTER IX

How Many Possible Shades There Are

§.271. 

Let us assume that the proslambanomenos of the dia-
tonic scale pa bou ga di ke zo ne does not become diesis 
or hyphesis while the remaining six notes become both. 
With the one-unit alteration, it is possible to produce twelve shades 
out of this scale,12 by moving the notes into dieses or hypheses:

pa    ga  di  ke  zo  ne.13  pa    ga  di  ke  zo  ne.14 
pa  bou    di  ke  zo  ne.15  pa  bou    di  ke  zo  ne.16 
pa  bou  ga    ke  zo  ne.17  pa  bou  ga    ke  zo  ne.18 
pa  bou  ga  di    zo  ne.19  pa  bou  ga  di    zo  ne.20 
pa  bou  ga  di  ke    ne.21  pa  bou  ga  di  ke    ne.22 
pa  bou  ga  di  ke  zo  .23  pa  bou  ga  di  ke  zo  .24 

§.272. With the two-unit alteration, when two notes of the scale 
move into dieses and hypheses, sixty shades are produced,25 eight of 
which are listed here:

pa    ga  di  ke  zo     .26  pa    ga  di  ke  zo  .27 
pa    ga  di  ke    ne.28  pa    ga    ke  zo  ne.29 
pa       di  ke  zo  xx.30  pa      di  ke  zo  ne.31 
pa  bou    di  ke  zo  .32  pa  bou  ga    ke    ne.33 
Up to sixty shades are produced in a similar way.

§.273. With the three-unit alteration, 160 shades are produced,34 
four of which are listed here:

pa      di  ke    ne.35  pa    ga    ke    ne.36 
pa  bou    di  ke  xx  .37  pa  bou    di    zo  .38 
The remaining scales are produced in the same manner with three-

unit alteration, up to 160.
§.274. With the four-unit alteration 240 shades are generated.39 

With the five-unit alteration 192 shades are produced;40 and with the 
six-unit, 64.41 So, when the pa is proslambanomenos the shades that are 
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produced in the diatonic scale of the diapason are 728.42 
§.275. When it is assumed that the proslamabnomenos is on a semi-

tone, then, only two scales –the ones that have all their notes as hyphe-
ses or dieses– are not included in the 728. Since, however, there does 
not exist any melody the scale of which has the proslambanomenos on 
a semitone and which has not at least one tone in the entire diapason, 
we do not mention them. Furthermore, when pa is not proslambanom-
enos, two more shades are produced from each tone, one with the pa 
hyphesis, the other with the pa diesis. As the proslamabnomenoi that 
may possibly have the pa diesis and hyphesis are six, twelve more shades 
are produced. To conclude, out of one diatonic scale of the diapason, it 
is possible to derive 740 shades.

§.276. You can find out which shade each given scale refers to, by 
making pa –if it is not on a semitone– the proslamabnomenos. For ex-
ample, the scale ke   pa  bou   di refers to the shade pa  bou  di  ke  

 ; di ke   pa  ga refers to the pa   ga di ke  . etc.
§.277. It is considered reasonable that the ecclesiastical musicians 

use one of these shades as scale when composing, as long as they give 
evidence that before, some other ecclesiastical musician made use of 
the same shade too in some psalmody, and as long as they keep close to 
one of the eight echoi. Daniel, for example, used the shade zo ne pa bou 

 di  in the doxology he composed, but the same shade was also used 
by Balasios and Petros the Glykys in calophonic heirmoi. Moreover, 
Daniel kept close to the echos barys.
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12 If alteration signified diesis only, then   = 1. Because it signifies both diesis and hyphesis, it 
equals 2. Moreover, since the notes on which these are applied are six, 2 . 6 = 12.

Because the makams of the Ottomans consist mostly of scales, we note those few scales 
and their makam names.

13 When this scale produces melos, it is called makam kurdi. 
14 This is called busselik.
15 This, cazkar.
16 This, hicaz.
17 This, sebah.
18 This, hisar.
19 This, huzzam.
20 This, evic.
21 This, acem.
22 This, mahur.
23 This, zavil.
24 This, sehnaz. The protopsaltes Panagiotes Chalatzoglou composed the heirmos «Ἔφριξε γῆ» 

on the scale acem.
25 Because the signs for the alteration are two and each is taken twice, the two together are 2 . 2. 

= 4. Moreover, because the notes on which the two-unit alteration is applied are six, then (6 . 
5)/ 2 = 15. And 15 . 4 = 60.

26 This is called zail kurdi.
27 This, sehnaz busselik.
28 This, acem asiran. An example of this is a doxology by the teacher Chourmouzios on the 

echos barys,  ne pa  ga di ke  .
29 This is called hisar busselik.
30 The scale of the second plagal.
31 Nisavereki.
32 Perfect sehnaz.
33 Arezbar. Here zo hyphesis is the zo barys, obtained form the trochos in descent, which is a 

semitone lower than the zo of the diapason.
34 Because the signs of the alteration are three and each equals 2, all three equal 2 . 2 . 2 = 8. 

Moreover, because the notes on which the three-unit alteration is applied are six, 6/5 . 5/2 . 4/3 = 
20; and 8 . 20 = 160.

35 This is called nissabur
36 This, subuleh
37 Humayun.
38 Karcihar.
39 Because the signs of the alteration are four, according to the above, they equal 2 . 2 . 2 . 2 = 16. 

Moreover, since the notes on which the four-point alteration is applied are six, 6/1 . 5/2 . 4/3 . 3/4 = 
15; and 15 . 16 = 240.

40 Because the signs of the alteration are five, they are equal to 2 . 2 . 2 . 2 . 2 = 32. Moreover, 
because the five-unit alteration is 6/1 . 5/2 . 4/3 . 3/4 / 2/5 = 6, then, 32 . 6 = 192.

41 The signs of the alteration being six, they are equal to 2 . 2 . 2 . 2 . 2 . 2 = 64. Moreover, because 
no other tone remains besides the proslambanomenos, there is no augmentation of the shades 
with the six-unit alteration, since 6/1 . 5/2 . 4/3 . 3/4 . 2/5 . 1/6 = 1. And if we multiply 64 by 1, we get 
64.

42 Because 12 + 60 + 240 + 192 + 64 = 728.
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FOURTH BOOK

CHAPTER I

On Echos

§.278. 

Echos is noise emitted from living and lifeless bodies.43 
Noise is the state of stricken air.44 Noise is the most primitive and gen-
eral of what is audible. It is produced from the motion of the air, caused 
by the stroke of the noise-producing body. This body need not move 
entirely, but its particles only might vibrate, tremble or move. There 
are three things to be observed about noise: the noise producing body 
stricken, the air put into motion by it, and the sense of hearing hit by 
the moving air.

§.279. Depending on the various kinds of vibrations of the noise-
producers, the air, waving in different ways, produces different distinct 
noises, each with its proper word: echo, warble, buzz, knock, bray, purl, 
brawl, stroke, din, clank, clash, shriek, roar, wail, phone,45 sigh, speech, 
whisper, thunder, hiss, rustle, bellow, howl, row, gnash, bark, howl, 
neigh.

§.280. The musicians, having observed the ways these sounds are 
emitted, have at times, imitated them with great effectiveness. For ex-

••••••••••••••••••••••••••

43 This definition is by Aristotle. Echos (sound) is also called eche poetically. Echo is the re-
sounding of shouting. Musicians in general are most interested in this echo.

The archimandrite Anthimos Gazes defines sound as: “Sound is a waving motion of the 
air produced by the vibrating motion of the parts of a body. Such a motion is the result of 
some attack. The waves or vibrations of the air, hitting at the tympanum of our ears, inflict in 
our souls a feeling through the nerves.”

44 This definition is by Claudius Ptolemæos. Aristotle defines noise as follows: «Noise is the 
motion of that which is able to move the way that prominent particles move away from 
smooth ones, when stricken.»

45 «Phone is stroke in the air, which at a certain time, reaches the soul through the ears, that 
send it forward through certain paths, until it is spread in the liver.» Plato Timaeus. p. 21.
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ample, in the heirmos “Ἐν βυθῷ κατέστρωσε ποτέ” at the word ἁμαρτίαν 
[sin], Petros the Glykys imitated braying very becomingly. Daniel too, 
in “ Μνήσθητι δέσποινα” at the word στεναγμόν [sigh] repeats the “ah” 
many times. Petros the Lacedæmonian in “Νέους εὐσεβεῖς” at the word 
διασυρίζον imitates hissing. There are numerous other such imitations 
by others too.

§.281. To musicians, in particular, echos is a systematic scale upon 
which a melody is worked out by proceeding in a predetermined way. 
Echos, in other words, is the scale of a system on which the musicians 
work out the melody by advancing on a predetermined way, that is, by 
starting with a specific note, delaying on specified notes, keeping speci-
fied intervals and ending on specified notes. All those were defined by 
ancient musicians.

§.282. Echos is the concept of a melody established on the habit of 
knowing which notes to leave out, which to keep, which to begin with, 
and which to end on.46 

§.283. What in old times was called mode, species, scheme or tone, 
differs little, if any, from our echos. It was called mode because it sup-
posedly revealed the ethos of the melos’ spirit. The modes were created 
by preserving the same sizes of the systems and the same number of 
intervals while altering only the order and the combinations. The tet-
rachord system had three modes,47 the pentachord had four,48 and the 
diapason had seven.49 

§.284. In order to explain in an example the modes of the diapa-
son, let us call our minimum tone, a semitone. So, in this system and 
in the diatonic genus, first mode was the one whose semitone was first 
in descent and fourth in ascent, like Ga bou pa ne zo ke di ga. It was 
called Mixolydian.

Second was the one whose semitone was third in descent and first 
in ascent, like bou ga di ke zo ne pa bou. It was called Lydian.

Third, the one whose semitone was second in both directions, like 
pa bou ga di ke zo ne Pa. It was called Phrygian.

Fourth was the one whose semitone was first in descent and third 
in ascent, like ne pa bou ga di ke zo Ne. It was called Dorian.

Fifth was the one whose semitone was fourth in descent and first 
in ascent, like zo ne pa bou ga di ke Zo. It was called Hypolydian.
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Sixth was the one whose semitone was third in descent and second 
in ascent, like ke zo ne pa bou ga di Ke. It was called Hypophrygian.

And seventh, the one whose semitone was second in descent and 
third in ascent, like di ke zo ne pa bou ga Di. It was called Hypodor-
ian.

46 Aristides calls this peteia. He says that some notes are left out because every species of melody 
has limited extremes in ascent and descent.

47 The modes consisted of the relation the semitones had to the tones. Eucleides, therefore, calls 
first, the mode of the diatessaron system which has the semitone first of all the tones of the 
system, in descent, like ga bou pa ne. He calls second, the mode the semitone of which lies 
second among the tones, in descent, like di ga bou pa. Third, he calls the mode the semitone 
of which lies third among the tones, in descent, like ke di ga bou, or else said, first in ascent, 
like bou ga di ke. The modes of the diatessaron system are the same in the two other genera as 
well. In the pentachord there were four modes.

48 In order to examine the modes of the diapente system in the chromatic and enharmonic gen-
era, we have to consider the trisemitone or the ditone as one tone. In this system, therefore, 
first mode was the one that had the tone first in ascent,    di ke zo. Second was the one 
that had the tone second in ascent, pa    di ke. Third was the one that had the tone third in 
ascent, ne pa    di. Fourth was the one that had the tone fourth in ascent, zo ne pa    .

49 Eucleides, claiming that the modes were seven, produces them as shown. Others, however, 
have augmented their number and enumerate up to fifteen. He lists those fifteen modes in 
order, showing as well the signs of each. They are according to him: Lydian, Hypolydian, Hy-
perlydian, Aeolian, Hypoaeolian, Hyperaeolian, Phrygian, Hypophrygian, Hyperphrygian, 
Ionic, Hypoionic, Hyperionic, Dorian, Hypodorian, Hyperdorian.

Each of them has the proslambanomenos that befalls it in the diapason. This is affixed to 
them in all three genera.
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CHAPTER II

On the Eight Echoi After Manuel Bryennios

§.285

The eight echoi of melody, are not placed at random on the in-
strument, but each has a determined place on it, which characterises 
the varied species of melody. Because, the echoi differ each other in no 
other way but in their position in the high or low range of the voice 
and the instrument.

§.286. First and highest species of melody is this which coincides 
with the hypermixolydian tonos. This is called First echos by the 
melopœoi.

Ke di ga bou pa ne zo ke.

§.287. Second species of melody is this which coincides with the 
Mixolydian tonos. This is called Second echos by the melopœoi.

Di ga bou pa ne zo ke di.

§.288. Third species of melody is the one that coincides with the 
Lydian tonos. It is called Third echos by the melopœoi.

Ga bou pa ne zo ke di ga

§.289. Fourth species of melody is the one that coincides with the 
Frygian tonos. It is called Fourth echos by the melopœoi.

bou pa ne zo ke di ga Bou

§.290. Fifth species of melody is the one that coincides with the 
Dorian tonos. It is called First plagal echos by the melopœoi.

pa bou ga di ke zo ne Pa

§.291. Sixth species of melody is the one that coincides with the 
Hypolydian tonos. It is called Second plagal echos by the melopœoi.

 ne pa bou ga di ke zo Ne
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§.292. Seventh species of melody is the one that coincides with the 
Hypophrygian tonos. It is called Barys echos by the melopœoi.

zo ne pa bou ga di ke Zo

§.293. Eighth species of melody is the one that coincides with the 
Hypodorian tonos. It is called Fourth plagal echos by the melopœoi.

§.294. The reason why one echos was called First, the other Sec-
ond, is according to this writer two fold. The melopœoi when they 
judge from high and low melos, they call one echos First, the other Sec-
ond up to the eighth, proceeding on the series of numbers. When they 
judge what species of melody is higher and what is lower, observing the 
notes of the tetrachord systems, they name the echoi not according to 
the order of higher or lower melos, but according to the order of the 
notes within the tetrachord systems; because in every tetrachord sys-
tem the highest note is called First and the lowest, Fourth.                    

                                        ke  di     ga  bou
   
§.295. Every echos contains seven intervals and eight notes. The 

first and highest is called nete; the fourth lowest, mese; the seventh 
lowest, hypate; and the eighth, proslambanomenos. 

§.296. Every echos starting from its mese, if proceeding upwards, 
by necessity must stop when reaching its nete, and if it proceeds down-
wards, it must stop on its proslambanomenos; because no echos can as-
cend above its nete or descend below its proslambanomenos. If it does, 
it either spoils its character, or it modulates to another echos, higher 
or lower.

§.297. From what this writer states, it is deduced that the eight 
echoi were defined on the diatonic genus of melody, and that modu-
lating from one genus to another does not alter an echos. Therefore, 
every melody of the chromatic genus belongs to one of the eight echoi 
mentioned; the same applies to melodies of the enharmonic genus, of 
any mixed genus and the rest.



CHAPTER III

On the Eight Echoi After the Psalmodists

§.298

Church musicians constructed the four echoi on a pen-
tachord’s four tones, the first of which was major, the 
second minor, the third minimum, and the fourth major again, as dem-
onstrated.  

So, when they wished to find the First echos, they intoned an ascend-
ing note, consisting of a major tone, which was annanes. When they 
wished to find the second, they intoned an ascending note, consisting 
of a major and a minor tone, which was neanes.1 With the third, they 
intoned an ascending note, consisting of a major, a minor and a mini-
mum tone, which was nana. With the fourth, they intoned an ascend-
ing note consisting of a major tone, a minor, a minimum, and a major 
tone again, which was the agia. This becomes evident also from the 
martyriai, as shows two tones, three tones, four tones, 
due to the superscripted hypsele. Therefore, Manuel Chrysaphes says: 
“If you go one note beyond the First echos, you always find the sec-
ond echos; if you go beyond it two notes, the third; if three notes, the 
fourth.”

§.299. The four authentic echoi were constructed on the said tetra-
chord, considering its notes in ascending order. Considering its notes 
in descending order they produced four more echoi, that they named 
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1 This neanes differs to the chromatic neanes in the quality of melody because of the intervals. 
Since the chromatic demands the ascending intervals minimum and major tone, though the 
diatonic, major and minor.
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plagal. The high tetrachord therefore of the scale 

, which consists of two similar tetra-

chords, contains the authentic echoi, and the low tetrachord, the plagal 
echoi. They also constructed the trochos as an octopus in order to con-
tain as many notes as there were echoi. Every plagal echos therefore, 
stands four tones below its authentic echos. And if one wishes to find 
the plagal of an authentic echos naturally, he descends four tones chant-
ing five notes; and the fifth note represents the plagal echos sought.

§.300. The plagal echos was thus called, says Byrennios, because its 
mese stands by the hypate of the authentic, as becomes evident in the 
above diagram. Still better, it was called plagal because on this mese, 
the melody starts to bend and proceeds on the low range of the voice. 
Therefore, property of the authentic echoi is belonging to the high 
range of the voice; while of the plagal echoi, in its low range.2 

2 Equivalent to our plagal was for the ancient Greeks the hypo. In relation to this, Athenaeos says 
that the musicians, having seen the amount and simulation of beauty and virtue in harmony’s 
ethe, called it hypodoric as they call hypoleukon what resembles the white and hypoglyky what 
is not sweet but nearly so. Therefore, they called hypodorian what is not completely dorian.
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CHAPTER IV

On the Constituents of the Echoi

§.301. 

The constituents of the echoi are four: the apechema, the 
scale, the dominant notes and the cadences. Points of recognition are 
two: the apechema and the cadences, because an echos is recognized 
right away from the apechema or the cadence of some verse chanted 
before.

§.302. Among the cadences, some are final, some perfect and some 
imperfect. Final cadences are those that carry the melody which be-
longs to the end of the troparion or any other melos. Perfect cadences 
are the ones that carry a melody that belongs to the end of periods in the 
middle of a troparion or any other melos. They occur, in other words, 
there where the meaning is completed and a full stop is written by the 
grammarians, although there follow still more words for the conclu-
sion of the entire troparion or melos. Imperfect cadences are the ones 
that carry a melody belonging to the ends of clauses or their fractions in 
the middle of a troparion, where there is no conclusion of the meaning 
and the grammarians write semi-colon or comma. These cadences, oc-
curring on notes other than the ison of the echos, are called imperfect, 
because the ison is considered the starting point of every melody and 
it seems that the ear desires to sense that the melody returns back to 
it. Because, once the sense of hearing is predisposed in favor of some 
starting point, a cadence occurring elsewhere, leaves it in suspense. It is 
for this reason that when many cadences in various points or in many 
troparia are imperfect, it becomes necessary that the last point or the 
last troparion gets an imperfect or a perfect cadence.

§.303. Ison of the echos is called the basis on which each echos 
starts. If it is assumed that the first echos has as ison the note ke, the 
first plagal will have as ison the note pa. Next, if we assume that the 
second echos has as ison the note zo, its plagal will have as ison the 
note bou. In like manner, if it is assumed that the third echos has as 
ison the note ga, echos barys will have as ison the zo below it. Finally, 
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if it is assumed that the fourth echos has as ison the note di, its plagal 
will have as ison the ne. If now in various mele, different isa are given to 
the authentic modes, it is difficult to comport the finding of their pla-
gals four notes below their ison, because the diapason system contains 
seven notes, while the echoi are eight (§.299).

§.304. Dominant notes are those whose quality affects the echos 
(§.239). Transgressive are the notes whose quality is entirely ineffec-
tive to the echos. Since each echos has two or three dominant notes, 
each with its own quality, it is necessary that another quality, that is, an 
ethos, derives out of the two or three qualities. In other words, domi-
nant notes are the ones around which the echos enjoys to dwell. Trans-
gressive are the notes to which the echos has no particular attachment, 
but it either silences them completely or gets rapidly away form them, 
while it temporizes mostly on the dominants.1 

§.305. Neither is one echos completed with one scale (because of-
ten one echos requires many scales) nor one scale alone belongs to one 
echos (but often many scales refer to one echos). This is so because the 
psalmodists used to include in the eight echoi the shades listed above 
(§.275), and alteration signs were assigned to indicate only those that 
are in use.

§.306. It is common to the eight echoi to derive from the authentic 
and the plagal the four so called Medium echoi, called thus because 
they lie in the midway between the authentic and the plagal. So, me-

dium echos of , that is the first, is , that is the third, because it lies 

in the mid way between the  and the . Medium echos of  the  

, the second, is the . Medium echos of the , the third, is the 

. Medium echos of the  , the fourth, is the , or legetos.

1 Harmony (that is, echos) ought to have kind of pathos or ethos. Whoever cannot observe the 
differences among the species is contemptible, whoever follows the pitches of the notes and 
puts an hypermyxolydian harmony and above it some other. Athen. Deipnos.
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CHAPTER V

On Apechemata [intonation formulae]

§.307. 

Apechema is the preparation of the psalmody to be 
chanted and is realised with one of the polysyllable 
notes (§.66). It is also called enechema.2 

That is, before we start chanting whatever melody, we chant one 
among the polysyllable notes, in order that we touch on the melody 
when the echos is already known. If there should be a verse preluding 
the troparion, it performs the role of the apechema and should cadence 
like it.

§.308. When before a melody the martyria only of the echos is 
written, the apechema cadences on the ison of the echos (§.303). How-
ever, in the case that the beginning of the melody is written two tones 

higher, like , three tones, like  , or four, like 

  etc. (having next to the martyria the neumes that indicate 

them), the apechema should cadence upon the note a second, a third 
or fourth higher, whatever is notated. Therefore, the plagal of the first 
echos has the apechema aneanes, when it ends on pa and its martyria is 

. When the martyria however is , the apechema will be 
the annanes or the preluding verse ending on ke, because the melody is 
prescribed quatro-phone, that is quatro-tone.

The plagal of the second echos has the apechema necheanes, when 

it ends on pa and has the martyria . When the martyria, though, 

is , the apechema will be nenanō or the preludig verse end-

ing on di.
In like manner, the fourth echos has the apechema agia when it 

ends on di and has the martyria . However, when the martyria is 

2 Enechema is the imposition of the echos. It may also be done with monosyllables, but with the 
polysyllables, a beginner receives elementary knowledge on the quality.
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that of the legetos, , its apechema becomes the necheanes or the 
preluding verse ending on bou.

§.309. The apechema of the first echos was written by ancient 
psalmodists:

   

As preserved through tradition, the melody of this is written in our 
system thus:

According to recent psalmodists it is 

 and monosyllabically:  .

§.310. The apechema of the second echos was written by ancient 
psalmodists:

  

Its melody was preserved through tradition such as is written here in 
our system:  
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Recent psalmodists use this apechema for the second echos:
 

 and monosyllabically:   

§.311. The apechema of the third echos was for ancient psalmo-
dists:

 
We explain its melody thus:

 
 

§.312. The apechema of the fourth echos was for ancient psalmo-
dists:

  

Its melody explained through tradition is expressed by 
the neumes of our method:   

In the explanation of Petros the Peloponnesian the apechema of the 
fourth echos has this melody:

 
 

§.313. The apechema of the first plagal echos is written and chant-
ed by us with this melody:
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Ancient psalmodists wrote it in the same way, but its melody was such 
as is represented below with the neumes of our method:

 

§.314. The apechema of the plagal of the second echos was written 
by ancient psalmodists:  

  

According to tradition, the melody deduced of this thesis is the one we 
write below:

  

By us, it is written and chanted in the following way:
  

§.315. The apechema of the echos barys was written by ancient 
psalmodists:

  

Its melody according to the tradition of notation turns out to be the 
one hereby exposed:

  

It is written and sung by us in the two following ways. The cases in 
which one way is preferred over the other will become obvious in  
§.358.
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 and monosyllabically .

§.316. The apechema of the fourth’s plagal was written by ancient 
psalmodists:

When what is thus written is explained, it has the melody hereby writ-
ten:   

The apechema of this echos by us is sung and written, polysyllabically 
thus:

and monosyllabically, thus:

Both however serve the same purpose.
§.317. The echoi of psalmody are eight. The apechemata preserved 

though are ten, because the fourth echos and the plagal of the second 
have two apechemata each. The second apechema of the fourth echos 
was written by ancient psalmodists:

 

Explained in our notation, it carries the melody written below:
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According to Jacob it is sung and intoned monosyllabically thus:

The second apechema of the plagal of the second echos was written by 
ancient psalmodists:

This carries the following melody when explained into our method:

A more brief way to write the nenanō, which is also more handy, is: 

You should know, however, that the melody of the apechemata might 
be differently expressed too and that there exist apechemata done in 
other ways too. All, however, prepare the echos.
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CHAPTER VI

On the First Echos

§.318. 

The ecclesiastical musicians called first, the echos the 
apechema of which is done with the annanes. If this word is not said 
entire, the intoned nes indicates ascent of one major tone and the qual-
ity of the annanes. Its ison is the note ke in the sticherarion and pa in 
the papadike.

§.319. It was called first echos because its apechema consisted of 
one major tone, which was the first to be found. Because if we look at 
the diatonic notes of the diapason system for the harmonic relation 6, 
8, 9, 12, and if 6 is put on di, then 8 will be on ne, 9 on pa and 12 on 
Di, like:
           6          8,  9 12
           di ke zo ne pa bou ga  Di

Therefore, it was not the minor or the minimum tones that were first 
known to the harmonists, but the major, the tone that has the ratio 
1/8. So, the Pythagoreans, believing that note pa is the first to be pro-
nounced, called it trophos.3 

§.320. The first echos makes use of a diatonic scale, in most cases 
on the Trochos, which is as follows:

ne, pa bou ga di, ke zo ne Pa.

That is, it calls for the two tetrachords to be similar; the interval pa-bou 
to be equal to the ke-zo, the bou-ga equal to the zo-ne and the ga-di 
equal to the ne-Pa. The note ne stands as proslambanomenos in the 
scale and contributes to the completion of the pentachord ne pa bou 

3 “Among the numbers 5, 13, 35, the Pythagoreans called 5 a trophos note, believing that among 
the intervals of a tone it was the first to be pronounced. They called 13, leimma, giving up the 
division of the tone into equal parts. They called 35 harmonia because it is obtained by two 
cubes a, of one even and one odd number, containing the arithmetic and the harmonic analogy 
of four numbers, that is 6 and 8 and 9 and 12.” Plutarch.
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ga di and to the formation of the tonal interval ne pa, which is equal to 
di ke, as note di is considered to be the proslambanomenos of the pen-
tachord di ke zo ne Pa. If further ascent is required, we form another 
similar higher tetrachord, considering pa as proslambanomenos. The 
analogous is done when further descent is required.

§.321. Dominant notes in the first echos, when the melos is argo-
syntheton, are pa and ga or ke and ne. Transgressive notes are all the 
rest. When the melos is gorgosyntheton, dominant notes are pa and di 
and transgressive, all the rest. Sign for the phthora of the first echos is 
the  which is put on ke. When, however, it is transposed on another 
note also, this note should abandon its own sound and, instead, pro-
nounce the ke and give the quality of the annanes, so that the parallage 
of the remaining melos will be done as if starting on ke.

§.322. The imperfect cadences in the first echos are done on the 
notes pa and di, the perfect, on pa and ke, and the final on pa. On every 
cadence a martyria is put.  On note ke is put the martyria ; on di, the 

; on ga, the ; on bou, the ; on pa the ; on ne, the ; on the 
zo of the trochos system, the , but on that of the diapason, the ; 
on the ke of the trochos, the , but of the diapason, the ; and on the 
di of the trochos, the , though on that of the diapason, the . In the 
same way are constructed the remaining martyriæ, as they appear in the 
following diagram.

§.323. The first echos starts a major tone higher from the buzz 
(every note might be considered the buzz), four tones higher from its 
plagal and the plagal of the second echos or its ison. It starts two tones 
higher from the third echos and the echos barys, three tones higher, or 
one minor tone lower, form the fourth ending on bou, one major tone, 
or – depending on our needs – five tones higher from the fourth plagal. 
In certain circumstances, though, some of these are violated.

§.324. The ethos of the first echos preserves a character which is 
either modest and dignified or grandiose and majestic. If it is identical 
with the ancient Dorian, Plato considered that its modesty is suitable 
for the amelioration of the ethos. Disregarding the remaining dialects 
of the echoi, he judged the Dorian fit to men who are good warriors 
and moderate persons, because this dialect appeared to him capable to 
strengthen the soul of the wise, and moderate the soul of the foolish.4 
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In the Octoechos, the following verses are found:
  Wondering at your sounds
  The art of musical composition
  Places you, oh value, first in order.
  Being called the first echos
  Of musical art,
  We use first the First
  To bless the holy texts!
  You are assigned to bring us
  The first and the best.
  The first prizes of all victories
  Are yours everywhere.

4 “The Dorian harmony shows masculinity and grandeur; not relaxation and gaiety, but sadness 
and strength; nor is it embellished or variegated.” Athen. Deipnos.

Concerning the Dorian mode, see §.284. In manuscripts concerning music preserved, it is 
said that the first echos was called Dorian by the Ancient Greeks. It got its name from the 
Doric people, because they are the first known to have applied it. It was invented, it is said, by 
Thamyris from Thrace and was used in all three genera. However, we use it in the diatonic genus 
only, because the tones of our diatonic genus are fixed. 

Aristophanes wants the Dorian only harmony tuned on the lyre, most often; he does not 
want to consider any other. Plutarch says the Dorian dialect expresses the grandiose and the 
dignified, and the Lydian, the pathetic. Galenus reports the following about the Dorian: “The 
musician Damon, happening to be by some aulos players, where some youngsters were playing 
in the Phrygian mode and were acting as if they were close to madness, ordered them to play 
on the Dorian and they immediately stopped the frenzied behaviour.” On the doctrines of 
Hippoc. and Plat. 

Basil the Great also, in his advice to the young relates the following concerning the Dorian 
mode: “It is said that Pythagoras, coming across a merry group of drunkards, ordered the aulos-
player, the leader of the group, to alter the harmony and play on the Dorian mode for them. 
They came so successfully back to their senses, that they threw the crowns of leaves off their 
heads and disappeared in shame.”
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§.325. The martyriai of the diatonic genus in the trochos

The martyriæ of the diatonic genus 
in the Diapason / The phthoræ of 
the diatonic genus.
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CHAPTER VII

On the Second Echos

§.326. 

The ecclesiastical musicians called second the echos 
the apechema of which is done with the neanes, which in-
dicates an ascending minimum tone and a major tone. If this word is 
not pronounced entire, then the intoned nes indicates the quality of 
the neanes. Its ison is the note bou. Because of the similarity of the 
ditone, it might also have as ison di and ne.

§.327. It was called second echos, because we find its ison if we 
ascend two tones, one major and one minor, from the buzz from which 
we find the ison of the first echos when we ascend one major tone. 
Consequently, the ison of the second echos is a minor tone higher that 
the ison of the first echos. This is so when the firs echos has as ison the 
pa. If it has ke as ison, the second will have di as ison, which is a more 
natural ison, since the diatonic scale gives its apechema with the inter-
vals bou-ga and ga-di.

§.328. The second echos applies a chromatic scale which proceeds 
by a similar ditone, as follows: Starting on note di, we find the interval 
di-ga to be a major tone and the ga-bou, a minimum tone etc., as said 
in §.244, so that this scale is constructed:

  ne  bou  ga,  di  zo  Ne.
Quite often though it applies this scale (§.245):
  pa  di, ke  Pa.
§.329. Dominant notes, in the first scale of the second echos are 

bou and di. The signs of the phthoræ of the second echos are two, the 
 and the . The  is put on the notes di, bou, ne and the remain-

ing ditones. The  is put on the notes ke, ga and the remaining ditones. 
When transposed on some other tone, this should abandon its own 
note, and sound the one indicated by the phthora, taking its quality, 
while the parallage of the remaining melos should be done according 
to its image. The dominant notes of the other scale are discussed in the 
chapter On the Plagal of the Second Echos.
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§.330. The imperfect cadences of the second echos are done on 
bou, the perfect, on di, and the final, on di and, rarely, on bou. The 
signs of the martyriæ of this echos are  for the note Ne,  for pa,  

for bou,  for ga,  for di,  for ke,  for zo,  for ne, and so on.

§.331. The apechema of the second echos starts on bou if it ends 
on di, but on ne, if it ends on bou. The interval bou-ga is a major tone, 
and the pa-ne, a minimum tone. This ne, therefore, is little higher that 
the diatonic ne. The second echos itself starts on bou or on di. When 
transposed from the first echos, it either starts naturally a minor tone 
higher, or it modulates on its own ison. In like manner, when trans-
posed from the fourth echos ending on bou, it starts on its own ison. 
When transposed from the first, second and fourth plagals, it starts 
four tones higher. When transposed from the third echos and the 
barys, it starts two tones higher.

§.332. The ethos of this echos, if it corresponds to the one that 
in ancient times was called Lydian,5 has a character that animates and 
encourages but grieves and instills passion into the souls as well. This 
echos seems to lean towards delicacy and drive the soul to cowardice. 
It is said, therefore, that Orpheus was taming the wild beasts with this 
echos. Plato calls the Lydian mode proper to drinking parties and 
unrestrained; he disregards it therefore because it makes the soul of 
the young vain. We find these verses in the Octoechos, expressing its 
ethos:

 Although you were given the second place,
 Your pleasure is first, honey-pouring echos.  
 Your honey-flavoured, most sweet chant  
 Builds up the bones, gives joy to the hearts.
 The Sirens sung all their chants on the second;
 So mildly does your honey-dropping chant flows.

5 Some say that Amphion invented the Lydian mode. Others, say that Olympus was the first 
to play on the aulos on the Lydian mode a funeral at Pytho. Pindar says in his Pæans that the 
Lydian mode was first played in public at the marriage of Niobe. Dionysos Iambos tells us that 
Torebos was the first to use Lydian music. Nicolaos of Damascus says that the son of Zeus and 
Torrhebia, wandering by some lake – called Torrhebia because of her – heard the singing of 
the nymphs, whom the Lydians called muses, learned their music and taught their songs to the 
Lydians.
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CHAPTER VIII

On the Third Echos

§.333. 

The ecclesiastical musicians called third the echos 
whose apechema is done with the nana, which shows an as-
cending tritone, that is an interval containing three tones, a major, a 
minor and a minimum. When this word is not said entire, the intoned 
ne requires a buzzing and voluminous pronunciation. It has as ison the 
note ga. But in the Papadike it also has the ne over the tone ga.

§.334. It was called third echos because if we ascend three tones – 
one major, one minor and one minimum – from the buzz from which 
when ascending one major tone we find the ison of the first echos, and 
when ascending two tones – one major and one minimum – we find 
the ison of the second echos, we find the ison of the third echos. So, 
the ison of the third echos is a minimum tone higher that the ison of 
the second and a minor plus a minimum tone higher from the ison of 
the first echos.

§.335. The third echos makes use of the following enharmonic 
scale:             pa    ga  di  ke    ne  Pa.
As in this scale there is no minor or minimum tone, but instead, there 
are five major tones and two quarters of the major tone, it belongs to 
the diatessaron system, or triphony.
           ne   pa  bou    ga,     ga    di    ke    Zo
          (§.261 and §.57)

§.336. Dominant notes in the third echos are pa, ga and ke. Sign of 
the phthora of the third echos is the . When this is on ga, it requires 
that this ga is a natural tone, and the remaining ascending and descend-
ing intervals of the tones, are as determined in the scale of the echos. 
When put on the notes zo and bou, it wants them on hyphesis. When 
put on any other note, it wants this note to abandon its own sound and 
pronounce the ga, creating the quality of nana, so that the parallage of 
the remaining chant will be executed on the image that this phthora 
requires.
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§.337. In the third echos, the imperfect cadences are done on ke, 
the perfect on pa and the final on ga, since after the third echos starts 
pointing bou diesis, it turns towards ke, where it does an imperfect ca-
dence; then, turning downwards, it points on bou natural and does a 
perfect cadence on pa; finally, turning upwards, it takes bou diesis and 
does a final cadence on ga. Rarely, it does an imperfect cadence on ne 
as well. The signs of the martyriæ in the third echos are the ones as-
signed to the first echos also, except for the martyria of Zo, which is 
written , and of bou, three tones above it, which is on hyphesis and 
its martyria is written . The note seven degrees below is on diesis in 

the third echos, and its martyria is seldom written, because no cadence 
occurs on it.

§.338. The apechema of the third echos starts on ne and ends on 
ga. The verse preluding this echos starts on ke and ends on ga, when the 
martyria of the troparion is simply  or . When an elaphron stand by 

it, like   or , then the verse ends on pa. The third 
echos itself starts on ga. When transposed from the first echos, it starts 
two tones higher or lower. When transposed from the plagals of the 
first and of the second, it starts two tones higher. When transposed 
from the second, it starts one tone higher. The same happens when 
transposed from the fourth echos ending on bou. When transposed 
from the plagal of the fourth, it starts three tones higher and when 
from the barys, it starts with its ison.

§.339. The ethos of the third echos, assuming that its the one that 
the ancient Greeks called Phrygian, preserves a rough, warm, arrogant, 
impetuous and horrifying character. For this reason Athenaeos says 
that trumpets and war-instruments sounded the Phrygian mode. As 
the verses in the Octoechos illustrate, it also preserves masculine, inel-
egant and simple character.
 Though third, you resemble 
 the chief of manly toil, oh Third.
 Inelegant, simple, completely masculine indeed
 Your song, oh Third, and we honour you.
 Equal to your number you rank as a leader,
 You befit to the masses, Third, being skilfully constructed.
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CHAPTER IX

On the Fourth Echos

§.340. 

The ecclesiastical musicians called fourth the echos 
whose apechema is done with the agia, which is often met in 
mele written with musical neumes. In order to create the quality of the 
agia, it should be chanted with rough and masculine pronunciation. 
The fourth echos has as ison the notes di, pa and bou.

§.341. It was called fourth because if we ascend four tones from 
the buzz from which by ascending one major tone we find the ison 
of the first echos, two tones –one major and one minor – we find the 
ison of the second echos, three tones – one major, one minor and one 
minimum – the ison of the third echos, we find the ison of the fourth 
echos. When, therefore, buzz is the ne, the ison of the first echos will 
be pa, of the second, bou, of the third, ga and of the fourth, di. When 
the buzz is di, ison of the first echos will be ke, of the second, Zo, of 
the third, Ne and of the fourth, pa. When the ison of the first echos is 
ke, of the second, di and of the third, ga, then the ison of the fourth is 
found to be bou.

§.342. The fourth echos makes use of a diatonic scale on the diapa-
son system. For this reason, when the agia, which receives two isa – pa 
and di– has pa as its ison, it descents four tones which have similar 
intervals with the four notes descending from di. Although there is 
found no difference between the two isa of the agia in descent, in as-
cent the difference is great because of the dissimilarity of the intervals, 
since, indeed, the interval di-ke differs from pa-bou, ke-zo differs from 
bou-ga etc. When the fourth echos has as its basis, that is, as its ison, 
the note bou, then its apechema is the legetos. Manuel Bryennios calls 
the echos with this ison, fourth, but the psalmodists after him call it 
mid-echos of the fourth, because it is in the midway between di and ne. 
They call it legetos, wherefrom derives our martyria .

§.343. Dominant notes in the fourth echos are di and bou, when 
the ison is bou, in which case it is required that the hyphesis of ke is 
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sometimes heard. When the ison is pa or di, the dominant notes are pa, 
di and zo. Sings of this echos’ phthoræ are the  for note bou, the  
for di and every other sign defined in the diatonic scale of the diapason 
(§.325). It should be known that when two tones higher the melos of 
the neanes is heard, there is no need to indicate this, because the basis 
of agia is di. When, though, two tones higher is the nana, then the basis 
of the agia is pa, and in order to indicate this, the  should be put on 
the first ascending tone, or the  on the second, etc.

§.344. When the fourth echos has bou as its ison, the imperfect 
and perfect cadences are done on di and bou, and the perfect and final 
on bou. When its ison is di, the imperfect cadences are done on pa and 
zo, and the perfect and final on di. When its ison is pa, the imperfect 
cadences occur on di and bou, and the perfect and final on pa. Accord-
ing to recent composers, the final cadences are on bou. The signs of the 
martyriæ in this echos are the ones determined for the first echos on 
the diapason system (§.325).

§.345. The fourth echos having the ison on pa, starts with note pa, 
on which ends the preluding verse. When its ison is bou, the preluding 
verse ends also on bou. When transposed from other echoi, the quan-
tity of ascent or descent it receives, depends on the isa of those echoi.

§.346. According to the Anastasimatarion by Petros, the fourth 
echos differs from the first in that it points to the neagie on the fourth 
ascending tone, which means that it proceeds on the diapason, whereas 
the first, which proceeds on the trochos, points to the aneanes at the 
fourth descending tone. They differ further, as to the dominant notes, 
because the first has as dominants pa and ga, though the fourth has 
bou and di. Also, they differ in the cadences, as the first has imperfect 
cadences on ga and perfect or final on pa, though the fourth echos has 
imperfect cadences on di, perfect on pa and final on bou.

§.347. The ethos of the fourth echos preserves festive and dancing 
character. When its ison is di, its character is dignified and grandiose, 
when it is bou, it is passionate and sensual, and when it is pa, it is hum-
ble inciting the heart to put into motion its spiritual powers. Here is 
how its ethos is expressed in the Octoechos:6 

 You, the festive, the dancer, oh Fourth,
 You, the pride of musical criticism,
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 You mould the dancers skilfully
 And reward the voices and the beating on the cymbals.
 The crowds of dancers praise you, oh Fourth,
 Because you are fully musical.

6 If the fourth echos is the one that the ancient Greeks called Mixolydian, it was invented by Sap-
pho. Indeed, before her, the musicians knew three only modes, the Dorian, the Lydian and the 
Phrygian. Receiving this mode, the musicians combined it with the Dorian, elements of which 
they transmitted to its ethos.

“The Mixolydian is pathetic, fitting to tragedy. Aristoxenos said that it was Sappho who 
found first the Mixolydian and the tragic poets were taught it by her, combining it thereafter 
with the Dorian. As the one expresses majesty and dignity and the other, passions, tragedy 
consists of these mixed elements.” Plutarch.
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CHAPTER X

On the Plagal of the First Echos

§.348. 

The psalmodists called plagal of the first, the echos whose 
ison is four tones below the ison of the first echos, which means that if 
the ison of the first echos is on the note ke, the ison of the first plagal 
will be the note pa. Its basis or ison should be such that it will permit 
the echos to ascend freely seven tones and to point at the first echos 
four tones higher. Such a note is pa, which is the ison of this echos in 
the papadic and the stechiraric mele. The heirmologic mele require as 
ison of this echos the note ke, but with the phthora of pa, so that the 
descent is done as if from pa, because three tones below is the aneanes 
instead of the necheanes. The apechema of this echos is the aneanes, 
which indicates ascent and descent of two notes –one minor and the 
other, minimum – and which does not require a proslambanomenos 
for the measurement of the interval below pa. Instead, it reveals itself 
measured with the diatonic intervals above it.

§.349. This echos makes use of the diatonic scale on the diapason 
system. As it often has zo on hyphesis, and because the interval zo-ke is 
observed to be a quarter of the major tone, this echos uses a mixed scale 
composed of the diatonic and the enharmonic genera, such as:

pa bou  ga  di,  ke    ne  Pa.

Sign of the phthora of the second plagal, when it makes use of 
the mixed scale, is the , which put upon zo, it wants it on hyphesis. 
When, however, this echos makes use of the diatonic scale, then the 

 is put on pa or one of the sings indicated for the diatonic phthoræ 
(§.325) is put on its proper place, and thus this fact becomes known. 
We use such a phthora when some alteration occurs, because other-
wise, it is needless.

§.350. This echos has dominant notes in the sticheraric and the pa-
padic mele, pa, di and ke. It also wants the hyphesis on zo to be heard. 
Dominant notes in the heirmologic, it has ke and ne. In this case, zo 
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should not be heard much on hyphesis, but natural. For distinction, 
when zo is on hyphesis, the sign  is put on it.

§.351. In sticheraric and papadic mele the imperfect cadences are 
done on di and ke, the perfect and final, on pa. In the heirmologic, the 
imperfect cadences are done on ne, the perfect on ke and the final on 
pa and ke. When the cadence in the heirmologic is on pa, the closing 
period descends from ke naturally and not as if descending from pa. 
Signs of the martyriæ of the first plagal are the ones determined for the 
first echos on the diapason system. When, however, it makes use of the 
mixed scale, then it applies the martyriæ indicated in §.262.

§.352. The apechema of the first plagal starts on pa and ends on pa. 
When transposed form its authentic, the echos itself starts four tones 
below; when transposed from the third and the barys, it starts one or 
three tones below; when transposed from the second plagal, it starts on 
its own ison; when transposed from the fourth ending on bou, it starts 
a tone below; and when transposed from the plagal of the fourth, it 
starts one tone above.

§.353 The first plagal differs from the first echos in that the first 
ascends from its basis less than the first plagal and ascends more. It 
also differs from the first as to the dominant notes and the imperfect 
cadences. It differs from the fourth as to the dominant notes and the 
fact that the fourth likes the hyphesis of ke, though the plagal of the 
first likes the hyphesis of zo.

§.354. The ethos of the first plagal in the sticheraric and the papa-
dic mele inclines towards compassion and lament. In the heirmologic 
in fast tempo it inclines towards stimulation and dancing. In the heir-
mologic in slow tempo, towards laxness and languidness.

 You are mournful and very compassionate,
 But often you dance in good rhythm,
 Oh you, the musical mind that art has known.
 Which is the deviating inclination of the plagals?
 Your are fifth in order, but first in your kind,
 because you are and, hence, you are called
 The first of the plagals.7

7 Its lamenting quality is exemplified in “Ἡ ζωή ἐν τάφῳ” and the “Ἄξιον ἐστί μεγαλύνειν σε”. Com-
passion is exemplified in “Τῷ Σωτήρι Θεῷ” and the “Χαίρεις ἀσκητικῶν ἀληθῶς”. Its dancing 
character is demonstrated in the “Πάσχα ἱερόν ἡμῖν σήμερον” in fast tempo. The lax character is 
demonstrated the Katabasiæ in slow tempo.
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CHAPTER XI

On the Plagal of the Second Echos

§.355. 

The psalmodists called plagal of the second the echos 
whose apechema is the necheanes, which indicates ascent of a 
semitone, a trisemitone and another semitone, and the same descent. 
Its basis or ison should be such that it will permit it to ascend freely 
seven tones and meet the second echos four or, at times, three tones 
above it. Such a note is pa which is the ison of the second plagal in the 
papadic and sticheraric mele. The heirmologic have ke or di as ison of 
this echos. It is recognised by the chromatic intervals pa-bou and bou-
ga and does not require a proslambanomenos for the measurement of 
the interval below pa. It is also recognised, as the psalmodists said, by 
the lying of its authentic on it.

§.356. Its scale is the following chromatic scale:

pa    di,  ke    Pa

consisting of two similar chromatic tetrachords. Signs of the 
phthoræ for this scale are two, the  put on pa and ke, which refers 
to ascent and indicates a semitone, a trisemitone and a semitone, as 
the numbers in the diagram (§.245) illustrate, and , which is put on 
di and the Pa above it. This refers to descent and indicates a semitone, 
a trisemitone and a semitone, as illustrated in §.245. It often makes use 
of the following mixed scale as well:

pa   di, ke  zo  ne  Pa,

but then, on the first tone of the diatonic tetrachord we come 
across, the sign of one of the diatonic phthoræ (§, 325) is put for dis-
tinction. In heirmologic mele, however it applies the chromatic scale 
we talked about in §.328.

§.357. In the sticheraric and the papadic mele this echos has as 
dominat notes pa, di and ke and demands that ga is heard on diesis in 
order that di is coloured by it. In the heirmologic, its dominant notes 
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are di and bou, when its ison is di.
§.358. This echos’ imperfect cadences are done on di, its perfect and 

final, on pa. Sometimes it has also final cadences on di, as its apechema 
is often done with the nenanō, like in the funeral “Ἃγιος ὁ Θεός”. In the 
heirmologic, the imperfect and final cadences are done on di and the 
final on bou.

§.359. The apechema of the second plagal echos starts on pa and 
ends on pa, when it is necheanes, but it starts and ends on di when it is 
nenanō. This echos, when transposed from its authentic, starts three or 
four tones below, as it does when transposed from the first echos which 
has ke as its ison. When transposed from the first plagal and the fourth, 
including the one ending on , it starts two tones below; when trans-
posed from the fourth plagal, it starts one tone higher.

§.360. It differs from all other echoi for belonging in the chromatic 
genus. It differs from the second, because this extends more in the high 
register and less in the low, though the second extends less in the high 
register and more in the low. Still, it differs as to the dominant notes 
and the perfect cadences, since in the stichera, the second does the per-
fect cadences two tones below the basis, though the second plagal does 
them on its basis.

§.361. The ethos of this echos preserves a character suitable to fu-
neral songs and to sacred and elevated celebrations. This hold for the 
sticheraric and the papadic mele. In he heirmologic, however, where 
the quality of the neanes is pre-eminent while that of the nenanō is 
not heard, its character is joyful. Its joy is double the second’s joy, as it 
becomes evident in these verses:

 Though you are the sixth chanter,
 First of all you advance.
 In double composition you bring all the pleasures
 And your being second secondary comes.
 You, the honey-flavoured, the sweet, the cicada,
 Who loves you not, oh second of the plagals?
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CHAPTER XII

On Echos Barys

§.362. 

The psalmodists named barys the plagal of the third for 
reasons that go back to antiquity. It is said that Hermes, in-
venting a seven-stringed lyre, taught that the notes and the echoi are 
seven. The lowest of the seven notes was zo and, therefore, the echos 
whose ison was zo was called echos barys. When, later, Pythagoras and 
his followers augmented the strings and the notes to eight, they did not 
want to change the name of echos barys and bring into complete obliv-
ion the ancient kind of lyre. The apechema of the barys in the stichera 
and the heirmologic mele is done this way . 

In the papadic and in the calophonic heirmoi it is done thus:          
.

The first apechema indicates descent and ascent of a quarter of the ma-
jor tone. The second, indicates ascent of a major tone and descent of 
a major and a minimum. The first apechema has ga as basis, while the 
second starts on ne and ends on zo.

§.363. In the heirmologic and the papadic mele, echos barys has 
the following enharmonic scale:

pa    ga  di  ke    ne  Pa,

which, however, is not the one of the third echos, but has the following 
difference: in the third echos the interval ke-zo is a quarter of a major 
tone, but in echos barys it is a minimum tone. In the old sticherarion 
and in the papadike it makes use of the diatonic scale. Nevertheless, in 
the stichera, it approaches the enharmonic scale around the cadences, 
and in this case, it is identified with  put on ga, or on the hyphesis of 
zo or of bou.
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§.364. In the stichera and the heirmologic mele, its dominant notes 
are zo, di and bou, as is evident in the Anastasimatarion by Petros, 
where this echos is pointing right from the beginning at the diesis of 
bou or the hyphesis of zo. In the old sticherarion and in the papadike, 
the dominant notes vary according to various ideas. When echos barys 
proceeds on the enharmonic scale, sign of its phthora is the , put on 
ga and on the hyphesis of zo and bou. When it proceeds on a diatonic 
scale, sign of its phthora is the  put on zo; also, any of the eight signs 
of the phthoræ, put on the proper note, as determined (§.325).

§.365. When echos barys makes use of the enharmonic scale, the 
imperfect cadences are done on di and on ne and, rarely, on pa; the per-
fect and final are done on ga. When though it makes use of the diatonic 
scale, the imperfect cadences are done on di, the perfect on pa and zo 
and the final on zo. The signs of the martyriæ for this echos are those 
for the third and the first echoi.

§.366. The apechema of echos barys in the sticherarion and the he-
rimologion, starts and ends on ga. In the papadike and the calophonic 
heirmologion, it starts on ne and ends on zo (§.362). When the barys 
of the stichera is transposed from the first echos with an ison on ke, 
it starts two tones below; when transposed from the second and the 
fourth ending on bou, it starts a minimum tone above; when trans-
posed from the first and the second plagal, it starts two tones above; 
when transposed from the fourth plagal, it starts three tones above; 
and when from the third, it starts on its own ison.

§.367. Echos barys differs from the other echoi because of its en-
harmonic scale. It differs from the third, in its dominant notes and its 
cadences. In the papadic mele, echos barys differs to all other echoi in 
its ison and the cadences. 

§.368. The ethos of the barys inclines to tranquillity. Especially 
when it makes use of the enharmonic scale, it preserves a serene and 
peaceful character, able to moderate the impetuousness of the third 
echos and calm down the spirits. Therefore, it is not favourite among 
the young people or the gentlefolk, but rather, among old and simple 
people. Indeed, its ethos is expressed as such in the verses of the Oc-
toechos:
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 Oh chant familiar to the low-rank soldiers
 You bend under your weight,
 Simple echos, your surname to the barys,
 You love to reflect amidst the cries of hate.
 You are the chant of men, oh secondary third,
 And your variety by all simple people is loved.
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CHAPTER XIII

On the Plagal of the Fourth Echos

§.369. 

The psalmodists called plagal of the fourth the echos 
the apechema of which is done with the neagie, which pre-
serves majestic and serious pronunciation and indicates ascent and de-
scent of either a major tone, or of a major and a minor, or of a minor 
and a minimum, etc. Its basis, or ison is such that it ascends freely seven 
tones and descends freely three tones; four tones higher it points to 
the agia, and three tones lower, to the neagie. Such a note is ne. When, 
however, it has as its ison the note ga, then, in reality its ison is three 
tones higher, but the melos proceeds from ga as if from ne, which 
means that two tones higher it indicates the sound of bou instead of 
ke, as is exemplified in “ Ἰδοὺ ὁ νυμφίος ἔρχεται” and others (§.308).

§.370. The scale of the fourth plagal is the diatonic of the diapason 
system, but quite often zo gets a diesis, in which case the  is put on ne 
for the sake of lucidity. The sign of the phthora of the fourth plagal is 

 put on ne. On the higher octave the  is put. When, however, this 
echos has ga as its ison, then the  is put on ga and this note abandons 
the sound of ga and, instead, ne is pronounced. Therefore, as the in-
tervals are altered, the parallage of the remaining melos is realised as 
if from ne.

§.371. Dominant notes in the stichera and the heirmologic mele 
are ne, bou and di, because right from its beginning, the echos points 
to a melody that belongs to bou, while it returns at times to the ison, 
or, at other times, when directed towards high pitch, it points to di 
and ascends up to its octave to do the cadence either on di – when it is 
imperfect – or – when it is perfect – on its ison.

§.372. The imperfect cadences occur on di, bou and ne; the perfect 
on ne and seldom on di, and the final, on ne. The signs of the martyriæ 
in the fourth plagal are no others but the ones determined for the first 
echos on the diapason system.

§.373. The apechema of the fourth plagal starts on ne and ends on 
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ne. When, though, the melos before it is ditone, the preluding verse 
ends on bou; when it is tritone, the verse ends on ga, as said (§.308). 
The fourth plagal itself starts on ne, and the preluding verse, starting 
on di and descending diatonically, ends on ne. When this echos is 
transposed from the first and its plagal or from the second plagal, all of 
which have pa as ison, it starts a tone lower. When transposed from the 
second and the fourth, that have bou as ison, it starts two tones lower. 
When transposed from the thrid and the barys that have ga as ison, it 
starts three notes lower.

§.374. The difference of the plagal of the fourth to the chromatic 
and the enharmonic echoi lies on the scale. Its difference on the dia-
tonic echoi lies on the ison, the dominant notes and the cadences.

§.375. The ethos of the fourth plagal preserves a character that 
leans towards charm and pleasure and is attracting passions. For this 
reason, the komoi were mostly composed on this echos. It also leans 
towards modesty, to which contributes mostly the slow tempo and the 
transposition from ne to ga. (§.363)

The verses in the Octoechos say the following about it: 
 You, fourth among the plagals and their seal,
 You bring within you every beautiful chant
 And broaden the sounds of singing.
 The crown of the echoi you are,
 Being both their commander and end.
 Because you are the extreme of the notes
 And their end, 
 I call you twice the end of notes, and the end.

§.376. When it is asked to show the basis or ison of each of the 
eight echoi mentioned, the order they preserve from high to low pitch, 
the martyriæ that indicate them and are written before the mele, or the 
martyriæ of notes within the mele, written somewhere in the middle of 
the melody, it is possible to express all that, the way they are presented 
in the plate below. As the notes of the diapason are seven and cannot 
procure with isa all eight echoi, pa becomes the ison of both the first 
plagal and the second plagal. It is observed that the plagals do not pre-
serve the order of their authentic echoi, which is due to the fact that 
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the eight echoi of psalmody were constructed upon the trochos and 
not upon the diapason.

                ke     first

                di                 second

                ga   third

                bou   fourth

                pa   pl. first

                ne               pl. fourth

                zo    barys

Echoi 

M
artyriæ of the notes 

M
artyriæ of the echoi 

Isa of the echoi
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CHAPTER XIV

On Transpositions, or Phthoræ

§.377. 

The musicians realized, after much observation, that when they 
remain for long on one note or on one echos, the ethos of the echos, 
becoming very familiar, produces satiety and satiety is followed by an-
noyance. If before the production of satiety, they found out, they pass 
over to some other echos, a new ethos enters the minds of the listen-
ers, and it awakens them and makes them attentive. So, they learned to 
pass from note to note, from genus to genus and from echos to echos 
methodically, in order to avoid, through variety, the disgust produced 
by the monomodal ethos of a melody.

“Monody is irksome to everybody and produces satiety, but vari-
ety is pleasant.”8 

§.378. This “passing over” is called phthora. When done from note 
to note, as discussed in §.370, it is also called transposition, but when 
it is done in any other way, it is only called phthora. Transposition is 
to consider as ison some note other than the natural ison of the echos, 
obeying the proportions of the intervals of this note’s scale instead of 
the natural note’s scale. For example, the natural ison of the second 
echos is, as said, di. When instead of di, I take ke and keep the propor-
tions of the scale, starting from ke as if from di, then I chant the second 
echos in transposition, considering ke as di, di as ga, ga as bou etc. The 
same occurs also in §.370.

§.379. Phthora is alteration occurring in melody by transposition 
from genus to genus, from echos to echos, or from a scale to another 
scale. We use sixteen phthoræ the signs of which are hereby exposed. 
Eight of them are diatonic, the . Five are chromat-
ic  and three are enharmonic, the .

§.380. We have already talked about thirteen of them in pas-
sim, at the place that each has in the eight echoi. Here we speak 

8 Plutarch in his speech on the education of children.
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about the remaining three. We start with . This is put on note di 
and asks for ga and pa to become dieses, like di  bou  ne. Put any-
where else, it requires the same ascending intervals. Here is its scale.

.

§.381. Wherever the sign of this phthora  is put, the note 
acquires the melody and the quality of the neanes and asks for 
a diesis above it and an hyphesis below it, so that the first de-
scending interval will become a quarter of the major tone.

§.382. This phthora   is put on di and the melos proceed-
ing to low pitch, wants the first note to be a quarter of a major tone 
lower and the second, to be a major tone lower. From there on it 
progresses towards high pitch and preserves the same intervals.

§.383. In brief, it should be known that every phthora has a ty-
ing and a resolution. At the tying the sign of the phthora is put there 
where the alteration of the echos or anything else starts. The alteration 
does not occur before the sign, but after it. At the resolution the sign 
of the former echos is put and the alteration here too occurs after the 
sign. For example, if one chants a melos of the first echos and wants to 
do a phthora to the second echos, the sing  is put on ke, indicating 
thus that all the components of the first echos come into existence. It is 
then assumed that ke is as di, di as ga, ga as bou and so on. When, later, 
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it is required to do the resolution, the  is put on the affected by the 
phthora di that is on note ke and it is thus indicated that the echos of 
the melos returns back to where it came from. The resolution might be 
done with any other sign of the diatonic phthoræ, required by the first 
note we come across to.

§.384. At times, a musician might tie after one phthora some other, 
and then bring the resolution. For example, if one chants in the fourth 
echos and comes across the  on di, he knows that he should proceed 
on the scale of the second echos until he sees the resolution. If he then 
comes across the  on the same di, he does not do the resolution, but 
instead, he has to proceed on the scale of the second plagal until he sees 
the resolution. The resolution of each phthora is done either with the 

 put on di or with any other of the diatonic phthoræ.
§.385. Sometimes, a third phthora might occur and then, one, two 

or more resolutions follow. All this is praiseworthy. What does not de-
serve praise, however, is when one ties a phthora in a melos and does 
not bring in the resolution. The following is always obeyed, regardless 
of how or when a phthora is done:

I.  Instead of the note indicated by the phthora, the note on 
which the sign of the phthora is put is the one considered. The analo-
gies of the tonal intervals are based on this note and the notes by which 
the parallage of the chant is done are said on this basis.

II.  Every phthora ought to be agreeable. It is good, therefore, 
to do some kind of preparation and thus give the impression that the 
phthora is put where it belongs.

III. A melos affected by a phthora may have imperfect and perfect 
cadences on the image of this phthora. Consequently, it receives the 
martyriæ which are peculiar to this phthora.

IV.   After the part affected by the phthora, there ought to be a 
resolution prepared in such a way, that it will be agreeably heard.

§.386. One diesis or one hyphesis in a tetrachord does not con-
stitute any system of phthora, and consequently, no resolution is re-
quired. When the diesis or the hyphesis last from beginning to end of a 
melos, while they are not included in the scale of the echos, then, next 
to the martyria of the echos is written the note with the diesis or the 
hyphesis, like echos ,  ; echos , . 
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§.387. Because of the phthoræ, it so happens that the voice devi-
ates towards low or high pitch. The reason is that when the resolution 
of the phthora occurs on a note which is below the natural, the voice 
goes towards low pitch and vice versa. For example, if I alter ga into di 
with a phthora, and then I do the resolution on the ga introduced by 
the phthora, the voice deviates a semitone. If I do the resolution on pa 
or di, the voice will not deviate because of the equality of tones.

  

This effect was observed by ancient musicians also, who when there 
was a fall of the voice one tone lower, they added one tone which they 
called Dynamis. See in the Doxastikarion of Jacob, the third of the 
questions, in “αὐτὸν ἱκέτευε”.

§.388. In every alteration it is necessary that there is a common 
note, interval or scale. The commonality is based on the similarity of 
the intervals. When in an alteration the two echoi have similar notes 
in common, the alteration is melodious, but when they have dissimilar 
notes, the alteration is not melodious. Melodious for example, will be 
the alteration of the fourth echos into the second, because the intervals 
di ga bou are similar in common to both echoi.

The alteration of the first plagal to the second plagal will also be 
melodious because the notes ne pa and di ke are similar in both echoi, 
etc.
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FIFTH BOOK

CHAPTER I

On Melopœia

§.389. 

Melopœia is the power to create melos. We create melos not 
just by chanting different long known psalmodies, but also by invent-
ing and writing our own new mele pleasing to the listeners (§.12.). 
Melopœia, therefore, differs from melos-singing because the latter is 
the recitation of melos, while melopœia is a poetic state. Melopœia 
distinguishes three loci of sound, the mesoeiedes, the netoeides and 
the hypatoeides. The mesoeides proceeds from  to  higher, the 
netoeides ascends from  to , and the hypatoeides descends from 

 to  (§.111).
§.390. In old times they had three parts of melopœia: Lepsis, Mixis, 

and Chresis. By lepsis the melopœos found out on what locus to create 
the melody, i.e., whether to create it in the mesoeides, the netoeides or 
the hypatoeides. By mixis he was adapting to each other notes, regis-
ters, genera and echoi. Chresis was the varied working-out of melos.

§.391. Chresis had four kinds: Agoge, Ploke, Petteia and Toné. 
And Agoge [direction] had three kinds also: straight, declining and pe-
ripheral. Straight is the direction which ascends in succeeding notes, as

Declining is the direction that descends in succeeding notes, like

Peripheral is the direction that ascends diatonically and descends chro-
matically, like

 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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or vice versa.
§.392. Ploke drops the notes one after the other at the distance 

of two or more discontinuous intervals, projecting the lower ones or 
the higher first. As an example of the ploke, look at the discontinuing 
parallage (§.46).

§.393. Petteia is the attack occurring many times on one note, like
  

§.394. Toné is a lasting persistence on one note during more than 
one chronos, done in one pronunciation of sound, that is one tone, us-
ing one note. Toné, regardless if it occurs at the beginning of a melody, 
in the middle of it or towards its end, is notated with the pentaple, 
when six chronoi are spent, the tetraple, when the chronoi are five, etc. 
(§.119).

§.395. To these four kinds of Chresis, it is possible to be added by 
us, silence. Silence is when one chronos goes by between the notes of a 
melody, without pronunciation either in order to complete the rhythm 
or the meter, or for any other reason (§.119).

§.396. Ethe in melopœia were three, the diastaltic, the systaltic and 
the hesychastic. They were called ethe, because by them the state of the 
soul was observed and corrected. Diastaltic ethos is the one by which 
majesty and virile disposition of the soul, heroic deeds and related pas-
sions are expressed. Tragedy uses this ethos most and among the others, 
the ones that preserve this character. This ethos is idiosyncratic of our 
first and third echos.

§.397. Systaltic is the ethos by which the soul is driven to humility 
and to cowardly disposition. This state of soul fits to erotic passions, 
laments, compassions and the like. This ethos is idiosyncratic of our 
second echos and all the plagals except the barys.

§.398. Hesychastic is the one which is followed by serenity of the 
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soul and a state of freedom and peacefulness. It suits to hymns, pæans, 
songs of praise and the like. This ethos is idiosyncratic of our echos 
barys and our first echos.

§.399. Alteration is also considered in melopœia. Alteration is the 
transposition of something similar to a dissimilar place. It is distin-
guished in four kinds, of genus, of echos of system and of melopœia. 
Alteration of genus we do when from the diatonic we go to the chro-
matic or the enharmonic and vice versa. We do alteration of echos, 
when from one echos we go to another, we do alteration of system, 
when from the diapason we go to the pentachord or the tetrachord, 
and vice versa. We do alteration of melopœia when from the diastaltic 
we go to the systaltic or the hesychastic and vice versa. These are the 
most important conclusions about melopœia, drawn form the writings 
of the philosophers Aristoxenos, Euclid and Aristides, that have been 
preserved to our days.
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CHAPTER II

How Psalmodies Were Sung

§.400. 

The ecclesiastical musicians wrote and chanted the 
various kinds of psalmody on rhythms, according to which 
they executed the cheironomia, and invented mele suitable to their 
purposes. They also composed theses of musical neumes in order to 
write the synopsis of the piece to be chanted and deliver methodically 
their work to their students. And when their students composed mele, 
they imitated the manner of their teachers.9 This very much contrib-
uted to the preservation up to our days of the differences in the mele of 
the psalmody’s species.

§.401. Species of psalmody are the following: Anoixantaria, Kekra-
garia, Doxastika, Stichera, Dochai, Troparia, Apolytikia, Anastasima, 
Kathismata, Hypakoai, Antiphona, Polyeleoi, Pasapnoaria, Canons, 
Odæ, Heirmoi, Katabasiæ, Kontakia, Oikoi, Megalynaria, Exapos-
teilaria, Aenoi, Prosomœa, Idiomela, Heothina, Doxologies, Asmat-
ica, Mathemata, Typika, Makarismoi, Eisodika, Trishagia, Alleluaria, 
Cheroubika, Koinonika, Calophonic Heirmoi, etc.

§.402. These species of psalmody are reduced to four genera of me-
los: the old Sticheraric, the new Sticheraric, the Papadic and the Heir-
mologic. The old sticheraric melos is the one found in the Anastasima-
tarion, in old stichera and in the Doxastikon by Jacob. Therefore, on 
the sticheraric melos are chanted doxastika, stichera, anastasima, ænoi, 
prosomœa, idiomela and heothina.

§.403. The new sticheraric melos is the one found in the Anastasi-

9 “The teachers prior to us were in agreement with each other and with themselves, and differed 
in no way, following the model canon of science ... The gracefully named maistor Coucouzeles 
does not alter the stichera in his anagrammatisms, but follows them by step, although he was 
able too – indeed, he was much abler than today’s teachers – to compose his own mele, hav-
ing nothing in common to their model stichera. But, had he acted thusly, he would neither 
act correctly nor according to science. For this reason, he follows the path of the old stichera 
precisely and alters them, if at-all, obeying the rules of science. And whoever comes after him 
imitates in the katanyktika whomever was successful in this art before; and the same holds for 
the kratemata and the megalynaria.” Manuel Chrysaphes. 
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matarion by Petros the Peloponnesian. On this melos are chanted dox-
astika, stichera, anastasima, exaposteilaria, ænoi, prosomœa, idiomela, 
heothina, kathismata, antiphona and eisodika. 

§.404. The papadic melos is preserved in the koinonika and the 
cheroubika. On this melos are chanted anoixantaria, kekragaria, dochæ, 
polyeleoi, pasapnoaria, oikoi, megalynaria, asmatika, mathemata, ei-
sodika, trishagia, alleluaria, cheroubika and kratemata.

The doxologies, the verses of the polyeleoi, the “Μακάριος ἀνὴρ” 
and the like partake of both the new sticheraric and the papadic mele.

§.405. The heirmologic melos is the one found in the Heiromolo-
gion by Petros Byzantios. On this melos, consequently are chanted 
troparia, apolytikia, anastasima, kathismata, hypakoæ, antiphona, can-
ons, odæ, heirmoi, kontakia, megalynaria, exaposteilaria, ænoi, makar-
ismoi, verses of the “Θοῦ Κύριε” etc., doxologies, typika, eisodika and 
the katabasiae that are chanted in slower tempo. The calophonic heir-
mologion partakes of both the heirmologic and the papadic melos.

§.406. The mele mentioned were written with fifteen neumes for 
the notes, because besides the ten neumes discussed in §.27, the eccle-
siastical musicians made use of five more neumes, three ascending: the 
oxeia , the pelaston , the kouphisma  and two descend-
ing: the syndesmos  and the kratemohyporrhoon . 

§.407. They also used more hypostaseis than the ones mentioned in 
§.116 for the cheironomia and for the enrichment of melos. Here they 
are all, named and noted: Parakletike , Stavros , Epegerma , 
Synagma , Eso Thematismos , Exo Thematismos , Choreuma 

, Ouranisma , Seisma , Thes kai Apothes , The-
ma Haploun , Tromikon , Ekstrepton , Tromikon Synagma 

, Psephiston Synagma , Parakalesma , Heteron , 
Psephiston Parakalesma , Hemiphonon , Hemiphthoron , 
Enarxis , Kratema , Kylisma , Antikenokylisma , Ly-
gisma , Clasma , Xeron Clasma , Argosyntheton , 
Gorgosyntheton , Piesma , Bareia , Diple , Gorgon , Argon 

, Homalon , Psephiston , and Apodoma .
§.408. If one wishes to understand the melos written in the fifteen 

neumes mentioned and the hypostaseis enumerated, he may accom-
plish this by comparison. If, for example, he wants to learn what sound 
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did the kratemohyporrhoon notate, he has to take the koinonikon of 
Daniel in echos , notated in the old and the new method and he 
will easily find out by comparison. If he further wishes to learn how 
the sound of the ouranisma was produced, diatonically, he has to look 
at the “Τὴν παγκόσμιον δόξαν” of Chrysaphes how the words “πύλην, 
οὐρανὸς, Θεοῦ” are written by him and how by us. If he wishes to see 
how it was chromatically, he may look at the “Παρῆλθεν ἡ σκιὰ” at the 
word “ἔμεινας”. He could do the same for the psephiston parakalesma 
and all the rest, because the neumes and the hypostaseis we spoke 
about, change their capacity when they change note, as for example, 
the parakalesma which wrote one sound on note pa and another on 
note bou, etc.
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CHAPTER III

The Contemporary Way of Composing Mele

§.409. 

The ethos of the echos teaches today’s musicians to 
chant mele, either empirically, or artistically or scientifically. The 
ones that act empirically do not know the musical neumes or anything 
else among what is taught artistically or scientifically in music, but 
through much exercise and long practice, they obtain the facility and 
skill to chant troparia in any of the eight echoi proposed. A chanter 
chants empirically a troparion on the first echos, for example, and he is 
not in doubt that he is indeed chanting on the first echos nor does the 
audience think else wise, even if it includes scientifically trained musi-
cians. Nevertheless, they chant imperfectly because they do not write 
the chant with the musical neumes (§.6) and are unable to say it always 
in the same way, every time they wish to.

§.410. Those that chant artistically know the musical neumes and 
keep in their imagination, as far as their sense can judge, what they have 
been orally taught. When their nature has a gift for music, and if they 
do much exercise and training, they obtain the ability to write with 
musical neumes whatever chant they hear or imagine and to chant it 
always in the same exactly way, because they do chant artistically (§.7).

§.411. Those who chant scientifically know the musical neumes 
and keep in their imagination, as far as their intellect can judge, what 
they have been orally taught. They know the causes and reasons of the 
musical outcome. When their nature is musically gifted and they insist 
in exercise and training, they obtain the ability to invent chants, which 
have the power to move the soul of the auditor to whatever state they 
wish.10 They construct imposing melodies and use the neumes appro-
priately. Besides, as they are philosophers and men of high rank, they 

10 Terpander united with his melody the Lacedæmonians who were divided. Plut. Vol. II, p. 
1146. Diodor. Vol. II. p. 639.

Solon drove with his melody the Athenians to the island of Salamis etc. Plut. in Solon 
Vol. I
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compose their own verses, choosing words that fit to their aims. Thus, 
with the three powerful means, melody, rhythm and text, they accom-
plish every aim. Amphion inspires with his melody those that were 
building the walls of Thebes. Orpheus tames the wild beasts. Timo-
theos arms Alexander during a meal,11 etc.

§.412. To those that chant empirically we have nothing else to ad-
vise than to imitate as much as possible the ones that chant artistically 
or scientifically. If they wish any of their chants to be preserved, they 
could dictate it to some artistic musician to write it down, if he consid-
ers it worthy.

§.413. To those that chant artistically we advise, if the chanted 
piece is a prosomœon, to use the chant identical as preserved to us ei-
ther by Petros or by some other teacher or, at least, we advise him that 
his own chant does not deviate from the melody and the rhythm with 
which the teachers before him rendered the original prosomœon.

§.414. If it is idiomelon, he should take care primarily with the 
echos’ ethos and, after writing its martyria, to start the melody with 
the dominant notes. Whenever he comes across a comma in the words 
of the text, he should bring his melody to an imperfect cadence of the 
echos. Whenever he comes across a semicolon, he should bring the 
perfect cadence of the echos. Whenever he comes across a full-stop in 
the middle of the text, if it is at the end of a large period followed by 
another large period, he should do a perfect cadence; if it is the end of a 
short clause or of a regular clause followed by the same, he should bring 
an imperfect cadence. A final cadence he should only bring when the 
text ends and there follows a sermon by the priest. As an example, here 
is a text as composed by Petros:

The teacher of faith, and servant of speech, Andrew, let us 
praise; because he fishes from the sea’s bottom men and, 
holding in his hands the cross as a pen and destroying the 
power as an esparto, he drives back the souls from the fal-
lacy of the enemy and brings to God a well-accepted gift. 
Always faithful, let us praise him and the group of stu-
dents to Christ, to mediate so that He will be merciful to 
us the Day of Judgement.

11 Basil the Great, in his advice to the young.
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After the martyria of the echos, he starts the melody with the dom-
inant notes di and ne and brings an imperfect cadence on di on faith, 
then another imperfect on bou, on speech, then a perfect on praise, and 
all the rest is obeyed as we have said.

§.415. The master melopœos may also make use in his melos of a 
phthora, depending on the meaning of the text; but he should do it 
rarely, imitating Petros the Peloponnesian, who created many tropar-
ia without any phthora. Because frequent phthorae are evidence of a 
weakness of the melopœos, since he is not able to find much material 
in one echos and finds refuge in many. When he is to make a tying 
and a resolution of the phthora, he should look for what is pleasing to 
the listeners’ judgement and in agreement with melodious alteration 
(§.388). The same are also observed when one is asked to compose any 
other species of psalmody that belong in the chant of the new sticher-
arion (§.403).

§.416. In brief, this is the way that the skilful melopœos should cre-
ate mele on the new sticherarion. Now, we ask, how should he create 
mele of the old sticherarion? In our days, this is seldom required, be-
cause there exist stichera, doxastika and the rest composed by ancient 
musicians and one can make use of those. Nevertheless, in case one of 
the melopœoi, wishes to create such a melos, we advise him to do a lot 
of exercise and training and investigation in the old sticherarion and, 
drawing from it, to adapt the old mele on the words of his text, as up 
to now, foreign mele have not been introduced in the old sticherarion 
and he need not become the leader of such a forgery. When he bor-
rows the mele and interprets them into our method, he should take 
them entire, not truncated, and observe by comparison the way the 
neumes mentioned in §22 and §407, and the hypostaseis (§.118. §.126, 
§.407) were used in old times. If at the beginning we did not approve 
of the ancient value of all the neumes and all the hypostaseis, it was 
because we wanted the elementary only, but the melopœos wishing to 
work with all of them, is advised to give them much attention and, 
by comparison, to penetrate deep into them and understand how they 
were used by our fathers. Then, after he discovers their interpretation 
he should use them, depending on the requirements. Then, he will be 
able to hope that he too is composing a melody out of ecclesiastical 
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theses, delivered by our fathers.
§.417. Chanting on the papadika is of great demand today and es-

pecially for the cheroubika and the koinonika. The melopœos should 
know that after the martyria of the melody, starts a rhythmless melody 
which is like a prelude. In it the direction of the echos is indicated both 
in ascent and descent. Next, a perfect cadence is done on the ison of 
the echos. This kind of melody is called parakletike, because ancient 
melopœoi expressed such a melody with the paraklitike, which was 
originally written . 

§.418. The melopœos draws most of the material from the melo-
dies left by old musicians on the same poems. He is greatly helped to 
this by frequent reading and study of old works, which he is able to 
do by comparison. Because, after obtaining the knowledge of the in-
terpretation of many neumes and hypostaseis, and the ability to adapt 
them on different notes, he can easily use them repeatedly without be-
ing accused of being tautologous. Daniel used eleven times the krate-
mohyporrhoon in one koinonikon on the echos . Petros used six 
times the pelaston in the koinonikon “Σωτηρίαν εἰργάσω”. The newly 
notated piece should be – or, at least, appear to be – an invention of 
the melopœos because it is not enough to draw chants from others and 
use them beyond measure, but the melopœos too should have some 
material invented recently either by him or by others in some other 
mele. He should though use this material in a different way in order to 
distinguish the original melos. Because at times some new mele appear 
even some new scales. And if he has not any original melos, he should 
not attempt to do a new chant, but use the ready made.12 

§.419. The mele may be extended by restatement, repetition, imi-
tation of the meaning, alteration and restitution. Restatement is to do 
the ascent or the descent of a melody with the same thesis.13 Thus, Pet-
ros in the koinonikon “Ἀνέβη ὁ Θεὸς ἐν ἀλαλαγμῷ” ascends from ne to 
di with restatement. In the “Ἐπεφάνη ἡ χάρις τοῦ Θεοῦ” of echos , 
he applies restatement on Ἐπεφάνη twice, and on σωτήριος, he uses the 
first restatement twice and the two following, many times.

12 “As the musicians, who do not use only what they are taught, but try to create others. And 
indeed, among musicians, novelty and originality flourish”. Xenophon. Cyr. Educ. Book I, 
50.
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§.420. Repetition is to apply twice a thesis or a whole melodic pe-
riod on the same notes, which is very ususal in the old mathemata and 
kratemata. Repetition was also used by protopsaltes Ioannes at the be-
ginning of the kratema of the doxastikon of the polyeleos in echos .

§.421. Imitation of meaning is to give a high pitch melody to 
meanings enclosing height – like heaven, mountain – with low pitch 
melody those meaning something low – like earth, abyss, hell – with 
joyful sound meanings that enclose joy – like paradise, victory – and 
with morose sound meanings of sadness – like death, condemnation 
etc.

§.422. Alteration is the transposition of something similar to a 
dissimilar place. There are four kinds of alteration: of genus, of echos, 
of system and of melopœia. Alteration of genus is when we pass from 
the diatonic genus to the chromatic or the enharmonic and vice versa. 
Alteration of echos is when we pass from one echos to another (§.415 
and §.377). Alteration of the system is when from the diapason we 
pass to the pentachord or the tetrachord and vice versa. Alteration of 
melopœia is when from the diastaltic ethos we pass to the systaltic or 
the hesychastic and vice versa.

§.423. Restitution is to compose for all the endings of the text’s 
periods one cadence, the melody of which extends to two or three 
four-beat measures, in the new sticherarion and up to several metres 
in the papadike, as in “Τὰς ἑσπερινὰς ἡμῶν εὐχὰς”, the ἅγιε κύριε, the 
ἄφεσιν ἁμαρτιῶν, and the ἐν κόσμῳ τὴν ἀνάστασιν, and in the cherou-
bikon by Petros the Peloponnesian who composed the εἰκονίζοντες, the 
προσάδοντες and the μέριμναν with the thesis .

§424. Since in the text of the cheroubika and the koinoika there is 
no final or mid full-stop, but only commas, the perfect cadences occur 
at the commas, the imperfect at the end of the words and the final, at 
the end of the Alleluia. As an example, see the cheroubikon by Petros 
mentioned. When, however, the melismas of the cheroubika are very 
extended, it is permitted to have perfect cadences where there is not 

13 By thesis it is meant here the melody of one or at most two meters or rhythms. Period is the 
melody of many, at least two meters.
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even a comma. The same holds for the koinonikon when it has many 
words, like the 

Ὁ τρώγων μου τὴν σάρκα, καὶ πίνων μου τὸ αἷμα, ἐν ἐμοὶ 
μένει, κᾀγὼ ἐν αὐτῶ, εἶπεν ὁ Κύριος. [Whoever eats my 
flesh and drinks my blood dwells continually in me and I 
dwell in him, said the Lord.]

But when the koinonikon has three only words, then on each oc-
curs a perfect cadence. It should be known that the perfect and final 
cadences are done as determined in each echos, but the imperfect are at 
the will of the melopœos.

§.425. Melopœia on the heirmologic melos is very seldom de-
manded today, because most of the mele that would be composed on it, 
are prosomœa, while the rest, the ones composed by the teachers Petros 
the Peloponnesian and Petros Byzantios, are in fast tempo (because, 
indeed, the heirmologika might be in fast as well as in slow tempo, but 
the sticheraric mele are in slow tempo only). If it is required to com-
pose ænoi and hesperia on the heirmologic melos, you should observe 
what is said about the heirmologic melos in the instructions about each 
echos and compose accordingly. If, for example, you wish to compose 
on the heirmologion, Τὰς ἐσπερινὰς ἡμῶν εὐχὰς, because the difference 
of the heirmologic to the sticheraric melos lies in the first echos, on the 
dominant notes, the cadences and the tempo, as made clear in §.321, 
you should start with pa, do the imperfect cadence on di, the perfect 
on pa, and in the course of the entire melody, hang around the domi-
nant notes pa and di. You have a good example of this in the heirmo-
logic chant of Petros Τὰς ἐσπερινὰς ἡμῶν εὐχὰς. At times you could have 
an imperfect cadence on ga, which pre-announces a final or perfect at 
the end of the troparion or the verse, as is obvious in the heirmologic 
doxology of Petros.

§.426. Standing at the highest rank of vocal art, the calophonic 
heirmologion, requires that the melopœos is an expert of many mele 
and the entire calophonic heirmologion and that he is perfectly trained 
in psalmody. Petros Pereketes, who composed more mele of this kind 
than any other before him, was the only successful with this kind of 
chant and no one before or after him had an equal success. Whoever, 
therefore, wants to compose a calophonic heirmos on his example, 
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after becoming a melopœos such as we described, he should observe 
the manner and the emphasis that he alone applied in his heirmoi and 
then, he will be able to compose according to the taste of his century.

§.427. In this kind of melos, it is usual to alter the tempo more 
frequently, to elect the material as said (§.418), to extend the melos as 
mentioned (§.419), rarely, to make use of a phthora and to accelerate 
the tempo of the melody from high towards low pitch and the reverse; 
also, to seek an ethos inclining to softness and joy and make the novelty 
obvious, as peculiar to one heirmos and absent in the rest.

§.428. After the heirmos, follows a kratema the melody of which 
has similarities with that of the heirmos and its tempo is twice as fast. 
As the words of the kratema are meaningless, the melody should have 
the ability to inspire the listener with the passion intended. After the 
kratema, comes the epiphonema, which is an heirmos the melody of 
which is similar, to some degree, to the previous one, but shorter.

§.429. This is how a master composes in the four genera of me-
los (§.402). When some empirical chanter sings a melody in order 
that a master musician writes it down in musical neumes, the empiri-
cal chanter should repeat the same melody twice and thrice, and the 
master should take care to find, first the echos of the melody and sec-
ond, its tempo. The echos may be found out from its four components 
(§.301); the tempo, from those among the syllables of the melos that 
spend short chronoi, because it is easier to determine the long chronoi 
based on the short, than to determine the short based on the long.

§.430. The empirical musician repeats a fragment of the melody 
once and twice until the master understands it, notates it and writes 
the martyria. Then, the empirical musician says another fragment 
of the melody and then some more of the remaining, until the artist 
writes the entire melody in sections. Next, the empirical musician sings 
the entire melody and the master musician revises what is notated and 
corrects the errors.

§.431. Finally, what has been notated is tested by the master mu-
sician who sings its parallage, because if there is an error of one tone 
lower or higher, it is found with the parallage. A still better and more 
reliable test is done with some instrument, because thus, one could find 
an error even of a semitone or a quartertone.
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CHAPTER IV

On Musical Instruments

§.432. 

As Daniel, the prophet, although taught the wisdom of the 
Chaldeans, did not the least harm holy and sacred preaching, thus, 
when a music lover acquires the knowledge of some musical instru-
ment and its execution, if he wants to gather the useful only like the 
bees and to avoid the sacrilege use of the instrument, he does not harm 
sacred psalmody, but strengthens his musical knowledge, as a musician 
might look with his eyes on the instrument what the voice does in the 
larynx and the mouth invisibly. Furthermore, the errors that happen 
to escape the perception of the intellect when one composes with the 
voice only are revealed on an instrument and may be observed.

§.433. Among musical instruments some are wind, some stringed 
and other percussive, Wind instruments are the aulos, hydraulis, trans-
verse aulos, photinx, syrinx, salpinx, gaita etc. String instruments are 
the lyre, kithara, kinyra, spadix, pandouris, phorminx, piktis, sam-
byke, lekis, trigonon, canonion, santur, harpsichord, etc. Percussive are 
the tympani and the like on which high and low pitch is not distin-
guished.14 

§.434. The percussive are rhythmic instruments and please the 
sense of hearing with rhythm. The wind and string instruments are 
melodic and dispose the sense with melody. Among the melodic in-
struments, some are played in single notes and some in many notes. In 
many notes are played the kinnyra, the canonion, the kithara, the gaita, 
the santur, the harpsichord.15 

§.435 [436]. Among the melodic instruments, the pandouris is 
the easiest to teach with; on it the tones, the semitones and, simply, 
every interval is perceived more clearly. It is also called pandoura and 
phandouros and among us, tambura or tambur. It has two parts, the 
body and the neck, on which the tones and semitones are fretted as 
said (§.63 and §.64). It has three strings, and the first gives the di , the 
second, the ga  and the third, the pa . The frets of the tones being 
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movable, they can be fixed according to the music prevailing in every 
nation. The way we do the frets of the tones, the echoi of the diatonic 
and the enharmonic genera sound completely, but those of the chro-
matic genus do not. Therefore, when accuracy is demanded from the 
frets of the tones, there should be as many pandourides as there are 
genera and systems in music, that is, six, and one should make the frets 
of each instrument according to them.

§.436. The aulos comes second in the instruction of music, because 
it represents the tones with the holes and it is not possible to remake 
or remove them according to our need or the need of the music of for-
eign nations as it was said about the pandouris. The auloi are divided 
into straight and transverse, depending on their application. And their 
kinds are many, but two are the most perfect and regular transverse au-
loi: the Arabic, called in Turkish ney, an the European called in French 
flûte traversière. The Arabic gives ne and the European, di, so that the 
Arabic transverse aulos is a fifth below the European. The notes emit-

14 “Besides the wind and stringed instruments there are others that produce noise only like the 
crembala, which when touched with the fingers, give a shrill noise.” Athen. Deipn.

These are called in everyday language, or better said, in Turkish, davuls, kiosia , dumb-
eleks, tefs, dageredes etc.

The instrument called in Turkish dumbelek is made of a hollow wood in the shape of a 
cone. It is covered with skin that is smooth and dry. No holes are made to it. It is played beaten 
with two small sticks. What is called in Turkish kiosi, differs from the dembelek in size, as the 
kiosi is the larger of all the percussive instruments. It is said that there exists a kiosi inside of 
which are numerous small dumbeleks that resound with the sound of the kiosi. The kiosi is 
covered with a thick skin scratched to smoothness.

What in Turkish is called davul is an instrument made of hollow wood in the shape of 
a cylinder, covered on both ends with smooth, dry skins that have no holes. It is played by 
beating the right end with a thick wood specially shaped and the left end, with a special thin 
stick. The one called tef, looks like half a davul and is an instrument made of hollow wood of 
cylindrical shape, covered on one end only with dry and smooth skin that has no holes. When 
played, it is held with the left hand and beaten with the palm of the right hand and the fingers 
of both hands. It is very customary in dances of beasts. The one called dageres is similar to the 
tef mentioned, except that this is covered with the bladder of the ox or similar thin skins. It 
has some little bronze wheels at the sides, which make a bell noise when the dageres is beaten; 
it is used by the singers that the Ottomans call Hanende.

15 The gaita, that in our days is very much in use among the inhabitants of Turkish Europe, is an 
instrument made of a skinbag, filled with air through a wooden pipe thrust in the neck of the 
bag. At the two behind legs of the skin are thrust two pipes, one of which has no holes and 
gives the pa, and the other has seven holes above and one below and gives the ascent and the 
descent of melody with the fingers. The canon, the santur and the harpsichord are polychords 
and every string gives one pitch, and we do not intend to speak about them.
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ted by the Arabic transverse aulos are on the trochos. They are the 
 which means that one same hole emits pa and ke 

with different blowing. The notes emitted by the European transverse 
aulos are on the diapason; they are , 
which means that from one same hole with different blowing are emit-
ted ke and Ke.

§.437. The lyre sounds every genus and every system completely 
and perfectly, because the tones are not delimited and thus one is per-
mitted to delimit and use them in every possible way, according to his 
needs. For this reason, however, it is not suitable for the instruction of 
music to beginners, as the musical intervals are not delimited and are 
invisible as they are in our body machine. We distinguish three kinds 
of lyres: the three-stringed, very much enjoyed by contemporary com-
mon Greeks, the four-stringed, most in use by Europeans, who call it 
with the French name violon, and the seven-stringed with which the 
contemporary noble Greeks and Ottomans exaggerate in sweetness 
and which in Turkish is called keman.
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CHAPTER V

The Dispositions of the Auditors of Music

§.438. 

That much we advice whomever chants artistically, be-
lieving that it is enough to give him the elements of melopœia. To the 
one that composes scientifically, aiming to rise the soul of the auditors 
to some passion, we say that he should know beforehand how his audi-
tors are disposed to music. Because there are people who have a natural-
ly bad constitution for music, who cannot distinguish a tone, a rhythm 
or a meter, and to whom music, even the most popular mele, sounds 
like buzzing or a horn call. We imagine that to them music is annoy-
ing noise, often a biting one, since they are unable to feel the slightest 
enjoyment or other psychic passion. The musician, therefore, is more 
pleasing to them when he silences than when he chants, because their 
sense of hearing is stiffen. Nevertheless, there are many others who have 
a naturally good constitution for music, who can distinguish tones, 
rhythms etc. The musicians may find these listeners disposed usually 
in three different ways. The musician should give mele suitable and ap-
propriate to each one of these dispositions in order to please, if pos-
sible, everybody, since this is the primary aim of a musician.

§.439. First is the disposition of those people, who due to their 
nature or of lack of exposure to and knowledge of music, are not in the 
same state as the ones with stiffen hearing, but they get little moved by 
mele that are efficacious and have good rhythm. They get pleasure in 
simple rhythms or in measures clearly divided, in well-distinguished 
echoi and in one genus only, the diatonic. In this disposition we find 
common people and especially sailors and craftsmen.

For those the melopœos should not look for long rhythms and me-
ters that encompass over fourteen chronoi or for chromatic and varied 
melodies, but he should use rhythms of few beats, meters of two, three 
or four chronoi, vivid, enjoyable and animated echoi, able to move men 
who are not sufficiently refined by nature or by knowledge through ex-
posure. He should mostly use netoeides rather than hypatoeides notes, 
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that is, high rather than low. It is also good that the musician tells them 
before chanting the rhythms and the echoi, as they will be easier felt 
when the listeners learn and get used to them beforehand. These peo-
ple prefer the most noisy instruments to the fine sounding ones and 
high-pitched to low-pitched.

§.440. Second is the disposition of some specialists and amateurs 
of music, who are no little stirred with a usual melos, but are extremely 
affected when they hear a new chant, one that they never heard before. 
Then, they become possessed by it like Ulysses when he was sailing in 
his boat among the Sirens. But, what happens to them when they hear 
mele that are well constructed, with rhythmical interest and inclining 
to joy! And what satisfaction do they get when such mele are chanted 
with brilliant, sharp voice, accompanied with a seven-stringed lyre, a 
three-stringed pandouris, a transverse aulos and a small tympanum, 
that is, a dumbelek!16 

To such people the musicians should offer mele that are grave and 
long, using most the chromatic among the genera, but with transposi-
tions to the diatonic and the enharmonic. Among the tones, he should 
use most the hypatoeides rather than the netoeides. As for the echoi, he 
should choose the ones that the text’s meaning demands and need dic-
tates. The rhythms should be extensive and composed of many beats. 
The instruments applied should be those that emit the notes gently, 
freely and which strike the ear faintly.

§.441. Third disposition is the one of some people who like one 
echos only and prefer it to all the rest, who like one instrument only 
and wish to hear only this. This is the result of prejudice, of knowledge 
and custom. Usually, however, they do not remain in such a disposi-
tion until the end, because age and the events of daily life are able to 
remove one disposition and to introduce some other. With regard to 
this, it is said that the two chromatic echoi suit to the young, the four 

16 For people with such a disposition it is not good to heighten their musical inclination and 
knowledge to the highest degree, because from passionate lovers of music, they undoubtedly 
end up to unrestricted critics. They consider any melos, no matter how it is, excellent music, 
and they also find deficient the notes of even the most correct and precise tones. They become 
unable thus to get even one tiny part of the enjoyment they would otherwise get from music, 
because the extreme sensitivity makes them, at the very end, insensitive.
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diatonic, to adults, and the two enharmonic, to the old.17 Concern-
ing such partial likings, the following is also said: Some echoi appear 
suitable to be heard in spring, others in summer, others in autumn and 
others in winter. It is still said that some echoi are agreeable in the day, 
some at night, some in the morning, some at noon and others in the 
evening. To such people it is the duty of the musician to offer mele 
after he has realized which are the ones that please them, because thus, 
he will be able to use echoi, tones, rhythms and instruments that please 
them naturally. To conclude, it is their natural inclination that should 
instruct the melopœos what he has to do.

§.442. It is not necessary that one is a music specialist in order to 
feel joy when hearing a pleasing melos. It only suffices that he has a 
good sense of hearing. The love, the desire or the knowledge that ac-
company music, might increase the pleasure, but they do not complete 
it, quite the opposite, they sometimes decrease it, because art harms 
nature. Music is, in a way, a chain of tones that are more or less apart 
from each other, depending on some rules that every human being 
with a good organism knows by birth, because the tones refer to the 
organization of our bodily machine and depend either on the disposi-
tion and orderly movements of the ear’s fibres or on the love we have 
by nature for some methodical order. For this reason there should exist 
some analogy between the ear, the tones and the rhythms, as in music 
there is at times an hypatoeides area the tones of which it is impos-
sible to please the ear, and also a netoeides area that is impossible for 
the musician to apply without causing some annoying feeling.18 So, if 
the musician makes use of as much ascent and descent as the human 
voice can usually produce with little effort, he does not deviate from 
the analogy between the tones and the ear.

17 “There are also some preferences of certain melodic species, depending on the sex and the age, 
as children want joy, women, sadness, and older people want enthusiasm.” Aristides Quint. 
Book II, 67.

18 Ancient Greeks, starting with the proslambanomenos, ascended up to the nete hyperbolæon 
(§.221), where they stopped. They accepted no ascent above the diapason, as Nicomachos 
Gerasenos reports: “They did not accept the human voice to descend below these chords to 
what they called horn-sounds, coughing, senseless, inarticulate and unmusical sounds nor did 
they accept high sounds similar to crowing and wolf howling, sounds unable to be composed, 
to fit anywhere or to produce consonance with other sounds.” Aristides, Book II, 35.
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§.443. When the melopœos combines tones that are between 
these two disagreeable extremes, with each other, it is good that this 
combination is such that nearly every listener will easily understand 
the relation of the tones to each other, because this is what leads to 
the liking of a melody, that is founded upon the facility of the ear to 
comprehend it. 

§.444. The melopœos should construct the rhythms are meters 
clearly, easily divisible and with orderly progress. Indeed, the only way 
that human beings may in any way be affected by music, is by compre-
hending these mechanisms, as the body of the listener, submitted to 
them, desires to conform with the body of the musician with move-
ments of the legs, the hands or the head, movements that happen auto-
matically, without attention or will, like if the members of the body are 
dragged by the force of music.
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CHAPTER VI

The Use of Music

§.445. 

Before the melopœos starts to create a melos, there should 
pre-exist some aim in his mind, or he should conceive one, because,

       Everything that moves, moves because of itself.
Since the use of music refers most to the following three, hymnology, 
human pleasure and various utilizations of illogical animals, hymnol-
ogy gives to the melopœos the aim to arouse in the auditors’ souls with 
awe and love of God.1 There exist many examples of this aim of music; 
we enumerated them (§.401) together with our advice, as poor as our 
ignorance was able to provide. Homer wishing to demonstrate the use 
of music in hymnology, says:

 And the Achaic youths, in order
 To appease the god with singing,
 Chant all day long a beautiful pæan. 
§.446. In the use of music for human pleasure, two ideas are dis-

tinguished, the logic and the illogic. Logic refers to the affections of 
the soul (§.189 and 369); illogic refers to the affections of the body, 

1 “Having attributed the origin of music to God, as is our duty, our vocation being to chant 
in the holy church, let as glorify with compunction God, the invisible present. Because as it 
is said, the spiritual songs of the angelic and archangelic orders, those honey pouring siren 
songs, were handed over to the church complete. And as they appear before God with fear 
and devotion, praising him unceasingly in many different ways, one singing loud ‘Holy God, 
Holy powerful, Holy immortal, have mercy on us’, the other ‘Alleluia’, another ‘Sanctus Sanc-
tus Sanctus Dominus Sabaoth’, some other ‘We praise thee. We bless thee etc.’ and another 
something else. And as they perform their duty glorifying and praising the creator, thus we, 
following them and competing with each other, should stand in awe and terror and great 
piousness, singing together the holy songs in meaningful and meaningless words. Because the 
wise God-instructed men described the church as heaven, and thus do they call it. Because 
the terere and the tototo and the tititi and the nenannane and the rest are said to be made on 
the image of the angelic doxologies of meaningful and meaningless words. Because even the 
words that seem meaningless, convey something. And it is said: observe what you represent 
and you sing. Otherwise, how will you defend yourself to the judge, oh man, being of a fluid 
and dissolving nature? So, the terere is produced from τήρει ῥοῦ [observe the flow] the tototo 
from τότε τότε [then, then], the tititi from τὶ τίνι [what whose]”. I found these written in some 
musical grammar, but they are taken from what Ioannes of Damascus has said on the subject.
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bringing to it alterations analogous to the reactions it causes to lifeless 
bodies.2 So, these ideas give to the melopœos an aim either opposite 
or enhancing of the prevailing affection. So that logic, when merri-
ment prevails, if aiming at the opposite, produces sadness; if aiming 
to enhance it, it brings even more merriment. Likewise, the opposite 
aim of sadness is enjoyment; of slackness, vigour; of concern, solace; 
of lament, compassion; of love, good sense; of exhaustion, comfort, of 
enraging, taming; of wrath, calm,3 etc. The aim to enhance affections 
is fully obvious.

2 The notes are transmitted to the ear through the air, set into motion by sound; through the 
ear they are further transmitted to the soul, by which they are distinguished. Because music 
acts through the air, I do not consider it pointless to expose here the ideas of certain philoso-
phers who wrote about the occurrences in the air caused by sound (§.278), since it will thus 
be understood how music acts on lifeless bodies as well.

The notes, or simply the sounds, thin out the air. During great celebrations with crowds 
of people were invocating loudly, it happened that birds flying in the air were falling. So, the 
soldiers made use of this in order to catch pigeons sent from one besieged city to another, 
because surface communication was not possible, in order to inform each other on their situ-
ation. Also, it is observed daily that clouds dissolve from the sound of bells and the thunder 
of canons. Lightning also ceases, or rather goes away from churches and from planes with 
many people shouting. You should however know that these effects become disastrous, even 
to human beings, if used untimely, that is, when the clouds are not beyond the sound’s sphere; 
because the sound moves the air spreading it spherically.

It is for this reason also that the air carries the attack of the notes to the surrounding bod-
ies, even those far away from the source emitting the sound or the chanter. One can indeed see 
in churches or theatres that the flames of candles, the smoke and the corpuscles elevated from 
the earth and seen in the straight lines of the sun’ s rays entering through any small window, 
vibrate in accord with the melodies and the rhythm. To this effect, however, the chanters 
should keep their mouths close to each other.

Air is inhaled into the body; it is swallowed and, being absorbed, enters in all our liquids. 
Then it is collected, as it is, with all its elements in the stomach, the intestines, the chest, 
especially between the ribs and the lungs, whence it is called enthoracic air. This inserted 
air, pressed to balance with the outer air affected by sound, exerts alterations on all the parts 
mentioned, affecting thus the body. And one may well imagine what huge alterations feels the 
body influenced by a liquid of such affinity to its own substance.

If it is permitted to us to mix suppositions with facts, the nervous liquid’s nature is 
thought to be similar to that of the air. And if it is so, then all those forces should affect a 
body gifted with precise sense organs, with great power; especially, with the pleasant feeling, 
the delight that constitutes music’s main end. It follows therefore that the body is no little 
affected by music.

The air vibrating by the sound of a string puts into motion a string of the same note. This 
means (says Aristides, Book II, 107.) “If we have two strings of the same note on one kithara 
and attach a small light reed on one of them and pluck the other, stretched at a distance, we 
will see the one baring the reed to move vividly sympathetically.”
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Also, if one has two lyres not much apart in a room tuned in unison, and plays with one 
lyre, the other will emit the same sounds. In the past century this was observed among others 
by some Georgios, a blind of Greek origin, highly experienced in Ottoman music. He made 
the seven stringed lyre that we call violin and the Ottomans, keman, that was four stringed 
before him. At a close distance, below the strings stopped, he attached seven more metallic 
strings that make with their accompaniment, the instrument’s sound much more sweet.

Kircher says too that he had in a room a many stringed instrument and that he heard one 
of its strings sounding very distinctly all the sounds of the bell of the neighbouring church.

If one fills up with water or some other liquid glasses of the same dimensions and manu-
facture, placed close together, and rubs the edge of one of them with his fingers, the water in 
this one glass as well as all the rest, will be agitated. In this experiment that Kricher was the 
first to conduct, it is also observed, that the thinner the liquids, the greater their agitation in 
the glasses, so that the wine’s spirit is agitated more and the wine less, and the water even less.

When we consider that the human body is composed of fibres more or less stretched and 
of liquids of varied substance, we have conclusively to accept that music has the power to 
bring upon the body’s fibres the same results it brings on the strings of nearby instruments.

All the fibres of the human body are set into motion
The more stretched and thinner they are, the more they vibrate
The ones in unison with the sound keep their motion longer.
Music has also the same results on the liquids of the body, as those on the water in the 

glasses.
All the liquids contained in the body are agitated.
Their agitation is proportional to the thinness of their particles.
The neuroid liquid, if such a liquid exists, is more affected by the note; the lymphatic, less. 

If this is so, then it is not necessary that the fibres are set to motion when a stringed or wind 
instrument is played.

3 Achilles used music as a means to subdue the wrath he felt against Agamemnon (since he was 
also taught music by the most wise Cheiron), as said by Homer:

He was delighting his mind with a bright phorminx
Beautifully crafted with a silver cross-bar,
A plunder from the city of Eetion
Destroyed by him.
He cheered himself with this instrument
Singing the glorious deeds of men.
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§.447. In the illogical, opposite aim is, when the body is ill to heal 
it, enhancing aim is to increase the illness.4 The very idea of music, to 
say it simply, augments the appetite,5 strengthens the circulation of the 
blood, and enables the members of the body to resist while dancing,6 in 
marches and toil;7 it also brings sleep, irritates wounds, heals epileptic 
diseases,8 soothes the pains of sciatica,9 heals the bite of the poisonous 
spider.10 In relation to this, Aristeides too says (Book II, 64): 

There is certainly no action among men that is carried out 
without music. Sacred hymns and offerings are adorned 
with music, private feasts and urban celebrations exult 
in it, wars and long marches are aroused and subdued 
through music. Sailing and rowing and the heaviest 
among labours get lighter, as music becomes the relief of 
toil.

4 Mead reports the following extravagant result of music, a reliable witness of which, he was 
himself: “A musician had a dog that was extremely disgusted with one sound, hearing it with 
the utmost detest. Whenever this sound was played, the dog was distressed, it barked and 
groaned showing uneasiness and extremely bad temper. Wishing to amuse himself but also 
to find out what would happen, the musician started playing the said sound, repeating it fre-
quently and spending a long time doing this. The dog, like mad shaked many times, then fell 
down with spasms and died.

5 It is said that music affects the appetite of healthy people greatly, exciting and sharpening 
them, in a way, and motivating auditors to behave insatiably and with no restrain in entertain-
ments. Some generals report that soldiers spend more time and eat more greedily, under the 
sounds of the auloi. The Arabs said that that music fattens them. Even our rulers eat under the 
concords of musical instruments. And Homer says: “The Gods had a phorminx to keep them 
company during the banquet.”

6  We see this happening every day. A man who does not love dancing, not even for one hour, 
because of the exaggerated laziness that distinguishes him, and who has neither a good voice 
nor the ability to play an instrument, if provoked by a melody of his taste, will spend the entire 
night dancing without feeling fatigue. Such heartening and strengthening, and also, music’s 
power to stop horrors, to calm down anger, to prevent and obstruct the desires following 
drunkenness, might be the reason why musicians sing after a meal, at the dessert, when people 
eat less and drink more, and most important, they drink various kinds of wine.

7 Amphion made lighter the effort of the builders during the construction of the walls of The-
bes. Musical instruments such as lyres, auloi, trumpets, kitharæ, drums, cymbals etc., have 
always been and still are used in military camps. It seems that music serves soldiers not only 
by inspiring them courage, daring and endurance against the enemy, but also by preventing 
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anxiety and fear to take hold of them. Also music helps soldiers to march in rhythm, to accel-
erate or diminish their speed and to conduct all military movements that are variably altered. 
Music lightens also the fatigue of a tiresome march.

8 When one chants or plays a musical instrument by the water, there appears short of wrinkling 
on the water’s surface, very remarkable. For the same cause, it is said that deafness might occur 
from an unexpected loud thunder, as well as spasm, madness fits and symptoms of epilepsy. 
Besides, wounds get irritated, as surgeons in military camps say that wounds suffered in war, 
deteriorate so long as the war goes on and the wounded hear the thundering of the canons.

It is also evident that music heals epileptic diseases, from the fact that the periods of mad-
ness or depression suffered by Saul, did not cease but with David’s music. Chrysippe says that 
the playing of the aulos is an excellent treatment for epilepsy and the sciatica. Asclepiades 
believed that there is no medicine more convenient than music to treat madmen and those 
suffering from any mental diseases. This opinion has been proved with many experiments, 
some of which we hereby report.

Two madmen were completely healed with the music of many instrumental sounds that 
they were persistently asking for. (Histoire de l’Ac.roy. des sciences, ann. 1707. p.7). It is inter-
esting that the symptoms of their illness soothed when the music went on and started again 
to increase when the music stopped.

Bourdelot reports that a doctor healed the wife of one of his friends from madness, by 
bringing musicians secretly in her bedroom and ordering them to play three times a day melo-
dies suiting to her moods. Histoire de la Musique Chap. 11j, pg. 48. There, he also refers to 
one instrumentalist who was saved from violent phrenitis in a short time, with vocal and in-
strumental music performed by friends at his home. He also tells us about a certain sovereign, 
who was deliberated from a horrible depression, by music.

Wilhelm Albrecht says that, having tried every possible treatment, he healed, the same 
way, with music, a person suffering from depression. He ordered that a little song be per-
formed continuously during one of the violent fits of the illness. The little song awaking and 
amusing the patient, brought him laughter, and thus the paroxysm was over. affectu Musique 
§.314.  A maiden suffering from hysteria, had tried all treatments with no result. A pharmacist 
fired unexpectedly a gun close to her bed, causing such a violent motion to her body, that the 
paroxysm was immediately dissolved, never to appear again.

9 Theophrastos too, in his treatise on enthusiasm, relates that music heals illnesses. He says that 
playing the aulos on the phrygian mode, makes healthy those suffering from sciatica.” Athen,. 
Deipn.

Of what has been said in the first footnote of §.138, it is not difficult to find out the causes 
of healing with music of such illnesses as sciatica, feet-pains, hysteria and the other diseases of 
the nerves: music acts upon the fibers of the acoustical nerves and through the links and joints 
of these nerves, it affects the entire body mechanism.

Theophrastos was using the phrygian mode to soothe the pains of sciatica. Bonnet says 
that he saw himself someone suffering from arthritis to recover completely with music. Des-
sault believes that music is beneficial in consumption too. Dissert. sur la Musique.

10 In the days of Galien music was used against the biting of vipers, scorpions and the spider 
of Puile, at Galien’s order. Dessault, an excellent doctor of hospitals, says that he used music 
beneficially for the biting of rabid dogs. Finally it has been shown that music heals from the 
biting of the poisonous spider; this is achieved when it incites the patient to dancing; when it 
does not, it is not effective. Anth. Gaz. Arch.

The inhabitants of America use music nearly in all illnesses, in order to bring courage and 
strength to the patient and dissolve thus, the fear and the resulting grief. Because often, these 
are more disastrous than the illness itself. When Elizabeth was dying, she asked for musi-
cians to come by her, because she wanted to move away through music, the fearful thought 
of death.
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The possibilities mentioned, that introduce music to medicine, 
were initiated by Pythagoras, who was the first to investigate the sub-
ject; by Theophrastos, who applied music in the treatment of sciatica; 
by Hieron king of Sicily, who recovered from illness a perfect musi-
cian;11 by Ptolemæos the second, who getting accustomed to the music 
played by his side, while ill, turned to a musician; and by Homer, who 
says:

 “With the incantation the black blood was controlled”
Recently many experiments have been conducted and disserta-

tions written on this subject. Baglivi, among others, published a special 
treatise.12 

§.448. Because illogical animals too are enchanted by music, de-
pending on the relation of their organism to human beings, some 
species of animals distinguish certain sounds, voices or instruments, 
and some, distinguish others, as shown hereafter. The musician should 
choose in this case too what is useful and apply it befittingly. Because, 
the horses and the deer are attracted by the syrinx and the aulos, the 
bustard is enchanted by rhythm, the crabs by the photinx, and the her-
ring comes up on the surface with any melody or loud noise.

Deer and horses listen to the syrinx and the aulos, The 
bustard is trapped, being enchanted by music; it looks 
like dancing joyfully and rhythmically, struggling to keep 
its shoulders beautiful. At the sound of the photinx, the 
crabs are driven off their holes and run. It is said that the 
herring also comes up on the surface when there is singing 
and clapping and then, it gives up.13 

The parrot and the canary are so fond of music that they are even 
taught some melodies. Let us see with what joy and attention the ca-
nary listens to the melody of the serinette (a musical instrument by 
which such birds are taught various chants.) It first brings its head close 
to the railing of the cage in which it is closed, staying motionless and 
speechless in this position up to the end of the melody. Then it shows 
joy, by the beat of the wings and finally it tries to repeat the song in ac-
cordance with the instructor, in a strange voice.14 

Therefore, the skilful hunter attracts the deer by singing or playing 
the aulos. The bear-breeder moderates the wildness of the bears with 
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11 “It is said that Hieron, the king of Sicily, was originally a layman, most unmusical, not differ-
ing a bit in vulgarity from his brother Gelon. Because however he fell ill, he became the most 
musical among men, having listened during the idleness imposed by illness to learned musi-
cians.” Ailian.

12 Examining when music was introduced into medicine, we see that its introduction was very 
ancient, lost in those obscure and mythical centuries where history has not been able to pen-
etrate. Because music was part of the magical and astrological medicine, under the mysteries 
of which the old enchanters of the people hid the real effects of music, in order to deceive the 
mob securely, giving to events that are natural and occur by common causes, a character of 
mystery and the divine. So the wise Boerhaave says with perfect judgment that all extravagant 
myths about healing of diseases should be attributed to music.

When Clonias, the Pythagorean, because of the changes in life and the mores got weary 
by anger, he used to take the lyre and play. To those asking him the reason, he said: “I calm 
down.” Athen. Deipn.

13 These are reported by Plutarchos. Kircher speaks of some small animal that sings in the night 
the seven notes of the diatonic scale ga, di, ke,. zo, ni, pa, bou, Ga. Because of the singing and 
its slow feet it takes this animal two days to reach the top of a tree. Linæos calls it bradypous 
[slow-foot]. It is also called “ai”, because it usually calls “ai, ai”. This is the only animal with 
three toes. Georg. Bed. p. 241.

The story about the dolphin introduced by Arion, is an allegory, used to show the love fish 
have for music, something known in older times.

Some among the illogical animals are also incited by music to dance with sort of rhythmi-
cal motions and jumps on the meter. The hedgehog, when caught, rolls his skin in a mass and 
hides itself so that we see nothing else but its thorns. But if one strikes rhythmically a metal or 
a drum, it reveals itself and starts to dance in rhythm. Aldrovandi certifies that he saw a don-
key dancing perfectly, at instrumental sounds. Bourdelot reports the same about many mice 
that someone was showing to a crowd of people, performing on a string a complicated dance; 
eight among them were much more adroit, dancing in perfect order.

14 On the music of birds many things are said; especially on the music of nightingales, swallows, 
swans, the Athenian cigala and the rest.

15 What we unobjectionably see music doing on illogical animals is the following: bears and apes 
trained in various kinds of dances, know to change the dance with the change of the melody 
and the rhythm; and they dance one dance under a certain melody and rhythm, and another, 
under a different melody and rhythm.

16 The camels, as the travellers in Asia testify, carry effortless every heavy load and walk with 
such facility as if they were unloaded, when one plays musical instruments by them. When the 
playing stops, the vigour of the camels is reduced, they walk slower and want to stop.

the syrinx.15 The elephant breeder tames the elephants with the melody 
of human voices; and the cattle breeder induces the animals to drink 
more water, whistling a common melody. The camels in order to carry 
heavier loads and walk faster, are entertained with musical instruments 
played close by, or by bells hanging from them.16 It might be that it is 
such causes that originated the common use of aulos playing by shep-
herds.
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In addition, this inquiry on illogical animals has informed us that 
some of them show the power of music with an extreme aversion and 
detest they have to certain sounds or to music in general. Baglivi reports 
having seen a dog that was always sad, howling and bewailing when 
hearing to the sound of the kithara or any other musical instrument. 
The strangest of incidents is the one mentioned by Mead (§.447.).

§.449. From those and similar observations the knowledge of 
which is not necessarily completely useless to the melopœos, we turn 
again to human affections saying that the ancient Greeks regarded mu-
sic befit to tame mores and civilize mobs that are barbaric and wild by 
nature. For this reason they regarded it as a great treasure.

A great and certain treasure is, oh blessed men, music to 
all who know it and who will study it, because it educates 
the mores and calms down impetuous persons and con-
troversies.17 

And this kind of music that has become today so much sensual, 
leading to effeminacy, that it seems as if it is created in order to cap-
ture the hearts and incite love in the souls, was for ancient Greeks so 
much different, that it had the opposite effect; because they used music 
as a protection from love’s arrows and an unfailing treatment to mod-
eration.18 Since music brought them virtue, they used it in education, 
and accomplished their aim, because they were concerned with habits, 
birth and culture.19 

§.450. Accordingly, the melopœos should choose the melody in 
this manner. He should offer melodies either opposite or similar to ev-
ery soul (§.446.); thus the ethos hidden will be revealed and improved 
by conviction.20 If the ethos is unrefined and rough, he should bring it 
by moderation to the opposite; if the ethos is gentle and soft, he should 
augment it by similarity and bring it to the right proportions. If the 
ethos is obvious, he will make use of the appropriate echos and melos, 
but if its hidden and difficult to recognize, he first brings a melody at 
chance, and if he is pleased by it, the melopœos should continue with 
it; if it is disagreeable to him and the ethos remains unshaken, then he 
ought to change the melody with some other; a person that is disgusted 
with one melos, may like its opposite.

§.451. For the choice of rhythm, when the cause of the dominating 
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17 On the music of birds many things are said; especially on the music of nightingales, swallows, 
swans, the Athenian cigala and the rest.

18 What we unobjectionably see music doing on illogical animals is the following: bears and 
apes trained in various kinds of dances, know to change the dance with the change of the 
melody and the rhythm; and they dance one dance under a certain melody and rhythm, and 
another, under a different melody and rhythm.

19 The camels, as the travellers in Asia testify, carry effortless every heavy load and walk with 
such facility as if they were unloaded, when one plays musical instruments by them. When the 
playing stops, the vigour of the camels is reduced, they walk slower and want to stop.

20 It is a principle of the soul to consider the double nature [of these bodies]. I speak of mascu-
linity and femininity... So, a feminine form runs within masculine bodies and a manly shape 
within women, by which we conjecture the similar ethos. Also, men are beardless and women 
get a beard; a male looks dainty and women look fierce; and so also shall you capture each of 
the ethoses accordant with each figure. Aristides. 

“Music, it is fully obvious, persuades people because it imitates such acts as those that do 
really happen. In those acts the will comes first and reason follows; and after those, the act is 
accomplished, imitating mores and affections with meanings of the soul; reason, with harmo-
nies and sounds; and action, with rhythms and movements of the body... Are we to wonder 
then if the ancients made most improvement through music?” 

21 This was found in dictionaries of sciences.

affection is known, the melopœos may define the modes of training, 
following Plato’s teaching. People that are dull, lazy and low spirited 
should be brought up with straight rhythms, melodies moving power-
fully the soul and other such techniques; more aggressive persons and 
those approaching frenzy, with the opposites. Thus Pythagoras seeing 
a young man turning mad and getting ready to set fire to the house 
of his unfaithful lover, ordered the musician to change the meter of 
the verses and to sing on the Spondaic; and immediately the severity 
of the music soothed the distress of the disdained lover.21 Sick people 
should be averted from thinking continuously on their condition, by 
finding mele that please them and rhythms fitting to their disposition. 
Because contemplation weighs down sensory nerves submitting it to 
the perception of pain; suffering then becomes more distressing and 
grief more insupportable. So, let the musician care to diminish and 
dissolve the pains of the ill, by preventing the fatal symptoms and by 
introducing hopes of salvation.
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CHAPTER VII

On Harmony

§.452. 

The study of the so called Harmony, is according to Aris-
toxenos, one of the ideas into which the science of melos is divided. 
Harmonics have an elementary power and for this reason the Ancient 
Greeks put it first in order to its relation with the other ideas. Har-
monics is the practical and theoretical science of the nature of the her-
mosmenon. Eucleides calls hermosmenon what is composed of notes 
and intervals in some order. So, for us, hermosmenon would be the 
pentachord, the tetrachord and the trichord. The octachord, which is 
composed of them, would be harmony.

§.453. Harmony, therefore, as Eucleides says, is the syntax of sys-
tems. It is called harmony because it is assembled of two symphonies, 
the diatessaron and the diapente.

The very ancients called harmony the diapason, because it 
was the first symphony to be constructed of symphonies. 
They called syllabe the diatessaron, because it was the first 
concept of symphonous notes. Dioxeia was called the dia-
pente as it is continuation of the diatessaron towards high 
pitch and the diatessaron was the first to be created. The 
system composed of both the syllable and the dioxeia is 
the diapason.22 

§.454. We showed in §.57, that there are four symphonies, the dia-
pason, he diapente, the diatessaron and the diatrion. The diapason is 
the most perfect and the most agreeable to the ear. For this reason, the 
diapason system is preferred among the Europeans and the Ottomans 
and it is the only one used by them, who tune their musical instruments 
on it only. The diapente symphony is less agreeable, but dignified and 
majestic. For this reason, the trochos was considered more fitting to 
most of the psalmodies by the Fathers of our ecclesiastical music. The 
diatrion, on which is executed mostly the second echos, is moderately 
agreeable to us. At the last rank of our preference lies the diatessaron.
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§.455. Perfect melos (§.4) and the enharmonic genus (§.268) are 
also called harmony, as it becomes evident from Aristoxenos, who 
says: 

The people who lived before us wanted to be considered 
as harmonists only and they were only concerned with 
harmony, having no idea whatsoever about the other gen-
era.

They used the word harmony so broadly that it signified the mel-
ody, the mode and every hermosmenon,23 even music itself. Whence, 
musicians were simply called harmonikoi.

§.456. Greeks used the word Harmony with the meanings men-
tioned above. Europeans use the word in this sense: Harmony is a series 
of consonances, succeeding each other and pleasing to hearing.24 And 
as the interweaving of notes makes melody, harmony is accomplished 
by the interweaving of consonances.

§.457. A symphony, according to them, is composed not only of 
two notes, like ga ke, but also of three like ga ke ne, or four, ga ke ne Ga, 
or five, ga ke ne bou Ga.

§.458. Most important parts of harmony are three, the hypatoe-
ides, the mesoeides and the netoeides. Each of these is an entire melody 
with notes of different quantity either symphonous or diaphonus to 
each other. So, if harmony starts with the notes zo di bou, the hypatoe-
ides takes the note bou, the mesoeides the note di and the netoeides, 
the note zo. Very often, though, harmony includes more parts.

§.459. Harmony is sung by many, because one person with one 
voice cannot sing all the parts of harmony. If, therefore, the sympho-
nies are organized in such a way that they succeed each other and that 
each chanter chants with his own voice the notes that occur in one part 
of the harmony that happens to be his and progresses from one note of 
a symphony to a note of the next symphony, and the voice uttered by 
the chanters in this simultaneous way is pleasing the listeners, this is 

22 Nicom. Geras. Pythagor.
23 “Every Hermosmenon composed of more that one tetrachord is divided into conjunction and 

disjunction.” Aristoxenos, Book III, 58.
24 There exist many other definitions of this meaning of harmony, such as following: Harmony is 

the art of pleasing the sense of hearing with the mixing of many notes, heard simultaneously.
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harmony. This mode of chanting together, is called Accompaniment, 
Accompagnement. 

§.460. Two methods of accompaniment are taught, one is gener-
ally applied in vocal compositions of psalmody; the other, is done with 
instruments. In the first method, that was that of the ancients, each 
point of one part of harmony counters one point of the other parts; 
and the syllables of words in the melos might be said by the chanters si-
multaneously or not, depending on the kind of harmony. It is custom-
ary to place the original melos to the mesoeides part (tenore), played in 
perfect consonances.

§.461. The composition of melos aims at the pleasure of hearing 
only and is not obeying to rules, or it does to very few. What may be 
pleasing, is approved regardless of rules; what not, is likewise disap-
proved. Harmony is constructed, organized and written based on rules 
that are not completely tested by hearing; but after being thus com-
posed, it is sung and is often found pleasing to it. So, of the two kinds 
of music, one is done spontaneously and the other, harmony, with art. 
A melos might be composed by somebody absolutely ignorant and still 
please almost more than Thamyris. But harmony is done only by those 
who have been perfectly taught the rules of music.

§.462. The rules of this harmony are so numerous that they could 
fill in an entire book. Besides, they are so strongly based on the inter-
vals of the Europeans’ diatonic scale, that if it were to apply them on 
our diatonic scale, its intervals have to be altered. Harmonic accompa-
niment also, requires auditors accustomed to draw pleasure by it. To 
those, who do not draw the slightest joy from such harmonic accom-
paniment, any extensive discussion on it is useless, because we do not 
satisfy the listeners. But whoever has the curiosity to inquire minutely 
on it, they might find one of the books that treat the subject extensively 
and satisfy their curiosity. Nevertheless, in order just to show how har-
mony is written, here is an example taken from Alexandre Choron and 
transcribed by Chrysanthos.
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Faux - bourdons. 

gloria patri & filio & spiritu i sancto
Φωξ πουρδόν.
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NARRATION ON THE ORIGIN 
AND PROGRESS OF MUSIC

1. Whoever has the curiosity and desire to find the tru-
est origins of music, which was said to contain everything in the 
world,1 ought to trace back the origins of every nation’s dialect. Be-
cause, since it appears that every language has its distinct prosody, it 
follows that every nation has its distinct vocal music, which at its ori-
gin was nothing else but Terpsichore’s offspring. For this reason, many 
critical historians, inquiring into the language and the music of every 
nation, wonder what was created first, speech or chanting. It is said that 
there was a time when speech was chanting and chanting was speech 
for the ancient Greeks. Therefore, such an inquiry leads to mythologi-
cal ideas and falls into gross lies rather than tangible truths.

2. But, whoever gets pleasure in tracing the possibilities about the 
origins of music, and like a skilful hunter, to run through the memoirs 
of the historians with accurate thoughts and philosophical research, 
and seek in this way his aim, to such a person the present book claims 
able to give a light and faint idea, as well as Plutarch and many other 
writers among the Greeks and other nationalities’; especially, the Holy 
Scriptures, from which we start.

3. Before the Flood, we read in the Scriptures, Jubal invented a 
psaltery and a kithara.2 After the flood, in Jacob’s time, it seems that 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1 The ancients said that music contains everything in the world. Because there is no being with-
out symmetry and proportions. Neither might there ever be beautiful any among the human 
creations, whether artificial, natural, perceived by the senses, or contemplated by the intellect, 
if it is not done with the appropriate symmetry and proportions. And music is symmetry itself 
and wholly proportional because it is the harmony of the universe. It is therefore not unreason-
able to call even the divine, harmony of itself and the universe, where everything is put har-
monically together and appears to be perfect. Thus we shall consider music – deemed worthy 
to be called a miracle, observed everywhere, governing and adorning everything, offering joy to 
the senses, harmony to nature, happiness to the intellect – only as affecting the senses, especially 
one of them, hearing. Manuel Psellos.

2 Genes. 4:21.
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music was zealously and diligently played; because when Jacob left in 
secret from Laban, the latter, complaining for such a flight, says: “Why 
did you make a secret of your flight, not giving me word of it, so that I 
might send you away with joy and music, tympana and kitharæ?”3 

4. Moses too besides his other education, was taught music and 
constructed musical instruments: Moses found the way to make a buc-
cina of silver. Here is how it is: its length is little less than a cubit; it is 
a narrow pipe, little broader than the aulos; it has an opening at the 
mouthpiece, just enough for the introduction of the wind and it ends 
in a bell akin to that of the trumpet. In Hebrew it is called hasosra.4 
Deborah and Barak were taught music too.5 

5. And David, it is certain, was one of the most able musicians, 
capable to harvest the ripe fruit of music, as he healed by it many times 
Saul from his periodic madness.

“ And an evil spirit was created within Saul, and David took the 
kinnor with his hands and made music and animated Saul. And the 
good appeared into him and the evil spirit left him.”6 

As a king, when he formed a group of musicians that he appointed 
to chant using instruments, while he brought up God’s ark, he listed 
himself among them. “ And David and the sons of Israel were playing 
before God well tuned instruments with all their might, with songs 
and kinnors and nevels and tympans and cymbals and auloi”.7 

David and the others wrote verses which they set to music and 
chanted them in the temple of God vocally, with various musical in-
struments for the glory of God; they called them sacrifice of praise and 
cry of joy. Because considering music a most valuable and worthy thing, 
they sacrificed to God by it; and they called such verses, psalms.

6. In those times Asaph, the son of Baruch, flourished also. He was 
a Levite and chanter in the house of God. And Asaph had his sons too 

3 Ibid, 31:27.
4 Josepos, Chap. i. 1. 
5 Judges, 4.
6 Theodoretos says that David’s healing by music was not natural but supernatural, because Da-

vid had received the grace of the Holy Spirit. This acted through David and calmed the evil 
spirit, and the Melos of the lyre was an arrow thrown against the dæmons.” Series of the Saint 
Fathers.

7 Kings II. Chap. VI, 5.
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to sing in the House of God. And all the psalms that have an inscrip-
tion with Asaph’s name, were written by David and given to Asaph to 
be chanted.

7. Two Aemans were also psalmodists; one was the son of Joel, 
the other, the son of Aetham. The latter had fourteen sons, with all of 
whom he chanted together. They were also Levites, singing with cym-
bals, kinnors and other musical instruments.8 

8. Solomon too, according to the Scriptures, surpassed in wisdom 
Ethan the Israelite and Heman, Calcol and Darda, the sons of Mahol. 
He said three thousand paraboles and his odes were five thousand. 
There were many other Hebrews that composed music, but for brev-
ity’s sake we have only dealt with the most important and will not men-
tion more. So this is what we have deduced as the most important on 
the subject from the Holy Scriptures.

9. Ancient Greeks being strongly inclined to all kinds of philoso-
phy did not want to classify the knowledge of music outside the sphere 
of common education. But, Pythagoras and Plato and Aristotle, and 
simply all versed in philosophy, valued music and considered it a gift 
of the gods, as we are informed from various historians.9 Teaching 
and been taught music, they discovered a lot about it that they wrote 

8 “Among the psalmodists admired were these too, singing the wonders of God with kinnors 
and nevels and cymbals. An ancestor of Aetham was Merari, who in the enumeration of the 
children of Levi was in the third order. And Aeman was the son of Joel and grandson of the 
prophet Samuel, which means that he was related to Kora. And the Korahites were nephews 
of Moses the lawgiver. Therefore, Aeman’s family goes back to him.” Photios.

9 “Music is by general opinion a gift of the gods.” Plutarch, on Superstition (quoting Plato) vol. 
VI, p. 638. See also Athenæos, book XIV, p. 624.

One should not agree with those who say that music was introduced to men for deceit 
and enchantment. He should not believe that the old Cretans and Lacedæmonians were act-
ing at random when they introduced in wars the auloi and rhythm instead of the trumpet. 
Nor should he think that the first Arcades were by chance offering music to all the citizens - 
who were otherwise leading very strict lives - and obliged them to be in the company of music 
not only as children but also as youths up to their thirty years of age. From their infancy, the 
children of the Arcades get accustomed, by law, to sing the hymns and pæans that praise, 
according to their native traditions, the indigenous heroes and gods. After that, learning the 
nomoi of Timotehos and Philoxenos, they dance them every year at the sounds of the Dio-
nysiac auloi in the theatres, the children at children’s games, the youths at men’s games. And 
during their entire lives in social gatherings they have not imported sounds, but sing to each 
other what is befitting every occasion. And if they refuse to learn any other among the lessons, 
they do not consider it very bad, but abstaining from the practice of singing is thought very 
bad. Athen. Deipnos.
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down. 
“Most of the Platonic and the best of the peripatetic philosophers 

have been seriously occupied with writing on ancient music and on 
its decline. But also those among the grammarians and the harmon-
ists that received the topmost education, have dealt with the subject 
thoroughly.”10 

10. The word music according to the memoirs of poets and phi-
losophers, deriving from the Muse, refers the persons interested to the 
myths or rather the allegories about the Muses. The Muses were said to 
be three at the beginning, Melete, Mnemosyne and Ode. Melete is the 
allegory in ethics of the contemplation required in work. Mnemosyne 
is the allegory of the memory that eternalizes the glorious deeds. Ode 
is the allegory of the melos that accompanies their narration. Musi-
cians attribute to the three muses the discovery of the three musical 
tones: the forceful, the faint and the moderate; the low, the high and 
the ison; the dorian, the lydian and the phrygian; the major, the mini-
mum and the minor. Pythagoras invented, it is said, on the number of 
the three muses, the three parts of quantity in music: the hypatoeides, 
the netoeides and the mesoeides. The diatrion symphony should also 
be mentioned. A later writer11 says that Ptolemæos invented on the 
same number the three musical neumes, the ison, the oligon and the 
apostrophos.

11. Some say that the Muses were four, others, that they were five, 
and others, seven. To the four Muses is attributed the invention of the 
diatessaron symphony, the tetrachord and the four monosyllable notes, 
te, ta, tē, to. To the five Muses is attributed the invention of the diap-
ente and the pentachord system; to the seven, the discovery of the hep-
tachord lyre, the diapason system, its seven intervals. On that number 
were also discovered seven elementary neumes, by which it is possible, 
it is said, to write the quantity of melody with security. Having added 
to those, the gorgon and the haple, the quality is also written.12 

12. Therefore, Homer and Hesiod13 teach that the Muses were 

10 Plutarch in the Dialogue on Music.
11 Manual of Ioannes Damascenos.
12 Gabriel Hieromonachos.
13 In the hymn to Apollo.
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nine, daughters of Zeus and Mnemosyne. They had no other care on 
Helicon,14 than to sing and dance with much gentleness and happiness 
and praise the deeds of the gods and of Zeus, their father. Singing to-
gether one harmony with their most sweet voices, they danced around 
Zeus’ altar, having as leader to their dance, Apollo, who standing in 
their middle plucked his lyre; this is why he was called Musegetes.15 
Besides being occupied with singing and dancing, each muse invented 
something, of which she was the protector.16 Clio found history, and 
was supervising it; Thalia, gardening; Euterpe, the auloi; Melpomene, 
ode; and Terpsichore, orchesis; Erato, wedding and dancing; Polhym-
nia, agriculture; Urania, astrology; and Calliope, poetry.17 Because 
singing was the first and principal occupation of the nine Muses, it has 
been called music. 

13. So, this is how music got its name. But who was its first in-
ventor? Some say it was Apollo18 that invented music first among the 
gods, and others, say it was Athena.19 Gerasenes Nicomachus said that 
Hermes invented the lyre, and constructed it with seven strings, and 
taught it to Orpheus; Orpheus taught Thamyris and Linos; and Linos 
taught Hercules and Amphion.20 

14. The invention of Greek music is attributed to Amphion,21 
among men, who was the first to invent kitharody and the kitharodic 
poetry. Amphion taught Orpheus; and Orpheus taught Thamyris and 

14 In Theogonia
15 The Muses reigned on Helicon, a mountain of Bœotia. It seems that the early poets, wonder-

ing at the beauty of nature, felt the need to plead the nymphs of the forests, the mountains, 
the fountains etc. Subjected to the pleasure of allegory, generally prevailing at the time, they 
distinguished the Muses with names related to the influence each could have on the spiri-
tual fruit. These ideas, however, produced great products, in a barbaric place such as Thrace, 
because from the surrounding ignorance, appeared soon thereafter musical men, Orpheus, 
Linos and their students. So the Muses were honoured there, on the mount of Pieria. Extend-
ing from there their domination, they were successively installed on the mountains of Pindos, 
Parnassos, Helicon and all remote places. They were called both Goddesses and Muses, as they 
were both.

16 Hesiod in Theogony and Pindar in I of Pythians
17 Hesiod. ibidem.
18 Plutarch reports in his Dialogue on Music, that Amphion, the son of Zeus and Antiope, in-

structed by his father, was the first to conceive kitharody and kitharodic poetry. Others say 
that Apollo was the inventor of all music goods. Corinna says that Apollo was taught by Ath-
ena.

19 Idem, ibidem.
20 In relation to this, see the treatise by Gerasenos Nicomachus, which has been published.
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Linos; and Linos taught Hercules, who killed him. Amphion was a 
Theban, and when the walls of Thebes were being built, he sung and 
inspired the builders. 

15. Orpheus, the disciple of Amphion, the father of poetry, is ac-
cording to the legend, inventor of rhythms and mele, that many have 
imitated, while, it seems, he imitated no one. When singing, he moved 
rocks and trees; he tamed the beasts, and made obedient men that 
seemed completely rigid,22 because of the prevailing wildness, bringing 
them to society.

16. Among Orpheus’ disciples, Thamyris from Thrace, set to music 
the war the Titans fought against the gods. Surpassing his contempo-
rary men in handsome looks, in the beauty of his voice and in the art of 
kitharody, he had the arrogance to compete in music with the Muses. 
Beaten, he was deprived of his eyes, of kitharody and of his mind.23 
He was the son of Philamon and the nymph Arsia. Linos from Chal-
kis became the leader of lyric music, inventing the use of strings on 
the instrument, instead of flax. He was the first to bring the letters to 
the Greeks; he also taught Hercules and was buried in Thebes. He was 
honored by poets with lamenting beginnings. The following epigram is 
dedicated to him:

Oh Linos always honored by gods, because they gave you, 
the immortals, the first melos of human beings to sing, on 
a dexterous foot. And the Muses lamented while dancing 
and singing because you were deserted by sunlight.

And Hesiod said the following verses on him:

21 In relation to that, see Plutarch. The time when the walls of Thebes were being built, and 
Amphion lived, according to critical historians, is around the year 1540 before Christ.

Amphion won glory for his music, cultivating the Lydian harmony, learning by Lydians 
on Tantalus and adding to the four previously existing strings, three new ones. Pausanias, p. 
720.

22 And Orpheus, who practiced kitharody and whose singing moved rocks and trees, when Eu-
ridice, his wife, died, stung by a snake, he descended to Hades wishing to bring her up again. 
He persuaded Pluto to send her back. Pluto promised, with the condition, however, that Or-
pheus would not turn to look back while walking, before reaching home. But he disobeyed 
and turning back he looked at his woman; and she went back again. Orpheus founded also 
the Dionysian mysteries and he was buried on Pieria, being killed by the Mænads. Apollod. on 
Gods Book I

Greece owes to Orpheus religion, music, pastorship and other arts. Anthimos Gazes.
23 See Barinos at the word Thamyris.
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 Urania gave birth to Linos
 The most beloved son
 Whom all the mortals
 That are singers and kithara players
 lament in feasts or in choruses
 And start and end talking about Linos.24 
17. And Hyagnis invented the aulos and the aulodic art, and taught 

it to Marsyas.25 
He taught first Olympos, who brought in Greece the harmonic 

nomoi.26 Because before him the mele of the Greeks were diatonic and 
chromatic. It seems, therefore, that he enriched Greek music by intro-
ducing a genus that did not exist before and was ignored by his pre-
decessors. He also invented prosodic rhythm on which the nomos of 
Ares is composed, and the choric, used often in maternity. According 
to some, he also invented the bacchic.

18. Clonas was the first to compose the aulodic nomoi and the 
prosodia.27 He also was a poet of elegies and epic poems. However, 
some say that Trœzenios, before Clonas, founded the aulodic muse. 
The aulodic nomoi were Apothetos, Elegos, Komarchios, Schœnion, 
Kepion Deios and Trimeles; later on were found and the so called 
Polymnastia, that got their name possibly from Colophonios Polym-
nastos, to whom is also attributed the invention of the Lydian tropos.

24 See ibid at the word Linos.
25 This is what Plutarch believes. Apollodoros in the book I of his treatise on Gods says that 

Marsyas was the son of Olympos. Apollo killed Marsyas, hanging him from a long pine-tree, 
and threw his skin to the river, called thereafter Marsyas. Marsyas had found the auloi that 
Athena had thrown away because they deformed her looks, and he competed with Apollo 
in music. As it was agreed by both that the winner would dispose the defeated as he wished, 
when the judgment took place, Apollo took the kithara and played and then ordered Marsyas 
to do the same. Being unable, Apollo was found the best, and he killed him.

26 By harmonic nomoi it is here meant the enharmonic genus of music. You should know that 
nomos had the following meaning to musicians.

They say that Apollo, showed men with the lyra the nomoi [laws] according to which they 
should live, because with melos, what was in them originally beastly became civilised by the 
sweetness of rhythm. Αnd these were called kitharodic nomoi. By simplification, the musical 
modes on which we sing, are also called nomoi.

27 Like the kitharodic nomoi, the aulodic nomoi take their name from the instrument. Prosodia 
are called the songs sung at the offertories to the altars of the temples. Zenov. K. Pop. CXIX. 
According to Suidas, prosodia are the poems sung at festivals by lyric poets. The term is writ-
ten with an o and an ō indiscriminately.
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19. The centaur Chiron, who lived on Pelion, surpassed his fel-
low men in knowledge and justice. He taught Asclepios and Achilles.28  
And Asclepios applied music in medicine, an aid against certain mala-
dies, as reported by Pindar.

And Achilles, comforting himself in his sadness, soothed his anger 
against Agamemnon, through music, as Homer rhapsodized.

 He was delighting his mind with a bright phorminx
 Beautifully crafted, with silver cross-bar;
 A plunder from the city of Eetion
 Destroyed by him.
 He cheered himself with this instrument,
 Singing the glorious deeds of men.
20. At about the same time a certain Demodocos from Corcyra 

made a poem on the sack of Ilion and the wedding of Aphrodite to 
Hephæstos. This musician was appointed to stay by Clytaemnestra in 
order to inspire her with restraint through music. And Phemios, from 
Ithaca, made a poem on the voyage back home of those who returned 
from Troy with Agamemnon; as said, a brother of Demodocos, he was 
appointed to stay by Penelope for the same purpose.29 

21. And Homer the superior poet, rhapsodized the Iliad and the 
Odyssey and hymns to the gods. Because he set to music all his poetry, 
he heedlessly made many verses slack, hollow and tapering,30 because 
he completed the lacking syllables with melody.31 A beggar, according 
to some, he was playing the lyre and singing the verses.32 His disciple 
was Arktinos, who discovered the iambs.33 

22. Archilochos invented rhythmopœia of three-meter rhythms, 

28 See Barinos at the word Chiron.
29 These two musicians flourished during the Trojan war, i.e., in the year 1200 B.C.
30 Six are said to be the occurrences of the heroic meter; three of excess: Procephalon, Prokœ-

lion, Dolichoouron. Three of loss: Acephalon, Lagaron, Meiouron. Zenovios. K. Pop. Chap-
ter III, § 49.

31 Because a skilled musician is able to fit into melodies of equal length more or less syllables, 
without producing discontent to sensitivity.

32 It is said that Homer was at first a beggar in Greece, due to poverty and deprivation. Dion 
Chrys. Speech XI.

33 He was the son of Teleo of Nauteo, a Melesian, a disciple of Homer; according to Suidas he 
flourished around the 9th Olympiade, but according to Eusebius, around the 30th Olym-
piade; both are therefore dubious. Zenov. K. Pop, on the Iamb, p. 21.
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the setting of homogenous rhythms, accompanied recitative and the 
playing of all that. To him first are attributed the epodes, the four-meter 
rhythms, the procritic and the prosodiac, and the augmentation of the 
first. Some credit him also with the invention of the elegeion. He also 
showed that among the iambs some may be spoken and accompanied 
by stringed instruments and some sung. Being a good poet, a fighter 
and a melopœos, he prided himself of the following as Athenaeus re-
ports.

 “I am the servant of a warlike King
 And an expert with the beloved gift of the Muses.”34 
23. Alcman and Hipponax were the inventors of the erotic mele, 

the first, and Hipponax, of parhody.35 Alcman was from Laconia. But 
Crates reports that he was a Lydian from Sardis.36 Hipponax was from 
Ephesus, son of Pytheus and Protis. He fled Clazomenæ, driven out by 
the rulers Athenagoras and Comas. 

24. Lyric poets were Stesichoros, Alceus, Asclepiades and Ivykos. 
Stesichoros was thus called because he set up dances, because he was 
called Tesias, before. He wrote in the dorian dialect poems in 26 books. 
His homeland was Imera a city in Sicily. He lived 80 years and died in 
Catane.37 It is said that he lost his sight when he wrote of an imperfec-

34 The iambs accompanied with stringed instruments follow the poetic rhythm, whereas the 
iambs sung are said on musical rhythm.

Archilochos was the son of Telesicleus, from the island of Paros. He flourished around the 
29th Olympiade, 660 years before Christ. He made a satyric poem which shocked so much 
Lycambes and his three daughters (because he had promised to give him his daughter as a 
wife but lied), that they hanged themselves and died, being unable to stand the shame. Apollo 
chased out his murderer Calondas, saying “You killed the servant of the Muses; get off the 
temple.” See as well Anthimos Gazes, p. 132

35 Alcman, according to Anthemos Gazes, flourished 610 years before Christ, and according 
to Zenovios, 670, around the 27th Olympiade. He was from Messoa, a place in Sparta, or 
a location in Laconia. Hipponax flourished around the 40th Olympiade, 540 years before 
Christ, according to Plinios. See Anth. and Zenov. What is parhody and epodos is explained 
by Zenovios Pop, XCV.

36 Alcman was the very best poet of mele according to Plutarch and wrote 6 books of mele.
37 Stesichoros, a lyric poet, is believed by some to be the son of Hesiodos, born in Imera of Sic-

ily in the 37th Olympiade and flourishing in the 50th, 580 years before Christ; he was the 
utmost enemy of the tyrant Falaris; he died in Catane in the 56th Olympiade. 

Alcæos flourished in glory in the 44th Olympiade; he fought the tyrants more with his 
odes than his sword, and was the first of the persecuted and their leader. At the end, he was 
caught by his enemy, Pittakos, one of the seven wise-men, who being a brave man, did not use 
his power against him.
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tion of Helene and that he saw again, when he sung a recantation, the 
beginning of which runs as follows:

This was not a true saying; you neither advanced in the 
well-rowed ships, nor reached the citadel of Troy.

Alcaeos used the alcaic meter in his verses. He wrote odes; he was 
a Lesbian, from the city Mutilene.38 And Asclepiades used the asclepi-
adic meter most; but is seems that he was not its inventor, since it was 
used before by Alcaeos and Sappho.39 Ibykos invented the sambyke, 
and wrote in dorian dialect 7 books; he was very amorous with boys 
and was murdered by criminals;40 some cranes revenged his death; his 
origin was from Rhegium.

25. During this same period lived three illustrious female musi-
cians and poetesses, Sappho, Erinna and Damophile. Sappho, was even 
named the Tenth Muse because of her excellent capability in music. 
She invented the plectrum and the Mixolydian harmony; she wrote 
hymns, nine books of lyric mele, elegies, epigrams (some of which are 
preserved in the Anthology of Epigrams), monodies and iambs. Her 
mother was Cleïs and her city, Mutilene.41 Sappho surpassed Erinna 
in odes; but Erinna surpassed Sappho in hexametric verses, that are 
comparable, it is said, to those of Homer. Damophile’s name is said to 
derive from the citizens’ love for her mele; she had some other name 
before. 

26. An illustrious lyric poet was Terpander as well, from Arnaea 
or Lesbos, descendant of Hesiodos or, according to others, of Homer. 

38 Concerning all that, see Zenovios K. Pop, p. 365.
39 See idem, p. 370.
40 When Ibykos, son of Phytios, was killed, there were no eye witnesses of the murder. Seeing 

some cranes, Ibykos sayed “You oh cranes do revenge my death”. And when the city was look-
ing for the murderers and could not find them, in a theatrical performance attended by the 
citizens, cranes crossed flying. The murderers laughed and said, here they are Ibykos’ murder-
ers. One among those seated nearby, heard them and reported to the authorities. Arrested, 
they admitted the murder and were punished. Ibykos flourished in the years of Creosus, in the 
54th Olympiad. In Athenæos there are some fragments of Ibykos’ poems.

41 The renowned poetess Sappho was born in Mutilene in the 36th or 7th Olympiade, 6000 
years B.C. Her father was called Scandronymos and her mother Cleïs. Between her 25th and 
30th year of age she went to Sicily, falling in love; then she came to Leukas, she jumped from 
the highest cape into the sea –as was common at that time among desperate lovers– and was 
drowned.

Erinna was from Lesbos, it is said, and fourished at Sappho’s times, but she died nineteen 
years old.
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He made the lyre seven stringed, and was the first to write lyric nomoi, 
although some want Philammon to have been the first.42 He named his 
lyric nomoi Boetian, Aeolian, Trochaios and Oxys, Kepion and Ter-
pandrian. And adapting mele, according to each of those nomoi, on 
the verses of Homer and of his own, he chanted them in the contests; 
he won four times successively at the Pythia.43 He rivalled the poetry of 
Homer and the mele of Orpheus; he also composed tetraœdioi nomoi 
and kitharodic proœmia in verse, and nomoi similarly. To him is attrib-
uted the nete of the Dorian, as well as the entire Mixolydian, and the 
mode of the orthia melody, and the one according the orthioi, adapted 
to the orthios trochee. And Pindar says that Terpander was the inven-
tor of the Scholia mele also.44 He brought music to the highest reputa-
tion in Sparta, saying:

Having abandoned the four-toned song, 
Let us sing aloud new hymns to the seven-toned phorminx.
27. Excellent melopœoi were: Anacreon, from Teos the city of Io-

nia, considered also a wise man and true philosopher, who wrote odes 
and hymns;45 Simonides, from Iulis, city on the island of Keo, who ac-
cording to testimonies of the ancients, was the strongest in stimulating 
music and who won a prize in the eightieth year of his age. It is said 
that he invented the double letters, i.e., the H, Ω, Ζ, Ξ and Ψ;46 and 
Hippodikes the Halchidean, who organized and founded the musical 
contests.

28. Pythagoras, who believed that the essence of the universe is 

42 Suidas, at this word. Terpander flourished c. the 40th Olympiad. Athenæos says that it is 
therefore evident that Terpander was older than Anacreon. Terpandros is the first ever to win 
the Carneia, both the metric and the prose victories.

43 Pythia is called a place, a Greek celebration and a festival. See Barinos.
44 Scholio melos is called the one sung in drinking, also named parœnion. See a broader explana-

tion in Zenovios.
45 Anacreon flourished around the 62d Olympiad. He was born in the second year of the 55th 

Olympiad. His long life reached the 85th year of his age, and he was chocked to death by a 
raisin grape. He lived for a long time in Samos under the tyrant Polycrates who honoured him 
greatly. Then, by Hipparchos’ guardianship, he was taken to Athens in a ship with fifty oars.

46 “He has written elegies in the Doric dialect on the reigns of Kambyses and Darius, on the sea-
fight of Xerxes and the sea-fight at Artemission as well as music on the sea-fight of Salamis.” 
Suidas.

Simonides was born in the 55th Olympiad and died in the 78th. Memorable inventions 
are attributed to him.
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music (Pausanias), realized the most philosophical research on mu-
sic, from all his predecessors. Dividing the fifteen-chord system into 
five pentachords, he added to the pitches the Proslambanomenos. He 
discovered the intervals of the tones and expressed their differences 
in numbers, valid up to our days. Those numbers and the ways that 
he used to distinguish the intervals, the symphonous and the diapho-
nous systems etc. are comprised in the present book, but you may find 
them more extensively discussed in Nicomachus the Pythagorean; he 
got them from Philolaos who was a student of Pythagoras. The wife of 
Pythagoras, Theano, was such an educated woman, that not only did 
she write books, but she also took up her husband’s school after his 
death.47 

29. Thaletas the Gortynian and Xenodamos the Cytherian and 
Xenocritos the Locrian, were poets of pæans.48 Thaletas did certainly 
imitate the mele of Archilochos expanding them to longer sizes, but he 
added to rhythmopœïa the Maron and the Cretan rhythms, that were 
used neither by Orpheus, nor by Archilochos or Terpander. Xenoda-
mos, relates Plutarch, has a song which is evidently a hyporchema.49 
The Locrian Xenocritos made also some poems on heroic subjects, 
some of which were called dithyrambs.50 

30. Sakadas from Argos became a poet of mele and of elegies set to 
music. He was a good epic poet too winning three times at the Pythia.51 
Pythocritos the Sikyonian, a famous auletes, won in six succeeding Py-

47 Pythagoras, the celebrated philosopher was from Samos and was the son of Mnesarchos a ring-
carver. He was born between the 43d and the 52d Olympiads and he received his elementary 
education from Pherekydes and Hermodamas. Leaving for Egypt, he went to temples and sa-
cred lands and was perfectly taught the wisdom of the Egyptians. He was furthermore taught 
there astronomy, geometry and theology. Captured by Kambyses, he was taken to Babylon, 
where he got the wise of this place too as his teachers. Returning to Samos, he began teach-
ing, but was unsuccessful; so he left and, visiting the famous lands and temples of Greece, he 
finally arrived to Italy, and founded in Croton his school, teaching his own philosophical sect. 
He lived with his students as in a commune and they received his words as if they were oracles, 
saying “He said so” According to some, he lived 99 years.

48 Pæans were mainly called the hymns to Apollo, sung to be released from misfortunes. See also 
Zenov. Pop.

49 Hyporchema is called the melos sung in dancing; this is clear from the following: “It is for 
this reason that from the very beginning it was the poets that created the dances for the free 
citizens and they used for their formations the sung parts only, preserving always in them 
gentleness and virility; whence such songs were called hyporchemata.” Athen. See also Zenov.

50 The dithyramb is a melos, sung to Dionysos and narrating his loathsome birth.
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thiads, the only auletes to do so. He also played the aulos six time in 
the Olympic games at the pentathlon; for those reasons they erected a 
grave-stone for him where they wrote the following:

“Memorial of Pythocritos the auletes of glorious victories.”52 
31. Remarkable lyric poetesses were also Corinna, Telesilla and 

Praxilla. Corinna, born in Thebes, was taught by a certain poetess 
Myrtis.53 She won Pindar five times and received a prize. Telesilla was 
from Argos, from a glorious family; her body was sick. When she asked 
the gods about her health, she was told to serve the Muses. Being con-
vinced by the oracles, she took on music, and through harmony she was 
delivered from her suffering. She was admired by women both for her 
poetry and for her brave heart.54 Praxilla wrote dithyrambs referred to 
by Hyphæstion; also Scholia, for which she was admired, as Athenaeos 
reports.55 But nothing is preserved among those mentioned by Giral-
dos Lilios.56 

32. Lasos the Hermioneus introduced the dithyramb in the games 
and the argumentative orations, although Herodotos attributes to Ar-
ion the Methymnæus the poetry and the name of the dithyramb; he 
says:

“Arion the Methymnæus, carried by a dolphin at Taenaron, was 
second to no other kitharode among those existing at the time, and he 
was the first man, as far as we know, to compose, to name and to teach 
the dithyramb in Corinth.”57 Lassos’ father was Charivinos and his city, 
Achaia. Some include him among the seven wise men instead of Pe-

51 Pausanias, Book VI, p. 487.
52 Idem ibidem.
53 Myrtis was mother, or at least teacher of Pindar; a woman famous for her virtues and gifts and 

still more famous because Pindar and Corinna were among her students.
54 When Cleomenes, the King of Sparta, killing many, marched towards the city, divine impulse 

and courage were installed in the mature women who defended their home-land from the 
enemy. Leaded by Telesilla they took up arms and standing at the ramparts, they crowned the 
walls cyclically and astonished the enemy. So they defeated Cleomenes, many of whose men 
were killed; as for the other king, Damaratos, who entered and occupied the Pamphyliac, they 
sent away. Obviously, therefore, she flourished around the 139th Olympiad.

55 Book XIV.

56 Anthol. 91; and Hyphæst. 9. Praxilla was born in Sikyon, and flourished in the 92d Olym-
piad.

57 Cleio.
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riander. He wrote a text on music, which however is not preserved. 
He also taught the outstanding among the younger lyric poets, Pindar; 
others though say that he was taught by Corinna, who said the follow-
ing on him:

 “I blame the Ionian, the sweet-sounding Myrtis
 For she started the pindaric debate.” 
His father was Daiphantos, his mother, Myrtis. Being both auletes, 

they taught their art to their son. He became so famous for his music 
that, much later, Alexander the son of Amyntas, ranked him among 
the musicians he respected most.58 There was a great rivalry with Pin-
dar and Bacchylides, from Iulis, city of Keo (Tzia), a fellow citizen and 
nephew of Simonides, who was in fact teacher of Pindar also. 

Bacchylides was deigned with greater honours by the king Hieron, 
than Pindar, who therefore cast his arrows on him, calling him a crow 
and himself an eagle. Bacchylides wrote erotic poems, prosodes, dithy-
rambs, hymns, and a lot more.59 

33. Famous tragic poets were Aeschylos, Sophocles and Euripides. 
Aeschylos the most majestic of all tragic poets contrived the plan of 
the scene. He established the number of speaking actors to be two, and 
inventing many dancing formations, he gave them to the members of 
chorus. He also invented the costume, decent and dignified, and the 
rest.60 For all those reasons he is rightfully named inventor of tragedy.61 

58 Pindar was born in the first year of the 65th Olympiad; his homeland is known to have been 
Thebes of Bœotia; due to his great poetic spirit he ousted the shame of his homeland. He was 
taught the lyre by Lasos the Hermioneus, and poetry, by Simonides. Pindar, in his 40th year of 
age, was the most celebrated among the lyric poets and was greatly honoured. The Athenians 
erected a statue to honour him. the Lacedæmonians and Alexander, when they destructed 
Thebes, preserved Pindar’s home. He lived up to his 94th year of age and died in glory.

59 Bacchylides flourished in the year 430 B.C.
60 Tragedy was also adorned by Pratinas, during whose time, a theatre was erected. He was the 

son of Pyrrhonios or Encomios and flourished at the same time with Æschylus, whom he 
rivalled, as well as Choirilos. Aeschylos beautified tragedy to such a degree, after him, that he 
was called the father of tragedy. It is testified by the ancients that he knew how to rouse the af-
fections of fear and compassion above all, like no one else. The son of Euphorion, he was born 
in the fourth year of the 63d Olympiad. And although he competed not badly on the battle 
against the barbarians, defeated by Sophocles, he left for Hieron the tyrant in Sicily and died 
in the fourth year of 80th Olympiad. This epigram is written among others for him: “This 
very tombstone says that here lies Æschylos, the great man that came from far away, from his 
beloved Attica, to the white waters of the Sicilian Gelas. What is this malice of the citizens of 
Theseus’ city who envy virtue always?”
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The wise Sophocles invented scenography; he innovated with the cho-
rus and, abolishing the acting of the poet, he introduced the third ac-
tor. Cultivating sweetness in tragedies, he was more successful than the 
others.62 Euripides the on- stage philosopher, brought many and good 
things on the stage; he used very familiar concepts, but treated also 
elevated ideas. The Athenians seeing that these three poets in a short 
time accomplished great achievements, voted the following:

“The state will write and preserve the tragedies of the poets Ae-
schylos, Sophocles and Euripides and the secretary of the city will have 
the right to judge the actors who do not perform their works prop-
erly.”

34. Three were the most remarkable philosopher-musicians, So-
crates, Plato and Aristotle. “Socrates studied by Conon kitharhodia. 
Not even him did he think it unworthy to study by Conon the musi-
cian; indeed he learned to play the kithara when he was already old.” 
Plato learned music from Dracon the Athenian and Metellos from 
Acragas. Wishing to prove through harmony the psychic harmony 
with the four elements and the cause of the symphony between dissim-
ilar things, he said that there are two psychic means in each interval, ac-
cording to its musical ratio. Aristotle, taught music by Plato, indicated 
how the young people should use music. In Socrates’ times flourished 
Damon the Athenian, a pupil of Agathocles and a teacher of Pericles. 
Damon invented the tense lydian harmony.63 Known to Plato was also 
Archytas the mathematician who was wholly given to the Pythagorean 
philosophy and music. His most notable invention was a wooden pi-

61 Tragedy is divided according to quality, into the myth, the ethos, the text, the intellect, the 
appearance and melopœïa. Whence, every tragic poet is also a melopœos. Zenov. Pop.

62 Sophocles was born in the 73d Olympiad and was called a Bee for his sweetness. He wrote 
elegies and pæans and a text on the chorus, competing with Thespis and Choirilos. He taught 
193 dramas, and won 24 victories; he died 6 years after Euripides.

Euripides, son of Mnesarchos and Cleito, was born on Salamis in the 74th Olympiad, its 
first year, 480 years B.C. He attended Socrates the Athenian’s meetings and Anaxagoras’ from 
Clazomenæ. He wrote many tragedies, 20 of which have been preserved. He later went to 
Archelaos in Macedonia, where he died.

Socrates was born the year 468 B.C. and died the year 398. Plato was born the year 427 
B.C. and died the year 346. Aristotle was born the year 384 B.C. and died the year 320.

63 Damon flourished little before Socrates, since Pericles, his student, flourished concurrently 
with Socrates.
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geon, made with such ingenuity, that it was able to fly by itself.64
35. Dionysios the Thebaean, Lampros, Lamprocles, and later, 

Melanippides the melopœos, and Krexos and Philoxenos65 and many 
more, followed the nomoi established by their predecessors, not wish-
ing to innovate. Phrynis and Timotheos and Epigonos and Lyssandros, 
and Simmikos and Diodoros, not loving pre-existing music, attempted 
innovations; Phrynis united the hexameter with free rhythm and made 
use of more than seven strings. Because since Terpander the Lesbian’s 
times the lyre was seven stringed, but Phrynis added the eighth and 
ninth strings, and Timotheos the tenth and the eleventh, and led 
ancient music to softness. For this reason the Lacedæmonians drove 
Timotheos out of Lacedæmona, when he went there with an eleven 
stringed kithara.66 This lyric poet from Miletos, was the son of Ther-
sandros or Neomysos, or Philopolis. He wrote 19 epic musical nomoi, 
36 proœmia, one Artemis, 8 arrangements, one encomion, the Per-
sians, or Nauplio, Phineidas, Laertes, 18 dithyrambs, hymns and some 
more. He died 97 years old.67 It seems that he achieved such facility in 
music, that he was able to instil various passions in the listeners’ souls. 
Thereupon, Basil the Great says:

“He (Timotheos) excelled to such a degree in this art (music), that 
he was able to arouse courage with earnest and serious harmony, but 

64 Archytas was from Taras, his father being either Mnesagoras or Hestiæos. He met Plato in the 
96th Olympiad and flourished in the year 398 B.C.

65 Dionysios the Thebaean, an excellent poet and musician flourished in the year 450 B.C. Lam-
pros the Erythræan, the teacher of Aristoxenos, was his contemporary. There existed another 
Dionysios too, more recent, in the year 138 B.C., called Dionysios Ælios, the Atticist, from 
Alicarnassos. Philoxenos was born in Kythera, in the year 36 B.C.

66 When he arrived in Lacædemona with an eleven stringed kithara, the Lacons expelled him, 
voting for the following: “Timotheos from Miletos arriving in our city and having dish-
onoured the old Muse by averting himself from the seven stringed kithara and by playing 
and introducing polyphony, corrupts the sense of hearing of the young and with the latest 
polychords of melos, dresses up the Muse effeminately and artificially instead of plainly and 
orderly, composing mele on the chromatic diesis instead of the enharmonic, that would had 
brought the opposite results. When he was invited at the games of the Eleusinian Demeter, he 
sung for the prize an unbecoming arrangement of the fable and did not teach the sufferings of 
Semele correctly to the youths. The Kings and the Euphores have, therefore, resolved to pass 
censure upon Timotheos for these things, and further, to oblige him to cut the superfluous 
among the eleven strings and leave the seven only, and to banish him from our city, in order 
that men may see the gravity of our city, and be warned in the future, not to introduce in 
Sparta ethe that lead towards luxury.” This lies in Zenobios K. Pop.

67 Timotheos flourished the days of Alexander the Great.
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also to relax and soften the listeners with loose harmony, as he wished. 
It is said that once he played the aulos to Alexander the Phrygian, dur-
ing a meal, leading him to fight. He then brought him back to his fel-
low drinkers by loosening the harmony.”68 

Epigonios invented a forty stringed instrument and was the first 
to play without a plectrum. His origin was from Ambrakia, but he was 
an honorary citizen of Sikyon. Simmikos invented an instrument of 
thirty five strings, which was perfected by Diodoros, who added new 
holes to it.

36. Among the ancient musicians listed here, some invented one 
thing, and some, another. And there were other musicians who helped 
them with these inventions and still more who made many different 
inventions; we do not speak about them because of ignorance. It seems 
to me, though, that we have said enough about the origins and some 
developments of vocal, instrumental and rhythmic music. Since it is 
only possible through writing to recollect every art and science, it is 
not useless to deal with those, that to our knowledge have written at 
various periods on music.

37. First to write was Philolaos; second was Lasos and third, Di-
kaearchos. Their writings are lost. About Lasos, we spoke above (32). 
Philolaos was a student and the successor of Pythagoras. Some frag-
ments of his treatise on music were preserved by Nicomachus the Ger-
asenos . One of them is hereby quoted for the music lovers:

“The magnitude of harmonia is syllaba and dioxeia. The dioxeia 
is greater than the syllaba in epogdoic ratio. From hypate to mese is a 
syllaba, from mese to neate is a dioxeia, from neate to trite is a syllaba, 
and from trite to hypate is a dioxeia. The interval between trite and 
mese is epogdoic, the syllaba is epitritic, the dioxeia sesquialterian, and 
the diapason is duple. Thus harmonia consists of five epogdoic and two 
dieseis; dioxeia is three epogdoics and a diesis, and syllaba is two epog-
doics and a diesis.”69 

Dikaearchos was Messenian, son of Pheidias, student of Aristotle; 

68 Also Dion, Speech I, On royalty. Plutarch (On Alexander’s Fate, p. 507). It is said that Anti-
genis did the same by singing the Harmatios nomos. The same also happened, it is said, to the 
Cardinal Hippolytos, who fought in Pannonia. Hieronymus Magius, Various texts, Book IV, 
chap. XIII.

69 See Nicomachus the Gerasenos, on Music. 
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he was a musician, an orator and a philosopher, whom Cicero called 
most learned.70 

38. Aristoxenos is the earliest writer on music whose work is pre-
served. He was the son of Mnesias also called Spintharos, a musician 
from Taras of Sicily. He was a philosopher, but dealt also with music 
and was a pupil of his father and of Lambros from Erythræ, then of 
Xenophilos the Pythagorean and finally of Aristotle. He wrote 3 books 
on music, as well as 453 books on philosophy, history and every kind 
of learning.71

39. Eucleides wrote an Introduction to Music where he exposes 
the strings of the three genera; he distinguishes six shades, explains 
seven modes and gives twenty theorems on the division of the canon. 
This man is known for his elements of geometry.72 

40. A certain Nicomachus Gerasenos wrote on music. He divides 
his treatise in two books. He was called Pythagorean, because he speaks 
following Pythagoras’ ideas. He is named Gerasenos from the city he 
was born, which was called Gerasa because it was inhabited by Alexan-
der’s soldiers when they became old and could not fight any more. This 
city is close to Bostra and Arabia.73

41. Theon, from Smyrna has left a fragment on mathematics and 
music, that was edited by Ismael Bullialdus.

42. Aristides Quintilianos wrote more explicitly and fully than his 
predecessors, and he spoke about melody and rhythms and about the 
effects of music.

43. Claudios Ptolemaeos wrote in Greek on the principles of har-
mony, and exrpessed himself in a more mathematical way. Porphyrios 
comments on Ptolemaeos’ harmonics and has also left a memorandum 
on music not the least despisable.74 

70 The book by Dikaiarchos the Messenian on musical contests (which is said to have included 
1190 verses according to the annotator of Com.) is mentioned by Fabricius in Bibliotheca, 
book III, chapter XI, p. 267 and 295.

71 Aristoxenos flourished in the 111th Olympiad, and according to Anthemos Gazes, in the year 
322 before Christ.

72 Euclid flourished according to the same author, Gazes, the year 258 before Christ.
Eratosthenes known as a grammarian, poet, philosopher and geometer, flourished in the 

126th Olympiad, i.e., the year 194 or 6 B.C., and wrote the division of Pythagoras’ canon.
 73 Nicomachus flourished the year 117 before Christ, according to the same author. His con-

temporaries were Theon and Aristides.
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44. Alypios exposes the signs used by the Greeks for the pitches 
of the fifteen modes in the three genera, amounting to forty-five dia-
grams. Those musical signs were taken from the Greek alphabet.75 

45. Gaudentius, a philosopher, wrote an Introduction to Music, 
where he speaks about pitches, intervals and modes. He exposes also 
the signs of pitches in four modes, in the diatonic genus only.

46. Baccheios the Old wrote an Introduction to Musical art in the 
form of a dialogue; he also mentions ten rhythms. The following epi-
gram about him is found:

“Baccheios the Old spoke about tones, modes, mele and sympho-
nies in music.

Dionysios, writing with him, showed that Constantinos, the great-
est despot, was a lover of wise inventions. Because he is said to have 
been not the least unfamiliar with the inventor and teacher of all wise 
teachings in music.”

47. Three very learned men also wrote on music, Lucianos Samosa-
teus, Plutarch Cheroneus and Athenaeos. Athenaeos mentions some 
men who were successful in music or invented something related to 
it. Plutarch made two dialogues to that same purpose; and Lucianos 
wrote an orchesis or an encomion to music.76 

48. In recent years, two men from Constantinople wrote also on 
music, Michael Psellos and Manuel Bryennyos. A volume on music by 
Psellos is preserved. It seems that Psellos did nothing more but to sum 
up a large number of musical terms, definitions and divisions. Byren-
nyos spoke thoroughly about the quantity in music according to the 
ancients; also, about the echoi, as conceived by the melopœoi of his 
times. It is however, surprising that neither spoke about the rhythms, 
the cheironomia and the music neumes, because Psellos wrote around 
the year 1105 and Bryennyos around 1320, when, it is beyond question 

74 Claudios Ptolemæos flourished between the years 125 and 161 A.D., according to the same 
author. He lived seventy eight years.

75 Marcus Meibom published a book containing the writings, the diagrams and musical neumes, 
with Latin translations and annotations, of seven Greek musicians, Aristoxenos, Euclid, Nico-
machus, Alypios, Gaudentius, Baccheios and Aristides, creating thus a work worthy of much 
praise.

76 Plutarch was born close to 50 years A.D. and died in 135. Lucianos, seems to have lived at 
this same period, according to Anthimos [Gazes], between the years 120 and 200. Athenaeos 
wrote after the year 203 A.D.
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that the neumes and the cheironomia were in use (and lasted beyond 
the Fall), as there exist sticheraria, written six hundred years ago. Be-
sides, the emperor Theophilos, around the year 830 composed stichera, 
that he gave to chanters, impelling them to chant; and he was fond of 
acting the cheironomia in joyful feasts.77 Then, the emperor Constan-
tine Porphyrogennetos mentions in various instances the cheironomia, 
as for instance, when he says: «The chanters chanted with the highly 
artistic cheironomia around the year 950 A.D.» It is therefore de-
duced, that the two authors mentioned were not initiated in the music 
of their times, or that, what they might have written on that subject, 
has not been preserved.

49. So, this is how many persons we know to have written in Greek 
on Greek music. Among the Latins and the other Europeans, at The-
odorichus times, wrote Boethius, Cassiodorus, Martinianus and Au-
gustine. Recently, Zarlino, Salinas, Valgulio, Vincenzo Galilei, Doni, 
Kircher, Banchieri, Mersenne, Parran, Perrault, Wallis, Descartes, 
Holder, Mengoli, Malcolm, Burette, Rameau, D’Alembert, Rousseau 
and Choron. 

These and not few more wrote on music, stating also, by conjec-
ture, what the ancient Greek musicians said and notating the mele of 
the Greeks with the notes used in Europe. What they write however on 
the music used by them today, is wholly true, as thereby they give facts 
and not suppositions. 

50. And all the above refers to Greek music before the Christian 
era. When our common mother, the Church of the Christians, was get-
ting established and Christianity, spreading to various cities, improved, 
the Christians thought they should, as was common among the Jews, 
glorify with music in the holy church the splendours and wonders of 
God. And they chanted in it David’s psalms, but wrote also the mele 
of Σιγησάτω πᾶσα σαρξ βροτεία, the Cherubikon, the Koinonikon, the 
Ἅγιος ἅγιος Κύριος Σαββαὼθ, the Σὲ ὑμνοῦμεν, the Τήν γὰρ σήν μήτραν 
and the rest mele of the sacred liturgy. Later, they used music in the 
Vespers, the Matins and the Lauds. Since in the period that lived both 
Ioannes Damascenos (i.e. circa the year 736 A.D.) and Cosmas,78 who 

 77 See Cedrenos.
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was brought up and educated with him, a way to write the mele by 
symbolic neumes was invented, Ioannes Damascenos wrote in these 
neumes the Anastasima of the Octoechos in the eight echoi and the 
Kekragaria, that were later explained by Petros the Lacedæmonian. He 
also wrote in the second plagal echos the mele of one Cherubikon, one 
Koinonikon, the Νῦν αἱ δυνάμεις, and the Προστασία τῶν Χριστιανῶν 
ἀκαταίσχυντε; in the first echos, the Γεύσασθε. So he is said to be the old-
er teacher and the first creator of our ecclesiastical music, judging from 
the mele preserved written in the musical neumes mentioned. Writing 
the Octoechos, he taught the psalmodists after him, not to expand the 
eight echoi nor to let the psalmodies deviate from the eight echoi.79 
Hereby we list in alphabetical order the names of all teachers and in-
ventors of psalmodies, distinguished by time for having delivered or 
composed things worthy to be chanted in the holy church.

A.
51. Agathon, brother of Xenos Corones. Athanasios, monk. 

Athanasios, monk of Athos. Athanasios, patriarch of Constantinople, 

78 Our father, belonging to the saints, Ioannes Mansur of Damascus, was from Damascus of 
Syria, his parents being famous and glorious. His teacher was Cosmas a learned clergyman 
from Italy, by whom he, together with Cosmas the Melode, was taught in many branches of 
education, and was perfectly initiated in music. He flourished around the year 728 A.D., un-
der Leon Isavros. He departed to Lord around the year 756. Recent writers place the method 
and the neumes of Ecclesiastical music back as far as the years of Ptolemaeos the Philadelphos, 
king of Egypt, that is 285 years before the year of Grace. They say:

“Ptolemaeos the king thinking the echoi to be confusing and diverge, ordered the wise 
men of the Jews to translate the Hebraic scriptures into Greek, and they, collecting all the 
mele of the echoi, composed a book, called Musical. Out of it, all art of the Papadike was 
known; but it was put to fire with many other books by the atheist barbarians.

Men, not knowing, without tese books, how they should praise God, they degenerated 
to the auloi and the kitharæ; and they chanted entering in the churches with those hateful to 
God instruments; and then again they left and went to the theatres, and simply, in every pro-
fane act hated by God. All the people were enchanted with these instruments, and dragged 
by force to the Devil who disparaged them. Until God, having mercy for his creation, raised 
in the church those three illuminators of the world: the saint of saints, the greatest Cosmas 
the poet, and his bright and graceful student Ioannes Damascenos and above all, the greatest 
Lucifer, equal to angels, Ioannes Chrysostomos. Moved by God-inspired will, these men reno-
vated this art, made it harmonious and delivered it minutely and artfully to men.”

79 Depuis que nous avons écrit ceci, nous avons encore trouvé, en feuilletant le même livre, au 
haut d’une page & dans la marge, cette date, ετος ωκε΄, ce qui feroit an 805. Si c’étoit-là la date 
de ce livre, il remonteroit à-peu près au temps même de S. Jean Damascène, qui est l’ inventeur 
de la musique Grecque moderne ; & cela ajouteroit sans doute beaucoup au mèrite de ce 
manuscrit. pag. 789. de l’etat actuel de l’ art musical en Egypte par m. Villoteau.
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student of Balasios. Alypios, Ambelokepiotes. Ananeotes.80 Andreas, 
the holy shepherd of Crete. Andreas of Jerusalem. Andreas Sigerou. 
Andronikos. Anthimos hieromonachos. Antonios, priest and the great 
Œconomos, student of Hieremias from Chalkedon. Argyros from 
Rhodes. Arcadios, monk. Arsenios hieromonachos, the great. Arsenios 
hieromonachos, the small.81 

B.
Balasios, priest, student of Germanos of Neæ Patræ.82 Bartho-

lomæos, monk. Benedictos, domestikos. Blateros. Byzantios.
Γ. [G.]

Gabriel hieromonachos and philosopher.83 Gabriel, from the 
monastery of Xanthopuloi. Gennadios from Anchialos. Germanos, 
monk. Germanos of New Patræ.84 Georgios Kontopetres. Georgios 
Panaretou. Georgios Sgouropoulou. Georgios Plagiotou. Georgios 
Protopsaltes of Ganos. Georgios from Rædestos, protopsaltes of the 
Great Church. Georgios from Crete,85 Gregorios Glykys. Gregorios 
hieromonachos, Bounes Aliotes86 [Aliates] and Gregorios the present 
Lampadarios.87 

Δ. [D.]

80 Ananeotes was the first poet of Œkoi; second was Ioannes Glykys, who imitated Ananeotes. 
Third, was Ethikos. After them came Cucuzeles, says Manuel Chrysaphes.

81 He first composed calophonic Heirmoi, being active little before Chrysaphes and Balasios.
82 He composed an Heirmologion of the Katabasiæ, abridged by Petros. He wrote mele of 

doxologies, calophonic heirmoi and many others. He was contemporary to Chrysaphes the 
young.

83 A manuscript manual on music is also preserved by him, written while the cheironomia was 
still in use and addressed, therefore, to people that know about it.

84 He was contemporary or little later to Chrysaphes. He flourished around the year 1670. He 
composed a Sticherarion and a lot more.

85 He was the pen of Iacobos the Protopsaltes, because Iacobos, having not any training in writ-
ing, chanted as if dictating and Georgios was writing down. He taught music at the Phanari, 
in Constantinople, in Chios and in Cydoniæ of Ephesos, where he passed away the year 1816. 
He studied under Daniel Protopsaltes, Petros Peloponnesios, Petros Byzantios and Iacobos 
Protopsaltes. He was the teacher of Gregorios the present lampadarios. The supervisors of our 
school were planning to bring this Georgios to collaborate with the Three of the New Method 
of Music, but death forestalled and deprived music lovers from the musical goods expected 
from him. He was a composer and teacher of psalmody, but not a chanter; he never chanted 
in church.

86 He was protopsaltes of the Great Church during the conquest of Constantinople.
87 He studied under Iacobos Protopsaltes, Petros Protopsaltes and Georgios from Crete. He is 

one of the Three Teachers, the inventors of the new method of church music.
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David, monk. Damianos Vatopedenos. Daniel the old. Daniel 
the young. Daniel Protopsaltes, student of Panagiotes Chalatzoglu.88 
Demetrios Dakianos, student of Cucuzeles. Demetrios from Rhædes-
tos. Dionysios, monk. Dukas, Laosyntaktes. Dukas Siropulos.

E, Z, Η [E]
55. Eunuchos Protopsaltes of Philanthropinos. Ephræm from Kar-

ia. Zacharias protopsaltes of Kyzikos, nephew of Ananias of Kyzikos 
and student of Ioannes Protopsaltes. Ethikos. Zacharias Hanendes.89 

Θ. [Th.]
56. Theodoulos, monk, Theodoros Studites. Theodoros Agalia-

nos. Theodoros Thalassenos. Theodoros Kallikratias. Theodoros Kla-
vas. Theophanes Karykes patriarch of Constantinople. Theophilos the 
emperor.90 Theophylaktos Argyropoulos. Thomas, priest.

I.
57. Iakobos Peloponnesios, Protopsaltes of the Great Church.91 

Hieremias of Chalkeon. Ioakeim of Byzie Alapase, a student of Bala-
sios. Ioannes the holy and our father, Damascenos. Ioannes Glykys. 
Ioannes Maistor Cucuzeles.92 Ioannes Vatatzes. Ioannes Sguropulu. 
Ioannes Phokas. Ioannes Uraniotes. Ioannes Kladas.93 Ioannes Kuku-
mas.94 Ioannes, priest, Plusiadenos.95 Ioannes Protopsaltes, student of 
Panagiotes Chalatzoglu.96  Ioannes Protopsaltes of Rhædestos, nephew 

88 Daniel Protopsaltes, the melodic trumpet of our century, was from Turnavon close to Larissa. 
He passed away in 1789, 23 December, Saturday at 12 o clock. Then, Iacobos was ellected 
Protopsaltes and Petros Byzantios, Lampadarios.

89 Zacharias Hanendes was a contemporary of Daniel. Calophonic heirmoi by him, are pre-
served. Also, among the present hanendes (singers) are preserved great and praisworthy 
fasli.

90 The emperor Theophilos ruled around the year 830 A.D. Cedrenos says about him, that 
he made it a point of honor to be a melode; therefore he composed some hymns and he 
wrote the melody to some stichera, that he prompted to be sung. It is also said of him that, 
impelled by his love of melos, he did not abandon the cheironomia in the Great Church 
even in joyful celebrations.

91 Iakobos flourished around the year 1790 A.D. He wrote the music of an entire book, the 
Doxastikarion, eight doxologies, and he abridged the great kekragaria and the polyeleos of 
Daniel. Prompted by the patriarch Gregorios, he corrected the errors that existed in eccle-
siastical books due to the negligence of the typographers. He was a good grammarian; he 
would also had been an excellent chanter, if he had a better rhythm. Because, ignoring the 
rules of rhythmics and poetics, he did not obey the rhythm of the prosomœa, in order sup-
posedly to express the meaning of the troparia. He thus brought to exasperation Petros 
Byzantios, who was lampadarios at that time.
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and student of Gerasimos of Heracleia, whose student was also Ioakeim 
hieromonachos of Rhodes. Ioasaph the young Cucuzeles.

Κ. [& C]
58. Callistos the old.97 Callistos from Nicæa. Kampanes. Karbu-

naris. Kassiane, nun.98 Klemes Lesbian. Kornelios, monk. Cosmas the 
holy and our father.99 Constantinos Magoulas. Constantinos from An-
chialos. Constantinos Porphyrogennetos.100 Cantemeris.101 Cyrillos of 
Tenos.102 

92 The following is found about him in the book called The Sinners’ Salvation:
“There was a youth in the megalopolis Dyrrhachion of the Justiniana Prima. He had 

lost his father; his mother, pious and loving God, gave her son to learn the sacred books. Ev-
erybody called him angel voiced, because he was very bright in spirit and had an extremely 
beautiful voice. At that time, as is always usual in kingdoms, they were searching for boys 
who spoke and sung well. Finding him, he was taken in a royal school to be educated in the 
art of music and learn it perfectly. After a little while, being keen and prudent, he surpassed 
everybody...”

93 A manuscript musical grammar by him, on the Metrophonia, is cited. He lived after Cu-
cuzeles.

94 By him also exists, in manuscript, a musical grammar on the Metrophonia and on the 
echoi.

95 A trochos by him is preserved at the begining of the Papadike.
96 This Ioannes was from Trapezus; a goldsmith at first, he studied later with Panagiotes and 

was taught by him all the musical works preserved to their days. Becoming efficient in mu-
sic, he was elected Lampadarios and chanted with his teacher, whom he succeeded after his 
death, becoming Protopsaltes. He wrote the music to the pasapnoaria, prompted by the 
patriarch Cyrillos the year 1756 A.D.

97 Nikephoros Callistos Xanthopulos was still in life the year 1341 A.D. He wrote a catalogue 
of the ecclesiastical hymnographers.

98 Kassiane is also called Kasia and Eikasia. About her the following are mentioned by Paulos, 
Kodinos and Theodoros the Prodromos:

“The monastery of Eikasia was built by the nun Eikasia, pious, virgin and a beauty 
in appearance, who being most wise she wrote the poems and the mele of many canons, 
stichera and some other admirable creations, the years of the king Theophilos. Kodinos 
writes the above. Paulos Silentianos, the following: The monastery of Ikasia was built by 
herself, when she failed to reign with the king Theophilos. She was pious and beautiful and 
she created canons and stichera in the days of Theophilos and Michael his son. Among her 
works are the ones to the prostitute and the myrrh, as indeed, all these are hers. - - 

“But much earlier, as we know from oral tradition, a woman of the nobility, a wise 
woman and a virgin called Kasia, was first in melos also and she completed the canon (of the 
Holy Saturday). The melos was later admired but judged unfit because the musical creations 
of that hero, Cosmas, were mixed up with feminin words. So, they handed it over to Marcos 
and undertaking the sacred hymns, it was permitted to him only to arrange the troparia.” 
Theod. Prod.

99 Cosmas was like Ioannes Damascenos in life as in logos, says Meletios in the Ecclesiastical 
history. Suidas says: “The asmatic canons of Ioannes and Cosmas were unsurpassed; and 
they will be unsurpassed until the end of our life.”
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Λ. [L]
59. Laskaris Pegonites. Leon the Wise, emperor.103 Leon Halmyri-

otes. Longinos, monk.
M. 

60. Manuel, son of Korones. Manuel Gazes. Manuel Argyropulos. 
Manuel Phocianos. Manuel Agalianos. Manuel the great orator. Man-
uel from Thebes. Manougras. Manuel Chrysaphes.104 Manuel Goutas. 
Manuel the present Protopsaltes. Marcos Eugenikos. Marcos of Ko-
rinth. Meletios of Sina.105 Melchisedek, bishop of Rhædestos. Michael 
Ananeotes. Michael, priest, Koukoulas. Moschianos.

N.
61. Nathanael of Nicæa. Nephon domestikos. Nikephoros, hier-

omonachos Hethikos. Nikephoros from Chios, archdeacon of Anti-
ochea and a student of Iakobos Protopsaltes.106 Nicolaos domestikos. 
Nikephoros Tramountanas and Protopsaltes of Rhodes. Nicolaos 
Asan, the Cypriot. Nicolaos from Andrianoupolis, student of Ioannes 
Protopsaltes.

Ξ. Π. [X. P.]

100 Constantinos Porphyrogennetos was the son of Leon the Wise. He was born the year 905 
A.D. and died the year 959. He had great inclination to studies and love for learning. He 
reigned for 47 years. He wrote the poems of the exaposteilaria of the Octoechos, preserved 
with the music of Balasios and, in the second echos, the music of Petros.

101 Cantemeris wrote on music in Greek and in Turkish, but only the latter is preserved, which 
deals with exoteric music. He invented a rhythm, called Zarpeïn. He came from the genus 
of the Moldovlachian princes. He traveled to Turkey, Arabia and Persia and was taught to 
perfection the music preserved in those places. He used the instruments neï and tamburi.

102 Cyros Cyrillos appears from his treatise on music that he had command of Greek music, of 
church and exoteric music. He was taught church music by the Protopsaltes Panagiotes. He 
chanted in times with Daniel in the patriarchate. Concerning church music, he wrote about 
the neumes and the echoi, giving various examples. Concerning exoteric music, he wrote 
about perdedes, makams and rhythms.

103 Leon the Wise died the year 911 A.D. He was the son of the Cæsar Basilios the Macedo-
nian, and his successor in the reign of Constantinople. He ruled there 22 years. He made 
mele or ecclesiastical hymns, among which the eleven Heothina. Their melodies are found 
in the old Sticherarion; they were composed again by Ioannes Kladas and their melodies 
were abridged by Iacobos the Protopsaltes.

104 Manuel Chrysaphes the Old was lampadarios of the Great Church at the time of Constan-
tinos Palæologos, the last emperor of the Romans.

105 He was teacher of Georgios from Crete.
106 He teaches music in Jassy of Moldavia.
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62. Xenos Corones, Protopsaltes of Hagia Sophia. Pancratios hi-
eromonachos. Paisios, monk. Panagiotes Halatzoglus.107 

Panaretos. Patzadas Prasenos. Petros Glykys Bereketes.108 Petros Lam-
padarios, Lacedæmon, Great teacher; according to Ottomans, Hirsiz 
Petro, because even when he heard for the first time a new melos, he 
stole it by notation.109 Petros Byzantios, Protopsaltes and a student of 
Petros the Great teacher, a teacher himself of Gregorios Lampadarios 
and Chrysanthos the archimandrite. He was surnamed Fugas [fugi-
tive].110 Prasenos. 

Ρ, Σ, Τ, Φ and Χ. [R, S, T, F or Ph. and Ch or H]
63. Romanos the Melodos, the first to invent kontakia; he com-

posed over one thousand of them.111 Sergios, Stephanos Hagiopolites. 

107 Panagiotes’ father was from Trapezus, his profession was halatzes [hallaç] and he was mar-
ried in Constantinople. A monk, a relative of his and musician came to his house and taught 
his son Panagiotes few principles of music. Seeing that he had a good voice and a natural tal-
ent for music, he advised him to go to the monastery Vatopedion on Athos and study with 
Damianos, who was then chanting there, because well informed chanters were missing at 
the time in Constantinople. So, Panagiotes, studying wth Damianos, learned all the eccle-
siastical mele preserved to their days and, returning to Constantinople, he was admitted as 
protopsaltes of the Great Church. Mele by Panagiotes preserved are the heirmos Ἔφριξε γῆ, 
with its kratema, another kratema in echos barys and a few more.

108 He surpassed all the musicians in sweetness in the composition of the Heirmoi, that were 
called in fact calophonic. Contemporary of Panagiotes, he was Protopsaltes in Emathia. He 
was called Pereketes because when the students asked him while teaching the heirmoi, if he 
had more to teach, he always said Pereketi. It seems that he wrote the greatest number of 
mele, among the melodes hereby listed, except Petros the Lacedæmonian.

109 He studied as a child in Smyrna with a monk musician, with whom he learned a good 
number of mathemata. He then came to Constantinople and studied under Protopsaltes 
Ioannes, whom he imitated in his mele, expressing them the way he did. He began to write 
mele while he was still a left domestikos. When Protopsaltes Ioannes passed away and Dan-
iel became protopsaltes, Iacobos should become lampadarios, since he was right domes-
tikos. Petros, however transgressing the order, thanks to the mediation of powerful persons, 
became himself Lampadarios and took Petros Byzantios as his domestikos. For this reason, 
it is said, he was despised by both Iacobos and his teacher Daniel, with a hidden hate, that 
made its appearance at times. He wrote the music of two Anastasimataria, Cherubika and 
Koinonika for Sundays. Among the koinonika of the year, some are double and many are 
triple. Ηe wrote pasapnoaria, doxologies, the Doxastikarion entire, the Heirmonologion 
entire. He explained the Anoixantaria, the great Kekragaria, some pasapnoaria, the Ἂνωθεν 
οἱ προφῆται and some more. Ηe also wrote music to secular verses on the makams and the 
rhythms of the Ottomans. Among his writings were also found fasli and pesrev, written 
down in musical neumes. For all this, he was called a great teacher. He did all that in short 
time because his life ended while still a lampadarios, being extinguished by a plague.
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Stylianos, priest. Symeon Laosynaktes of the Great Church. Symeon 
Psyritzes. Sophronios hieromonachos Kaffas. Tzaknopoulos. Philippos 
Gavalas. Phokas, domestikos. Chalibouris. Christophoros Mistakon. 
Chourmouzes, priest. Chourmouzes, teacher.112  Chrysanthos hiero-
monachos, Cypriot, student of Ioannes Protopsaltes. Chrysanthos Ar-
chimandrites and teacher.113 Chrysaphes, Protopsaltes, the young.114

64. Those are the persons who in the course of time have been 
melopœoi, and teachers of the ecclesiastical music preserved by the 
Greeks; this music was rescued from the great wrecking of the Genus 
by our motherly church. Because when musical psalmody disappeared 
from Constantinople, it was preserved in the churches of Peloponnesos 
and Crete. When, later, it fled away from there too, it was preserved on 
the sacred mount of Athos, because the propagation of music served 
the clergy in many occasions, and primarily at vigils, i.e. the night long 
ceremonies. From Athos, it was brought back to Constantinople by 
Chrysaphes, Panagiotes and Pereketes. 

65. The most outstanding treatises dealing with this music are:
 I. One entitled Grammar of Music by Ioannes Damascenos 

and Cosmas the Melode. It is written in the form of questions and an-

110 He was a Constantinopolite and got his musical education by Petros the Lacedæmonian. 
He wrote the mele of eight kœnonika for Sundays and eight cherubika, one mathema, one 
doxology and certain katavasiæ, the mele of which were not written by his teacher, as well 
as the entire Syntomon Heirmologion. He also analyzed many old mele. During the first 
service of Callinikos from Nicæa as a patriarch, because of some errors, Petros was expelled 
from the clergy and went to Cherson. Then he went to Jassy of Moldavia, and having suf-
fered a lot abroad, he passed away the year 1808 A.D..

111 He was from Edessa. Coming to Constantinople, he dwelled in the monastery of our most 
holy Theotokos, in Cyros. He created the poem and the melos of Ἡ Παρθένος σήμερον τὸν 
ὑπερούσιον τίκτει. Chanting it from the pulpit he was admired and praised by all his auditors. 
After that, he wrote the poems and the mele of all the rest. See the Metaphrastes at October 
1.

112 He comes from Chalke, that is, the island Chalke, situated by Bythinia in Propontis. He is a 
member of the Three Teachers of the New Method of Ecclesiastical Music of today’s Greeks 
and was appointed together with Gregorios Lampadarios to teach in general the practical 
part of it.

113 He was from Madytos, a city situated by Hellespont. He is a member of the Three Teachers, 
the inventors of the New Method of Ecclesiastical music and was appointed to teach its 
theoretical part in general.

114 Manuel Chrysaphes the Young flourished around the year 1660 A.D. He wrote the mele of 
the Anastasimatarion, Sticherarion, cherubika, kœnonika, and more. He wrote a manual on 
music, in which the man appears to have been fairly well educated both in psalmody and in 
Greek songs. This manual has been preserved in manuscript.
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swers; it is preserved in old sticheraria on parchment.115 
II. One inscribed by Ioannes Cladas. It deals with the metropho-

nia, musical signs and the echoi.
III. One inscribed by Ioannes Plusiadenos or Kukumas. it deals 

with the above.
IV. The manual of Manuel Chrysaphes, dealing with the neumes, 

the echoi and especially the phthoræ.
V. One on ecclesiastical and exoteric music by Cyrillos, bishop of 

Tenos, dealing with the above as well as with the tones and the makams 
according to the Ottomans.

VI. One on music by Cantemeris, preserved in Turkish only.
VII. A treatise by Gabriel hieromonachos, a philosopher of psaltic 

art. There are more treatises by less learned persons, that I consider use-
less to list.

VIII. Ioannes Cucuzeles in his Mega Ison, that was analyzed by 
Petros the Peloponnesian, lists the neumes and the theses with their 
melody, used in his days for the representation of the mele. Such meth-
ods were written by other teachers musicians also, by which they intro-
duce their students in music for their evolution.

 The text of the Great Ison
Ison, Oligon, Oxeia and Petaste; and Diple, Kratema, Kratemoka-

tabasma, Tromikon, Strepton, Thes and Apothes, Thematismos, Or-
thion; with these, Uranisma, Seisma, Trichisma, Synagma, Cylisma, 
Strangismata, Krousma, Other Anabasma, and other Katabasma, 
Psephistokatabasma, Parakalesma, Aporrhoe, Antikenoma, Antikeno-
cylisma, Argosyntheton, Kolaphismos, Koufisma, Kratemokoufisma, 
Tromikoparakalesma; and Parakletike, Seirma, and other, Darmos, 
this is called Antikountisma, Choreuma, Heteron, Homœon, Synthe-
sis of the great asma, another synthesis of the same. Heteron, Bython, 
Gronthisma, Clasma, Both Chæretismos; and Bareia alike, Piasma, 
Echaden, called Diplopelaston, Thema haploun, end of the sticheron in 
this, Barys, other Barys tetraphonic, Anapauma, Darta. All these with 
Epegerma, Stauros, Anapauma today,  Gorthmos, Diplopetaston, 

115 In other sources it is inscribed Method accurately expressed by the holy fathers Cosmas, and 
Ioannes Damascenos and Ioannes Chrysostomos. It appears, however, from its style, that 
this is not an authentic creation by any of the three.
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Phthora, Enarxis, Gorgon, Argon; and attention student; spirits are 
four, seven voices diplasmos, and three kratemata artfully composed by 
Ioannes Cucuzeles the Maïstor.

66. From the writers enumerated it is deduced that the use of the 
neumes of ecclesiastical music was in a good state in the years of the 
emperor Theophilos, who regarded it an honour to be a melode and 
to do the cheironomia in the Great Church. There was a music school 
in the palace, were beginners were taught chanting and the art of the 
cheironomia. There should have existed a didactic treatise on both 
these subjects, not preserved to us. The creations preserved to our days 
are the ones whose mele were written with the neumes mentioned. We 
hereby say about them our assumptions.

67. The Greeks used as neumes for the notation of their mele, the 
letters of the alphabet, given by Aristides and Alypios. The neumes by 
which Ioannes Damascenos wrote his mele, preserved up to our days in 
our music, were found later. After that, were invented the signs used by 
the Latins and all the Europeans. However, nor the first or the second, 
nor the third way of writing the mele were irreproachable, but in the 
course of time, two – the European and ours – were cultivated and cor-
rected with additions and reductions.

68. The neumes used by our psalmodists from Ioannes’ Damasce-
nos times to those of Ioannes Protopsaltes, resembled the hieroglyphic 
symbols of ancient Egyptians. Because, as one among them had the 
power to represent many not just syllables but words and entire mean-
ings, thus one or two of those neumes represent one and many pitches 
as well as entire melodies. And up to the time when the musical cre-
ations were few, the students learned them easily and in short time by 
tradition. When however in the course of time the creations of the 
teachers increased in number, then teaching the students and learning 
the ecclesiastical songs required the analogous longer time.

69. In the years of Manuel Chrysaphes, some music teachers ap-
peared saying that everything in music is the metrophonia and that 
what was said of the hypostaseis and the theses was pointless. Contra-
dicting them, Chrysaphes wrote his manual on music, which displays 
in fact a refutation of such ideas and an exposition of the neumes and 
theses, as well as a somewhat obscure elucidation of the phthoræ. How-
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ever, the teaching of the metrophonia is preserved up to our times and 
teachers deliver the Anastasimatarion, first in parallage, then in metro-
phonia and finally as a melos.

70. Parallage was to adapt the polysyllable notes on the neumes of 
the melody’s quantity, written, and to chant their continuous ascent 
and descent, and never the ison or large intervals. Metrophonia was to 
chant the melody of the troparion, as indicated by the neumes that no-
tate the quantity of the melody only, without observing the indications 
of the hypostaseis and the theses. Melos was to chant the melos of the 
troparion as indicated by the theses of the neumes and the hypostaseis, 
by which is written not only the quantity of the melody but also the 
quality, without ignoring the words of the text. For illumination, let us 
give an example with the following passage.

71. In parallage, this passage was chanted thus: annanes for the 
martyria, neagie, aanes, necheanes, aneanes for the chamele, as the 
apostrophos was subordinated; then, omitting the isa, they chanted 
neanes nana agia annanes neanes for the petaste and hypsele; nana for 
the kentemata, necheanes aneanes for the elaphron, because the apos-
trophos was subordinated; neanes nana for the kentema, because the 
oligon was subordinated; necheanes aneanes neagie for the apostro-
phoi, aanes necheanes for the elaphron, nana for the kentemata, agia 
annanes for the oliga, neanes nana for the kentema, necheanes for the 
apostrophos, and aneanes for the syndesmos, that is, the two apostro-
phoi.

72. In metrophonia it was chanted in the way it is written below 
in our method.
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73. As melos, it was chanted the following way.

74. The Protopsaltes Panagiotes brought ecclesiastical music from 
the music teachers of Athos, but it seems that when he delivered the 
mele to his students he abridged some melodies of the theses or, in oth-
er cases, he even altered them, aiming, it is said, at pleasure and embel-
lishment. It is possible, therefore, that this is the cause of the divergence 
in the recitation of certain theses of the ecclesiastical mele between the 
Constantinopolite music teachers and those of Athos.

75. His successor Ioannes Protopsaltes was publicly saying that the 
difficulty of teaching and transmitting psalmody, due to all the time it 
takes, ought to be removed from their creations (he was maybe imitat-
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ing his teacher, because usually the teachers’ manners are inherited by 
students). He thought that a simpler, more methodical and elemen-
tary system of characters ought to be established, making it possible 
to write every kind of melody and to transmit it accurately. So, in the 
year 1756, when the music lover Cyrillos, driving straight the rudder of 
the patriarchate, impelled Ioannes to compose pasapnoaria, polyeleoi, 
doxologies, kœnonika, etc. he used a way of writing, which is different 
from the old and akin the analytical way, used by his student Petros.

76. Daniel Protopsaltes, Ioannes’ successor, drawing alike from the 
teacher Panagiotes, wished to imitate that analytical way, as is evident 
in his polyeleos and his doxology. For this reason, there exist in his 
mele innovative theses, such that were never used by psalmodists before 
or after him. Because of them, certain persons dared to accuse him of 
ignorance. He was obliged to innovate because he attempted to intro-
duce in ecclesiastical mele, exoteric mele also, that is mele played in his 
times by instrumentalists, that it was not possible to write with the old 
ecclesiastical theses. Being indeed a friend of Zacharias Hanendes,116 
he learned by him a lot on exoteric music; likewise, he taught Zacharias 
in return ecclesiastical mele. It is said that Zacharias invented the mele 
of some heirmoi and Daniel wrote them down with musical neumes, 
but he did not give the manuscripts to his students, and they were lost. 
However, certain chanters know Zacharias’ mele and when asked, they 
say that Daniel did not give Zacharias’ heirmoi simply because he never 
wrote them down. Daniel’s qualities are the sobriety and richness of his 
creation, because when he comes on a phthora, he exceedingly insists 
on its melody and does not abandon it quickly; such a melopœos is 
indeed to be praised.

77. When Daniel was Protopsaltes, Petros the Peloponnesian was 
lampadarios. He was writing day and night analyzing the old musical 
mathemata, and was carefully writing down every melody that reached 
his imagination from the outer or the inner world (because, they say, 
that he distinguished the melody created by the wind blowing on the 
glass of the windows), and writing the melodies on the makams and 
rhythms of the Ottomans on as many verses were given him (because a 

116 We spoke about him above. The word Hanendes is Turkish, meaning the melode. 
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verse-mania prevailed at the time among the noblemen and the intel-
lectuals of our genus) he nearly achieved to transform musical charac-
ters from symbols to letters. And he is unique among our musicians 
to reach the summit in the training of practical music. Because what 
is narrated about Greek musicians, that when Constantinople fell to 
the Ottomans, they were able to write mele played by musical instru-
ments the minute they were performed, and sing them accurately at 
first hearing, is questioned by some people, but in the case of Petros 
it is certain, because it is reported by eyewitnesses that are trustwor-
thy being among the best of our genus. So, the Ottomans were playing 
new melodies invented by them never heard before, and he was writing 
them down and singing them and playing them on the tamburi. When 
this was known by the ruler of the time, he showed Petros’ his favour 
giving him a free pass in the palace.

78. Daniel’s successor, Iacobos the Protopsaltes, preserving faith-
fully what was handed over to him, advanced persistently on the foot-
steps of his teacher and did not enjoy innovations. When Agapios 
Paliermos from Chios came to Constantinople, well educated in Eu-
ropean music, presenting himself to the Patriarch Kyrios Gregorios, he 
proposed his holiness and the entire Holy Synod, after showing many 
defects of the notation used then by ecclesiastical musicians, that it 
would be to their advantage if the chanters of the Great Church were 
taught a system contrived by him,117 endowed with the merits of Eu-
ropean music, but free of its deficiencies. He proposed them to ensure 
that the ecclesiastical system is corrected giving it the proper analogies, 
or to create another, a new system, or to keep the one offered by Aga-
pios himself and transcribe all the ecclesiastical mele known to them. 
With such words, he wholly convinced his holiness, but was not able 
to persuade Iacobos fully. It was ordered therefore that Agapios would 
teach in the patriarchate, and that the domestikoi, among others would 

117 He travelled through Europe in order to be taught the music of the Europeans perfectly and 
then come to Greece and benefit his compatriots. So when he got a sufficiently thorough 
knowledge of the music mentioned, he came to the Sacred Mount. Having not achieved his 
aim there, he went to Ephesos. Unsuccessful there too, he came to Constantinople during 
the first patriarchate of Gregorios Peloponnesios from Smyrna and taught music in Euro-
pean notes. Failing, he transformed his system and when he came a second and third time 
to Constantinople, he was using the alphabet. He died in Bucharest the year 1815.
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be taught by him.118 However, Protopsaltes Iacobos remained uncon-
vinced and because of his ironic remarks on the pronunciation and 
the manner of teaching Agapios introduced, this attempt did not bear 
fruit. So Iacobos, the zealot of the ancient tradition of ecclesiastical 
music, set to music a doxastikarion, in which he tried to include all the 
old theses of the sticherarion, not using even the most commonly used 
among the new theses. He wanted the old theses to be pronounced in 
the tradition of the old teachers, not altering them with abbreviations 
or adornments. And whenever he wished to use one of them in a new 
way, he was writing it analytically. In spite of that he himself abbrevi-
ated (with embellishments as is his inscription) the great Kekragaria, 
the Heothina and Daniel’s Polyeleos.

79. The Protopsaltes Petros Byzantios, who succeeded Iaco-
bos, aiming at orderly and good rhythm in psalmody, was frequent-
ly reproaching Iacobos that he was transgressing the rhythm of the 
Prosomœa, in order, supposedly, to interpret the meaning of the text. 

118 The first chanter of the right chorus has the office called Protopsaltes. The first chanter of 
the left chorus has the office called Lampadarios. The second chanters of both the right and 
left choruses are called Domestikoi. 

Patriarchs in the course of time, greatly cared for the preservation of ecclesiastical 
music. This becomes obvious in the present book, as well as in many others and especially 
in a document, written at the times of patriarch Neophytos, preserved in a sacred codex. 
Here is its preface.

The obligation laid upon us for the generous care for the decency, virtuous state, in-
clination to perfection and improvement of the holy churches of God, those situated even 
far away and everywhere, is not small, and this obligation is much greater for the decorum, 
the harmonious orderliness and the decency of our Great Church of Christ, the common 
mother of all devout Christians the world over. Generous prizes should be offered on behalf 
of it; we ought to become involved with scientific thought and look after the preservation of 
its decency and splendor vigilantly. Carrying out this obligation laid upon us, after a minute 
research, in common with the sacred brotherhood dwelling here, the holy Synod and the 
most esteemed trustees of the Kœnon of our Great Church of Christ, on the conditions of 
the highly musicological chanters, the protopsaltes Kyr Iacobos and the Lampadarios Kyr 
Petros, and of the students taught by them, in our most venerable Great Church of Christ, 
we see that their work is neglected and that the persons studying them do not improve, nor 
are they able to officiate in our Great Church of Christ, when some one passes away. And 
the obvious reason of all this, is that the fees of those very best of our ecclesiastical compos-
ers and all the gain or profit they draw from the Church’s income, does not suffice them. 
Consequently, the art of ecclesiastical music, that they alone are able to teach to the benefit 
of many people, is in danger of being effaced. Therefore, for the orderliness and harmony 
of the Church, it is necessary to show seriously our concern, because we do know that their 
needs ought to be satisfied, their fees increased, providing thus...

 In the year of Grace 1791, December 2, Epinemes. X.
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Petros learned the power of the cheironomia used by chanters in the 
church, and he was saying: “If I only knew that there exists an expert of 
the cheironomia even in America, I would go, is spite of all my poverty, 
to study with him.” This Petros was the only one, after his teacher Pet-
ros the Lacedæmonian, who knew how to analyze and write as he did. 
Indeed, his explanations created doubts as to whether they were done 
by him or by his teacher. For this reason, all students were taught the 
old mathemata by both Iacobos and Petros, but the new ones, by Petros 
only. He promised to analyze all the old mathemata of ecclesiastical 
music and to publish them, if he found persons to reward his efforts. 
Nevertheless, his analyses did not go in vain after his death; but the su-
perintendents of our school were interested and bought all his books, 
his analyses and his notes, to be used in this school.

80. When he fled (or was maybe expelled), he was succeeded by 
Manuel the present Protopsaltes, in whose time is accomplished what 
was long missing in our ecclesiastical music, that is, the measurement 
of time spent in melody, the regulation of scales and neumes, and of all 
the rest, the application of which was not up to this day introduced in 
our ecclesiastical music, but is introduced now by the Three Teachers. 
If the old mele have an orderly rhythmic motion and fit better than 
the new mele in the meters, it is because of the cheironomia and the 
rhythm that were known to the creators of those mele. Manuel wrote 
the mele of Μακάριος ἀνὴρ, the Antinphona and one short doxology in 
echos barys; he passed away on June 21 of the year1819.

81. So, today music is offered to music lovers as it was initiated by 
Ioannes Damascenos and improved up to our days. It preserves the first 
and ancient mele but approaches also the more recent mele; it applies 
among the old neumes those that are efficient, but has also acquired 
some new neumes, that were necessary. So, what is it, old or new? It 
is neither old or new. It is one and the same perfected in the course of 
time.
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HOW MUSIC SHOULD BE 
APPROACHED

82. “What is beautiful is beloved and what is not beauti-
ful is note beloved” said Theognis. Whence, in order that a chant-
er is beloved, and not despised, by listeners, he should be beautiful. In 
chanting, beauty consists of:

I. Euphony. Without it, it is “like sowing the sea with a grain of 
salt from the city”. Euphony is not only sweetness of the voice (a gift 
desired by every one but given by nature to few), but also the ability to 
sound the pitches faithfully to the delineation of tones.

II. This given, the chanter should have a mimetic disposition, ei-
ther by nature or by practice. Because every place has its own customs 
regarding the articulation of melody and the pronunciation of the text, 
and in many cases the chanter is obliged to say not only the melodies 
but the words of the verses also following the melodies in use in each 
place or rather, the traditions of the inhabitants; if he is able to imitate 
them, he is successful, if not, he achieves nothing.

III. Given those, he should be sufficiently educated in his own lan-
guage at least (as no one expects every musician to be a philosopher 
too) in order to understand the meaning of what he chants. Because 
it is correct to chant joyfully what is merry and pitiably what is sor-
rowful; also to ascend when ascent is signified and to descend when 
depth is signified; and in general, to use the melodies according to the 
meanings.

83. Whoever is endowed with the above, if he wishes to be taught 
music, should not be under age nor above it, that is, he should not be 
younger than thirteen years of age, nor an old man. He should be in-
structed vocal or instrumental music during one, two, or at the most, 
three years, so that he will not hinder himself from other more benefi-
cial studies because of music. In relation to this, he might obey Plato, 
who says:

Ordinary time to start playing the lyre is when they reach thirteen 
years old. They should continue studying for three years, neither less 
nor more.



84. When taught music, he should take into consideration the fol-
lowing four:

I. Pay much attention to the teacher and learn the melos taught 
in such a way that there will be no obvious difference in the pronun-
ciation of the melos taught, because in chanting more than anywhere 
else, vanity enslaves most people and does not let them judge correctly. 
One, therefore, should have experts who are very familiar with the 
piece chanted in order to judge its correctness.

 “The beautiful things that you do not seem beautiful to us.”
II. He should not wish to do innovations in pronunciation, writ-

ing or execution of foreign mele, embellishing or abridging them. Peo-
ple, usually, the more ignorant they are in music, the more have they 
the insolence to correct foreign mele. Since, however, it is permitted to 
anybody to compose whatever he wishes, what is the point of modify-
ing and transforming foreign mele?

III. He should, imitating in many ways his teachers, attempt to 
compose his own mele, which he should present to impartial judges, 
and correct what is criticised with tolerance, without insisting obsti-
nately on the errors he ignored, which are often covered by arrogance 
with the jacket of correctness. Moreover, he should consider for him-
self the saying of the wise man:

 “Not everything that man desires, is fulfilled”
IV. He should not be disgusted at first exposure to foreign mele, or 

criticise them before he studies them for a long time with much atten-
tion. Instead, only after he has learned them well and mastered them 
perfectly, should he decide to deduce the proper criticism. Because, 
since everything in music is familiarity, as Plutarch said, the quality of 
a new and unusual melos may only be conceived after he has achieved 
familiarity with it. Besides, many mele that disgust the listener in the 
morning, please him in the evening.

THE END



CATALOGUE OF SUBSCRIBERS

VENICE
Ὁ Πανιερώτατος πρώην Δαλματίας Κύριος Βενέδικτος

VIENNA
Ὁ Πανοσιολογιώτατος Κύριος Γρηγόριος Καλαγάνης Ἐφημέριος
 τῆς Ἐκκλησίας τῶν ἐντοπίων
Ὁ Μουσικολογιώτατος Κύριος Ἄνθιμος Νικολαΐδης ἱεροδιάκονος
Ὁ Πανοσιολογιώτατος Νεόφυτος Ἱεροδιάκονος Καλαγάνης
Ὁ τιμιώτατος Ἀναστάσιος Δ. Δεδέμης ἐξ Ἰωαννίνων
Ὁ τιμιώτατος Δημήτριος Ποστολάκας

CEPHALONIA
Ὁ σοφολογιώτατος ἱερομόναχος καί κήρυξ τοῦ Εὐαγγελίου
 Χαραλάμπης Ποβερέτος Τυπάλδος
Νικόλαος ἱερομόναχος Πυλαρινός καί Μουσικός
Διονύσιος ἱερομόναχος Δελλαπόρτας Μέγας Σκευοφύλαξ
 καί Μουσικός
Δημήτριος ἱερομόναχος Πασχάλης καί Μουσικός
Ἀγαθάγγελος ἱερομόναχος Λουβέρδος Λιβιεράτος
Γεράσιμος ἱερομὀναχος Τυπάλδος Ὀκτοράτος
Παπᾶ Βενέδικτος Δεσίλας Παργινός
Σπυρίδων ἱερομόναχος Ξυδιᾶς 
Γρηγόριος ἱερομόναχος Μελιδόνης καί Μουσικός
Χρύσανθος ἱεροδιάκονος Μανιάτης καί Μουσικός
Νικόλαος Τυπάλδος Ξυδιᾶς
Δημήτριος Μπέλλος ἐξ Ἁγίας Μαύρας καί Μουσικός
Γεράσιμος Παρτίδος
Ὁ Μουσικολογιώτατος Κύριος Ἰάκωβος Βριώνης
Ἀναγνώστης Ἰωάννης Σκαλτζούνης
Ἀντώνιος Πυλαρινός Τουμάσης
Εὐστάθιος Μπλέσας
Γεράσιμος Πυλαρινός Ἀλιφουνσάτος
Βαγγέλης Ποταμιάνος
Μάρκος Χωραφᾶς

CONSTANTINOPLE
Ὁ Πανιερώτατος ἅγιος Διῤῥαχίου Κύριος Χρύσανθος
Ὁ Πανοσιολογιώτατος Μέγας Ἀρχιδιάκονος Γαβριήλ
Ὁ Δευτερεύων Ἰάκωβος Παλαιολόγος ἐκ Μεθύμνης
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Ὁ Ἀρχιμανδρίτης Ἀθανάσιος Κύπριος Μ. 
Ὁ Σύγγελος τῆς Μεγάλης Ἐκκλησίας Εὐθύμιος
Ὁ Τριτεύων τοῦ Παναγιωτάτου Κύριλλος ἐκ Μπεγιέκδερεν
Ὁ τοῦ Παναγιωτάτου διάκονος Ἰωαννίκιος Μ. Πρωτοψάλτου
Ὁ Μέγας Γραμματεύς τοῦ Παναγιωτάτου Μ. Θεοδώρου
Ὁ Πατριαρχικός ἘφημέριοςΠορφύριος
Ὁ Προηγούμενος Ἁγιοταφίτης Πορφύριος
Ὁ Ἁγιοταφίτης Καμαράσης Γαβριήλ
Ὁ Προεστώς τῆς Παναγίας Καφ. Βασίλειος Μαυρομάτης
Ὁ ἱερομόναχος Ψάλτης Μακάριος ἐκ Ταταούλων
Ὁ Δ. Α.
Ὁ Ἱεροδιάκονος τοῦ ἁγίου Δέρκων Κύριλλος Πελοποννήσιος
Ὁ Ἱεροδιάκονος τοῦ ἰδίου Γενάδιος Μακεδών
Ὁ Ἀθ. τοῦ ἁγίου Δέρκων Προικοννήσιος 
Ὁ ἱεροδιάκονος τοῦ ἁγίου Θεσσαλονίκης Ἰάκωβος ἐκ Πάτμου
Ὁ Ἱεροδιάκονος τῶν Εἰσοδίων Ἀμφιλόχιος
Ὁ Ἱεροδιάκονος Μελέτιος Δέσης
Ὁ Ἱεροδιάκονος Μεθόδιος Ἀναστασιάδης Κύπριος
Ὁ Ἱεροδιάκονος Ἱερεμίας Θεολογίτης Πάτμιος
Ὁ Ἱεροδιάκονος Καλλίνικος ἐκ Ταταούλων
Ὁ Δ. Χ. Χ. Μ.
Ὁ Τιμιώτατος Γρηγόριος Ἀζδέρογλους
Π. Χαρίσης
Στέφανος Τιγκίρογλους
Ἰωάννης Χαψέλας
Β. Βλαχόπουλος ἀπό Παλαιαῖς Φῶκες
Γ. Βλαχόπουλος ἀπό Παλαιαῖς Φῶκες 
Ὁ Μουσικολογιώτατος Κωστῆς Μ. Βυζάντιος
Ὁ Μουσικολογιώτατος Χουρμούζιος Χαρτοφύλαξ τῆς Μεγάλης
 Ἐκκλησίας
Θεόδωρος Π. Παράσχου Φωκεύς
Στμυράκης Χανεντές
Ὁ τιμιώτατος Κύριος Παντελῆς Μαυροκορδάτος

LIVORNO
Ὁ ἐξ Ἄνδρου Εὐγένιος Καΐρης Ἐφημέριος τῆς ἐν Λιβόρνῳ
 Ἀνατολικῆς Ἐκκλησίας
Ὁ ὑψηλότατος Ἡγεμών Ἰωάννης Γ. Καρατζᾶς
Ὁ εὐγενέστατος Ἄρχων Μπάνος Κύριος Γεώργ. Ἀργυρόπουλος
Δημήτριος Κοκκινάκις
Πασχάλης Δημάδης Πελοποννήσιος Ψάλτης τῆς ἐν Λιβόρνῳ
Ἀνατολικῆς Ἐκκλησίας
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Παναγιώτης Πάλης

MUNICH OF BAVARIA
Ὁ τοῦ Ἑλληνικοῦ σπουδαστηρίου Διευθυντής Ἀρχιμανδρίτης
 Μισαήλ Ἀποστολίδης
Πέτρος Χατζί Βέρου Ἰατρός
Ἰωάννης Φωτιάδης Λέσβιος
Σπυρίδων Ἰασονίδης Κύπριος
Παντελεήμων Κόβας Σμυρναῖος
Κωνσταντῖνος Κοντογόνης Πελοποννήσιος
Ἀδαμάντιος καί Ἰωάννης Ἀντωνίου ἐκ Θράκης
Ἰωάννης Ἀπαλύρας Χῖος
Μιχαήλ Π. Μαυροκορδάτος

SERRAE
Ὁ τοῦ ἁγίου Σεῤῥῶν Ἀρχιδιάκονος Κ. Ἰγνάτιος Κωνσταντινουπ.
Ὁ Μουσικολογιώτατος Κύριος Σταμούλης Π. Ζαρκινός,
 Πρωτοψάλτης τῆς Μητροπόλεως Σεῤῥῶν.
Δημήτριος Ἀγγέλου διδάσκαλος τοῦ ἑλληνικοῦ φιλολογικοῦ
 γυμνασίου
Ὁ Μουσικολογιώτατος Γεώργιος Νακίδης ἐκ Πουλιανῆς
Ὁ Πανοσιολογιώτατος Ἀνδρόνικος Εἰκοσιφινίσης καί Μουσικός
Ὁ Πανοσιολογιώτατος Χριστόφορος τῆς αὐτῆς Μονῆς καί Μουσ.
Ὁ Πανοσιολογιώτατος Πρωτοσύγγελος Σεραφείμ Κρής Σιναΐτης
 καί Μουσικός
Ὁ ἐκλαμπρότατος κύριος Ἰωάννης Σπόντης ὑποκόνσολος
 τῆς Βρετανικῆς δυνάμεως
Ὁ ἐξοχοσοφολογιώτατος Κύριος Ἀναστάσιος Πάλης ὑποκόνσολος
 τῆς Αὐστριακῆς δυνάμεως
Ὁ Ἱερολογιώτατος Θεοδόσιος Προδρομίτης
Ὁ Πανοσιολογιώτατος Χρύσανθος τῆς αὐτῆς Μονῆς καί Μουσικός
Ὁ ἱερολογιώτατος Κωνστάντιος τῆς αὐτῆς Μονῆς καί Μουσικός
Ὁ Πανοσιολογιώτατος Ἰωάσαφ τῆς αὐτῆς Μονῆς καί Μουσικός
Ὁ Πανοσιολογιώτατος Ἡγούμενος τῆς αὐτῆς Μονῆς Κύριος
 Διονύσιος καί Μουσικός
Ὁ Πανοσιολογιώτατος Δανιήλ τῆς αὐτῆς Μονῆς
Ὁ Πανοσιολογιώτατος Σεραφείμ τῆς αὐτῆς Μονῆς καί Μουσικός
Ὁ Πανοσιώτατος Σάββας τῆς αὐτῆς Μονῆς καί Μουσικός
Ὁ Κύριος Ἰορδάνης Πέτρου Σίλιαλης καί Μουσικός
Ὁ ἐντιμότατος Κύριος Σύμων Συμώτας ἐκ Κλεισούρας τῆς
 Μακεδονίας καί Μουσικός
Ὁ Μουσικολογιώτατος Ἰωάννης Ἀντωνίου Βεῤῥοιαῖος
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Ὁ τιμιώτατος Κύριος Δημήτριος Κοτζιάμπασης Δοβίστας
Ὁ λογιώτατος Ἰωάννης Παπᾶ Χριστοδούλου ἐκ Τρικάλων
Ὁ Αἰδεσιμώτατος Παπᾶ Ἀστέριος Θεσσαλονικεύς
Ὁ τοῦ ἁγίου Σεῤῥῶν Ἱεροδιάκονος Νεόφυτος ἐκ Γανοχώρων
Ὁ ἐντιμότατος Δημήτριος Ἀθανασίου ἐκ Τρικάλων καί Μουσικός
Ὁ ἐλλογιμώτατος Κωνσταντῖνος Μιλίδης Ναουσαῖος καί Μουσικός
Ὁ Μουσικολογιώτατος Κυργιαζῆς Νικολάου Μαδεμοχωρίτης
Ὁ Κύριος Ἰωάννης Χ. Δήμου ἐκ Θετταλίας
Ὁ Κύρ. Γεώργιος Κωνσταντίνου Πετριτζλῆς Σαπεντζῆς καί Μουσικός
Ὁ ἐξοχώτατος Κύριος Ματάκος Κερκυραῖος καί Μουσικός
Ὁ Μουσικολογιώτατος Μιχαήλ Κρανιότης
Ὁ Μουσικολογιώτατος Κύριος Ἀποστόλης Γεωργίου Παντελεημονίτης
 ἐκ Πλαταμῶνος
Ἐμμανουήλ Φωτιάδης διδάσκαλος Λουκοβικίων 
Χ. Μιχαῆλος Χ. Χριστάκης Σεῤῥαῖος καί Μουσικός
Αὐτάδελφοι υἱοί Δούκα Σεῤῥαῖοι
Ὁ ἐλλογιμώτατος Γεώργιος Μ. Χ. Γρέτζιου Βλαστός

TRIESTE
Ὁ Πανοσιολογιώτατος Κ. Ἰωακείμ Ἀρχιμανδρίτης Φώτιος
Ὁ Πανοσιολογιώτατος Κύριος Ἰγνάτιος Ἀρχιμανδρίτης
 Θεολογίτης Πάτμιος
Ὁ Πανοσιολογιώτατος Κύριος Σεραφείμ Πομάγης ἀρχιδιδάσκαλος
 τῆς Ἑλληνικῆς σχολῆς
Ὁ Πανοσιολ. Κ. Ἁβράμιος Ἀρχιμανδρίτης Ἀγγελάτος
Ὁ αὐτός διά τόν κύρ Ἀνδρέα Κλωκόνη
Ὁ Ἱεροδιάκονος Γρηγόριος Ψαλτάκης
Ἡ Ἑλληνική σχολή
Δημήτριος Ν. Ἀποστολόπουλος
Γρηγόριος Τζαννός
Ἀλέξιος Μανουήλ Ἡσαΐας
Ἰάκωβος Ῥώτας
Δημήτριος καί ἀδελφοί Κατράρο
Γεώργιος Παχαδόρης
Ἐμμανουήλ Κοσσαντέλης
Γεώργιος Καρτζιώτης
Ἀμβρόσιος Στ. Ῥάλλης
Στέφανος Βορδόνης Ἰατρός
Προκόπιος Δ. Καρτζιώτης
Νικόλαος Μοροζίνης
Πέτρος Γεωργούλης
Πέτρος Κοβαρᾶς
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Κυριάκης Βαρδάκας
Κωνσταντῖνος Γιαλέσης
Ἰωάννης Σαρεγιάννης
Ἀλέξιος Σαρεγιάννης
Δημήτριος Γαγγάδης
Σπυρίδων Γεωργόπουλος
Χριστόδουλος Γραμμάτος
Ὁ Μουσικολογιώτατος Ἰωάννης Κόβας
Ὁ Μουσικολογιώτατος Μιχαήλ Δημητρίου
Ὁ λογιώτατος Γεώργιος Ε. Ἰωαννίδης
Νικόλαος Μπενάκης
Νικόλαος Παπανικολάκης
Νικόλαος Ζ. Βλαστός
Μ. Α. Ῥοδοκανάκης
Ἀντώνιος Γιαλέσης
Ευστράτιος Πετροκόκκινος
Λ. Καρυδιᾶς
Ν. Α. Βοῦρος
Ὁ λογιώτατος Ὑπάτιος Αὐγερινός
Ἰωάννης Ῥοδοκανάκης
Γεώργιος Ἀβασιώτης
Φραγγούλης Καράλης
Ἰωάννης Κόντογλους
Ἀ. Τ.
Παναγιώτης Τζαμπόκας
Ν. Ν.
Σπυρίδων Σακκελάριος
Δημήτριος Ἰωάννου
Στ. Κλήμης
Γεώργιος Χ. Κωστῆ
Ἀντώνιος Δημητρίου
Γεώργιος Ξένης
Κωνσταντῖνος Κατρίτζης
Πανάγος Νταμῆλος
Γεώργιος Παπιολάκης
Φραγγούλης Σκουλούδης
Παῦλος Καλλιγᾶς Κεφαλληναῖος
Γεώργιος Σβύνος Καλύμνιος
Νικόλαος Μ. Σβύνος Καλύμνιος
Ἀναγνώστης Τζαούσης Καλύμνιος
Σωτήριος Γερούσης
Ἀναστάσιος Ζωγράφου ἐκ Κόρυτζας τῆς Ἀλβανίας
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Κωνσταντῖνος Μ. Κούμας
Ἰωάννης Κατακουζηνός
Γεώργιος Πιερόπουλος
Γεώργιος Μεντζέλος
Ἀποστόλης Καλογιώργης
Μάρκος Παπαδάκης
Νικόλαος Ποστολάκας
Παναγιώτης Δεγριμής
Ἰωάννης τοῦ Χ. Μῆμα
Γεώργιος Ἰωάννου
Θ. Δούμα
Κ. Μπερτουμή
Ἰωάννης Ῥάλλης
Νικόλαος Ἡσαΐας
Παῦλος Μαυροκορδάτος
Ἰωάννης Σκαραμαγκᾶς
Πέτρος Ἰσούφ
Λεονάρδος Κ. Βοῦρος
Θεόδωρος Ἀχιλλεύς Ἰατρός
Ἰωάννης Δραγίνης
Φραγγούλης Ν. Γλυκοφρείδης
Περικλῆς Σαπεντζάκης
Κωνσταντῖνος Ταμποῦρος
Δημήτριος Πλατυγένης
Εὐστράτιος Μεταξᾶς
Βασίλειος Σάββας
Γεώργιος Βλισμᾶς
Ἀλέξανδρος Λιβαδίτης
Σπυρίδων Α. Ἀντωνόπουλος
Κυριακός Κάτραρος
Μιχαήλ Παξιμάδης
Νικόλαος Βασίλειος τοῦ Ἀντωνίου
Νικόλαος Σταματόπουλος
Δημήτριος Κασάπης
Γεώργιος Διαζός
Ἰωάννης Μ. Ῥοδοκανάκης
Ἀλέξανδρος Γαλάτη
Κωστάκης Σπανδονῆ
Δημήτριος Θεοδώρου ἐκ Σεῤῥῶν
Πέτρος Λαγγερόπουλος Πατρεύς
Ἰωάννης Κάππαρις
Ἰωάννης Ἀποστολόπουλος



Ἀλέξανδρος Βλαστός
Γεώργιος Σαριδάκης
Ἰωάννης Ἀνδρελάκης
Ἰωάννης Κόσσυφας
Λεονῆς Τζιτζικλῆς
Μιχαήλ Δέλτας
Λούκας Σωτηριάδης
Νικόλαος Στράτης
Ἰωάννης Βοζίκης
Μ. Βογιαζόγλου
Ἰωάννης Ῥῆγας
Ἰωσήφ Βατόρης
Βασίλειος Πιτακός
Παναγιώτης Τζίπουρας
Κωνσταντῖνος Δουραμάνης
Νικόλαος Μπιριάζος
Δημήτριος Κολέας
Παρθένιος Ἱεροδιάκονος Γ. Πελοπίδης
Βασίλειος Π. Πελοπίδης
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